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The Center for Reliable Engineering Computing (REC), as part of its mission, has organized several
international workshops that involve the investigation and advancement of different aspects of reliable
engineering computing. This workshop focuses on providing solutions for reliability and computational
issues in infrastructural systems. From a perspective of infrastructure system performance, many
infrastructures worldwide are approaching the end of their design life, and require repair or replacement.
Therefore, there is a crucial need for design/decision making methodologies and protocols that will assure
maintaining the safe operation of infrastructures. These methods will assist practicing engineers to decide
whether to repair or replace an infrastructure system. Moreover, they can be used to perform the cost
analysis for construction and maintenance of structural systems.
This workshop is unique in combining computer science, mathematics, and engineering analysis and design
to discuss the reliability of engineering computations, providing a common forum by which to continue
cross-disciplinary advisements in the field. This workshop provides support for translation of Reliable
Engineering Computing to engineering practice.
The topics of the workshop include:
1. Management and processing of uncertainties in infrastructures
2. Risk analysis, hazard analysis, risk and hazard mitigation
3. Robust design, reliability-based design, performance-based design
The work presented represents a significant step towards achieving the goal of true reliability in
infrastructure engineering.
The sponsors of this workshop are:
■ Armour College of Engineering, Illinois Institute of Technology
■ Wanger Institute for Sustainable Energy Research (WISER) at Illinois Institute of Technology
■ Civil, Architectural and Environmental Engineering Department, Illinois Institute of Technology
The organizers appreciate the support of the sponsors. Additionally, the efforts by Dr. Joshua Bergerson in
all aspects of the Workshop as well as preparation of these Conference Proceedings are highly appreciated.
Mehdi Modares
Editor

iv.

A generalized numerical framework of imprecise probability to
propagate epistemic uncertainty
Marco de Angelis, Edoardo Patelli and Michael Beer
Institute for Risk and Uncertainty, University of Liverpool, UK, marco.de-angelis@liverpool.ac.uk
Abstract. A generalized numerical framework is presented for constructing computational models
capable of processing inputs defined as sets of probability distribution functions and sets of intervals.
The framework implements a novel solution strategy that couples advanced sampling-based methods
and optimization procedures, and provides a credible tool for calculating imprecise measure of
failure probability. In this paper, the tool is utilized to perform epistemic uncertainty propagation
and to identify the extreme case realizations leading to the bounding values of the failure probability.
It has to be noted that the proposed strategy, is insensitive both to the dimension of the problem
and to the targeted failure probability, so far as the performance function displays a single failure
mode. It is shown by means of examples that the numerical tool is significantly more efficient than
a naive approach to the problem of epistemic uncertainty propagation.
Keywords: Imprecise probability, Structural reliability, Epistemic uncertainty propagation, Extreme case realizations, Credal sets, Bounded sets

1. Introduction
In performance-based engineering decisions often rely on the response of a computational model
(Augusti and Ciampoli, 2008). Most often, however, due to insufficient knowledge about the system,
also referred to as epistemic uncertainty, it is not possible to create a definite map of values for
the inputs of the computational model. In this context assuming a specific probability distribution
model can be a strong assumption leading to a possibly wrong decision (Beer and Ferson and
Kreinovich, 2013).
In structural reliability assessment, the failure probability, denoted as pF , represents the most
important quantity. It is of interest computing the effect of epistemic uncertainty on the failure
probability and making the least amount of assumptions. This requires the epistemic uncertainty
to be propagated throughout the model and consequently quantified in terms of failure probability
intervals. Uncertainty propagation can be performed by means of different strategies, but mainly
two approaches can be adopted: i) the parametric approach founded on the theory of imprecise
probability (Walley, 2013), ii) the non-parametric approach described by the random set theory
(Alvarez, 2006). The parametric approach defines sets of probability distribution functions, also
known as credal sets (Zaffalon, 2013), and sets of bounded variables or intervals (Ferson et al.,
2007; Moens and Vandepitte, 2005), while the non-parametric approach uses only bounding CDFs
and copula models, also known as p-boxes (Ferson et al., 2002). Here, the parametric approach to
propagate epistemic uncertainty for the failure probability is investigated. The advantages of using
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such an approach are manifold, but mainly can be attributed to its efficiency when small target
values of failure probability are considered and large scale problems are involved. Limitations of
using this approach can also be identified.
2. Parametric models for the uncertainty propagation of failure probability
The requirement of treating the epistemic uncertainties in a parametric sense and without making
any kind of assumptions, leads to the consideration of bounded sets and credal sets. In a parametric
uncertainty model, probability distribution functions are not fixed, but can be chosen from among
a set of options. An example can be a set of distribution models, such as Normal, Lognormal, or
Beta, with mean 4 and standard deviation 1, or a set of Normal distribution functions with mean
in the interval [2, 4] and standard deviation in the interval [0.5, 2].
A bounded set is a set obtained from a sequence of intervals put together by means of dependence
functions. When no dependence is defined the bounded set is simply obtained by the Cartesian product of the intervals. A bounded set can also be used for the parameters of a probability distribution
model. In this case the probability distribution model is represented by a set of distribution functions
(or credal set), where every realization in the bounded set corresponds to only one distribution
function. By properly defining these bounded sets, a general framework for uncertainty propagation
of failure probability can be identified. Within this framework the uncertainty propagation consists
in seeking the minimum and maximum failure probability within these bounded sets.
2.1. Traditional assessment of reliability by means of failure probability
In performance-based engineering, the structural system is considered as a collection of performances gi , i = 1, 2, ..., Ng , which are functions of the state variables θ ∈ Θ ⊆ Rn (see e.g.
(Valdebenito et al., 2014)). Typically, the state variables are the inputs that define the structural system, such as material strength and stiffness, shape and size of structural elements, load
magnitudes, etc. The output of the system is identified as specific structural responses, such as
frequency and amplitude of vibrations, stresses, deflections and so forth. The performance of the
system is obtained comparing single responses against corresponding capacities. If the capacities of
the system are included among the state variables, it becomes clear how the performance can be
expressed as a function of the state variables only.
The performance function g : Rn → gi ∈ R maps values from the state space Θ to the performance variables of interest. For given criteria on the performance variables, g defines the failure
domain ΘF = {θ ∈ Θ | g(θ) ≤ 0}, which is identified by the limit state surface Θ̃ = {θ | g(θ) = 0}.
Points θ̃ on the limit state surface are referred to as limit state points. The performance function
provides a measure of how far from critical is the state of the system, and in this sense it can also
be understood as a safety margin.
An important feature for our development is that the limit state is invariant to the uncertainty
set M, because the limit state is intrinsic to the structural system, i.e. depends solely on the
performance function g, which in turns is a function of the state variables only. The uncertainty
model only determines the probability over the state space, but does not influence the location of
limit state points θ̃.
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Traditionally, the assessment of structural reliability is based on well-defined (precise) probabilistic models. In this context, the state variables θ are all characterized by definite probability
functions and the failure probability pF can be expressed as
Z
pF =
hD (θ; p) dΘ,
(1)
ΘF

where, hD is the joint probability distribution function of distributional model D, p are the distribution parameters that define the probability distribution function, and dΘ is the Lebesgue
measure of an elementary portion of Θ. The computation of Equation (1) can be associated with
quite a significant numerical effort. For this reason, mainly advanced sampling-based methods, such
as Directional Sampling (Ditlevsen et al., 1988), Advanced Line Sampling (de Angelis and Patelli
and Beer, 2014) or Subset Simulation (Au and Beck, 2001) are used to compute
pF . In general,
R∞
sampling-based methods modify the integral of Equation (1) as pF = −∞ IF (θ) hD (θ; p) dθ;
where, IF : Rn → {0, 1} is the indicator function that is equal to 1 if θ ∈ ΘF and 0 otherwise.
2.2. Proposed generalized uncertainty framework
Within the generalized uncertainty framework, type and extent of uncertainty in the state variables
θ is defined by the set M. The uncertainty set M is obtained making the union of a credal set,
denoted by C, and a bounded set, denoted by B, as M = C ∪ B. In order to proceed to a formal
definition of bounded and credal sets, first a clear distinction between imprecise random variables
ξ ∈ C and intervals x ∈ B shall be made. The reliability problem is, thus, reformulated to allow for
imprecision. The state space of the variables θ ∈ Rn is split into two independent spaces: namely
the space of imprecise random variables ξ ∈ Ω ⊆ Rnξ and the space of intervals x ∈ X ⊆ Rnx ,
where Θ = Ω × X and nξ + nx = n. The space of the intervals is defined by the bounded set
x
Bx = ×ni=1
[xi , xi ] obtained from the Cartesian product of the intervals [xi , xi ] = xi , where xi > xi .
n
Another bounded set Bξ = ×i ξ [pi , pi ] is defined to model imprecision in the distribution parameters
p, which in turns builds up the credal set C = {hD (ξ; p) | p ∈ Bξ }. In words, C is defined as the set
of all probability distribution functions where the distribution parameters range within the set Bξ .
As an example, consider the imprecise random variable obtained from a Normal distribution with
mean in the interval [2, 4] and standard deviation in the interval [0.5, 2]. This imprecise random
variable is defined by the credal set {hD (ξ; µ, σ) | µ ∈ [2, 4], σ ∈ [0.5, 2]}, and the bounded set Bξ
is simply given as B = [2, 4] × [0.5, 2].
2.2.0.1. Remarks on dependency among state variables Dependence amid state variables within
the proposed framework can be modelled in a straightforward way. The between random variables
can be taken into account by means of a covariance model characterizing the joint probability
distribution function or more conveniently by means of a copula function. This does not make the
formulation of the problem any harder, because the credal set can still be defined as previously by
simply adding to the bounded set also the parameters corresponding to the covariance or copula
models. The dependence between the intervals is taken into account by means of dependence
functions Φ(x) that become part of the bounded set Bx . When a dependence function is defined
x
xi . Often
for the intervals, the bounded set Bx is no longer obtained by the Cartesian product ×ni=1
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the dependence functions are defined as a transformation Φ : x ∈ Rnx → y ∈ Rnx , where new
bounds [y i , y i ] = y i , i = 1, ..., nx can be identified. The bounded set thus, can be reformulated as
n
o
x
Bx = x | Φ(x) ∈ ×ni=1
y i . Note that this formulation is quite convenient because the search in
the bounded sets for the minimum/maximum of the failure probability can be easily operated as a
bounded non-constrained optimization.
2.3. Failure probability in the generalized uncertainty framework
When the uncertainty model comprises only precisely defined probability distributions, i.e. nx =
0 and C degenerates in one distribution function, structural reliability is assessed in terms of a
precise failure probability. Imprecise measures of failure probability can be obtained considering the
uncertainty set M. The failure domain ΘF is now made up of two failure domains as ΘF = ΩF ×XF ,
where ΩF (x) = {ξ ∈ Rnξ | g(ξ, x) ≤ 0} and XF (ξ) = {x ∈ Rnx | g(ξ, x) ≤ 0}. Note that these two
domains depend one another through the performance function g(ξ, x) that is defined over the whole
state space Θ. Provided hthe definition of C, the
i imprecise failure probability can be expressed as
the interval pF (C, Bx ) = pF (C, Bx ), pF (C, Bx ) , where the lower and upper bound of the imprecise
failure probability are
Z
Z
pF (C, Bx ) = sup sup
hD (ξ; p) dΩ, (2)
pF (C, Bx ) = inf inf
hD (ξ; p) dΩ;
x∈Bx p∈Bξ

x∈Bx p∈Bξ

ΩF (x)

ΩF (x)

where, the order to which the operations of infimum and supremum are performed can be changed.
The inner operand searches the bounds of pF within C, while the outer one searches the bounds of
pF within Bx . Upper and lower bounds of failure and survival probabilities show a dual relationship.
This can be seen clearly in the special case that the uncertainty model is restricted to C only. The
probability function h◦D that yields the lower bound pF = p(ΩF ), satisfies the equation
Z
Z
◦
hD (ξ) dΩ +
h◦D (ξ) dΩ = 1,
(3)
ΩF

ΩS

where ΩS denotes the survival domain, and ΩS ∪ ΩF = Ω. Therefore, h◦ is also the function for
which the upper bound p(ΩS ) is obtained. Thus, the Equation p(ΩF ) = 1 − p(ΩS ) establishes a
conjugate (or dual) relationship between lower and upper probability functions. This relationship
allows to identify the upper probability function when the lower probability function is known and
vice versa. Note, however, that the complete function, which may also have an infinite support, is
needed in order for the relationship to be used. From the definition of lower and upper probability
follows that pF ≤ pF . When C degenerates into a single probability distribution function, precise
measures of probability pF = pF = pF are obtained.
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3. Sampling-based estimation of interval failure probability
When imprecision is considered, the failure probability is obtained as interval pF . In order to
calculate the bounds of the failure probability, a global search in the bounded sets Bξ and Bx is
performed. Each step of the search procedure requires the estimation of a failure probability. A
naive approach to the problem for searching in the above sets would be prohibitive in the majority
of cases due to the numerical effort incurred. In fact, two nested loops are required, where the inner
loop estimates the failure probability and the outer loop searches for its bounds. In this section a
sampling-based method called Advanced Line Sampling (ALS) (de Angelis and Patelli and Beer,
2014) is proposed. Compared to Monte Carlo, ALS is far more efficient and is insensitive to the
failure probability target. Moreover, ALS can be exploited to make the search in the bounded sets
several orders of magnitude faster. This applies when the performance function displays a single
failure mode thus an averaged important direction can be established in the original state space.
3.1. The global search for lower and upper failure probabilities
The objective function for the global search in the sets Bξ and Bx is the failure probability. In order
to identify an approximation of the pF bounds, the minimum and maximum values of pF within
the two bounded sets are sought.
3.1.1. The search in the bounded set Bξ of distribution parameters
The set Bξ of distribution parameters defines the set of all probability distribution functions to
be considered in the analysis. Any element of Bξ is associated with a different value of failure
probability. Nonetheless, the limit state in the original space Θ does not change as we search in
Bξ . This is because the limit state depends upon the structural system and not upon the uncertainty model that defines the probability distribution over the state variables. Since the important
direction, denoted as α, is defined as any direction pointing towards the failure domain, during the
search in Bξ , an averaged α can be set for the entire analysis, independently from the distribution
functions of the random variables. Changing the distribution functions modifies the location of the
most probable point on the limit state surface. Hence, the direction α, set at beginning of the
analysis, might not be the optimal one for all the distributions analysed. However, it has to be
noted that in Line Sampling it is not required the important direction to be pointing precisely
towards the design point, even though sometimes this may have an influence on the accuracy of
the estimation. In order to ensure high accuracy, Advanced Line Sampling implements an adaptive
algorithm capable of updating to better directions.
Once the important direction is defined, an estimation of pF would require just few runs of the
performance function. Moreover, the signs of the important direction, as it stands in the original
space, allow to identify the corners of the hypercube where the state space is nearest and furthest
from the limit state. These two corners identify lower and upper conjugate states, where the search
for minimum/maximum failure probability and can be intensified. Using the information about
the conjugate states, it becomes clear how searching for the bounds is now sensibly easier, having
restricted the search domain to just two limited regions of the state space.
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3.1.2. The search in the bounded set Bx of structural parameters
Imprecision of structural parameters, characterized by the bounded set Bx , requires an extension of
the procedure developed so far. In fact, the bounded variables x ∈ Rnx change the shape of the limit
state boundary, which needs to be addressed with a second search as described in Equation (2).
In this section, we propose a strategy to include the variables x ∈ B2 in the numerical framework
presented so far. The strategy consists of an extension to an augmented probability space, where the
interval variables are treated as dummy normal random variables having imprecise mean values and
fixed standard deviations. In simple terms, this permits a combined consideration of the bounded set
Bx together with the bounded set Bξ in the same manner. Each dummy imprecise random variable
has an interval mean value µx = x, and a real-valued standard deviation σx to be fixed with some
convenient value. By defining these dummy imprecise random variables a thorough search can be
performed in both sets Bx and Bξ simultaneously. The only requirement for the dummy imprecise
random variables is that the chosen value of σx should neither be too large nor be too small to
avoid numerical issues in computing the failure probability. The standard deviation σx can be set,
for example, as a fraction of the interval radius σx = k(x − x)/2, where k can be any value between
0 and 1. Once the argument optima in the sets Bξ and Bx are found, the associated bounds on
the failure probability are also known. Two more reliability analyses at the end of the search, run
on the argument optima, will be needed to find the failure probability bounds. Note that during
this procedure sampling outside the intervals may occur. However, points outside the intervals are
solely used to drive the search process. In cases where the physical model restricts the evaluation
to the range of the intervals, truncated normal random variables are used as the dummy imprecise
variables, which lower and upper limits are equal to the endpoints of the intervals.

4. Numerical examples
To show the applicability and efficiency of the proposed method two examples are presented. In
the first example an explicit performance function is considered to compare the proposed method
against a naive approach. In the second example an implicit performance function obtained from a
large scale finite element model is analyzed. This second example demonstrates the efficiency of the
proposed method on large problems involving several state variables and small target probabilities.
4.1. Linear performance function with noise
This example is solved both with the proposed method, namely approach A, and with a naive
approach, or approach B. Approach A computes the interval probability pF by identifying the
conjugate states using the information of an averaged important direction defined in the original
state space. Note that when the distributions are given in terms of moments the conjugate states
coincide with the corners of the search domain delimited by Bξ ∪ Bx . Approach B computes pF by
blindly searching in the above bounded sets. The search is driven as an optimization process that
looks at both minimum and maximum of the failure probability. A blind search is effective only
when the number of search variables is small (less than 5), thus, the example is solved twice: first,
case (a), 4 state variables are considered as imprecise random variable and 2 as intervals for a total
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of 10 search variables, and second, case (b), just one imprecise random variable and one interval
are considered for a total of 3 search variables.
4.1.0.1. Case (a): performance function with 4 imprecise random variables and 2 intervals
we analyse the performance function (Grooteman, 2011; Harbitz, 1986)
g(ξ, x) = −200 + ξ1 + 2ξ2 + 2ξ3 + ξ4 − 5x1 − 5x2 +
4
2
X
X
+0.001
sin(100ξi ) + 0.001
sin(100xj );
i=1

Here,

(4)

j=1

where, the state variables θ = (ξ, x) are defined as in table I. An averaged important direction
can be identified computing the gradient ∇g 0 = −(1, 2, 2, 1, −5, −5), where g 0 is obtained taking off
the noise from Equation 4. With approach A, the sign vector of the important direction sign(α) =
(−1, −1, −1, −1, 1, 1) identifies the following conjugate states θ pF = (µ1 , µ2 , µ3 , µ4 , x1 , x2 ), and
θ pF = (µ1 , µ2 , µ3 , µ4 , x1 , x2 ). Since the probability distributions are defined in terms of moments,
and no correlation is defined amongst the variables, the minimum and maximum of the failure
probability is attained at the corners of the bounded sets, where the standard deviation of the state
variables is minimum and maximum respectively. With this approach the argument optima for this
problem can be identified as follows:
arg min pF = (µ1 , σ1 , µ2 , σ2 , µ3 , σ3 , µ4 , σ4 , x1 , x2 )

(5)

p∈Bξ x∈Bx

arg max pF = (µ1 , σ1 , µ2 , σ2 , µ3 , σ3 , µ4 , σ4 , x1 , x2 ).

(6)

p∈Bξ x∈Bx

Approach B provides only an approximation of the solution just found. In fact, a global optimization
procedure requires several thousands of function evaluations to be accurate. Moreover, the larger the
scale of the problem in terms of search variables, the more evaluations are needed. Here, where the
search domain has 10 dimensions, at least 1024 iterations are required to obtain an estimate. The
search is driven by a Latin Hypercube Sampling (McKay and Beckman and Conover, 1979) scheme
that allows to select the critical points in the search domain. Results from the two approaches are
shown in Table II, where the significance of the approximation introduced by approach B can be
appreciated.
4.1.0.2. Case (b): performance function with 1 imprecise random variable and 1 interval To
demonstrate that the approximation introduced by approach B is due to the number of variables
in the search domain, the same example is solved with just one imprecise random variable and one
interval. Here, the first state variable is θ1 = x and the sixth state variable is θ6 = ξ; all of the
other state variables are precise random variables. The performance function now is:
g(θ, ξ, x) = −200 + x + 2θ2 + 2θ3 + θ4 + 5θ5 − 5ξ +
5
X
+0.001(sin(100x) + sin(100ξ) +
sin(100θi ));

(7)

i=2
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Table I. Parametric uncertainties for the input state variables (SV) of Case (a)
SV #

Symbol

Uncert. type

Mean/Interval

Stand. dev.

1
2
3
4
5
6

ξ1
ξ2
ξ3
ξ4
x1
x2

LN(µ1 , σ1 )
LN(µ2 , σ2 )
LN(µ3 , σ3 )
LN(µ4 , σ4 )
Interval x1
Interval x2

µ1
µ2
µ3
µ4
x1
x2

σ1
σ2
σ3
σ4
-

= [110, 125]
= [115, 130]
= [115, 130]
= [115, 130]
= [45, 52]
= [35, 43]

= [10,
= [10,
= [10,
= [10,

14]
14]
14]
14]

Table II. Case (b): comparison of results in terms of failure probability and total number of samples required
Approach A

Approach B (LHS)
Ns

pF

Ns

pF

[1.4 10−10 , 0.43]

252

[3.2 10−6 , 8.4 10−2 ]

2.1 106

where the state variables are defined as in Table III. Again, using the vector sign of the important
direction sign(α) = (−1, −1, −1, −1, 1, 1) the lower and upper conjugate states can be identified as
θ pF = (x, ξ) and θ pF = (x, ξ) respectively. Thus, approach A leads to the optima
arg min pF = (µ1 , σ1 , x)
p∈Bξ x∈Bx

arg max pF = (µ1 , σ1 , x).

(8)

p∈Bξ x∈Bx

Comparison of results from approach A and B is shown in Table IV. This time the search process
of approach B produces an approximation of the bounds quite close to the exact solution obtained
with approach A.
4.2. Large scale finite element model of a six-storey building
In this example the reliability analysis of a six-story building subject to wind load is carried
out (Schuëller and Pradlwarter, 2007). Three different models of uncertainty are considered with
increasing level of generality. Firstly, a standard reliability analysis, where the inputs are modelled
by precise probability distribution functions, is performed. Secondly, the structural parameters are
modelled as imprecise random variables with the credal set C. In the third analysis both imprecise
random variables and intervals are considered for the structural parameters.
An ABAQUS finite element model (FEM) is built for the six-story building, which includes beam,
shell and solid elements. The load is considered as combination of a (simplified) lateral wind load
and the self-weight, which are both modelled by deterministic static forces acting on nodes of each
floor. The magnitude of the wind load increases with the height of the building. The FEM of the
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Table III. Imprecise random variables (ξ), precise random variables (θ) and intervals (x), for the inputs of Case (b)
SV #

Symbol

Uncert. type

Mean/Interval

Stand. dev.

1
2
3
4
5
6

ξ
θ2
θ3
θ4
θ5
x

LN(µ1 , σ1 )
LN(µ2 , σ2 )
LN(µ3 , σ3 )
LN(µ4 , σ4 )
LN(µ5 , σ5 )
Interval x

µ1 = [115, 145]
µ2 = 120
µ3 = 120
µ4 = 120
µ5 = 50
x = [5, 45]

σ6
σ2
σ3
σ4
σ5
-

Original state space

Standard normal space
5

isodensity curves
limit state points
evaluation points
performance lines
importance direction

160
140

= [5, 14]
= 12
= 12
= 12
= 15

3

state varaible #6

state variable #6

120
100
80

1
0
−1

60
isodensity curves
limit state points
evaluation points
performance lines
importance direction

−3

40
20
60

80

100
120
140
state variable #1

160

−5
−5

180

−3

−1
0
1
state variable #1

(a)

3

5

(b)

Figure 1. Limit state surface and adaptive lines in the original state space (a) and in the standard normal space (b)
for imprecise variables θ1 = x and θ6 = ξ
Table IV. Case (b): comparison of results in terms of failure probability and total number of samples required
Approach A

Approach B (LHS)
Ns

pF

Ns

pF

[5.2 10−3 , 0.28]

309

[8.3 10−3 , 0.23]

1.3 105
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Table V. Precise distribution models for the input structural parameters.
SV #

Probability dist.

Distribution

Description

Units

1
2 − 193
194 − 212
213 − 231
232 − 244

N(0.1, 10−4 )
Unif(0.36, 0.44)
LN(35.0, 12.25)
LN(2.5, 6.25 10−2 )
LN(0.25, 6.25 10−4 )

Normal
Uniform
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal

Column’s strength
Sections size
Young’s modulus
Material’s density
Poisson’s ratio

GPa
m
GPa
kg/dm3
-

structure involves approximately 8200 elements and 66, 300 DOFs. A total of 244 independent state
variables are considered to account for the uncertainty of the structural parameters. The material
strength (capacity) is represented by a Normal distribution, while Lognormal distributions are
assigned to the Young’s modulus, the density and the Poisson ratio. In addition, the cross-sectional
width and height of the columns are modelled by independent uniform distributions. A summary
of the distribution models is reported in Table V.
Component failure for the columns of the 6th storey is considered as failure criterion. The
performance function is defined as
g(θ) = |σI (θ) − σIII (θ)| /2 − σy ,

(9)

i.e. as the difference between the maximum Tresca stress, where σIII ≤ σII ≤ σI are the principal
stresses, and the yield stress σy .
4.2.0.3. Standard reliability analysis A reliability analysis is carried out with the precise distribution models reported in Table V, and using both Line Sampling (LS) and Advanced Line Sampling
(ALS) for comparison of efficiency. The initial important direction is selected based on the gradient
in the origin of the Standard Norma Space. The sign vector of the identified important direction
is displayed in figure 2. In this example, performing LS with 30 lines (180 samples) leads to the
failure probability of p̂F = 1.30 · 10−4 and a coefficient of variation of CoV = 0.076. ALS leads to
the probability of failure p̂F = 1.42 · 10−4 with a coefficient of variation of CoV = 0.092, but with
only 62 samples. Both methods estimate approximately the same value of failure probability, but
quite a smaller number of model evaluations were required by ALS.
4.2.0.4. Imprecision in distribution parameters p; uncertainty set MI
is extended to include the credal set

C hD (θ; p) | p ∈ R488 , p ∈ Bξ ,

The model of uncertainty

where, D are the probability distribution models from Table V, and p = (µ1 , σ1 , ..., m244 , v244 ) are
pi . The interval
the distribution parameters of these models specified by the bounded set Bξ = ×488
i
parameters are represented as p = pc (1 − ), p = pc (1 + ), using the interval center pc = (p + p)/2
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sign(α)

1

0

−1
1

50

100

150

200

244

S.V.

Figure 2. Sign vector of the important direction
7

7

x 10

2
1.5
1

0.5

performance values

performance values

1

x 10

0

−0.5

0.5
0
−0.5
−1

−1

−1.5
−1.5
3

3.2

3.4

3.6

3.8

4

4.2

4.4

distance from hyperplane

(a)

4.6

4.8

4

6

8

10

12

14

Norm (L−2) of state points in SNS

16

18

(b)

Figure 3. Values of the performance function along the lines in Standard Normal Space for one reliability analysis
of the multi-storey building. In Figure (a), lines and distances from the hyperplane are plotted, while in Figure (b)
lines and L-2 norm of the limit state points are plotted

and the relative radius of imprecision . The intervals [p, p] are defined by the bounded set Bξ . In
the example, all interval parameters, are modeled with the same relative imprecision . In order
to explore
the effects of  on the results, a fuzzy set is used to consider a nested set of intervals

p̃ = [p, p] for the parameters in one analysis. The width (amplitude) of the intervals is controlled
by  to obtain fuzzy sets p̃. An upper limit for the relative uncertainty is set as  = 0.075. Specifically,
the intervals for  = {0, 0.005, 0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.075} are considered. The reliability analysis with
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Table VI. Inputs definition from model MI ;  = {0, 0.005, 0.0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.075}
SV #

Prob. dist.

p = pc [1 − , 1 + ]

Description

Units

Columns’ strength
Sections’ size
Young’s modulus
Material’s density
Poisson’s ratio

GPa

1

N(µ, σ)

µc = 0.1

σc = 0.01

2 − 193

Unif(a, b)

ac = 0.36

bc = 0.44

194 − 212

LN(m, v)

mc = 35

vc = 12.25

213 − 231

LN(m, v)

mc = 2.5

vc = 6.25 10−2

232 − 244

LN(m, v)

mc = 0.25

vc = 6.25 10−4

m
GPa
kg/dm3
-

the generalized model of uncertainty is performed using the important direction determined in the
original space.
From a rough search in the set Bξ , it was found that the important direction did not significantly
change in the original space. This allowed us to identify the argument optima in the bounded set Bξ
as combination of extreme moments as described in Section 3.1.2. Upper and lower conjugate states
are associated with the maximum and minimum of the failure probability, respectively. The result
of the uncertainty propagation is shown in Table VII. From Table VII can be appreciated that the
number of samples required by one robust reliability analysis, on average, is approximately 254,
which is even less than number of samples required by two standard reliability analyses using Line
Sampling (∼ 360 samples). This is a considerable results considering that a standard approach,
driven by two nested loops, would have required several hundreds of thousands of samples. The
failure probability is obtained as a fuzzy set, which includes the standard reliability analysis as
special case with  = 0. Each interval for pF corresponds to the respective interval p = [p, p] in
the input for the same membership level, and each membership level is associated with a different
value . In a design context, this result can be used to identify a tolerated level of imprecision
for the inputs given a constrain on the failure probability. For example, fixing an allowable failure
probability of 10−3 , the maximum level of imprecision for the distribution parameters is limited to
1%.
4.2.0.5. Imprecision in both distribution parameters p and structural parameters x; uncertainty set
MII In this example the section sizes x ∈ R192 are considered as interval variables, while the
remaining structural parameters ζ ∈ R52 are considered as imprecise random variables, see Table
VIII. The model of uncertainty comprises the credal set

C = hD (ζ; p) | p ∈ R104 , p ∈ Bξ ,
(10)
and the bounded set Bx = ×192
i xi . The imprecise distribution parameters are modeled using the
radius of imprecision , as in model case MI . An upper limit for the relative radius of imprecision
is set to  = 0.03. In the analysis, a rough search in the sets Bξ and Bx allowed us again to identify
a main important direction for determining the argument optima associated with the minimum
and maximum value of failure probability. The result is shown in Table IX. From Table IX can
be appreciated that the number of samples required by the uncertainty propagation, on average,
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Table VII. Results from model MI in terms of bounds on the failure probability and total number of samples



pF

Lower Bound
CoV

pF

Upper Bound
CoV

Ns

0.000
0.005
0.010
0.025
0.050
0.075

1.42
5.75
4.57
1.75
2.27
1.88

10−4
10−5
10−5
10−6
10−8
10−11

1.42
2.63
5.30
3.22
3.88
2.02

10−4
10−4
10−4
10−3
10−2
10−1

126
257
250
253
255
254

9.2 10−2
8.7 10−2
33.6 10−2
8.8 10−2
57.0 10−2
12.2 10−2

9.2 10−2
7.1 10−2
11.5 10−2
5.3 10−2
5.4 10−2
3.5 10−2

Table VIII. Inputs definition from model MII ;  = {0, 0.01, 0.015, 0.020, 0.025, 0.03}
SV #
1
2 − 193
194 − 212
213 − 231
232 − 244

Uncertainties type
distribution
interval
distribution
distribution
distribution

N(µ, σ 2 )
x
LN(m, v)
LN(m, v)
LN(m, v)

p = pc [1 − , 1 + ], x = [x, x]
µc = 0.1
x = 0.36
mc = 35
mc = 2.5
mc = 0.25

σc = 0.01
x = 0.44
vc = 12.25
vc = 6.25 10−2
vc = 6.25 10−4

is approximately 254. Again, it is necessary to point out that a standard approach, driven by two
nested loops, would have required several hundreds of thousands of samples to compute the interval
failure probability.
To explore the sensitivity against imprecision of the uncertain parameters, the failure probability
is obtained as a fuzzy set. The relative radii of imprecision  = {0, 0.01, 0.015, 0.020, 0.025, 0.03} are
considered to construct a fuzzy model for all parameters. The intervals for the structural parameters
x in Bx , describing the size of the cross-sections, are independent of , see Table VIII. Once more,
the analysis may serve as a design tool to find the tolerable level of imprecision provided a threshold
of allowable probability.
Here, the uncertainty due to imprecision is larger, because the whole range of the intervals is
taken into account for the cross-sections. As in the previous case, a rough search in the sets Bξ and
Bx allowed us to identify a main important direction for selecting the argument optima producing
minimum and maximum value of failure probability. Values of failure probability, obtained with
 = {0, 0.01, 0.015, 0.020, 0.025, 0.03}, are shown in Table IX.
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Table IX. Results from model MII in terms of bounds on the failure probability and total number of samples


0.000
0.010
0.015
0.020
0.025
0.030

Lower Bound
pF
CoV
4.70
2.28
1.10
5.19
2.51
1.40

10−7
10−7
10−7
10−8
10−8
10−8

10.2
13.4
10.3
13.1
9.97
9.94

10−2
10−2
10−2
10−2
10−2
10−2

Upper Bound
pF
CoV
6.73
9.71
1.11
2.08
2.72
3.21

10−3
10−3
10−2
10−2
10−2
10−2

Ns

11.5 10−2
12.2 10−2
7.6 10−2
14.6 10−2
15.3 10−2
6.5 10−2

259
247
255
255
249
254

5. Conclusions

In this paper a generalized uncertainty framework is formulated and a numerical strategy is proposed to propagate the epistemic uncertainty in terms of failure probability. Parametric models of
uncertainty that comprise bounded sets and credal sets are formulated as a sound way to account for
epistemic uncertainty. This formulation finds a natural collocation in the general theory of imprecise
probability. The strategy couples advanced sampling-based methods with optimisation procedures.
The use of Advanced Line Sampling as a method for estimating precise failure probabilities proves
to be essential not only to provide accurate estimates, but also for easing the search process. An
adaptive algorithm was developed to increase the accuracy of the sampling method. By means
of this strategy, based on Advanced Line Sampling, the lower and upper bounds of the failure
probability pF can be identified by searching for the minimum and maximum value of pF within
the feasible domain. The feasible domain is naturally defined by the bounded sets limiting the
values of the distribution and structural parameters.
Within this framework the uncertainty propagation can be efficiently performed as far as a single
failure mode is concerned. The efficiency of the proposed strategy was demonstrated by means of
numerical examples, where the uncertainty propagation resulted several orders of magnitude faster
compared to a naive approach based on global optimization. Moreover, the proposed approach
shows that, using parametric models, the uncertainty propagation of failure probability can be
performed with a quite limited numerical effort. In practice, with this approach the time required
by the uncertainty propagation is comparable to the time of a single Monte Carlo analysis.
Limitations of the proposed approach can also be identified, as the efficiency plummets when
problems with multiple failure modes are considered. Multiple failure modes can be found in series
and parallel systems as well as in systems where the performance function is highly nonlinear.
Moreover, parametric models limit the analyst to consider families of parental distributions, whereas
often very few information are available and only bounds on empirical CDFs can be identified.
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Abstract: In this paper a new method for reliable condition assessment and damage detection of structures
is presented. The method uses a stochastic finite element analysis along with uncertain or limited field
modal data (expressed by bounded random variables) for a structure for estimating any damage occurred to
the structure. The basic steps in this new development is to (1) construct a finite element (FE) model,
including stiffness and mass matrices, of the undamaged structure, (2) quantify the uncertainty in the
measured modal data as bounded random variables, (3) perform Monte-Carlo simulations to obtain the FE
model of existing structure through iterative optimization method used in estimating the stiffness of the
damaged structure, (4) utilize the element stiffness matrices in each realization to identify the damage
members based on the difference between a structural element stiffness for the “as built condition” and
“damaged condition”, and (5) determine the bounds on the location, as well as the extent of damage, that
caused the degradation of the system. A numerical illustration is presented to demonstrate the capability of
the method to detect the location and extent of the damage. It has been shown that, in the presence of
uncertainty in, or with limited information on, the modal data, the method is capable of determining the
bounds on location and extent of damage.
Keywords: Condition Assessment of Structures; Modal Data; Finite Element Model; Monte Carlo
Simulation; Structural Degradation.

1. Introduction
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) techniques are employed to determine the prevalence, location, and
extent of damage using condition assessment methods and available measured structural responses. SHM
systems have increasingly been used to assess the condition of infrastructure systems. This is mainly
because of (1) the capability of SHM systems to provide continuous monitoring processes for detecting
anomalies and distress conditions, and (2) the advancement in, and the availability of, sensor technologies
as well as effective wireless data transfer procedures at a relatively low cost. However, most condition
assessment methods have shortcomings particularly in conjunction with field measurements because: (1)
the available data is limited, and (2) the inherent uncertainties in both experimental data and analytical
methods lead to limited information about the condition of structures.
Condition assessment methods are mainly based on nondestructive damage identification techniques,
which are categorized as local (e.g. ultrasonic and X-ray methods) and global (e.g. pattern recognition and
vibration-based methods). Local damage identification techniques require that the general area, and the
proximity of damage location, are known in advance and be accessible for test and data acquisition. This
© 2014 by authors. Printed in USA.
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may not always be feasible for most cases in civil and airframe structural systems. Conversely, most global
damage identification techniques are capable of detecting damage with limited data as well as no
requirement of prior knowledge and accessibility of damage vicinity.
One of the common global damage identification techniques is the vibration-based approach, which
uses the measured modal data, along with an analytical scheme, to detect damage. In general, the vibrationbased approach can be grouped into non-model based (also known as pattern recognition) and model based
methods. Non-model based methods can only detect damage location (Nair et al. 2006); whereas model
based methods can determine both location and extent of damage (Huang et al. 2012). The underlying
concept in the vibration-based damage identification is the fact that the damage alters the structure’s
physical properties (e.g. mass, damping, and stiffness), and consequently causes detectable changes in its
modal data (e.g. natural circular frequencies and mode shapes). However, the available measured modal
data is often from accelerometer readings; and as such, the information may be subject to uncertainties, and
even errors. These stem from the sensor problem (e.g. lack of proper calibration), human errors or mistakes
in installation practices. Furthermore, even with adequate equipment, and exercising proper care and
conducting a rigorous data quality assurance procedures, the modal data compiled is generally very limited
and may not be representative of the dominant mode of vibration. Therefore, the application of most stateof-the-art vibration-based damage identification techniques, when used in conjunction with field
measurements, may produce limited results. These issues can be attributed to 1) measurement noise 2)
incompleteness of modal data, and 3) uncertainties inherent in data and analytical methods.
In the study reported herein, a new vibration-based probabilistic method for condition assessment of
structures through a Monte-Carlo simulation procedure is developed and presented. The method is capable
of determining the bounds on extent and location of damage. The method will hereafter be referred to as the
Stochastic Structural Condition Assessment (SSCA). Specifically, the method uses a stochastic Finit e
Element (FE) analysis utilizing uncertain or limited field modal data regarding the modal frequency
response of the structure in assessing its condition. The uncertain or limited modal data is expressed by a
series of bounded random variables in the model to arrive at an estimate for the condition of the structure.
The following presents the steps involved in this method. (1) A Finite Element (FE) model, including
stiffness and mass matrices, of the undamaged structure is constructed based on engineering drawings and
available information or from site investigations and direct field measurements. The system stiffness matrix
corresponding to this model represents the system in an undamaged condition. (2) The uncertainty in the
available measured modal data is quantified as bounded random variables using statistical methods. (3) For
each realization of Monte-Carlo simulations, the FE model of existing structure is obtained through an
iterative optimization method used in estimating the stiffness of the damaged structure. (4) For each
realization, the element stiffness matrices are used to identify the damage members based on the difference
between the structural element stiffness for the “as built condition” and “damaged condition”. (5) Using the
Monte-Carlo simulation results, the bounds on the location as well as the extent of damage (that caused the
degradation of the system) are determined.
To demonstrate its applicability, the new development is applied, as one of the numerical examples, to
the structural health monitoring benchmark problems given jointly by the International Association for
Structural Control and the dynamics committee of the American Society of Civil Engineers (IASC-ASCE).
The method has been demonstrated to accurately determine the bounds on location and extent of damage in
that model structure as described later in this paper.
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2. An Overview of Development of Damage Detection through SHM
In recent years, extensive research has been conducted on structural health monitoring (SHM) applications.
Most such research, and respective models that have been developed, are based on data compiled on a host
of structural parameters including the modal frequencies and vibration characteristics of the structure. The
accuracy of the results from any SHM, to a large degree, depend on (1) the adequacy of the compiled data;
and (2) the fact that whether the compiled modal data is complete, accurate and is triggering the specific
degrees of freedom that are most representative of the damaged components. As expected, an accurate
result on the condition of the structure depends on accurate and complete modal data. However, the
challenge in obtaining an accurate or a reasonable estimate for the condition of the structure is mainly in
cases where the modal data is incomplete or is subject to uncertainties. In this section, we start by
providing a summary of pertinent studies related to damage detection of structures using SHM as a baseline
in introducing our model and its significance in offering reasonable results based on uncertain and/or
limited modal data.
Doebling et al. (1996) presented an extensive review of vibration-based damage detection methods.
Salawu (1997) presented an extensive review of structural damage detection through frequency changes and
discussed the use of natural frequency as a diagnostic parameter in structural assessment procedures using
vibration monitoring. Salawu suggested that natural frequency changes alone may not be sufficient for a
unique identification of the location of structural damage. This is because cracks associated with similar
crack length but at two different locations may cause the same amount of frequency change.
Friswell (1995) presented a FE model updating in structural dynamics which covers different aspects
of model preparation and data acquisition necessary for updating. Sohn et al. (1997) presented a Bayesian
probabilistic approach for structural damage detection and considered the measurement noise and error
associated with the structural and analytical modeling. Messina et al. (1998) proposed methods for
structural damage detection and estimating the size of defects in a structure based on the sensitivity of the
frequency of each mode to damage in each location by introducing a correlation coefficient. Their approach
offers the practical attraction of only requiring measurements of the changes in a few structure’s natural
frequencies. Shi et al. (2000) extended the damage localization method based on study by Messina et al.
(1998) and used incomplete mode shape instead of modal frequency in their modeling. In their method, the
damage sites are localized first by using incomplete measured mode shapes. Then the damage site and
extent are detected using measured natural frequencies, with a higher accuracy than using mode shapes.
Ren and De Roeck (2002) proposed a damage identification technique from the FE model using frequencies
and mode shape change. Their method is applied at an element level with a conventional FE model. The
element damage equations have been established through the eigenvalue equations that characterize the
dynamic behavior.
Kim and Stubbs (2003) presented a method to locate and quantify a crack in beam-type structures by
using changes in a few natural frequencies. Crack location and crack size estimation models were
formulated by relating fractional changes in modal energy to changes in natural frequencies. Moreover,
Estes et al. (2003) proposed a general approach for using field information to update the reliability of a
structure. Lee et al. (2005) presented a neural network-based technique for element level damage
assessment of structures using the modal properties. In their method, the differences (or the ratios) of the
mode shape components between the “before” and “after” damage conditions are used as the input to the
neural networks; since they are less sensitive to the modeling errors than the mode shapes. Yuen et al.
(2006) presented a methodology for Bayesian structural model updating using noisy incomplete modal data
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corresponding to natural frequencies and partial mode shapes of some of the modes of a structural system.
Their method does not require matching measured modes with corresponding modes from the structural
model. It uses an iterative scheme involving a series of coupled linear optimization problems in order to
find the most probable values of model parameters.
Beck (2010) presented a rigorous framework for system identification based on probability logics. This
framework uses probability as a multi-valued propositional logic for plausible reasoning where the
probability of a model is a measure of its relative plausibility within a set of models. In his work, Bayes’
Theorem is used to update the relative plausibility of each model in a group instead of using system data to
estimate the model parameters. Fan et al. (2011) presented an extensive review on modal parameter-based
damage identification methods and a comparative study based on FE model. Huang et al. (2012) proposed a
probabilistic damage detection approach that is based on modal parameters extracted from ambient
vibration responses. This method uses a Bayesian model updating and the damage index method to detect
the damage.
Wang and Li (2012) presented a new method for damage localization and severity estimation based on
the employment of modal strain energy. In their work, an iterative modal strain energy is developed based
on the fact that only the true damage scenario can lead to the combinations of frequency changes measured
from the damaged structure. However, throughout their work, the presence of uncertainties as well as
incompleteness of information is not considered. Moreover, their proposed damage detection scheme uses a
combinatorial approach that is not computationally feasible for a large structure. The method of SSCA,
presented in this paper, enhances Wang and Li’s method (2012) by (1) considering uncertainties in the
modal data, (2) performing Monte-Carlo simulations and (3) developing a numerical optimization scheme
for computational feasibility.

3. Methodology - Stochastic Structural Condition Assessment (SSCA)
The general algorithm for the method of Stochastic Structural Condition Assessment (SSCA) consists of the
following steps:
I. Construct initial FE model
 Model the intact structure based on design drawings and available information and/or field
measurements (either to complement the existing information or as a stand-alone set of
information).
 Determine the intact structure’s stiffness and mass matrices.
 Determine the intact structure’s modal characteristics (e.g. natural circular frequencies and mode
shapes)
II. Determine the uncertainty in the modal data
 Collect a series of sensor-based modal measurements (e.g. natural frequencies using
accelerometers).
 Quantify the uncertainties inherent in the measured data as bounded random variables using
statistical methods.
III. Perform Monte-Carlo simulations for stochastic condition assessment of the structure.
In each realization step:
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Determine the FE model of damaged structure by obtaining structure’s stiffness matrix using modal
data and intact model through an iterative optimization scheme.
Determine the extent and location of damage based on changes between the structural element
stiffness for the “as built condition” and “damaged condition”.
Determine the bounds on both location and extent of damage that caused the degradation of the
system (using the Monte-Carlo simulations results).

3.1. Initial FE Model
The initial FE model of the structure is constructed based on design drawings and available information
and/or field measurements. Global stiffness matrix and mass matrix are determined in order to calculate the
modal characteristic (natural circular frequencies and their corresponding mode shapes) of the structure
using the generalized eigenvalue problem as:
where, and
are the global stiffness and mass matrices of the undamaged structure respectively;
and
are the th natural circular frequency and its corresponding mode shape for the undamaged
structure; and is the number of active degrees-of-freedom in the undamaged structure.
3.2. Quantification of Uncertainty in the Measured Modal Data
The presence of uncertainties and incompleteness in the measured modal data is expressed by bounded
random variables using statistical methods. For example, the bounded random variables for natural circular
frequencies are obtained as intervals of form:

̃

where, ̃ is the bounded random variable for the th measured natural frequency of the damaged structure,
and is the half-width of the interval that may be determined using expert opinion and/or engineering
judgment.
3.3. Monte-Carlo Simulations for SSCA
3.3.1 FE Modeling for Damaged Structure for Each Realization
In each realization, the generalized eigenvalue problem for the damaged structure is:
where
is the unknown global stiffness matrix and
is the mass matrix;
is a realization of the th
random natural circular frequency
̃ ,
is the th mode shape of the damaged structure, and
is the total number of measured mode shape of the damaged structure. Since local damage does not
have significant effects on changing the structure’s mass, it is assumed that
.
Considering the change between undamaged and damaged stiffness matrices, the global stiffness matrix
of damaged structure is (Eq.(4) adopted from Wang and Li 2012):
∑
where, is the total element number, is the global stiffness matrix of the th element; and is the extent
of damage (damage ratio) of the corresponding element. The extent of damage is the fractional change in
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stiffness of the element
damaged.
Pre-multiplying Eq. (1) by
matrices (
stiffness is:

in which

implies no damage and
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implies completely

and Eq. (3) by
and using the properties of symmetric
), the relationship between global undamaged and global damaged

Combination of Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) yields:
∑
in which,
is the mixed modal strain energy of the undamaged and damaged structure for
the th mode, and
is the corresponding modal strain energy between the undamaged
and damaged structure for the th mode of the th element, respectively. Using to represent the right side
of Eq. (6), it is simplified as:
∑
Eq. (7) is a rank-deficient system of equations. This is because
is unknown for all elements, and in
general, the number of equations are limited to the available measured natural frequencies and mode shapes
of structure. In order to solve Eq. (7), an optimization scheme is used to determine all as explained
below.
3.3.2 Optimization Scheme
The optimization scheme used in SSCA is capable of producing results with information available for as
limited as one mode for both damaged and undamaged structure. In each realization, a least square
approach is used to compute all
which must satisfy the constraints (as explained later). The problem is a
linear constrained optimization solved by the MATLAB Optimization Toolbox using the LSQNONNEG
routine. This routine utilizes a least square approach with non-negativity constraints. Eq. (7) is stated as:
‖
‖
where, is the unknown vector of size
, which represents the extent of damage for all
The objective is to minimize the Euclidian norm of
subject to
and also,
,

elements.
.

3.3.3 Identification of Location and Extent of Damage
In each realization, all values of
, which represent the extent of damage for a specific element, are
computed. The index of this variable ( ) represents the location of damage and the value of
represents
and extent of damaged. For example,
means that extent of damage for element 3 is 35% (i.e, the
loss of stiffness comparing to original stiffness of this element is 35%).
3.3.4 Bounds on Location and Extent of Damage
Using the Monte-Carlo simulation results, the bounds on both location and extent of damage (that caused
the degradation of the system) are determined.
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4. Numerical Example
SSCA is applied to a structural health monitoring benchmark model problem given jointly by the
International Association for Structural Control and the dynamics committee of the American Society of
Civil Engineers (IASC-ASCE). Upon conducting the analysis, the results show that SSCA is able to
successfully determine the bounds on both location and extent of damage in the model structure.
The IASC–ASCE task group on SHM developed a series of benchmark SHM problems (Johnson et al.
2004) for which the damage is known. The benchmark problem investigated in this paper is a four-story
two-bay by two-bay steel braced frame. It has a 2.5m × 2.5m plan, and is 3.6m tall (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Diagram of the analytical model (adopted from Johnson et al. 2004).

The structural elements are hot-rolled steel with a nominal yield stress 300 MPa. Table I shows the
properties of structural elements. The analytical model is a 12 DOF system and the structure is assumed to
act as a shear building (it constrains all motion except two horizontal translations and one rotation per floor,
i.e. 3 DOF per floor). The columns and floor beams are modeled as Euler–Bernoulli beams in the FE
analysis. The braces are bars with no bending stiffness.
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Table I. Properties of structural members
Property

Columns

Section type
Cross-sectional area A (m2)
Moment of inertia (strong direction) Iy (m4)
Moment of inertia (weak direction) Iz (m4)
St. Venant torsion constant J (m4)
Young’s modulus E (Pa)
Shear modulus G (Pa)
Mass per unit volume ρ (kg/m3)

Floor beams

B100x9
1.133x 10-3
1.97x10-6
0.664x10-6
8.01x10-9
2x1011
E/2.6
7,800

S75x11 0.15
1.43x 10-3
1.22x10-6
0.249x10-6
38.2x10-9
2x1011
E/2.6
7,800

Braces
L25x25x3
0.141x 10-3
0
0
0
2x1011
E/2.6
7,800

Table II shows the horizontal story stiffness of undamaged 12 DOF model.
Table II. Horizontal story stiffness (MN/m) of undamaged model.
Story

DOF

1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4

x
y
θ
x
y
θ
x
y
θ
x
y
θ

Undamaged Stiffness
106.60
67.90
232.02
106.60
67.90
232.02
106.60
67.90
232.02
106.60
67.90
232.02

Damage Pattern. In this example, the investigated damage pattern case considers no stiffness in all braces
of the first and third stories (i.e. all braces in first and third stories are removed).
Modal Data.
The reported deterministic natural circular frequencies of the damaged structure in the
Benchmark problem are considered to be the mean values. In order to quantify the uncertainty present in the
modal data, the bounded random variable for each natural circular frequency is determined using Eq. 2
considering half-width to be 5% of its mean value (i.e.
). These bounds of natural circular
frequencies are then used for the Monte-Carlo simulation performed. Table III shows the mean values as
well as bounds of natural circular frequencies.
Table IV shows the mean values (as reported in the Benchmark problem) and bounds (as calculated
using SSCA) for the loss of horizontal story stiffness.
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Table III. Mean values and bounds on natural circular
frequencies of the damaged structure.
Mode
Mean
Lower and Upper Bounds
(rad/s)
(rad/s)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

36.63
59.80
69.93
93.80
156.93
180.84
227.95
261.66
295.71
344.06
407.50
466.67

[34.80 , 38.46]
[56.81 , 62.79]
[66.43 , 73.43]
[89.11 , 98.49]
[149.08 , 164.77]
[171.80 , 189.89]
[216.55 , 239.35]
[248.58 , 274.74]
[280.93 , 310.50]
[326.86 , 361.27]
[387.13 , 427.88]
[443.34 , 490.00]

Table IV. Exact values and bounds of percent loss in
horizontal story stiffness.
Story
DOF
Exact
Lower and Upper
Bounds
1
x
45.24%
[23.97% , 50.49%]
1
y
71.03%
[70.99% , 93.41%]
1
θ
64.96%
[4.59% , 79.16%]
2
x
0
[0 , 9.57%]
2
y
0
[0 , 0]
2
θ
0
[0 , 0]
3
x
45.24%
[26.82% , 50.57%]
3
y
71.03%
[49.32% , 72.56%]
3
θ
64.96%
[39.25% , 65.33%]
4
x
0
[0 , 9.67%]
4
y
0
[0 , 11.95%]
4
θ
0
[0 , 32.27%]

Observations. The results of benchmark problem show that SSCA is capable of determining the bounds
on both location and extent of damage. It also shows that with considering uncertainty in the measured
modal data, 1) more structural members may have experienced damage and, 2) higher extent of damage
may have occurred.

5. Features and Limitations of the Study
Using SSCA, the presence of uncertainty and incompleteness in the measured modal data is quantified as
bounded random variables through application of statistical methods. Moreover, SSCA applies a numerical
optimization scheme for obtaining the location and extent of damage in the presence of limited data.
The limitations of SSCA are as follows.
Both modal data of undamaged and damaged structure are required in the SSCA method. Although
modal data for existing structures can be measured using sensors, the modal data for undamaged structures
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may not be available. And as such, construction of FE model based on design drawings and available
information may cause more uncertainties. Furthermore, quantification of uncertainties in the measured data
as bounded random variables is based on available data or expert opinion (e.g. 5%, 10%, etc.) that may lead
to different bounds on both location and extent of damage. These limitations may result in additional errors
in estimating the condition of a structure.

6. Summary and Conclusions
Using A new method for damage detection and assessment of structures using uncertain modal data,
referred as Stochastic Structural Condition Assessment (SSCA), is developed.
SSCA applies finite element analyses and an optimization scheme along with Monte-Carlo simulation
for more accurately assessing the condition of a structure with uncertain or limited data.
The main conclusions of the study are:
1. In the presence of uncertainty in the measured modal data, SSCA is capable of determining the bounds
on both location and extent of any possible damage based on the change of structural stiffness occurred
from the “as built condition” to the “damaged condition.”
2. Numerical illustrations show that SSCA, because of consideration of uncertainties, is capable of
identifying the bounds on location and extent of damage more precisely.
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Model uncertainty in risk analysis
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Abstract: How can we project uncertainty about model variable(s) X through a function f to characterize
the uncertainty about Y = f (X) when f itself has not been precisely characterized? Although the general
problem of how to quantitatively express and project model uncertainty though mathematical calculations
in a risk analysis can be addressed by only a few strategies, all of which seem either dubious or quite crude,
there are a variety of special cases where methods to handle model uncertainty are rather well developed
and available solutions are both comprehensive and subtle. For instance, uncertainty about the shapes of
probability distributions can be captured as credal sets or p-boxes. Likewise, uncertainty about the
stochastic dependencies between distributions can be projected using Kolmogorov–Fréchet bounding.
Numerical experiments suggest that there is also another special case of model uncertainty that can be
addressed fairly robustly: when evidence of the statistical relationship between variables has been
condensed into regression analyses. In this case, simple computational strategies can be employed to obtain
conservative bounds on Y.
Keywords: model uncertainty; model-form uncertainty; enveloping; bounding; regression; polynomial
regression; Bayesian model averaging; Monte Carlo model averaging; sensitivity analysis; risk analysis

1. Introduction
In some areas of science, the appropriate model to use for a particular situation is well established.
However, in many if not most areas, there is still quite a bit of controversy among scientists about how to
best describe the physical interactions in a system. This is especially often the case in new areas of science
and in scientific fields where empirical investigation is difficult or expensive. It is also true in domains of
study involving performance of new materials or new system designs, and behavior of systems under
abnormal or extreme conditions. These domains are very commonly encountered in risk assessments.
The phrase ‘model uncertainty’ refers to that incertitude about the correct form that the model should
take. Are the mathematical expressions right? Are the dependencies and interactions among physical
components reasonably and accurately represented? Are the submodels appropriate for the situation and do
they mesh together coherently? Have the relevant and essential underlying physical or biological processes
been appropriately represented? The model in a risk assessment includes all the structural decisions made
by the analyst or modeler that govern how the parameters interact. Each of these decisions is in principle
subject to some degree of doubt. Model uncertainty is about whether or not those parameters are combined
together in the right way. In most cases, model uncertainty is a form of epistemic uncertainty because we
are unsure whether their constructions are reasonable and complete. (It would be aleatory uncertainty only
1
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if the structure of the governing model were itself to change over time, across space, or among components
in some population.)
Model uncertainty has various names in the literature, including model structure uncertainty (Walker et
al. 2003), model-form uncertainty (Oberkampf and Roy 2010), and structural uncertainty (IPCC 2007).
Model uncertainty is distinguished from parametric uncertainty, which is the uncertainty about the value or
values of a particular constant or variable. Risk analysts have many computational tools available to them to
assess the consequences of parametric uncertainty. But analyses consist of statements about both parameter
values and the model relationships that tie the parameters together. An important source of uncertainty in
risk assessments is doubt about the structure of the model or the form of the risk expression. In fact, it is
sometimes quantitatively more important than all other sources of uncertainty (e.g., Linkov and Burmistrov
2003; Refsgaard et al. 2006; inter alia). Yet this uncertainty is rarely even acknowledged, much less
accounted for in a comprehensive way. Almost all risk analyses and, indeed, statistical analyses in general
neglect this source of uncertainty entirely. Ignoring model uncertainty could lead to over-confident
inferences and decisions that are more risky than one thinks they are. A risk analyst who constructs a single
model for use in an assessment and then uses it to make forecasts is behaving as though the chosen model is
actually correct. Draper (1995) argued compellingly that model uncertainty should be taken very seriously
in computing forecasts and calculating parameter estimates. But just how should this be done?
Section 2 briefly reviews several general schemes that intend to account for model uncertainty,
including sensitivity analysis, model averaging into stochastic mixtures, Bayesian model averaging, and
enveloping. Section 3 describes some important special cases where model uncertainty can be
comprehensively characterized using the methods of probability bounds analysis. Section 4 focuses on
issues that arise when models have been characterized using statistical regression analyses.

2. General Approaches
There are four general approaches for handling model uncertainty, which are briefly reviewed in turn.
Sensitivity analysis. Perhaps the simplest way to address model uncertainty is to repeat the analysis or
calculation for each possible model and present the collection of outputs as the results. This approach has
been used by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change in its forecasts about future climate (cf. IPCC
2001). The approach is mathematically trivial and computationally straightforward, and it is easy to explain
to others as a ‘what if’ analysis. Its main drawback is that it has combinatorial complexity. For example, in
analyzing climate change scenarios, the number of times the analysis must be repeated might be the number
of possible models for carbon emissions multiplied by the number of possible models for population trends,
itself multiplied by the number of possible models about mitigation plans. Every issue in a complex
assessment might in principle unfold into a variety of possible models, and the number of analyses that
must be undertaken is the product of the counts of such models across all model issues in doubt. The
computational costs of this approach may be tolerable on modern computers, but the effort needed to
summarize and document the range of possible outcomes can quickly become burdensome. The approach is
also limited to situations in which the possible models can be comprehensively enumerated by the analyst.
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Monte Carlo model averaging. A traditional Monte Carlo analysis might handle model uncertainty by
creating a new parameter, say m, to represent which model to use and varying the model used in simulations
according to random values of this value over many replications. This approach is in fact widely used and
recommended in practice (e.g., Apostolakis 1995; Morgan and Henrion 1990; cf. Cullen and Frey 1999).
For example, if there are two possible models, the m parameter would be represented as a Bernoulli random
variable taking on both possible values with even probabilities, or perhaps with probabilities determined by
the relative likelihoods that either model is the right one. These likelihoods can represent the differential
credibilities that the analyst would assign to the two models. Whenever these likelihoods are unknown and
the analyst does not think either model is more credible than the other, the traditional approach is to assume
both models are equiprobable. If there are several possible models, then the parameter m would be a more
general discrete variable, whose values would again be equiprobable unless the relative probabilities of the
different models were known or assumed by the modeler. Finally, if there are infinitely many models
possible, but they can be parameterized in a single-dimensional family, then a continuous version of the
parameter m can be used. In all cases, values for this variable are randomly generated in the Monte Carlo
simulation, and which model is to be used in one of the replications is determined by the random value.
Typically, the model selection would happen in the outer loop of a two-dimensional simulation (in which
the inner loop simulated variability), but this is not essential. The result of the Monte Carlo simulation
depends then on a randomly varying model structure. This approach requires that the analyst know, and be
able to enumerate or at least continuously parameterize, all the possible models.
Bayesian model averaging. The Bayesian approach to handling model uncertainty, which is called Bayesian
model averaging (Raftery et al. 1997; Hoeting et al. 1999), has essential similarities to the Monte Carlo
model averaging approach, and it will typically produce similar if not identical results. Until very recently,
Bayesian analysts chose a single model and then acted as though it had generated the data. Bayesian model
averaging recognizes that conditioning on a single selected model ignores model uncertainty, and therefore
can lead to underestimation of uncertainty in forecasts. The Bayesian strategy to overcome the problem
involves averaging over all possible models when making inferences about quantities of interest. Draper
(1995) suggested employing standard techniques of data analysis, but when a good model is found,
embedding it in a richer family of models. By assigning prior probabilities for the parameters of this family
of models and treating model selection like other Bayesian parameter estimation problems, this approach
produces a weighted average of the predictive distributions from each model, where the weights are given
by the posterior probabilities for each model. The prior probabilities assigned to each model can represent
the differential credibility an analyst ascribes to it. By averaging over many different competing models,
this approach incorporates model uncertainty into conclusions about parameters and predictions. In practice,
however, this approach is often not computationally feasible because it can be difficult to enumerate all
possible models for problems with a large number of variables. However, a variety of methods for
implementing the approach for specific kinds of statistical models have been developed. The approach has
been applied to many classes of statistical models including several kinds of regression models (Hoeting et
al. 1999).
Bayesian model averaging and the Monte Carlo model averaging strategy are similar in that they both
use what is essentially a stochastic mixture of the competing models. Aside from the technical burden of
parameterizing the space of possible models and assigning a probability to each, there is a far greater
problem with the approach that these strategies use. In representing model uncertainty as a stochastic
mixture of the possible models, this approach effectively averages together incompatible theories (Finkel
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1995). It is equivalent in this respect to the approach to modeling what is fundamentally incertitude as an
equiprobable stochastic mixture (the uniform distribution). This approach is due originally to Laplace, but
when it is applied in risk analysis to the study of distributions (rather than estimating point values), it can
underestimate the true tail risks in an assessment. The potential results are distributions that no theories for
any of the models would consider reasonable.
Enveloping. A more reasonable strategy might be to use an envelope of the models rather than an average
or mixture of models. Because model uncertainty typically has the form of doubt about which of a series of
possible models is actually the right one, such an approach would propagate precisely this doubt through
subsequent calculations. In this sense an enveloping approach would clearly be more comprehensive than
the traditional approach based on model averaging, in the same way an interval bounding a set of real
values is a better characterization of the uncertainty of the set than its average is. Averaging is a way to
handle uncertainty, but not a way to account for or propagate it. An average erases uncertainty rather than
really accounts for it.
Note that an enveloping approach would also be able to handle non-stationarity of distributions, which
is another important source of uncertainty that is usually ignored in traditional assessments for lack of a
reasonable strategy to address it. Unlike sensitivity analysis and the Monte Carlo and Bayesian model
averaging strategies, an enveloping approach can work even if the list of possible models cannot be
enumerated or parameterized. So long as we can somehow bound the regions in any output or intermediate
variables that depend on the choice of the model, we can represent and propagate the uncertainty about the
model in a comprehensive way. The next section gives some examples of how such bounding can work to
characterize model uncertainty.
The limitations of the enveloping approach are (1) it cannot account for differential model credibilities
as the model averaging approaches can, (2) it cannot make use of any available data as Bayesian model
averaging does, and (3) it does not account for ‘holes’ in the set of possible models as model averaging and
sensitivity analysis do.
Numerical example. Let us contrast the four general approaches to model uncertainty using a small
numerical example. Suppose that the function f is one of two possibilities. Either f(A,B) = fPlus(A,B) = A + B,
or f(A,B) = fTimes(A,B) = A  B is the correct model, but the analyst does not know which it is. Thus the
model uncertainty is that we are not sure whether we should be adding or multiplying to combine to two
inputs together. To make the example concrete and simple, let A ~ N(0, 1) and B ~ N(5,1), normal random
deviates. To see the effect of accounting for prior differential credibilities of the models, let us suppose the
analyst thinks that fPlus is twice as likely as fTimes. To see the effect of Bayesian model averaging using data,
we can suppose there is a single observation from the distribution of f(A,B) which is, say, 2.1.
Figure 1 shows the two possible distributions for f(A,B) which are fPlus(A,B) = N(5, 2) and fTimes(A,B) 
N(0, 26). The Monte Carlo model average, computed as the (vertical) average of the fPlus and fTimes
functions with weights p=2/3 and (1p)=1/3 respectively, is shown as a gray cumulative distribution on the
right graph. The Bayesian model average instead uses the weights pLP/(pLP+(1p)LT) = 0.489 and
(1p)LT/(pLP+(1p)LT) = 0.511, where LP and LT are the respective likelihoods (probability densities)
associated with the datum 2.1 from fPlus and fTimes. It is shown as the inner black distribution function on the
right graph. The sensitivity analysis approach uses the pair fPlus and fTimes which are the outer black
distributions that the analysis started with. Their envelope is depicted as the shaded region on the right
graph.
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Figure 1. Uncertainty about two possible models (Times, Plus in left graph), characterized by enveloping (shaded region), Monte
Carlo model averaging (gray curve), Bayesian model averaging (interior black curve), or sensitivity analysis (outer curves).

3. Special Cases
How can one bound a class of models without enumerating or parameterizing them? There are several
examples of how this can be done. The manifestations of model uncertainty are extremely numerous, but
there are some particular forms for which useful bounding approaches have been developed. These include
uncertainty about distribution family, intervariable dependence, choice among specific competing theories,
and choice among unknown theories when consequences are bounded. This section briefly reviews
enveloping strategies for handling these situations.
Uncertainty about distribution shape. Model uncertainty about distribution family is the focus motivating
the development of both robust Bayes methods (Berger 1984; 1985; Wasserman 1992) and the analytical
techniques for probability boxes (Ferson et al. 2003; Berleant 1996). It is fair to say that an analyst using
these techniques could conduct a distribution-free risk analysis that makes no assumptions about the
families of statistical distributions from which variables are drawn. Obviously some assumptions or
evidence is necessary (such as constraints on the range or moments, or empirical sampling data), but no
assumption about the statistical family of distributions need be required. These techniques allow an analyst
to fully explore the consequences of model uncertainty about distribution shape, and they therefore
represent a scheme for distribution-free risk analysis.
Figure 2 depicts several example p-boxes for different sets of constraints. The ordinate for each graph is
cumulative probability from zero to one. The abscissas are the possible values of different random
variables. For instance, in the upper, leftmost graph, if an analyst only knows the possible range for a
particular random variable, the rectangular p-box which includes all distributions that have supports inside
that range can be used to represent the analyst’s state of knowledge. If the analyst additionally knows the
mean in addition to the range, the p-box will be tighter, as depicted in the leftmost graph on the second row
in the figure. Knowing the median instead of the mode implies a still tighter p-box that is pinched to a point
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at the mode. The pinching happens because all matching distributions must go through this point at the
probability level of 0.5. Various other assumptions about modality, symmetry or dispersion result in the
other p-boxes depicted in the figure, which can generally be computed by straightforward constraint
analyses from any given set of specifications.
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Figure 2. Example probability boxes based on constraints about certain statistical characteristics without any assumption about the
distribution shape or family.

Notice that none of these p-boxes makes any assumption about the family or shape of the distribution
(such as normal, Weibull, etc.). Each depicted p-box encloses all distribution functions that have these
respective statistical characteristics, so any analysis based on such p-boxes can be comprehensive about the
model uncertainty respecting distribution shape per se (Ferson et al. 2003). On the other hand, these pboxes also enclose distributions that do not meet their respective specifications. For example, consider the
leftmost distribution that can be inscribed in the {min, mean, max} p-box on the left graph of the second
row. Unless specified otherwise, monotonicity is the only constraint governing distribution functions inside
p-boxes. A distribution that traces the left edge of this p-box would clearly not have the prescribed mean. In
most applications in risk analysis where analysts want to compute tail risks, the existence of such
unmatching distributions in the p-boxes makes no difference at all to the calculation of how likely extreme
outcomes might occur. If the analysis does need to exclude unmatching distributions, it may need to be
based on robust Bayes methods (Berger 1985) or perhaps credal sets (Levi 1980; Walley 1991) rather than
p-boxes, although these structures are usually not nearly as easy to compute with as p-boxes are.
Uncertainty about dependence. Techniques in probability bounds analysis also comprehensively account
for model uncertainty about the dependencies among random variables. Although independence is widely
assumed in risk assessment as a matter of convenience, in fact there is often considerable doubt about the
nature of the dependence among variables, and sometimes that uncertainty is close to total in that analysts
know essentially nothing about the possible dependencies. Because dependence among variables can very
strongly influence the distributions that arise as arithmetic functions of them, ignoring the uncertainty about
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dependence can lead to serious misestimation in risk assessments (cf. wishful thinking by Smith et al.
1992), and to underestimated tail risks that claim extreme events are less likely than they really are.
In general, dependence among random variables is captured in a copula which is a real-valued function
of two (or more) variables (the inverses of the distribution functions for the random variables). Solving a
problem originally posed by Kolmogorov, Makarov (1981), Rüschendorf (1982) and Frank et al. (1987)
developed the mathematical tools to compute bounds on sums of random variables about which only
marginal information is available. Williamson and Downs (1990) generalized these tools for other
arithmetic functions of random variables (i.e., generalized convolutions) and extended them to the case
when only bounds on the marginals are known. The bounds are called Kolmogorov-Fréchet bounds because
they make no assumption at all about the dependence between the random variables and yet strictly enclose
the possible distributions that arise as arithmetic functions of them. The resulting bounds are known to be
best possible (Frank et al. 1987; Williamson and Downs 1990) in the sense that they could not be narrower
without precluding some possible convolutions under some possible dependence.
Such Kolmogorov-Fréchet bounds are p-boxes as they are bounds on distribution functions (Ferson et
al. 2004). This makes them easy to use in risk assessments based on probability bounds analysis. In
practice, the effect of relaxing unwarranted independence assumptions all the way to making no assumption
about dependence sometimes makes a big difference in the final result of the analysis, but sometimes it
makes only a negligible one. The outcomes dependence on the function combining the inputs together, the
breadths of uncertainties of the inputs, and the other dependence assumptions in the model.
Figure 3 shows two examples of addition. The ordinate of each graph in the figure is cumulative
probability, and the abscissas are values of the indicated random variable. In the left column of graphs, the
addends are precise probability distributions. Their sum appears below them as a p-box whose breadth
arises from the uncertainty about the dependence between the random variables a and b. In the right column
of graphs, the addends start out as p-boxes, so their sum contains both the parametric uncertainties about the
addends as well as the uncertainty about their dependence.
Note that the Kolmogorov-Fréchet bounds on the answers are not equivalent to those obtained by
merely computing the results under all possible correlation coefficients from −1 to +1; they are in fact often
considerably wider. In fact, no sensitivity analysis could possibly comprehensively characterized model
uncertainty about the dependence relations between variables. The variety of copulas that define them make
such a problem infinite-dimensional which effectively precludes any simulation-based approach. Yet,
because they are based on bounding, the Kolmogorov-Fréchet p-boxes are sure to contain the sum (or
product or whatever) of the distributions.
Choice among specific competing theories. In a variety of cases, there are two or a few models that have
appeared in the relevant scientific literature as descriptions of an incompletely understood phenomenon.
Toxicologists, for instance, routinely argue about whether the extrapolation of toxicant responses to very
low doses should be modeled linearly or nonlinearly. Likewise, ecologists often debate about whether a
biological population should be modeled with the Ricker or BevertonHolt function for density
dependence, and about whether trophic interactions should be modeled with the LotkaVolterra preydependent equation or the ArditiGinzburg ratio-dependent equation. Climatologists collectively are not
sure about whether the increase in anthropogenic greenhouse gases in the atmosphere will cause the earth’s
climate to get progressively warmer, or whether released fresh water from melting Arctic ice sheets might
affect salinity gradients and thereby precipitate a new ice age by disrupting the global ocean currents that
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today keep the northern hemisphere warm. Engineers might argue about whether an untested system design
will produce a laminar or turbulent flow.
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Figure 3. Examples of Kolmogorov-Fréchet sum convolutions of distributions (left) and of p-boxes (right).

If model uncertainty can be narrowed to a controversy among a finite list of specific competing
theories, then in principle any of the four general methods for handling model uncertainty could be
employed. Monte Carlo model averaging or Bayesian model averaging might be reasonable strategies if
different mechanisms appear to be acting in different circumstances, so that the system is a stochastic
mixture of different outcomes. On the other hand, if there is no particular evidence of actual variability like
this, then the preferred strategy would treat the uncertainty as epistemic. In this case, disparate outcomes
from the various possible models often cannot sensibly be averaged. What would it mean to average a
warmer climate with an ice age? Even if small differences in initial conditions could cause the system to
switch between the domains, stochastic mixtures would seem to be an inappropriate characterization of the
model uncertainty if the expected eventuality is that the system lands in one domain and not the other.
Treating uncertainty in such a system as though it were necessarily variability is to conflate epistemic and
aleatory uncertainties. Just as not knowing the value of a quantity does not imply the quantity is varying,
not knowing which model is the right one to use does not justify assuming each model governs the system
part of the time.
To account for epistemic uncertainty about which of a list of competing models is the correct model,
one can instead translate the forecasts from each model into separate distributions of possible model
outcomes, just as would be done in a mixture approach, but then form the envelope of these distributions.
Such envelopes are of course p-boxes, the breadths of which represent model uncertainty. These p-boxes
are used as single objects in subsequent calculations so they escape the combinatorial complexity of a
sensitivity analysis approach. Note that this approach will yield correct bounds which should still enclose
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the true results even if there actually was unrecognized variability that the analyst treated as epistemic
uncertainty.
Many analysts reflexively make the criticism that bounding approaches may lead to very wide
uncertainties. Surely it is true that bounding can yield large uncertainties, but the width of the uncertainty
may be irrelevant if those bounds can be shown to be best possible or are otherwise small enough to lead to
useful risk analyses that support effective decision making. In any case, it is better to have a correct analysis
that honestly distinguishes between variability and incertitude than an analysis that depends on unjustified
assumptions and wishful thinking. A correct analysis does not mistake ignorance on the part of the analyst
for variability in a natural system. Of course it is always easy to get tight estimates of uncertainty if we’re
not constrained to account for what is known and what is not known. If the price of a correct assessment is
broad uncertainty as an admission of limitations in our scientific knowledge, then we must pay that price.
Yet certainly not all distributions inside an envelope are necessarily possible. Just as there may be
distributions inside a p-box optimally constrained by given statistical characteristics that do not match those
characteristics, these model uncertainty envelopes are likely to include outcome distributions that do not
arise from any theory considered possible. Indeed, the envelope will include the mixture distribution.
Because there are only limited ways to practically exclude distributions from the set represented by a p-box,
it may be necessary to use Robust Bayes methods or more generally imprecise probability methods with
credal sets rather than p-boxes if it turns out to be important to exclude some distributions from the
envelope of possible distribution. This probably will not be a concern if the focus of the analysis is tail
risks.
Choice among an infinite variety of models with boundable outcomes. Even in situations where we cannot
list the possible models because there are infinitely many of them, it may still be possible to bound the
consequences of model uncertainty. The methods discussed above that account for uncertainty about
distribution shape and intervariable dependence are examples. Another case is a model that determines a
probability value. We know that the probability is constrained to the interval [0,1], no matter what the
model is. Other nontrivial cases may depend on specific knowledge of the physics or engineering of the
system under study. Note that it is often possible to bound the results, even when we cannot form a mixture
distribution. In many circumstances where this approach can be used, the models are extreme cases of a
continuum that captures the possible ways that a phenomenon could work.
Of course competing models are not necessarily like poles of a continuum if they are the idiosyncratic
products from individual scientists or labs, so an arbitrary collection of models cannot generally be claimed
to bound possible outcomes. Furthermore, although there are several important forms of model uncertainty
that are amenable to a complete assessment by enumeration or bounding, there are, of course, other forms
of model uncertainties that remain difficult to address in comprehensive way, such as choice of what
parameters to use and choice about the level of abstraction and depth of detail to incorporate into the model.
For such uncertainties, the family of possible models may be infinite-dimensional and the analyst may lack
any natural way to bound the parameters that depend on the model selection.
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4. Regression Analysis
The general approaches to handle model uncertainty considered in Section 2 are methods of aggregating
disparate models any of which might represent the true structural relationships that govern the modeled
system. This section considers model uncertainty in the context of regression analyses in which there are
not obvious competing models that could be aggregated (Hoeting et al. 1999; Loquin and Dubois 2010).
Risk analysts often must cobble together assessments consisting of several models, typically originally
developed by others. This effort sometimes involves making use of previously published statistical models
that relate variables of interest in the assessment. In such cases, it is common for the risk analyst not to have
access to the original data, but only to a summary regression analysis that made it into the published paper.
How should risk analysts use such regressions in their assessments?
Consider the simplest case of a univariate least-squares linear regression which is based on a small
sample size. The traditional regression approach assumes that the form of the function is well known—in
this case, a straight line—but that its parameters are not known and need to be estimated from data. Suppose
that there are twenty sample X,Y-points, as depicted in Figure 4. We could subject those points to regression
analysis and obtain a best-fit line, as also depicted. We could pretend that this line is a perfect description of
the relationship between X and Y. We might therefore use it to translate every possible value of X into the
corresponding value of Y. The risk assessment then only requires projecting the uncertainty about X through
the precisely specified regression expression
Y = a + bX
for each possible value of X where the regression coefficients a and b are real-valued constants fitted to the
data. Some analysts in the past have acted as though the regression line in such cases sufficiently captures
the relationship between the variables, and have used the linear transformation it represents to predict a
value of Y for any value of X. Yet we intuitively recognize that even if X were a precise, real value, there
should be some uncertainty about the value of Y that comes simply from the fact that the linear regression is
estimated from a small collection of points scattered loosely around the line.
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Figure 4. A regression line cleaves through the scatter of hypothetical data points (open diamonds).
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Some risk analysts (e.g., EPA 2005) have suggested that the uncertainty about the regression should be
incorporated into the prediction, so that the uncertainty about Y would include the uncertainty about X, plus
some additional uncertainty that arises from the regression analysis itself, to take account of the fact that the
analysis selected a single regression line to describe the relationship between the variables about which
there is some doubt. They suggested projecting the statistical uncertainty about the regression coefficients a
and b through the regression equation. The uncertainty about a and b could be characterized as confidence
intervals, or better as normal distributions from which those confidence intervals were derived. The
calculation would then be
Y = N(a, sa) + N(b, sb)  X
where sa and sb are standard errors of the regression coefficients. This entails a multiplicative convolution
between the distributions of b and X, and another ordinary additive convolution between their product and
the distribution of a. In practice, assumptions of independence were used between all the inputs in this
calculation, even though the sampling distributions of the slope and intercept are not at all independent.
It is easy to demonstrate that the approach that merely projects coefficient uncertainty understates the
uncertainty about Y. It does not reconstruct the scatter of the original data points on which the regression
was based, which is what a risk assessment projection ought to do. Figure 5 illustrates the problem. The
open diamonds depict the population from which the observations used to compute the regression were
randomly drawn. Many points from this population are displayed here so that their true dispersion is
obvious. The filled diamonds are the scatter one gets from projecting the uncertainty about the coefficients.
The mismatch is clear and should be significant to risk analyses because this approach grossly
underestimates the true scatter. The underestimation actually gets worse as the sample size increases. Notice
also that the predicted points seem to be heteroscedastic over different values of X which is inconsistent
with the assumptions of linear regression.
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Figure 5. Original scatter of data (open diamonds) compared to predictions with only coefficients’ uncertainty (filled diamonds).
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A much more reasonable way to proceed is to use the actual linear regression equation
Y = a + bX + N(0, ),
with point values for a, b and , and an explicit normal distributed error term, for the predictions. As
depicted in Figure 6, this equation does reconstruct the scatter originally present in the data used to develop
the regression. That is, if we apply it to the original X-values used in the regression, we obtain a collection
of corresponding Y-values that jointly form a scattergram that is statistically similar to the original X,Y-data.
Instead of two convolutions as in the old approach, this reconstruction entails one convolution, between the
uncertain number a+bX (which is just a rescaling of X deviates) and the error term N(0,). In this case, the
independence assumption is clearly justified as it was one of the explicit assumptions in the original
regression analysis.
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Figure 6. Reconstructed scatter of points (filled diamonds) about a regression line through original data points (open diamonds).

Adding the estimated error term is not the only possible approach to reconstruct the scatter of the data
informing a regression analysis. Computing a prediction distribution (from which prediction intervals are
derived) for each X-value would be another method. In fact, prediction distributions can more reliably
account for the uncertainty associated with small sample sizes in the original regression. They would also
be wider when the X-values to be projected are outside of the original range of X-values used in the
regression so as to account for greater uncertainty attending to extrapolations.
The simple approach of adding back on the estimated error term to regression expressions seems to
extend simply to linear multivariate and polynomial regressions. In each case, the regression model
expresses the dependent variable as a real-valued function of the independent variable(s) plus a residual
error term which is a random distribution. Including the error term would seem likewise to be an essential
step whenever surrogate models such as response surface methods are used to simplify calculations.
Without the uncertainty analysis enabled by attending to the  error term, which represents the uncertainty
that has been left out of the regression model, the use of such reduced models could be highly misleading.
The essential parameter , known as the standard error of the regression, is not always reported in a
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published summary of a regression analysis. When it is missing, it can be computed from any of the
following sets of numbers:
– regression parameters a and b and their standard errors, and the sample size n,
– the coefficient of determination R2, a, b, n,
– mean sum of squares explained, p value,
– mean sum of squares explained, F value,
– sum of squares unexplained, n,
– mean sum of squares unexplained,
– standard error of the regression,
– the six regression quantities (n, X, X2, Y, Y2, XY), or
– the raw data Xi and Yi.
Thus the parameter  will be recoverable from all but the most cursory summaries of a regression analysis.
Uncertainty about the order of the regression equation. As already mentioned, traditional regression
assumes that the form of the function relating Y to X is well known and only its parameters need to be
found. This is arguably the zeroth approach to handling uncertainty about the function, because it totally
ignores this uncertainty. Yet there is a question about the regression’s choice of a linear model for the
functional relationship. Would a better model have been a quadratic rather than a linear model? Cubic? It is
well known that regression analysis does not necessarily reveal a model structure that actually reflects how
data were generated (Adams 1991). What if we do not know which order equation should have been used in
the regression analysis? Could a mistake in the form of the dimensionality or form of the model have a
substantial consequence for the results we infer when we use the regression analysis in a risk assessment?
In general, how should we handle ignorance about the correct regression model to use (linear, quadratic,
cubic, etc.) when we want to project uncertainty in an X-variable through a function about which our only
information comes from sample data? Can we make conservative or otherwise reasonable estimates given
such uncertainty? Given that analysts typically do not know the correct order model to use in a regression
analysis, is there a conservative strategy they might use that accounts for this uncertainty? Can such a
strategy be applied when the regression analysis is obtained from published summaries and cannot be
changed by the analyst?
Simple numerical experiments reveal a conservative strategy for this problem. In these numerical
experiments, we assume that Y really is a function of X according to some high-order model
Y ~ a + bX + cX ² + dX ³ + ... + N(0, )
where a,b,c,d,... are particular real numbers and N(0, ) denotes a noise term, i.e., a normally distributed
random value with zero mean and some positive real standard deviation . Thus, we posit a true polynomial
model, about which we know both its order and the precise values of its coefficients, including its
scedasticity. We sampled n pairs (X,Y) from this hypothetical relationship with error. We then apply
polynomial regression to those sampled points to construct n + 1 regression models of orders 0, 1, ..., n. The
zeroth-order model is a fitted constant, i.e., the average, and the first-order model is the linear model. The
nth-order model goes through every sample point. These constructed regression models each have estimated
epsilon terms expressing residual uncertainties, which get small or zero as the order of the model
approaches the number of sample points.
We can now project uncertainty about the X variable, which might be expressed as a probability
distribution, through these constructed stochastic models of the function between X and Y. Because we
know the true model, we can also project the uncertainty about X through the true model directly and
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compare the answer it yields (which is the correct characterization of uncertainty about Y) to the estimates
produced by reconstructions of various orders. Several interesting and practically important observations
arise from these numerical simulations: (1) models of all orders yield conservative characterizations of the
variance of Y, (2) models of all orders yield reasonably conservative characterizations of the tail risks of Y,
and (3) the envelope of resulting predicted Y distributions expressed as a p-box is conservative in all
respects (i.e., it is effectively sure to enclose the real distribution of Y ). This p-box seems to represent the
model uncertainty induced in Y owing to the underlying uncertainty about X and the model uncertainty
about which degree polynomial is appropriate, contingent on the presumption that a polynomial model of
some order is appropriate. These observations suggest a very simple and inexpensive strategy for
computing conservative bounds on Y. Moreover, these expressions of uncertainty do not seem overly
conservative. It does not matter which order a prior regression analysis may have used. It is possible to
obtain appropriately conservative estimates of tail risks for Y = f (X ) whatever model was used.
Other causes of model uncertainty in regressions. There are, of course, a host of sundry reasons that the
function embodying a model might be uncertain, including a lack of mechanistic knowledge about the
process or system being modeled, small sample size, stochastic variation or imprecision in the data to which
the function is fitted, or a mismatch between the model’s predictions and relevant empirical evidence. This
section has already discussed sample-size-invariant strategies to redress the effect of stochastic variation in
the relationship being modeled, and at least one form of deficiency of mechanistic knowledge relating to
whether it should be linear, quadratic, cubic, or some other shape. But there may also be uncertainty about a
model because the model is fitted to or otherwise based on data that themselves have substantial
imprecision. Such imprecision can come from poor measurements, censoring or missing values. This can
occur in regression analyses, but it can also appear in likelihood functions in Bayesian inferences. Data
imprecision is very often neglected in statistical analysis, but sometimes it is so large that it cannot be
reasonably ignored. We have discussed elsewhere bounding strategies to account for imprecision in data
that has the form of intervals (Ferson et al. 2007). There may also be model uncertainty implied by a
mismatch between a model’s predictions and available empirical observations from validation or calibration
studies. It seems clear that the degree to which data contradicts a model’s predictions should be used to
characterize the model’s predictive capability, but exactly how to define this connection is the subject of
on-going discussions in engineering (Oberkampf and Roy 2010).

5. Conclusions
The central elementary question in the consideration of how to account for model uncertainty is how
uncertainty about a (possibly multivariate) variable X can be projected though an imperfectly known
function f to obtain a reasonable characterization of Y = f(X). The uncertainty about X might include either
aleatory or epistemic uncertainty or both, and it might be expressed simply as a collection of real values or a
precise probability distribution, or perhaps as an interval, p-box, or some more complex uncertainty
structure (Ferson et al. 2003). The form of Y will depend on that of X and the definition of the function f.
There are four general strategies to handle model uncertainty when it is manifested as a series of
competing models. The most flexible is a sensitivity or ‘what if’ analysis that simply keeps track of the
predictions made by all of the possible models. Although this approach is straightforward and does not
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conflate different kinds of uncertainties, it can only be applied when the list of possible models can be
explicitly and finitely enumerated, and it has combinatorial complexity as the number of submodels in an
assessment grows.
Monte Carlo model averaging and Bayesian model averaging are similar approaches in that they both
produce a synthesis of the competing models by forming a stochastic mixture of the probability
distributions of their outcome variables. These approaches are convenient because they condense the
bestiary of possible models to a single probability distribution. They can take account of differential
credibilities an analyst might ascribe to the different models, and Bayesian model averaging can even use
validation data to improve the specification of the mixture distribution. A limitation of these approaches is
that the competing models must be explicitly enumerated. A more serious disadvantage of the approaches is
that they average together incompatible theories producing outcome distributions that are supported by no
theory. This means that they can often potentially underestimate the probabilities of tail events which are
usually the focus of risk assessments.
Enveloping outcome distributions to form p-boxes is the fourth general approach to handling model
uncertainty. Like the model averaging approaches, the enveloping approach yields a single object for
computation so it does not suffer combinatorial complexity, and it does not conflate the different kinds of
uncertainties, or understate tail risks. However, it cannot presently account for relevant validation data or
differential credibility of the different competing models. The enveloping approach can comprehensively
address model uncertainty if its effects on variables in an assessment can be bounded somehow. It offers
particularly convenient solutions for several special cases of particular importance in risk analysis,
including the problem of not being sure about the shape or family of a probability distribution, and not
knowing the statistical dependence between stochastic variables.
Guidance about how risk analysts should address model uncertainty depends on whether it is possible to
enumerate and spell out what all the competing models are. When the models can be enumerated,
sensitivity analysis is preferable for its simplicity when it can handle all the questions that arise, but it may
not be feasible in big or complex problems. Monte Carlo averaging, although widely employed, seems to
have little justification, and is, at best, an ad hoc method. When data are abundant, a Bayesian approach
may be best, but otherwise, it may just be wishful thinking. Enveloping is always reliable, but may yield
results that are too uncertain. When the models cannot be enumerated, enveloping may be the only tenable
general strategy.
Because of the interdisciplinary nature of their charge, risk analysts often must cobble together
assessments by assembling several models together. They commonly use previously published statistical
regression models that relate variables of interest in the assessment. Simple and inexpensive computational
strategies enable risk analysts to make use of summary regression analyses that are common in the literature
without requiring any access to their original data. These strategies can be used to yield conservative
characterizations with respect to output variances and even tail risks.
In many respects, accounting for model uncertainty depends on an analyst being able to describe what
models are possible. It appears that no systematic approach to model uncertainly will be helpful if one has
no idea how a system works, or is unaware of the important processes and mechanisms that govern it. In
some risk assessment problems such as those focused on abstract notions like ‘ecosystem health’, it may not
even be clear what measurable and latent variables would be relevant to the analysis. In these cases, the
need is not so much for ways to account for model uncertainty, but rather for exploratory tools for theory
building and hypothesis generation.
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Abstract. Computational reliability assessment in mechanized tunneling requires realistic numerical models accounting for the uncertainty of geotechnical and tunneling process parameters. For
real-time prognoses, surrogate models are in general inevitable to substitute expensive complex
numerical simulations. In this paper, different strategies for surrogate modeling in mechanized
tunneling simulations are presented. The focus is on surrogate models for reliability analyses
with polymorphic uncertain data described by e.g. stochastic numbers, p-boxes, fuzzy stochastic
numbers, fuzzy numbers as well as intervals. Beside surrogate models based on Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition Method (POD) and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), a hybrid surrogate model, i.e.
a combination of POD and ANN, is presented. Thereby, uncertain time varying surface settlements
of several monitoring points are predicted by recurrent neural networks. Based on that, spatially
varying surface settlements are evaluated using POD. Utilizing this surrogate model helps to reduce
the computation time, when limit states at multiple surface positions are required.
Keywords: surrogate models; Proper Orthogonal Decomposition; Artificial Neural Networks;
uncertainty; reliability analysis; mechanized tunneling

1. Introduction
The prediction of tunneling induced surface settlements is important to design and to steer mechanized tunneling processes. A prototype for a process-oriented, three-dimensional, finite element (FE)
model for simulations of shield-driven tunnels in soft, water-saturated soil has been proposed by
(Kasper and Meschke, 2004) and successfully used for systematic numerical studies of interactions in
mechanized tunneling (Kasper and Meschke, 2006). An advanced and flexible software architecture
(Nagel et al., 2010) has been developed for this model, which is supplemented with an automatic
model generator (Stascheit et al., 2007) allowing a user friendly generation of FE models including
all components and their (time-dependent) interactions involved in mechanized tunneling (i.e. fully
and partially saturated soft soils, the shield machine steered via hydraulic jacks, the segmented
lining, various types of face support, and the tail void grouting).
The soil is modeled as a three or two phase material for partially or fully saturated soils,
respectively, see (Nagel and Meschke, 2010). The tunnel boring machine (TBM) is modeled as
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a deformable body connected with frictional contact to the soil along the (conical) shield skin. A
surface-to-surface contact algorithm using the Augmented Lagrangian Method (Laursen, 2002) is
employed allowing a smooth advancement of the machine. The hydraulic jacks are represented by
truss elements, which are connected to element nodes of the tunnel lining and connected to the
pressure bulkhead of the TBM. To accomplish the desired driving path of the shield, an automated
steering algorithm similar to (Kasper and Meschke, 2004) is employed. To ensure stability of the
tunnel face due to distortions caused by the excavation process and to reduce ground loss behind
the tapered shield, face support pressure and grouting pressures are applied, respectively. The tail
void grout is described as a fully saturated two-phase material considering hydration-dependent
material properties of the cementitious grouting material as proposed in (Meschke, 1996). This
formulation allows for the modelling of infiltration of fluid grout into the surrounding soil. After
each TBM advance, the excavation at the cutting face, the tail void grouting and the erection of
a new lining ring during standstill are taken into account by deactivation of soil elements at the
cutting face, introducing new elements for the grout and the tunnel lining, connecting the jack
elements to the new lining elements and computing one or more time steps with updated boundary
conditions for the grouting pressure and for the face support pressure.
Concepts for reliability analyses in mechanized tunneling taking epistemic and aleatoric sources
of uncertainty into account are presented in (Freitag et al., 2013b). Thereby, stochastic, interval,
fuzzy, and imprecise probability approaches are combined within reliability analyses. A corresponding example is presented in (Stascheit et al., 2013).

2. Polymorphic Uncertain Data
Uncertainties of structural parameters (representing structural actions and describing the structural
behavior) can be considered by several approaches, e.g. stochastic, interval, fuzzy, or generalized
approaches. Due to limited information of input parameters in mechanized tunneling, e.g. parameters describing the local geology and the corresponding soil behavior, polymorphic uncertainty
models can be utilized taking epistemic and aleatoric sources of uncertainty into account, see e.g.
(Möller and Beer, 2008).
2.1. Stochastic Numbers
Stochastic numbers can be used to quantify aleatoric uncertainty of structural parameters, e.g. for
parameters describing the geometry and the mechanical behavior of soil layers. Thereby, spatial and
time varying uncertainty can be considered. However, an adequate data base with a sufficiently large
number of samples is required to select adequate stochastic models and estimate the corresponding
parameters of the probability density functions (pdf) and the corresponding cumulative distribution
functions (cdf).
Spatial variability of geological parameters can be considered by random fields taking local
correlations into account, see e.g. (Papaioannou et al., 2009) and (Phoon and Kulhawy, 1999). In
general, assumptions are required to select a correlation function and to define the corresponding
correlation length of random fields.
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Stochastic processes can be used to quantify time varying uncertain structural parameters.
In mechanized tunneling, parameters describing the excavation process, e.g. excavation rates for
several soil types are typical examples where enough information is available to model time varying
parameters by means of stochastic processes.
2.2. Intervals and Fuzzy Numbers
Intervals and fuzzy numbers are suitable to quantify parameters with epistemic sources of uncertainty, i.e. if only limited information is available.
Intervals
x = [xl , xu ]
(1)
can be used to quantify uncertain geotechnical parameters by means of lower bounds xl and upper
bounds xu . In general, the interval bounds are defined based on the experience of experts. In geotechnical engineering and tunneling, intervals are used e.g. in the context of rock mass classifications
such as the rock mass rating (RMR) system (Bieniawski, 1989). Within interval analysis lower and
upper interval bounds of structural responses are computed. Therefor, interval arithmetic (Moore,
1979), the transformation method (Hanss, 2002), or optimization approaches, see e.g. (Möller et al.,
2000), can be utilized. Interval finite element approaches, see e.g. (Muhanna et al., 2007) and (Rao
et al., 2011), can be used in structural mechanics. An overview of recent advances in interval FE
analysis is given in (Moens and Vandepitte, 2005) and (Moens and Hanss, 2011). A comparative
geotechnical analysis using stochastic numbers and intervals has been performed in (Beer et al.,
2013).
Fuzzy numbers x̃ can be utilized for uncertainty quantification, if interval information can be
assessed by membership functions µ(x), i.e. the level of membership of each realization x to the set
x̃ is described by a number between 0 and 1. Imprecise measurements obtained from monitoring
during the tunneling construction can be quantified as fuzzy processes. It is also possible to create
fuzzy processes within time discretization of data series, see e.g. (Freitag and Graf, 2011), in order
to reduce dense machine parameter information for simulations at a coarser time scale. In structural
analysis, fuzzy numbers can be handled as sets of s = 1, . . . , S intervals
xs = [xsl , xsu ] ,

(2)

if the membership functions are discretized into α-cuts. For each α-cut s, the lower and upper
interval bounds are defined by
xsl = min [x ∈ R | µ(x) ≥ αs ]

(3)

xsu = max [x ∈ R | µ(x) ≥ αs ] ,

(4)

and
respectively. The α-cut representation of fuzzy numbers enables to utilize interval approaches for
structural analyses, see e.g. (Muhanna and Mullen, 1999), (Fetz et al., 1999), and (Möller et
al., 2000). In (Fetz et al., 1999), fuzzy models are also applied for computations in geotechnical
engineering.
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2.3. Generalized Uncertainty Models – Probability Boxes and Fuzzy Stochastic
Numbers
Imprecise probability concepts can be applied to quantify the variability of uncertain parameters
in case of limited statistical information, e.g. small sample sizes for estimation of corresponding
stochastic models. The probability box (p-box) approach, see e.g. (Ferson et al., 2003), can be used
to define imprecise stochastic numbers by its lower and upper bound cdf. In this case, the probability of each realization is an interval. In general, arbitrary stochastic models, including empirical
distributions, can be used for the lower and upper bound cdf. In (Nasekhian and Schweiger, 2011),
p-boxes are used within a random set finite element analysis for reliability assessment of tunnel
construction according to the New Austrian Tunneling Method.
An alternative is the concept of fuzzy stochastic numbers. In this case, the probability of each
realization is a fuzzy number. Fuzzy stochastic numbers can be described by stochastic models
with fuzzy model parameters, see (Möller and Beer, 2004), or by sets of p-boxes, see (Freitag et al.,
2013a). In (Beer et al., 2013) and (Stascheit et al., 2013), soil parameters are described as fuzzy
stochastic numbers within fuzzy stochastic analyses.

3. Surrogate Models
Mechanized tunneling simulations with polymorphic uncertain data are time consuming in general.
The computational effort can be prohibitively large within stochastic or fuzzy stochastic analyses,
if a large number of realizations is required. Especially to support steering decisions in mechanized
tunneling in real-time, surrogate models are required to describe dependencies between uncertain geotechnical and tunneling process parameters and the corresponding uncertain structural
responses, e.g. surface settlements. Several approaches for the generation of surrogate models have
been developed, see e.g. (Simpson et al., 2001) for an overview. In this paper, it is focused on
the development of a new hybrid surrogate model based on Artificial Neural Networks and Proper
Orthogonal Decomposition approaches.
3.1. Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are widely used in engineering, see e.g. (Adeli, 2001). Often,
multilayer perceptrons with feed forward architecture, see (Haykin, 1999), are utilized to learn
functional relationships in deterministic data. Applications of neural network based surrogate
models replacing deterministic simulation models within stochastic analyses are presented e.g. in
(Papadrakakis et al., 1996), (Hurtado, 2002), (Papadrakakis and Lagaros, 2002) and (Most and
Bucher, 2007).
In (Ninić et al., 2011) and (Ninić et al., 2013), feed forward neural networks are used to predict
surface settlements due to mechanized tunneling. The networks are trained with data obtained from
numerical simulations using the process oriented FE model for mechanized tunneling described in
Section 1.
For the approximation and prediction of dependencies between structural processes, recurrent
neural networks (RNNs) can be used, see e.g. (Freitag et al., 2011). As an extension to feed
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forward neural networks, context neurons are added to the hidden and output neurons in order to
consider history dependencies in structural processes. RNNs are able to learn dependencies between
data series without considering time as additional input parameter. It is possible to capture timedependent phenomena in data series and predict (extrapolate) further structural responses with
RNNs. They can be trained e.g. by modified backpropagation algorithms, see (Freitag et al., 2011),
or by means of particle swarm optimization, see (Freitag et al., 2012). In (Stascheit et al., 2013),
a RNN surrogate model is utilized within a fuzzy stochastic simulation of a mechanized tunneling
process.
3.2. Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) is a powerful method to get a compact representation of
data. The purpose of the method is acquired by means of projecting high-dimensional data into a
lower-dimensional space. The subspace is spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding to the largest
eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix. Depending on the area of application the method is
known under different names, such as Karhunen-Loeve Decomposition (KLD), Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) or Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). An overview and short summary of POD
method is presented in (Chatterjee, 2000). Up to now, POD has been widely developed and applied
for different applications. For inverse analysis of parameter identification processes, a technique
that combines POD with Radial Basis Functions (RBF) to produce quick prediction of the system
response is presented in (Buljak and Maier, 2011). In (Kahledi et al., 2014), a POD-RBF surrogate
model for a mechanized tunneling simulation is used.
3.2.1. Proper Orthogonal Decomposition and Radial Basis Functions Approximation
Firstly, a concept of snapshots is introduced, which is a collection of N sampled values of a system
output field. One snapshot contains the output field of the system corresponding to a certain
realization of input parameters. The outputs are discrete values of the field of interest, like nodal
displacements, nodal stress values, internal forces, etc. The collection of M snapshots obtained by
numerical simulations generated by changing the input parameters are stored in a rectangular N
by M matrix U. The aim of POD is to compute the set of orthonormal vectors (POD basis vectors)
Φ. In general, this can be done by employing SVD technique or solving the eigenvalue problem of
the sample covariance matrix C = UT · U. The latter is presented here.
The POD basis can be expressed by a linear transformation of the snapshots U
Φ=U·V,

(5)

where V is a modal matrix obtained by solving the following eigenvalue problem
C·V=Λ·V.

(6)

Here, Λ is a diagonal matrix storing the eigenvalues λi of C. The POD vectors are sorted in
descending order of corresponding eigenvalues. Having in mind that the eigenvalues of the covariance
matrix encode the variability of the data in an orthogonal basis that captures as much of the data’s
variability as possible in the first few basis functions, it is now easy to construct a low-order
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Table I. POD procedure to find the basis vectors capture a desired accuracy
Input: Snapshots matrix U, desired accuracy E
Output: Truncated POD basis vectors Φ
1: Compute covariance matrix C = UT · U
2: Compute eigenvalue decomposition [Ψ, Λ] = eig(C)
√
3: Set Φi = U · Ψ−,i / λi
4: Set λi = Λii for i = 1, ..., M
PM
P
5: Define K based on desired accuracy E as following K
i=1 λi > E
i=1 λi /
6: return truncated POD basis Φ by taking the first K columns of Φ

approximation by keeping just the first couple of POD vectors. The truncation of the POD basis
is accomplished by deciding a desired accuracy. The resulting POD basis Φ, denoted as truncated
POD basis, consists of K << M vectors. K is the number of necessary POD basis vectors to
capture the desired accuracy. The POD algorithm is summarized in Table I.
Basically, the snapshots matrix U can be expressed in the new basis by a linear transformation
U=Φ·A,

(7)

where A represents the amplitude matrix associated with snapshots U. Considering the orthogonality ΦT · Φ = I, matrix A can be obtained from
A = ΦT · U .

(8)

Now U and a single snapshot of U can be approximated as
U ≈ Φ·A
Ui ≈ Φ · Ai ,

(9)
(10)

where A and Ai are the truncated amplitude matrix and vector, respectively. At this step, A and
Ai contains constant values and therefore Eq. (10) represents an approximation only for snapshots
generated in the original snapshots matrix U. To pass from this type of a response to a rather
continuous one, each amplitude vector is expressed as a nonlinear function of input parameters
on which the system depends. Specifically, each amplitude is defined as a linear combination of
vector Fi = [f1 (zi )...fj (zi )...fM (zi )]T being a set of predefined interpolation functions fj (z) of
input parameters z in the following form
A i = B · Fi ,

(11)

where B contains all interpolation coefficients. The choice of fj (z) can be arbitrary and in this
study RBF have been employed as interpolation functions. A description of these functions can be
found in (Hardy, 1990). Here, an inverse multiquadric radial function is chosen. This type of RBF
function is defined as
1
fj (zi ) = fj (|zi − zj |) = p
,
(12)
|zi − zj |2 + r2
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Table II. POD-RBF procedure to predict output system response from an arbitrary set of input parameters
Input: Snapshots output matrix U, snapshots input matrix z, arbitrary input vector z∗ , desired accuracy E
Output: System response vector U∗
1: Compute truncated POD basis Φ based on E (see Algorithm in Table I)
2: Compute fj (zi ) from Eq. (12) with zi = z∗ and i, j = 1, ..., M
3: Form matrix F from previous step
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

T

Compute A = Φ · U
Compute B based on F, A
Compute fj (z∗ ) from Eq. (12) with j = 1, ..., M
Form vector F∗ from previous step
return System response vector U∗ = Φ · B · F∗

where r represents smoothing factor and zj is a known value of the z vector. The matrix F of
interpolation functions can be constructed based on all vectors Fi of input parameters that are
used to generate the snapshots. The full form of Eq. (11) is given by
A=B·F,
with

T

A=Φ ·U.

(13)
(14)

From Eqs. (13) and (14), the coefficient matrix B is evaluated. Finally, an approximation of the
output system response corresponding to an arbitrary set of input parameters can be obtained by
Ui ≈ Φ · B · Fi .

(15)

The summary of POD-RBF approach is given in Table II. More details about verification of
POD-RBF approach can be found in (Buljak and Maier, 2011).
3.3. Gappy Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
Another extension of POD called Gappy POD (GPOD) has been developed by (Everson and
Sirovich, 1995) to reconstruct human face images from incomplete data sets. This approach is
based on a combination of basic POD method with linear regression. The basic idea of GPOD is
that the POD basis together with gappy data (which are data given at very few of the grid points)
are utilized to reconstruct the complete vector for the entire grid. In (Bui-Thanh et al., 2004), this
methodology was successfully employed for data reconstruction in the field of aerodynamic. The
paper shows a very effective way to reconstruct the flowfields from incomplete aerodynamic data
set by using GPOD. The corresponding procedure is described below.
Firstly, the locations of missing data must be identified. A vector m is introduced to indicate
available and missing data. Each element of m is defined as
mi = 0,
mi = 1,

for locations of unknown or missing data
for locations of known data .

(16)
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Table III. GPOD procedure to reconstruct the complete solution vector from incomplete solution vector
Input: Snapshots output matrix U, mask vector m, incomplete solution vector U∗ , desired accuracy E
Output: Complete solution vector U∗
1: Compute truncated POD basis Φ based on E (see Algorithm in Table I)
T

2: Compute M = (Φ , Φ)
3:
4:
5:
6:

T

Compute R = (Φ , U∗ )
∗
Compute A from M and R
∗
Compute U∗∗ = Φ · A
return Complete solution vector U∗ by replacing missing elements from corresponding elements of U∗∗

Suppose an output system response snapshots set U, where all snapshots are completely known,
with the POD basis Φ is given. Let U∗ be another solution vector, that has some elements missing,
with corresponding mask vector m. The goal here is to reconstruct the complete or “repaired”
vector from incomplete vector U∗ with the assumption that U∗ can be characterized with the
existing snapshots set U. From Eq. (10), the intermediate repaired vector U∗∗ can be expressed in
terms of truncated POD basis vectors Φ as
∗

U∗∗ ≈ Φ · A .

(17)

∗

The coefficient vector A can be computed by minimizing the error E = ||U∗ − U∗∗ ||2n . A
solution to this so-called least squares or linear regression problem is given by a linear system of
equations
∗
(18)
M·A =R,
with
T

M = (Φ , Φ) ,
T

R = (Φ , U∗ ) .

(19)

∗

Solving Eq. (17) with A computed from Eq. (18), the intermediate repaired vector U∗∗ is
obtained. Finally, the missing elements in U∗ are replaced by these in U∗∗ and a complete vector
of output system responses is obtained. The algorithm of GPOD procedure is shown in Table III.
3.4. Verification of the Gappy Proper Orthogonal Decomposition approach
The proposed GPOD approach is illustrated by means of a verification example from structural
analysis, see Figure 1. Here, the deflection of a beam simply supported at both ends with a
concentrated load P at point a is investigated. The analytical solution for the deflection line y(x)
is given as

y(x) =

P (l − a)x 2
(l − x2 − (l − a)2 ), for 0 < x < a
6lEI

(20)
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l
P (l − a)
3
2
2
3
y(x) =
(x − a) + (l − (l − a) )x − x , for a < x < l .
6lEI
l−a

P

a
6

1

y

11

x

(21)

EI = 100000 kNm²
l = 10
m
11 nodes
x = 0,1,2,...,10 m

P = 10,40,70,100 kN
a = 2,4,6,8
m

l

Figure 1. Verification example.

The objective is to predict the deflection of the beam at a number of sections for varying
parameters P and a. The structural parameters to set up the example are shown in Figure 1. Here,
16 snapshots are generated based on combining 4 realizations of P and 4 realizations of a. The
results of the snapshots computed with Eqs. (20) and (21) are stored in the snapshots matrix U.
The snapshots matrix U consists of 16 columns and 11 rows corresponding to 16 snapshots of the
deflections in mm at 11 nodes of the beam, respectively.










U=









0
0.5
0.9
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.1
0.9
0.6
0.3
0

0
1.9
3.4
4.4
4.8
4.7
4.3
3.5
2.5
1.3
0

0
3.3
6
7.7
8.4
8.3
7.5
6.1
4.3
2.2
0

0
4.7
8.5
11
12
11.8
10.7
8.7
6.1
3.2
0

0
0.6
1.2
1.7
1.9
2
1.8
1.5
1.1
0.6
0

0
2.5
4.8
6.6
7.7
7.9
7.3
6
4.3
2.2
0

0
4.4
8.4
11.6
13.4
13.8
12.7
10.5
7.5
3.9
0

0
6.3
12
16.5
19.2
19.7
18.1
15
10.7
5.5
0

0
0.6
1.1
1.5
1.8
2
1.9
1.7
1.2
0.6
0

0
2.2
4.3
6
7.3
7.9
7.7
6.6
4.8
2.5
0

0
3.9
7.5
10.5
12.7
13.8
13.4
11.6
8.4
4.4
0

0
5.5
10.7
15
18.1
19.7
19.2
16.5
12
6.3
0

0
0.3
0.6
0.9
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.1
0.9
0.5
0

0
1.3
2.5
3.5
4.3
4.7
4.8
4.4
3.4
1.9
0

0
2.2
4.3
6.1
7.5
8.3
8.4
7.7
6
3.3
0

0
3.2
6.1
8.7
10.7
11.8
12
11
8.5
4.7
0




















(22)

U∗ represents another deflection field corresponding to P = 125 kN and a = 2.5 m. It is assumed,
that only 3 values of deflections are known at nodes 2,6 and 10 (i.e. for x = 1, 5 and 9 m). The aim
is to predict the complete vector U∗ containing the corresponding deflections at all 11 nodes.
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Step 1: Perform POD procedure following Algorithm I. Input: Snapshots matrix U (11×16),
desired accuracy E = 99.9. Output: Truncated POD basis vectors Φ (11×3).









Φ=









0
0.1
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.1
0

0
−0.3
−0.4
−0.4
−0.3
0
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.3
0

0
0.3
0.4
0.1
−0.3
−0.4
−0.3
0.1
0.4
0.3
0




















(23)

Step 2: Predict 3 values of deflections at nodes 2,6 and 10 (i.e. x = 1, 5 and 9 m). Input: Data of
16 snapshots for 3 deflections at selected nodes. Output: Deflections of 3 selected nodes.



6.68
U∗ =  17.9 
4.83

(24)

Step 3: Predict 11 values of deflections of 11 nodes of the beam. Input: Snapshots matrix U
(11×16), mask vector m, incomplete vector U∗ , desired accuracy E = 99.9. Output: Complete
vector U∗ .




0.00
0.00
 6.68 
 6.68 




 12.36 
 12.42 




 16.20 
 16.32 




 18.03 
 18.05 






U∗ = 
Uanalytical = 
(25)
 17.90 
 17.90 
 16.17 
 16.2





 13.21 
 13.24 




 9.34

 9.35





 4.83 
 4.83 
0.00
0.00
This result shows a very good agreement with Uanalytical obtained from analytical solution
following Eqs. (20) and (21). The error is just 0.34% calculated by
v
u PN
u
(Uanalytical
− U∗i )2
i
× 100%
error = t i=1
PN
analytical 2
)
i=1 (Ui

(26)
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4. Hybrid Gappy Proper Orthogonal Decomposition and Recurrent Neural Network
Approach

In mechanized tunneling, different limit states are in general defined individually for the different
components involved (i.e. the soil, the linings, existing buildings etc.). In order to assess the risk of
damage of existing buildings, data of the whole surface displacement field are required. For real-time
predictions used to support the TBM steering, it is necessary to extrapolate in time with multiple
outputs. The former can be handled by RNN and POD can deal with the latter. A scheme of a
new hybrid RNN-GPOD approach for surface settlement predictions in mechanized tunneling is
presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Scheme of hybrid RNN-GPOD approach.

With a numerical model, which is used to simulate a tunneling process from time step 1 to n,
a set of data is generated with varying input parameters of the model. Based on these data, the
objective is to predict displacements of the whole surface for further tunneling steps corresponding
to an arbitrary set of input parameters. Firstly, POD-RBF network is employed to approximate the
whole surface displacements from time step 1 to n. Meanwhile, the displacements of several points
within the surface field of the next step n + 1 are predicted by utilizing a RNN. Finally, the GPOD
approach is adopted to reproduce the whole displacement field based on a combination of the results
from the two previous methods. The predicted results are then included to the available data set
and the procedure is repeated for further time steps. The algorithm of the proposed RNN-GPOD
approach is shown in Table IV.
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Table IV. RNN-GPOD approach to predict whole surface displacements
Offline stage
1: Generate a numerical model representing the current tunneling process from time step 1 to n
2: Define investigated input parameters and the corresponding range of values
3: Run numerical simulations with different input parameters
4: Store the numerical results of displacements of the the whole surface
5: Provide data of several interested points for RNN to train
6: Provide data of whole surface displacements for POD-RBF to train
Online stage
1: Input: an arbitrary set of input parameters
2: Approximate the whole displacements field from time step 1 to n (by POD-RBF)
3: Predict the displacements of several points of next time step n + 1 (by RNN)
4: Predict the displacements field of next time step n + 1 (by GPOD)
5: Update the whole displacement field from time step 1 to n + 1
6: Repeat steps 3 and 4

5. Example
A synthetic example simulating the construction of a tunnel section with 8.5 m diameter and 17 m
overburden is generated using the FE model described in Section 1. In Figure 3, the symmetric
simulation model with dimensions of 48 m, 85 m and 64 m (in x, y, z directions, respectively) is
shown. The length of each excavation step is 1.5 m, i.e the tunnel section consists of 32 steps. The
effect of buildings to the surface displacement field is taken into account by applying a distributed
load on a part of the ground surface as shown in Figure 4. The tunnel construction process is
modeled via a step-by-step procedure consisting of individual phases: soil excavation, applying
support pressure, moving shield, applying grouting pressure and lining installation.
The tunnel is completely excavated through the second soil layer of a ground model comprising
of three parallel soil layers with different thicknesses and properties, see Figure 3. The groundwater
table is constant along the tunnel and at 6 m below the ground surface. A time constant support
pressure of 180 kPa is applied at the heading face of the TBM. The grouting pressure P in the
tail void is considered as a time varying process parameter. The soil behavior is described by
an elastoplastic model using the Drucker-Prager yield criterion with a linear isotropic hardening.
Linear elastic behavior is assumed for the shield and tunnel lining. In this study, the elastic modulus
E2 of the second soil layer and the grouting pressure [n] P in each excavation step n are chosen as
varying parameters. The investigated ranges of these parameters are 40 to 130 MPa for E2 and 130
to 230 kPa for [n] P , respectively.
Based on the calculated surface displacements, only an effective surface area of 35 m in y-direction
from the tunnel axis is investigated due to the fact, that the displacements of points located further
than this distance are almost zero. Figure 4 shows the investigated surface area divided into 99
monitoring points. The z-displacements of these points are considered as outputs of the proposed
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Figure 3. Numerical simulation model of a tunnel section.

hybrid RNN-GPOD approach. Among these 99 points, 7 points are chosen to predict the settlements
for future steps using the RNN approach, which are then used to predict the settlements of all 99
points with the GPOD approach. Within the range of the two investigated parameters E2 and [n] P ,
ten particular values for E2 and six scenarios of time varying [n] P , see Figure 5, are used to create
the surrogate model. In total, 60 FE simulations are carried out.
The data set generated from FE simulation results are divided into training and validation data.
Here, 54 training and 6 validation snapshots are used for the GPOD surrogate model. The respective
ratio for RNN surrogate model is 30 and 30 snapshots. Each snapshot contains displacement results
of 24 time steps. However, for training of the GPOD surrogate model, only results from the first
to the 22nd time step are used. Two more time steps (23rd and 24th ) are kept for validation. For
the RNN surrogate model, data series with 20 time steps are used for network training and data
series with 22 time steps are used for validation. The new RNN-GPOD approach is applied to
predict (extrapolate) the settlement field containing 99 points for time steps 23 and 24. Because
of the length of the used training data series, this objective leads to a two step prognosis for the
GPOD part, whereas a four step prognosis is performed within the RNN part. Figures 6 and 7
show predicted results using the described RNN-GPOD approach in comparison with complete FE
simulation results (FE) and FE simulation results of the seven surface points only (FE-GPOD) for
time steps 23 and 24. The input parameters used to predict both settlement fields are E2 = 70 MPa
and [n] P according to pressure scenario five, see Figure 5.
In order to consider polymorphic data uncertainty of the soil behavior, interval and stochastic
analyses are performed.
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Figure 4. Investigated surface area for settlement predictions.
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Figure 6. Prediction of displacement field for time step 23.
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Figure 7. Prediction of displacement field for time step 24.
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5.1. Interval Analysis
Assuming the modulus of elasticity E2 of soil layer two as an interval E2 = [74, 86] MPa, interval
analyses are carried out to compute the tunneling induced time varying settlement field. The interval
bounds of each surface node are computed by an optimization approach. In this example, particle
swarm optimization (PSO) is employed to identify the minimum and maximum settlements of all
surface points during the simulated tunneling process. The number of particles is 20 and the control
parameters (c1 = c2 = 1.494 and c3 = 0.729) are defined according to (Eberhart and Shi, 2001). In
Figure 8, the computed interval settlement field is represented by its minimal and maximal bounds.
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maximum surface settlement
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Figure 8. Interval field of tunneling induced surface settlements with E2 = [74, 86] MPa.
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Table V. Different scenarios of changing grouting pressures for
time step 23 and time step 24.
scenario
grouting pressure of step 23 (kPa)
grouting pressure of step 24 (kPa)

1
140
140

2
170
170

3
200
200

4
215
215

5.2. Stochastic Analysis
For reliability analyses, the modulus of elasticity E2 of soil layer two is assumed as a stochastic
number with logistic distribution. Its cumulative distribution function (cdf) is defined as
F (E2 ) =

1
−



1+e

E2 −a
b

(27)



with parameters a = 80 MPa (mean value) and b = 3 MPa, which results in a variance of 29.61 MPa2 .
The grouting pressure [n] P is considered as a deterministic process according to pressure scenario
six, see Figure 5. In order to investigate the effect of changing grouting pressure to the failure
probability Pf , several cases of changing grouting pressures for the next two time steps 23 and 24
are considered as given in Table V and Figure 9.
260

Grouting pressure (kPa)

240

scenario 1
scenario 2
scenario 3
scenario 4

220
200
180
160
140
120
100

1

Steps

22 23 24

Figure 9. Different scenarios of changing grouting pressures for time step 23 and time step 24.

Failure is defined as an exceeding of the limit state at least for one of the 99 predicted surface
settlements. In this example, a limit state of 10 mm is chosen. Figure 10 depicts the failure probabilities computed based on Monte Carlo simulation of the two following time steps 23 and 24 for
the four possible grouting pressure cases according to Figure 9.
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Figure 10. Failure probabilities of time steps 23 and 24 for the grouting pressure scenarios according to Figure 9.

6. Conclusion
A new hybrid surrogate modeling strategy combining POD and ANN approaches has been developed. It is applied for the prediction of spatial and time varying dependencies of structural
parameters within mechanized tunneling simulations. RNNs are used to extrapolate surface settlements at selected positions in time and GPOD is applied to construct the corresponding surface
settlement fields for varying geotechnical and tunneling process parameters. The applicability is
demonstrated within interval and stochastic reliability analyses.
In further works, it will be focused on real-time reliability analyses in mechanized tunneling to
support steering decisions, e.g. predict ranges of possible grouting pressures for further tunneling
steps. Monitoring data will be implemented to adaptively update the surrogate models.
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Abstract. The design of structures is one of the major tasks for engineers. Structural design should
be robust with respect to the polymorphic nature and characteristic of the available information.
Generally, the availability of information in engineering practice is limited. Incomplete, fragmentary,
diffuse, and frequently expert specified knowledge leads to imprecision in data. In addition, engineers
have to cope with the objective variability and fluctuations in material, geometry and loading.
Uncertainties inherently present in resistance of structural materials, environmental and loads,
boundary conditions, physical and numerical models, and to other types of aleatoric and epistemic
uncertainties. The goal of numerical structural design, computing robust and reliable structures,
can be realized by means of analyzing different variants, application of optimization tasks, or
solving inverse problems. The contribution presents selected research results recently obtained by
the authors. The main focus is on soft computing methods developed for structural design.
Keywords: structural analysis, structural design, reliability assessment, polymorphic uncertainty

1. Introduction
The main point of view for this contribution are soft computing methods for structural design
considering uncertainty. The realistic consideration of the uncertainty of the underlying database
is essential in order to compute realistic results. Uncertainty can be classified into aleatoric and
epistemic uncertainty, see e.g. (Möller and Beer, 2008) and (Muhanna et al., 2007). The uncertainty characteristic variability is of aleatoric manner. Epistemic uncertainty can be separated into
incompleteness and impreciseness. An uncertain variable, which should be considered in structural
analysis, is mostly characterized by more than one of these characteristic. Therefore, the aim of
current research is to describe all uncertainty characteristics with one model, see e.g. (Reuter et al.,
2012). These polymorphic uncertainty models provide the possibility for a realistic investigation of
structural behavior and yields to better results in design processes. The numerical analysis based
on two independent algorithms, fuzzy analysis and stochastic analysis in sequential applications.
Two different approaches for considering uncertainty in optimization tasks were developed. On
the one hand, there is the wait-and-see strategy, see (Dantzig, 1955), also known as passive approach.
On the other hand, there the here-and-now strategy, see (Tintner, 1960) and (Sengupta et al., 1963),
denoted as active approach. These approaches mainly differ in the order of applying structural
optimization and estimation of uncertainty. The known investigations and applications for the two
approaches, see (Wets, 2002), are using especially random variables to describe the uncertainty
of data. In this contribution approaches for considering polymorphic uncertainty in optimization
tasks are shown. The importance of considering polymorphic uncertainty for structural analysis
and design is demonstrated by means of an example.

c 2014 by authors. Printed in the USA.
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2. Polymorphic uncertainty modelling
Two well established uncertainty models – random variables and fuzzy sets – are the basis for
polymorphic uncertainty variables, see (Beer et al., 2012). In the following, the two basis models
are explained and the polymorphic uncertainty models are defined as well.
2.1. Basic uncertainty models
2.1.1. Random variables
A random variable is a mapping X: Ω → R that satisfies the condition
∀ I ∈ B(R): X −1 (I) := {ω ∈ Ω; X(ω) ∈ I} ∈ Σ.

(1)

Thereby is (Ω, Σ, P ) a probability space and (R, B(R)) an observation space. Ω is the set of elementary events ω and Σ is a σ-Algebra. The probability measure P has to satisfy the axioms of
Kolmogorov. The notation B(R) is the Borel-σ-Algebra. For the random variable X, the associated
probability measure PX is defined as

PX : B(R) → [0, 1]: I 7→ PX (I) = P X −1 (I) .
(2)
2.1.2. Fuzzy sets
A fuzzy number extends the entropy of a crisp subset A ⊆ R. This extension is done by an evaluation
of the vector space R with membership functions µ: R → [0, 1] and can be written as set of ordered
pairs
{(x, µ(x)) | x ∈ R ∧ µ(x) ∈ [0, 1]}.
(3)
The set of all fuzzy sets of R is denoted by F(R). For numerical implementation it is necessary to
introduce α-level cuts for fuzzy variables. For a convex fuzzy variable Ã and α ∈ (0, 1],
Ã := {x ∈ R: µÃ (x) ≥ α}

(4)

is called α-level cut.
2.2. Polymorphic uncertainty models
The main idea of polymorphic uncertainty is the consideration of more than one uncertainty
characteristic by one variable. Polymorphic uncertainty models are introduced in (Möller and Beer,
2004) and extended in (Pannier et al., 2013); an overview is given in Table I and (Beer et al., 2012).
The definition of a polymorphic uncertain variable is based on the definition of random variables,
whereby parts of this definition are expressed by fuzzy numbers.
2.2.1. Fuzzy probability based randomness (fp-r)
A type of polymorphic uncertainty modelling is a fuzzy random based random variable, which
can take variability and incompleteness into account. For fuzzy random based random variables,
the probability measure P of the random number, see Eq. (2), is defined as an evaluated set of
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probability functions. This means, every event is represented by a fuzzy value and not by a single
number. The fuzzy probability space is the triple (Ω, Σ, P̂ ). Ω and Σ are equal to the random
number definition. The fuzzy probability P̂ is a family of mappings
 
P̂ = P̂β
,
(5)
β∈(0,1]

where P̂β assigns to each A ∈ Σ an interval [P̂β,l (A), P̂β,r (A)], such that
0 ≤ P̂β,l (A) ≤ P̂β,r (A) ≤ 1

(6)

holds, here β indicates an α-level. The relating measurable mapping X: Ω → R is called fuzzy
random based random variable. To describe a cumulative distribution function (cdf), it is necessary
to define the set
∀(FX )β := {G: R → [0, 1] cdf | ∀x ∈ R:


P̂β,l X −1 ((−∞, x]) ≤ G(x) ≤ P̂β,r X −1 ((−∞, x]) }.

(7)

The fuzzy cumulative distribution function is the family of the sets
FX = ((FX )β )β∈(0,1] .

(8)

For the family FX , a fuzzy set s̃ = (s̃β )β(0,1] can be defined, such that for each β ∈ (0, 1] and s ∈ s̃β
Fs is a unique cumulative distribution function. The fp-r variable FX can be written by a bunch
parameter representation
FX = ({Fs | s ∈ s̃β })β∈(0,1] ,
(9)
see also (Möller and Beer, 2004). A visualization of the fuzzy cumulative distribution function of a
fp-r variable is shown in Figure 1.
FX (x)
1.0

FX,1.0
FX,0.5
FX,0
0.0

x

Figure 1.: Fuzzy random based random variable (fp-r)
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2.2.2. Fuzzy probability based fuzzy randomness (fp-fr)
Fuzzy random based fuzzy random variables consider the uncertainty characteristics variability,
incompleteness and imprecision. Taking imprecision additionally to fp-r into account, it is necessary
to define a σ-algebra B(F(R)), yielding to the measurable space (F(R), B(F(R))) for fuzzy numbers.
With the already introduced fuzzy probability space (Ω, Σ, P̂ ), it yields the measurable mapping
X: Ω → F(R),

(10)

called fuzzy random based fuzzy random variable. The fp-fr variable X can be formulated as family
of fuzzy probability intervals Xα . If for every ω ∈ Ω, the fuzzy value X(ω) is convex, then each
α-level is an interval. It holds
X(ω) = (X(ω)α )α∈(0,1] = (Xα (ω))α∈(0,1] = ([Xα,l (ω), Xα,r (ω)])α∈(0,1] ,

(11)

with Xα,l (ω), Xα,r (ω) ∈ R and Xα,l (ω) ≤ Xα,r (ω). The distribution of the fp-fr variable X is
written as family of distribution functions
FX = (FX,α )α∈(0,1] := ([FX,α,l , FX,α,r ])α∈(0,1] .

(12)

The interval [FX,α,l , FX,α,r ] characterizes the distribution of the fp-r interval Xα . The distribution
of Xα,l and Xα,r is defined as
FX,α,l := ((FX,α,l )β )β∈(0,1] , and FX,α,r := ((FX,α,r )β )β∈(0,1] .

(13)

A visual representation of a fp-fr variable X can be seen in Figure 2.
FX,1.0,l (x)
(FX,1.0,l (x))1.0
(FX,1.0,l (x))0.5
(FX,1.0,l (x))0.0
x

µ(x)
1.0

FX,1.0,r (x)

FX,0.5,l (x)

FX,0.5,r (x)
(FX,0.5,l (x))1.0
(FX,0.5,l (x))0.5
(FX,0.5,l (x))0.0
x

0.5

FX,0.0,l (x)

(FX,0.5,r (x))1.0
(FX,0.5,r (x))0.5
(FX,0.5,r (x))0.0
x
FX,0.0,r (x)

(FX,0.0.,l (x))1.0
(FX,0.0,l (x))0.5
(FX,0.0,l (x))0.0
x
0.0

(FX,1.0,r (x))1.0
(FX,1.0,r (x))0.5
(FX,1.0,r (x))0.0
x

(FX,0.0,r (x))1.0
(FX,0.0,r (x))0.5
(FX,0.0,r (x))0.0
x
x

Figure 2.: Representation of a fuzzy random based fuzzy random variable (fp-fr)
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Table I. Overview of polymorphic uncertainty models (Pannier et al., 2013)

name

mapping

data

characteristic

random variable

X: Ω → R
P : Σ → [0, 1]

deterministic
very many

aleatoric (variability)

fuzzy variable

µÃ : R → [0, 1]

subjective, few

epistemic

fuzzy random variable

X: Ω → F(R)
P : Σ → [0, 1]

imprecise
(very) many

variability,
impreciseness

X: Ω → R
 
P̂ = P̂β

deterministic

variability,

some

incompleteness

X: Ω → F(R)
 
P̂ = P̂β

imprecise

variability, impreciseness,

some

incompleteness

fuzzy random based
random variable (fp-r)

β∈(0,1]

fuzzy random based
fuzzy random variable (fp-fr)

β∈(0,1]

2.3. Numerical analysis concepts with uncertain data
A generalized formulation of a set of polymorphic uncertain variables D(Q, R) allows a mathematical formulation for all mentioned uncertainty measures. D(Q, R) means, e.g. D(Ω, R) is a
set of random numbers, respectively, D(R, [0, 1]) is a set of fuzzy numbers. The notation is an
abbreviation, which always implements further relating properties. The application of polymorphic
uncertainty models needs specific numerical algorithms. The basic uncertainty models and the other
polymorphic uncertainty models are included as special case. In general, the algorithm is separable
into fuzzy analysis and stochastic analysis. The fuzzy analysis handles the fuzzy properties of the
fp-fr

fp-r

x

fuzziness
m(x)

m(x)

b

x

x

fuzzy type 2

b

mz,b,l
sz,b,l
qz,b,l
Pf z,b,l

a

x

s

x

fuzzy
analysis (1)
m(.)

deterministic

F(x)

m(s)

, mz,b,r
, sz,b,r
, qz,b,r
, Pf z,b,r

fp-r
mz,a,l
sz,a,l
qz,a,l
Pf z,a,l

stochastic
analysis

x

fuzzy
analysis (2)

fuzziness
, mz,a,r
, sz,a,r
, qz,a,r
, Pf z,a,r

F(z)

deterministic

m(z)

structural analysis

F(x)

m(x)

a
z

z

z

Figure 3.: Sequential reduction of uncertainty
considered uncertainty model, applying the well known α-level optimization, see e.g. (Möller and
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Beer, 2004). The stochastic analysis takes the uncertainty characteristic variability into account. It
is evaluated by standard or advanced Monte Carlo simulation (MCS). The sequential reduction of
uncertainty is shown in Figure 3. The application of the first fuzzy analysis evaluates the incompleteness characteristic by α-level optimization at β level. The variability of the resulting fuzzy random
based random variable is evaluated by MCS, with the aim to compute e.g. probability of failure
Pf , empirical mean values m, or empirical variances s. The resulting fuzzy set is again handled by
α-level optimization at α level to evaluate the imprecision characteristic. The output quantities z
of the deterministic structural analysis (e.g. Finite Element Analysis (FEA)) are computes for the
input values x. The second fuzzy analysis computes the membership function µ(z) of all output
quantities. The stochastic analysis results in empirical fuzzy distribution functions. These fuzzy
distribution functions needs to be evaluated and reduced to an deterministic value, in order to
evaluate the fuzzy quantity at β level with the help of the first fuzzy analysis. The evaluation could
result in e.g. a fuzzy probability of failure or a fuzzy mean value. These fuzzy quantities are the
basis for the first α-level optimization, which evaluates the fuzzy quantities at each α-level to get
the information for the resulting β-level. The result can be interpreted as fuzzy type-2 value, see
(Wu and Mendel, 2007).
3. Numerical design concepts with uncertain data
In this section are shown numerical design concepts, applying surrogate models, for the consideration of data uncertainty , according to a main contribution, see (Pannier, 2011). Two concepts for
numerical design are existing
− optimization
− solution of the inverse problem
This contribution describes surrogate models for the optimization task. For the solution of the
inverse problems, see e.g. (Götz et al., 2013).
fzu (d, pu )

fzu (d, pu )

1

2

d
2
1

(a) Passive optimization approach

d

(b) Active optimization approach

Figure 4.: Surrogate models for solving the ”uncertain” optimization
The optimization objective function under consideration of uncertain quantities is written as
fˆZu : D(Q, R) → D(V, W ).
(14)
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The uncertain input quantities D(Q, R) can be classified into uncertain design variables xud ∈
D(Qx , Rx ) and uncertain a priori parameters pu ∈ D(Qp , Rp ), holding
D(Qx , Rx ) × D(Qp , Rp ) = D(Q, R).

(15)

An optimization algorithm for the direct consideration of polymorphic uncertain design variables
does not exist. This means, that the application of uncertain design variables is directly not possible.
A solution is the application of an affine transformation T to the uncertain design variables, split
them to deterministic design variables d ∈ Rnx (suitable for optimization algorithms) and further
(constant) uncertain a priori variables, containing to the set pu . The affine transformation has to
be defined for each uncertainty model; e.g. for fuzzy quantities
T f : Rnx → F(Rnx ) : d 7→ (c(d) · u + d) = x̃d

(16)

can be found. The objective function Eq. (14) can be rewritten as
fZu : Rnx × D(Qp , Rp ) → D(V, W ) : (d, pu ) 7→ fˆZu (T (d), pu ) .

(17)

Due to the objective function Eq. (17), considering deterministic design parameters, the ”uncertain”
optimization task is formulated as
”determine L ⊆ Xd+ such that ∀ d ∈ x+
d and dmin ∈ L it holds:
fZu (dmin , pu ) is ”lower or equal than” fZu (d, pu )”.
The objective is to find
minimum
fZu (d, pu ),
+

(18)

d∈Xd

under consideration of the uncertain permissible range
Xd+ = {d ∈ Rnx | ∀ j ∈ {1; . . .; ag } :
gju (d, pu ) ”lower than” 0 ∧ ∀ k ∈ {1; . . .; ah } : huk (d, pu ) ”equal” 0},

(19)

with the uncertain constraints
gju : D(Q, R) → D(V, W ) and huk : D(Q, R) → D(V, W ).

(20)

Due to the missing of a general rule for comparing uncertain quantities, relational operators as
<, >, =, used in the introduced design task and the related constraints. The application of the
minimum-operator ”min” as for the deterministic case in Eq. (18) is not possible. This means, the
solution of the design task with uncertain quantities, can be found for surrogate problems only. The
surrogate problem can be formulated as passive or active approach. The both approaches mainly
differ in the order of evaluation of uncertainty task and solving the optimization problem.
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3.1. Passive optimization approach
The passive approach is extended for polymorphic uncertain variables and formulated as
”determine for all p (realization of pu ) that set L ⊆ Xd+ , such that
∀d ∈ Xd+ , and dmin ∈ L it holds: fZ (dmin , p) ≤ fZ (d, p)”.
With this approach, the realizations of uncertain a priori parameters pu will be computed
firstly, yielding deterministic objective function, e.g. the dotted line in Figure 4(a). The mapping of
uncertainty input quantities to uncertain output quantities is with known approaches only possible,
if the affine transformation, Eq. (16), is linear dependent from the design variable. The next step
is the computation of the minimum of these deterministic objective functions with deterministic
optimization techniques, and has to be repeated for all necessary realizations of pu . The direct result
of this computation is a set of the minima of all deterministic functions and could be interpreted
as the minimum of the uncertain objective function, see Figure 4(a), 1 . In a pre-processing step,
the single points of this uncertain minimum can be associated with the related design quantity,
yielding to an uncertain evaluation for the design quantities, (Figure 4(a), 2 ). The checking of the
permissibility for the uncertain set of designs has to be done afterwards. A scheme of the complete
algorithm can be seen in Figure 5.
uncertain set
of designs

fuzzy analysis (1)
stochastic analysis

optimization
structural
objective function
optimization
objective function

checking of permissibility

(design update)

transformation

deteterminstic
optimization

equality constraints

inequality constraints

fuzzy analysis (2)

fuzzy analysis

j=1
j=2
.
.
.
j=ag

fuzzy analysis

k=1

stochastic analysis
fuzzy analysis
fuzzy analysis
stochastic analysis
objective function g1
fuzzy analysis

k=2
.
.
.

objective function g2
fuzzy analysis
stochastic analysis

stochastic analysis
fuzzy analysis
fuzzy analysis
stochastic analysis
objective function g1
fuzzy analysis
objective function h2
fuzzy analysis
stochastic analysis

k=ah

fuzzy analysis

fuzzy analysis

objective function ga

objective function ha

g

h

Figure 5.: Framework for computing the optimization task with the passive approach
3.2. Active optimization approach
The formulation of the active approach for polymorphic uncertain quantities is
”determine L ⊆ Xd+ such that
∀ d ∈ Xd+ and dmin ∈ L it holds: M (fZu (dmin , pu )) ≤ M (fZu (d, pu ))”.
Selected deterministic design quantities d (Figure 4(b), 1 ) were transformed to uncertain design
quantities xud and the uncertain result quantities (Figure 4(b), 2 ) can be computed. The application
of information reducing measures
M : D(V, W ) → R
(21)
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allows the reduction to deterministic values and an application of further optimization processing.
There are two different types of information reducing measures. On the one hand, there are measures
reducing the uncertainty to an representative value. On the other hand, there are measures quantifying the uncertainty. In dependency of the specific uncertainty model and different design objectives,
different information reducing measures could be formulated. Due to the main difference to the
passive approach – evaluating the uncertainty in the second step – there are no requirements for
an affine transformation. This approach is the basis for established Reliability-Based Optimization
methods (RBO), see e.g. (Enevoldsen and Sørensen, 1994).
Summarizing, by means of the passive approach the location of the minimum is detectable,
there are no uncertain response parameters, the checking of constraints has to be done in a post
processing, but there is a fast detection of optimal ranges. By contrast, with the aid of the active
approach it is possible to calculate a deterministic minimum for deterministic design parameters. It
includes an early reduction of information. The constraints could be evaluated directly, but this is an
expensive detection of the optimum. The combination of both approaches could use the particular
advantages. This could be done by a sequential application of the approaches. In an early design
stage, the passive approach with the uncertainty model fuzziness should be applied. In the final
design stage, the active approach with random based models should be used.

4. Numerical efficiency
The applicability of polymorphic uncertainty models for structural analysis and design is, due to the
enormous numerical effort, limited. The consideration of polymorphic uncertainty models makes it
necessary to reduce the computational effort. There are three essential possibilities to reduce the
numerical effort
− reduction of calculation time for the deterministic solution or reduction of necessary number
of computations of the deterministic solution,
− replace the deterministic solution with efficient metamodels,
− parallel evaluation of deterministic solutions.
The reduction of the necessary number of computations of the deterministic solutions, is possible for
polymorphic uncertainty models, due to the sequential evaluation of fuzzy properties and stochastic
properties, see Section 2, for these two sequences. The stochastic solution can be applied by well
known MCS or by more efficient technologies as subset sampling, see e.g. (Au, 2001). The solution
for fuzzy quantities can be improved by applying efficient optimization technologies for the α-level
optimization, see (Möller et al., 2000); or a specific evaluation of needed points of the membership
function.
Common for both is, the numerical effort increases with increasing number of uncertain parameters. This means, reducing the number of uncertain quantities improves the numerical efficiency.
This necessary categorization of uncertain quantities into relevant and non-relevant is possible by
analyzing the sensitivity for each input quantity to the output quantity of interest, see e.g. (Saltelli
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et al., 2008). Metamodels are versatile, e.g. there are applicable for pattern classification, function
approximation or computing sensitivity measures. The possibility to approximate functional data,
a mapping of input quantities to output quantities
f ∗ : Rn ⊃ H n → Rm

(22)

can be done by several types of metamodels, see (Søndergaard, 2003). The definition of the region
of interest H n = [a1 , b1 ] × . . . × [an , bn ] | ai , bi ∈ R, ai ≤ bi , i ∈ {1, . . ., n} is necessary to
avoid extrapolating. The metamodel f ∗ can be found on the basis of a set of support points
N = {(x, z) | x ∈ H n , z ∈ H m }, which provide the relations between input and output quantities
of the original function f : Rn → Rm , x 7→ z point wise. The well established metamodels to
approximate functional data, as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) or Radial Basis Functions
Networks (RBFN) need intensive, time-consuming training. Furthermore, an assumption about
the network architecture (e.g. number of hidden layers and number of neurons or radial basis
functions inside each hidden layer) is necessary. But the quality of the network mainly dependents
on this architecture, especially for a small number of neurons. The computation of the best fitting
architecture can be done by investigation of different variants, accompanied by high computational
costs. To avoid making a wrong assumption about network type and architecture, (Huang et al.,
2006) developed a specific training algorithm for ANN and RBFN, called Extreme Learning Machine
(ELM). This metamodel needs a short time for training.

5. Example
This example demonstrates the applicability of the active optimization approach, by optimizing a
supporting structure for traffic road signs under car crash loading. The optimization is done under
consideration of passive safety requirements of the occupants. In Figure 6 the complete simulation
model with approx. 25000 elements is shown.

Figure 6.: Simulation model
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The simulation model, the uncertain structural analysis and the optimization are discussed in
the following.
Simulation model. The car crash against the truss, which is the supporting structure of the
traffic sign, is simulated by a Finite Element Model applying explicit time-step integration. The car
is modelled by a dummy airbag to capture the acceleration of the head, which is relevant for passive
safety requirements. The deterministic simulation results for an impact velocity of vinit = 50 km/h
are shown in Figure 7. In Figure 8 the related filtered acceleration of the head is shown. By
integrating the acceleration of the head over time the safety relevant parameter HIC36 can be
computed. For the shown example it yields HIC36 = 3.79, which is under the critical constrain.

Figure 7.: von-Mises stress (vinit = 50 km/h) at t = 120 ms

1

m( HIC36)

0.5

0

Figure 8.: Acceleration time dependency of
the head

2

3

4

5

HIC36

Figure 9.: Fuzzy mean value HIC36 of the
optimized structure

Uncertainty model. The simulation model is characterized by five uncertain parameters. The
car velocity is modelled as fuzzy interval ṽinit = h35, 50, 90, 100i [km/h]. The impact angle φ̃ =
h45, 45, 90i [◦ ] and the uncertain a priori part of the stiffness of the spring at the supporting point
(design parameter) K̃u = h−20, 0, 20i kN/mm are considered as fuzzy triangular numbers. The
welding at the supporting point are modeled as fuzzy probability based random variables. The
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parameters are normal distributed, with fuzzy mean values.
σ F S = N ∼ (µ = h0.355, 0.36, 0.365i, σ = 0.010) [kN/mm2 ]
F S = N ∼ (µ = h0.145, 0.15, 0.155i, σ = 0.005) [−]

(23)
(24)

Due to the high numerical effort the acceleration the head (HIC36) is approximated by an Artificial
Neural Network, based on 100 computed sample points. The result of the fuzzy stochastic analysis
is an empirical distribution function, represented by the fuzzy mean of HIC36.
Optimization The optimized structure should minimize the injury risk min HIC36 for the
dummy. The design parameter is the stiffness of the spring at the supporting point, considering the
related a priori uncertainty additive. The design space is the interval Kd ∈ [350, 550] kN/mm. The
result of the uncertain analysis can not be considered directly, due to the non-possible comparison
of uncertain parameter. The fuzzy mean of HIC36 is mapped to a deterministic value, by applying
information reducing measures, to obtain the comparability. The applied information reducing
measure is a representative measure (after Rommelfanger). The optimal stiffness of the spring is
Kd = 352.31 kN/mm. In Figure 9 the related uncertain result of the uncertain analysis is shown.

6. Conclusion
This contribution focuses on soft computing method, developed for structural design under consideration of unavoidable uncertainty. The shown polymorphic uncertainty models allow a realistic
consideration of uncertain data, with a separated computation of the different uncertainty characteristics, variability, imprecision and incompleteness. The introduced polymorphic uncertain model
fuzzy probability based fuzzy randomness includes the other models as special cases. The numerical
implementation is shown.
Furthermore surrogate models, in active and passive manner, for considering polymorphic uncertainty models in design tasks are demonstrated. The split to deterministic design variable and
uncertain a priori parameter of the uncertain design variables allows the application of existing
optimization algorithms.
Due to the enormous numerical effort, the application of metamodels is seen as unavoidable by
the authors.
The applicability of the fuzzy probability based randomness in an active optimization task is
demonstrated by means of an example.
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From Interval-Valued Probabilities to Interval-Valued Possibilities:
Case Studies of Interval Computation under Constraints
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Abstract. In many engineering situations, we need to make decisions under uncertainty. In some
cases, we know the probabilities pi of diﬀerent situations i; these probabilities should add up to 1.
In other cases, we only have expert estimates of the degree of possibility µi of diﬀerent situations;
in accordance with the possibility theories, the largest of these degrees should be equal to 1.
In practice, we often only know these degrees pi and µi with uncertainty. Usually, we know the
upper bound and the lower bound on each of these values. In other words, instead of the exact
value of each degree, we only know the interval of its possible values, so we need to process such
interval-valued degrees.
Before we start processing, it is important to ﬁnd out which values from these intervals are
actually possible. For example, if only have two alternatives, and the probability of the ﬁrst one is
0.5, then – even if the original interval for the second probability is wide – the only possible value
of the second probability is 0.5.
Once the intervals are narrowed down to possible values, we need to compute the range of
possible values of the corresponding characteristics (mean, variance, conditional probabilities and
possibilities, etc.). For each such characteristic, ﬁrst, we need to come up with an algorithm for
computing its range.
In many engineering applications, we have a large amount of data to process, and many relevant
decisions need to be made in real time. Because of this, it is important to make sure that the
algorithms for computing the desired ranges are as fast as possible.
We present expressions for narrowing interval-valued probabilities and possibilities and for
computing characteristics such as mean, conditional probabilities, and conditional possibilities.
A straightforward computation of these expressions would take time which is quadratic in the
number of inputs n. We show that in many cases, linear-time algorithms are possible – and that
no algorithm for computing these expressions can be faster than linear-time.
Keywords: interval-valued probabilities; interval-valued possibilities; interval computations; constraints.
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1. Introduction and Motivation
We use knowledge to make decisions. In many real-life situations, we need to make decisions.
For example, in a computer server, an intrusion detection system must decide whether a given
pattern of behavior represents a possible intrusion – and activate defenses against this intrusion.
In medicine, we need to decide on the best way to cure a patient. Each decision is based on our
knowledge about the situation.
Empirical knowledge vs. expert knowledge. This knowledge comes from two sources.
First, we have records of previous experiences. For example, in the case of intrusion detection,
we have records of someone hacking into a databases, as well as records of a normal functioning of a
system. In case of medicine, we have numerous records of diﬀerent patients with diﬀerent symptoms
and diﬀerent conﬁrmed diagnoses.
We also have knowledge of experts – which can also be used to make a good decision. For
example, an expert can say that a certain pattern of behavior – e.g., when several repeated logins
are attempted with diﬀerent passwords – is a strong indication of an intrusion attempt. A skilled
medical doctor can decided that for a given patient, a particular type of cough most probably comes
from allergy and not from cold.
Let us describe how to represent and process both types of knowledge.
Empirical knowledge is usually represented in terms of probabilities. In most practical
situations, we rarely have all the information which is needed to make a decision; the available
information is usually incomplete. As a result, based on this partial information, we often cannot
make a deﬁnite conclusion about what is happening in the system. In the past, there may have
been many diﬀerent situations similar to what we observe now, and their detailed analysis showed
that they have been caused by diﬀerent phenomena. For example, repeated attempts to log in with
diﬀerent passwords do not necessarily indicate an intrusion – they may come from a legitimate
absent-minded user who forgot which of his numerous passwords corresponds to which system and
is therefore trying them all.
In such cases, based on our prior experience, we cannot deﬁnitely tell what kind of phenomenon
we encounter, but we can say how frequently phenomena of diﬀerent type were encountered in
similar past situations. For example, we may know that in situations with repeated logins, in 10%
of the cases it was absent-minded users, and in 90% of the cases, it was an intrusion attempt. In
other words, based on our prior experience, we know the probabilities of diﬀerent phenomena. This
is all the information that we can immediately deduce from the past: if out of 10 patients with a
certain type of cough 7 had allergy and 3 had cold, then the only information that we have is that
for this type of cough, the probability of an allergy is 70% and the probability of cold is 30%.
Thus, a general way to describe empirical knowledge is by describing the corresponding probabilities. (The case when we are absolute sure about the phenomenon can be viewed as a particular
case of this probabilistic description, when the correct diagnosis has probability 1 and all other
diagnoses have probability 0).
Need to process probabilities. How can we use the empirical probabilities when making a
decision? Because of the above uncertainty, for each possible decision a, we do not know the exact
consequences, at best, we know the probabilities p1 (a), . . . , pn (a) of diﬀerent outcomes. It has been
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shown (Fishburn, 1988; Luce and Raiﬀa, 1989; Raiﬀa, 1997; Nguyen et al., 2012) that consistent
preferences under such uncertainty can be described as follows:
− we assign certain numerical values u1 , . . . , un to diﬀerent possible outcomes, and then
− a decision a is better than a decision a′ if it has higher value of expected utility:
n
∑
i=1

pi (a) · ui >

n
∑

pi (a′ ) · ui .

i=1

From this viewpoint, to compare diﬀerent possible decisions, we need to be able to compute the
corresponding expected values.
To compute the expected value, we need to know the probabilities pi (a). For example, if an
intrusion detection system activates its defenses, it may lead to positive consequences – if this was
indeed an attack – or it may lead to negative consequence, such as an inconvenient denial of service
for a legitimate user. In other words, we need to know the probabilities of diﬀerent phenomena
based on the given situation. In some cases, such probabilities can be determined directly from the
empirical records. In other cases, we do not have a direct record of such probabilities, so we must
deduce them from whatever information we have.
For example, in medical databases, we usually have records of patients with diﬀerent diseases, so
what we have is probabilities p(cough | allergy) that a person has a cough if this person has allergy
or that the person has a cough under the condition that this person has cold. What we want is the
opposite probabilities, e.g., that a person has allergy if this person has a cough. A well-known way
to compute such probabilities is to use the Bayes rule; see, e.g., (Sheskin, 2011). The use of this
P (A & B)
rule requires that we compute conditional probabilities p(A | B) =
.
P (B)
How to represent expert knowledge? An expert is also rarely 100% sure. In some situations,
the expert can estimate the probabilities of diﬀerent phenomena. However, often, an expert can
only provide partial information about these probabilities.
Case when expert knows relative probabilities. Often, an expert can only estimate relative
probabilities, i.e., an expert knows the ratios rij which are equal to the ratios pi /pj , but not the
actual values of the probabilities pi . For example, based on his or her experience, a medical doctor
knows that allergy occurs twice more frequently than cold, but he may not know the frequency
with which these diseases occur in a general population.
How can we represent this information? If we knew the probability pi0 > 0 of one of the phenomena i0 , we can then use the known ratios rii0 = pi /pi0 to uniquely determine all other probabilities
pi as pi = pi0 · rii0 . Let us therefore select one of the phenomena i0 , take its “probability” to be
def

equal to some ﬁxed positive value v > 0, and then use the formula µi = v · rii0 to estimate the
expert’s degree of conﬁdence in the i-th statement.
The most emphasis should be on the most probable phenomenon, the one with the largest
probability pm = max pi , so it makes sense to take i0 = m. To simplify computations, let us select
1≤i≤n

the simplest possible positive number v. The simplest possible positive value is 1, so we take v = 1
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and thus, µi = rim . Since the value pm was the largest, we have µi = rim = pi /pm ≤ 1 for all i and
µm = rmm = pm /pm = 1. Thus, here, we have max µi = 1. The values µ1 , . . . , µn which satisfy this
1≤i≤n

constraint are known as possibilities; see, e.g. (Dubois, Lang, and Prade, 1998; Dubois and Prade,
1998; Dubois, Moral, and Prade, 1998).
How to determine conditional possibilities. As we have mentioned earlier, one of the important procedures when processing probabilities is estimation of conditional probabilities. If instead
of the actual probabilities, we only know relative probabilities, i.e., the possibilities µi , how can we
then determine the conditional probabilities?
Suppose that for n diﬀerent phenomena, we know the possibilities µ1 , . . . , µn . This means that
the actual (unknown) probabilities have the form pi = c · µi , for some unknown value c = pm .
Suppose now that we learned that in reality, only phenomena from some set S ⊂ {1, . . . , n}. Then,
the corresponding conditional probabilities p(i | S) take the following form:
− for i ∈ S, we have p(i | S) = C · pi , where C =

1
1
= ∑ , and
pj
p(S)
j∈S

− for i ̸∈ S, we have p(i | S) = 0.
Substituting pi = c · µi into this formula, we conclude that:
− for i ∈ S, we have p(i | S) = C · c · µi , and
− for i ̸∈ S, we have p(i | S) = 0.
We want to describe the corresponding relative possibilities µ(i | S) = c1 · p(i | S), for some constant
c1 . Substituting the above formula for p(i | S), we get the following formulas:
def

− for i ∈ S, we have µ(i | S) = c2 · µi , where c2 = c1 · C · c, and
− for i ̸∈ S, we get µ(i | S) = 0.
The value c2 can be determined from the requirement that the largest of the values µ(i | S) be
equal to 1, so we get (Dubois, Lang, and Prade, 1998; Dubois and Prade, 1998; Dubois, Moral, and
Prade, 1998):
 µi

if i ∈ S
max µj
µ(i | S) =
(1)
 j∈S
0
if i ∈
/S
Case when an expert only know the order between probabilities. In other cases, when
it comes to comparing rare events, an expert only knows the order between diﬀerent probabilities:
for example, the doctor knows that allergy is more frequent than cold, but he or she is not sure
whether allergy is twice more frequent or three times more frequent.
An expert can still describe this knowledge in terms of numbers: e.g., by marking some values
of a scale – e.g., on a scale from 0 to 10. In this case, since the largest of these numerical values
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has no speciﬁc meaning, it also makes sense to make it equal to 0. The diﬀerence between this
case and the previous case if that since we do not know relative probabilities either, there is no
need to re-scale the smaller values here. So, to describe the expert’s knowledge in this case, we use
non-negative values µ1 , . . . , µn for which max µi = 1.
i=1,...,n

To distinguish this case from the case of relative probabilities, the corresponding possibilities µi
are sometimes called qualitative – while the possibilities corresponding to relative probabilities are
called quantitative.
How to determine conditional possibilities: qualitative case. In this case, we still want
to raise the largest possibility value to 1. However, in contrast to the quantitative case, where we
wanted to preserve the ratio between the possibility values, there is no such reason in the qualitative
case. So, to simplify computations, it makes sense to keep all the other values intact. Thus, we arrive
at the following deﬁnition of conditional possibility (Dubois, Lang, and Prade, 1998; Dubois and
Prade, 1998; Dubois, Moral, and Prade, 1998):

1
if i ∈ S and µi = max µj



j∈S
if i ∈ S and µi < max µj
µ(i | S) = µi
(2)

j∈S

0
otherwise
Probabilities and possibilities have indeed been successfully applied. Probabilities and
possibilities (both quantitative and qualitative) have been successfully applied in intrusion detection
– and in several other applications (Benferhat et al., 2012; Benferhat, da Costa Pereira, and
Tettamanzi, 2013; Ayachi, Ben Amor, and Benferhat, 2014; Ayachi, Ben Amor, and Benferhat,
2014a).
Probabilities and possibilities are often only known with interval uncertainty. In practice, we usually only know the probabilities pi and the possibilities µi with [uncertainty.
]
[Often,] we
only know the bounds on each of these values, i.e., we know the intervals pi , pi and µi , µi of
their possible values.
It is important to take interval uncertainty into account. Because of the ubiquity of interval
uncertainty, we need to analyze how this uncertainty aﬀects the results of computations involving
these values. In other words, we need to be able to compute the ranges of possible values of
conditional probabilities and possibilities, etc. This is the problem that we will analyze in this
paper.
In many applications, we have a large amount of data to process, and need for real-time decisions.
It is thus important to make the range-computing algorithms as fast as possible.
Need to “narrow” intervals: An important auxiliary problem. Before we start processing,
it is important to ﬁnd out which values
[ from]the given intervals are actually possible. For example,
if n = 2 and p1 = 0.5, then – even if p2 , p2 = [0, 1] – the only possible value of p2 is 0.5. This is
another problem that we will analyze and solve in this paper; this is a problem that with which we
will start our analysis.
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2. Narrowing Intervals: An Important Auxiliary Problem
Narrowing intervals: a general formulation of the problem. Let us ﬁrst formulate the problem of narrowing intervals in general terms. In general, we have a set of intervals [x1 , x1 ], . . . , [xn , xn ]
and a constraint g(x1 , . . . , xn ) = c.
In this paper, we consider two types of constraints:
− for probabilities, we consider constraints of the type

n
∑

pi = 1, i.e., g(x1 , . . . , xn ) = x1 +. . .+xn

i=1

and c = 1;

− for possibilities, we consider constraints of the type max(µ1 , . . . , µn ) = 1, i.e., g(x1 , . . . , xn ) =
max(x1 , . . . , xn ) and c = 1.
Sometimes, as we have mentioned, because of the constraints, not all values pi from the corresponding intervals are actually possible. Our objective is to ﬁnd the ranges of possible values. In
+
other words, for each i, we want to compute the “narrowed” interval [p−
i , pi ] deﬁned as follows:
+
[p−
i , pi ] =

def

{xi ∈ [xi , xi ] : ∃x1 . . . ∃xi−1 ∃xi+1 . . . ∃xn (x1 ∈ [x1 , x1 ] & . . . & xn ∈ [xn , xn ] & g(x1 , . . . , xn ) = c)}.
Narrowing intervals: case of probabilities. Let us ﬁrst consider the case of probabilities. In
this case, we have the following result.
n
∑
Proposition 1. For probabilities, with constraint
pi = 1, the set of possible tuples (p1 , . . . , pn )
is non-empty if and only if

n
∑
i=1

pi ≤ 1 ≤

n
∑

i=1

pi . If this set is non-empty, then the i-th narrowed

i=1

interval has the form

+
−

[p−
i , pi ], where pi = max pi , 1 −
def

∑






pj  and p+
i = min pi , 1 −
def

j̸=i

∑


pj  .

(3)

j̸=i

Proof. If the set of possible tuples is non-empty, then, for each such tuple, by adding up n
n
∑
pi = 1, we get the desired inequality
inequalities pi ≤ 1 ≤ pi and taking into account that
n
∑

pi ≤ 1 ≤

i=1

n
∑

pi . Vice versa, if this double inequality is satisﬁed, then this is set is non-empty:
[
[
]
]
n
∑
pi attains values ≤ 1 and ≥ 1 on the box p1 , p1 × . . . × pn , pn . Since the
indeed, the sum
i=1

i=1

i=1

sum is a continuous function, it thus attains the intermediate value 1 for some tuple.
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Let us now prove that when the intervals are consistent, the narrowed intervals have the desired
form. Let us ﬁrst show that every possible value pi belongs to the interval (3). Indeed,
∑for each i,
we have pi ≤ pi and pi ≤ pi . Since the probabilities pi add up to 1, we have pi = 1 −
pj . Thus,
j̸=i
∑
∑
pi ≥ 1 −
pj and pi ≤ 1 −
pj . By combining all these bounds on pi , we conclude that each
j̸=i

j̸=i

possible value pi belongs to the desired interval (3).
Let us prove that, vice versa, every value pi from the interval (3) is indeed possible. To prove
this, for each j ̸= i, we will take pj = pj + α · (pj − pj ), for an appropriate value α ∈ [0, 1]. Once
0 ≤ α ≤ 1, we thus have pj ≤ pj ≤ pj , so to complete the proof, we need to ﬁnd α from the
∑
condition that the sum of all the probabilities add up to 1, i.e., that pi +
pj = 1. Substituting
j̸=i

our expression for pj into this formula, we conclude that


∑
∑
∑
pi +
pj + α · 
pj −
pj  = 1.
j̸=i

j̸=i

(4)

j̸=i

∑
For α = 0, the left-hand side of this equality is equal to pi +
pj . Since the value pi is within the
j̸=i
)
(
∑
∑
∑
interval (3), we have pi ≤ p+
pj and pi +
pj ≤ 1. Thus,
pj , thus pi ≤ 1 −
i = min pi , 1 −
j̸=i

j̸=i

j̸=i

for α = 0, the left-hand side of the formula (4) is smaller than or ∑
equal to 1.
For α = 1, the left-hand side of the formula (4) is equal to pi +
pj . Since the value pi is within
j̸=i
(
)
∑
∑
∑
the interval (3), we have pi ≥ p−
pj , thus pi ≥ 1 −
pj and pi +
pj ≥ 1.
i = max pi , 1 −
j̸=i

j̸=i

j̸=i

Thus, for α = 1, the left-hand side of the formula (4) is greater than or equal to 1.
Since for α = 0 the linear expression in the left-hand side of (4) is ≤ 1 and for α = 1, this
expression is ≥ 1, there exists a value α for which this expression is equal to 1. For this value, the
corresponding probabilities pj are within the corresponding intervals and add up to 1 (i.e., satisfy
the constraint). The proposition is proven.
How to compute the narrowed interval: probabilistic case. Straightforward computation
of the formula (3) takes n steps for each of n narrowed intervals. Thus, in this case, it would take
n · O(n) = O(n2 ) computational steps to compute all n narrowed intervals.
We can speed up these computations if we ﬁrst compute if we take into account that the formulas
(3) can be described in the following equivalent form
[
(
)
(
)]
+
[p−
,
p
]
=
max
p
,
1
−
P
+
p
p
,
1
−
P
+
p
,
,
min
i
i
i
i
i
i
def

where P =

n
∑
i=1

def

pi and P =

faster algorithm.

n
∑

pi . By using these formulas, we can come up with the following

i=1
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Narrowed intervals in the probabilistic case: asymptotically optimal algorithm.
− First, we compute the sums P =

n
∑
i=1

pi and P =

n
∑

pi .

i=1

− Then, for each i, we compute the narrowed interval
[
(
)
(
)]
max pi , 1 − P + pi , min pi , 1 − P + pi .
Each of the two stages takes O(n) steps, so we compute all narrowed intervals in O(n) steps. This
algorithm is asymptotically optimal: we need to compute n intervals, therefore we cannot use fewer
than O(n) steps.
Narrowing
intervals: case of possibilities. In the case of possibilities,
[
]
[
] we have n intervals
µi , µi . We consider all possible tuples (µ1 , . . . , µn ) such that µi ∈ µi , µi and max µi = 1.
[

]

i

Proposition 2. A sequence of possibility intervals µi , µi ⊆ [0, 1] is consistent if and only if
max µi = 1. If this sequence is consistent, then the corresponding narrowed intervals have the
i

following form:
]
[
] [
+
− if we have several intervals with µj = 1, then there is no narrowing: µ−
,
µ
=
µ
,
µ
for
i
i
i i
each i;
[
]
+
µ
− if there is only one interval with µj = 1, then for this interval, µ−
,
= [1, 1], while for all
] j j
[ − +] [
other intervals i ̸= j, there is no narrowing: µi , µi = µi , µi .
Proof. We must have µi = 1 for some i, so, since µi ≤ µi ≤ 1, we must have µi = 1 for this i.
Thus, consistency implies that max µi = 1. Vice versa, if max µi = 1, this means that µi = 1 for
i

some i. For this i, we can then take µi = 1, and any other values from the corresponding intervals
for other j ̸= i. Thus, the condition max µi = 1 is indeed equivalent to consistency.
i

If there is only one interval with µj = 1, this means that we have µi < 1 and thus, µi < 1 for
all other i. Since we need to have[at least]one value of possibility equal to 1, the j-th value should
+
always be equal to 1, so we have µ−
j , µj = [1, 1].
[
]
+
Let us prove that for every i, each value µi from the corresponding intervals µ−
i , µi are indeed
possible. If we have at least two intervals with µj = 1, then one of them is diﬀerent from i, so we
can take µj = 1 for this j ̸= i, and µk =
[ µk for
] all k ̸= i, j. One can easily check that these values
are within the corresponding intervals µi , µi , and the maximum of these values is equal to 1.
If we have only one j for which µj = 1, then we take µj = 1 for this j, and µk = µk for all
k ̸= i, j. The proposition is proven.
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3. The Main Problem: Interval Computation under Constraints
Interval computations: reminder. Since we are dealing with interval uncertainty, it is natural
to relate to interval computations (Jaulin et al., 2001; Moore, Kearfott, and Cloud, 2009) which
analyzes computations under this uncertainty. One of the main problems of interval computations
is as follows;
− we know an algorithm f (x1 , . . . , xn );
− we know the intervals [x1 , x1 ], . . . , [xn , xn ];
− we want to compute the range {f (x1 , . . . , xn ) : x1 ∈ [x1 , x1 ] & . . . & xn ∈ [xn , xn ]}.
Interval computations under constraints: a general description. In our case, we have
additional constraints on values from the corresponding intervals: probabilities must add to one,
while the largest of the possibility values should be equal to one. The corresponding problems can
therefore be viewed as particular cases of the following general problem of interval computation
under constraints:
− we know algorithms f (x1 , . . . , xn ) and g(x1 , . . . , xn ), and we know a number c;
− we know the intervals [x1 , x1 ], . . . , [xn , xn ];
− we want to compute the range
{f (x1 , . . . , xn ) : x1 ∈ [x1 , x1 ], . . . , xn ∈ [xn , xn ], and g(x1 , . . . , xn ) = c}.
An additional problem: are all combinations possible? Often, we estimate the values of
several characteristics y1 = f1 (x1 , . . . , xn[), . . . ,] ym =[fm (x1 , .]. . , xn ). Interval computation under
constraints enable us to ﬁnd the ranges y 1 , y 1 , . . . , y m , y m of each of these characteristics.
A natural question is: are all combinations (y1 , . . . , ym ) of values yj ∈ [y j , y j ] possible? In other
words, can we ﬁnd xi ∈ [xi , xi ] for which g(x1 , . . . , xn ) = c and yj = fj (x1 , . . . , xn ) for all j?
If all combinations are possible, then the set S of all combinations (y1 , . . . , ym ) is equal to the
corresponding box:
[
]
[
]
def
S = B = y1, y1 × . . . × ym, ym .
Otherwise, the set S is a proper subset of the box B.
def

4. Conditional Probabilities qi = p(i | S)
Formulation of the problem.
[
]
− we know the intervals pi , pi ⊆ [0, 1]; we assume that these intervals have already been
narrowed (see above);
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− we know the condition S, i.e., a set S ⊂ {1, . . . , n};
[
]
− we want to ﬁnd, for each i ∈ S, the range q i , q i of possible values of the conditional probability
[
]
n
∑
pi
when pj ∈ pj , pj and
pj = 1.
qi = ∑
pj
j=1
j∈S

What if we ignore the constraint. If we ignore the constraint

n
∑

pi = 1, then the corresponding

i=1

problem is easy to solve. Indeed, if we divide both the numerator and the denominator of the formula
1
for conditional probability by pi , we conclude that qi =
∑ pj . This expression is increasing
1+
j∈S, j̸=i pi
in pi and decreasing in all other values pj , j ̸= i. Thus, the smallest value of qi is attained when pi
is the smallest possible and each pj for j ̸= i is the largest possible. Similarly, the largest value of
qi is attained when
pi is the largest possible and

 each pj for j ̸= i is the smallest possible. So, we

get the range 

pi +

pi
∑

pi
∑

,

pj pi +

j∈S, j̸=i

j∈S, j̸=i

pj


.

If we
[ take
] constraints into account, not all such values are possible. Let us take n = 10
and pi , pi = [0, 0.2] for all i. One can easily check that these intervals are already narrowed – in
the sense that applying the above narrowing operation to these intervals leaves them intact. Let
p1
∑
us take S = {1, . . . , 9}. Then, the above formula leads to the upper bound q1 =
=
p1 +
pj
j̸=1

0.2
= 1. However, this value is only attained when p1 = 0.2 and p2 = . . . = p9 = 0.
0.2 + 0 + . . . + 0
10
∑
In this case, however,
pi = 0.2 + 0 + . . . + 0 + p10 ≤ 0.4, while this sum should be equal to 1.
i=1

It is therefore desirable to come up with bounds that take constraints into account.
Proposition 3. The range of possible values of the conditional probability is equal to



[1i , q i ] = 



(
pi + min

pi
∑

pj , 1 −

j∈S, j̸=i

∑
k∈S
/

(

),
pk − pi

pi + max

pi
∑
j∈S, j̸=i

pj , 1 −

∑
k∈S
/

pk − pi




)
.


Proof. We have already shown that
1
∑

qi =
1+

pj

,

j∈S, j̸=i

pi
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i.e., qi =

1

p
∑i

def

, where ri =

. Thus:
1
pj
1+
j∈S, j̸=i
ri
− the value qi is the smallest if and only if the ratio ri is the smallest and
− the value qi is the largest when the ratio ri is the largest.
[
]
From the fact that pj ∈ pj , pj for every j, we conclude that pi ≤ pi ≤ pi , that
∑
∑
∑
pj ≤
pj ≤
pj ,
∑

pk ≤

∑

pj ≤

j∈S, j̸=i

∑

j∈S, j̸=i

∑

pk . Since pi +
j∈S,
k∈S
/∑
k∈S
/
k∈S
/
and the inequalities for
pk imply that
and

k∈S
/

1−

∑

j̸=i

∑

pk − pi ≤

k∈S
/

pj +

∑
k∈S
/

j∈S, j̸=i

∑

pk = 1, thus

pj = 1 −

j∈S, j̸=i

pj ≤ 1 −

∑
k∈S
/

j∈S, j̸=i

∑
k∈S
/

pk − pi ,

pk − pi .

∑
pj is the largest. This
For each value pi ∈ [pi , pi ], the ratio ri is the smallest when the sum
∑
∑ j∈S, j̸=i
sum is bounded from above by two bounds:
pk − pi . Thus,
pj and 1 −
∑


pj ≤ min 

j∈S, j̸=i

/
k∈S

j∈S, j̸=i

∑

pj , 1 −

∑
k∈S
/

j∈S, j̸=i

So, for a ﬁxed value pi , the largest possible value of the sum
∑


pj = min 

j∈S, j̸=i

pk − pi  .
∑

pj is equal to

j∈S, j̸=i

∑

pj , 1 −

∑
k∈S
/

j∈S, j̸=i





pk − pi  .

Thus, the smallest possible value of the ratio ri is equal ro
pi
(
).
∑
∑
min
pj , 1 −
pk − pi
k∈S
/

j∈S, j̸=i

As pi increases, the numerator of this fraction increases and the denominator decreases, so the
fraction itself increases. Thus, the smallest possible value ri of the ratio ri is attained when pi
attains its smallest possible value pi . Substituting this smallest value
(

ri =
min

pi
∑

j∈S, j̸=i

pj , 1 −

∑
k∈S
/

)
pk − pi
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into the formula describing qi in terms of ri , and multiplying both the numerator and the denominator of the resulting formula by pi , we get the desired expression for q i .
Similarly, we get the formula for q i . The proposition is proven.
Computing conditional probabilities: asymptotically optimal algorithm. Straightforward
computations would require quadratic time: linear time for each of n values q i and q i . However, we
can compute these value in asymptotically optimal linear time if we reformulate the above formulas
in the equivalent form


[
]
pi
pi
(
),
(
) ,
qi, qi = 
pi + min P S − pi , 1 − P −S − pi pi + max P S − pi , 1 − P −S − pi
def

where we denoted P S =

∑

def

pj , P S =

∑
j∈S

j∈S

def

pj , P −S =

∑
k∈S
/

def

pk , and P −S =

∑
k∈S
/

pk .

Not all combinations
[ of ]possible conditional probabilities are possible. Let us consider
the case when n = 8, pi , pi = [0.1, 0.15] for all i, and S = {1, 2, 3, 4}. In this case, it is possible
1
0.15
: indeed, we can take p1 = 0.15, p2 = p3 = p4 = 0.1,
to have q1 =
=
3
0.15 + 0.1 + 0.1 + 0.1
2
0.1
p5 = p6 = p7 = 0.15, and p8 = 0.1. It is also possible to have q1 =
=
:
11
0.1 + 0.15 + 0.15 + 0.15
indeed, we can take p1 = 0.1, p2 = p3 = p4 = 0.15, p5 = p6 = p7 = 0.1, and p8 = 0.15.
1
1
2
Similarly, we can have q1 = as a possible value of q1 , q2 = as a possible value of q2 , q3 =
3
3
11
2
as a possible value of q3 , and q4 =
as a possible value of q4 . However, as we will prove, there
11
pi
for all i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Indeed, due to monotonicity,
are no values pi for which qi =
p1 + p2 + p3 + p4
1
1
the only way to have q1 = is to have p1 = 0.15 and p2 = p3 = p4 = 0.1. However, q2 = is only
3
3
possible for p1 = 0.1 – a contradiction.

5. Quantitative Conditional Possibility: Interval Case
Formulation of the problem.
[
]
− we know n intervals µi , µi ; we assume that these intervals have already been narrowed (see
above);
− we know the condition S, i.e., a set S ⊂ {1, . . . , n};
[
]
− we want to ﬁnd, for each i ∈ S, the range q i , q i of possible values of the quantitative
[
]
µi
when µj ∈ µj , µj and max µj = 1.
conditional possibility qi =
1≤j≤n
max µj
j∈S
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Proposition 4.
− If the set S contains all the indices i for which µi = 1, then q i = µi and q i = µi for all i ∈ S.
(

− In all other cases, q i =

µi

) and q i =

max µi , max µj

(

µi

).

max µi , max µj

j∈S, j̸=i

j∈S, j̸=i

Proof. Each tuple of possibility values µi has to satisfy the constraint max µi = 1. So, for each
i

tuple, there must be an index i for which µi . Since µi ≤ µi = 1, this implies that µi = 1. So, if
all indices i with µi = 1 are contained in the set S, this means that for every tuple of possibility
values, we have µi = 1 for some i ∈ S. In this case, max µi = 1 and therefore, formula (1) reduces
i∈S

to qi = µ(i | S) = µi . Thus, in this case, the range of possible value of qi coincides with the range
of possible values of µi .
Let us now consider the case when there is at least one index k ∈
/ S for which µk = 1. Whether
the inequality µi < max µj is satisﬁed or not, the expression for the conditional possibility
j∈S, j̸=i

qi (non-strictly) increases with µi and decreases with µj for j ∈ S, j ̸= i. Thus, each value qi is
larger than or equal to the value corresponding to the smallest possible value of µi and to the largest
possible values of µj , and similarly, each value qi is smaller than or equal to the value corresponding
to the largest possible value of µi and to the smallest possible values of µj :
µi

(

) ≤ qi =

max µi , max µj
j∈S, j̸=i

µi
≤
max µj
j∈S

(

µi

).

max µi , max µj
j∈S, j̸=i

Hence, each possible value of qi indeed belongs to the above interval.
To complete the proof, we thus need to show that each value from the above interval can be
µi
µi
(
) can be
represented as qi =
for an appropriate tuple µi . The value
max µj
max µi , max µj
j∈S
j∈S, j̸=i

obtained if we take µi = µi and µj = µj for all j ̸= i. Since this includes the value k for which
µk = 1, we thus get µk = 1 and max µj = 1.
j

The value

(

µi

) can be obtained if we take µi = µi , µj = µ for all j ∈ S, j ̸= i,
j

max µi , max µj
j∈S, j̸=i

and µk = µk for k ̸∈ S. Since this includes the value k for which µk = 1, we thus get µk = 1 and
max µj = 1.
j

The expression
for the conditional
of the values µj , and its
{
} possibility pi is a continuous function
[
]
domain (µ1 , . . . , µn ) : max µi = 1 is a connected set. Thus, the range q i , q i of this function on
i

this domain is a connected set and hence, with any two points it contains all the points in between.
Therefore, all the values qi from the above interval are indeed possible values of the i-th conditional
possibility. The proposition is proven.
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How to compute quantitative conditional possibilities under interval uncertainty: analysis of the problem. The above formula provide a straightforward algorithm for computing q i
and q i . For each index i, this algorithm takes O(n) steps, to compute the corresponding maxima.
So, the overall computation time of this algorithm is n · O(n) = O(n2 ).
How can we compute these bounds faster? The possibility of faster computations comes from
the fact that if we denote by M the largest of the values µj when j ∈ S, and by S the second
largest of these values, then:
− if µi = M , we have max µj = S;
j∈S, j̸=i

− otherwise, if µi < M , then we have max µj = M .
j∈S, j̸=i

Thus, we arrive at the following algorithm.
How to compute quantitative conditional possibilities under interval uncertainty: asymptotically optimal algorithm.
− If the set S contains all indices i for which µi = 1, then we return the values q i = µi and
q i = µi for all i ∈ S.
− Otherwise, we compute the largest M and the second largest S of the values µj corresponding
to j ∈ S = {j1 , . . . , jm }. For that, for every k = 2, . . . , m, we compute the largest M k and the
second largest S k of the values µi1 , . . . , µik as follows:
(
)
(
)
• we start with M 2 = max µi1 , µi2 and S 2 = min µi1 , µi2 ;
•

then, once we know M k−1 and S k−1 , we compute the next values M k and S k as follows:
∗ if µik ≥ M k−1 , we take M k = µik and S k = M k−1 ;
∗ if S k−1 < µik < M k−1 , we take M k = M k−1 and S k = µik ;
∗ ﬁnally, if µik ≤ S k−1 , then the values do not change: M k = M k−1 and S k = S k−1 .

We then take M = M n and S = S n .
− We also compute the largest M and the second largest S of the values µj corresponding to
j ∈ S = {j1 , . . . , jm }. For that, for every k = 2, . . . , m, we compute the largest M k and the
second largest S k of the values µi , . . . , µi as follows:
1

k

•

(
(
)
)
we start with M 2 = max µi , µi and S 2 = min µi , µi ;

•

then, once we know M k−1 and S k−1 , we compute the next values M k and S k as follows:

1

2

1

2

∗ if µi ≥ M k−1 , we take M k = µi and S k = M k−1 ;
k

k

∗ if S k−1 < µi < M k−1 , we take M k = M k−1 and S k = µi ;
k

k

∗ ﬁnally, if µi ≤ S k−1 , then the values do not change: M k = M k−1 and S k = S k−1 .
k
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We then take M = M n and S = S n .
− For each i ∈ S, we compute q i as follows:
•

if µi = M , then we take q i =

µ
(i
);
max µi , S

•

if µi < M , then we take q i =

µ
(i
).
max µi , M

− After that, for each i ∈ S, we compute q i as follows:
•
•

µi
;
max (µi , S)
µi
if µi < M , then we take q i =
.
max (µi , M )

if µi = M , then we take q i =

This algorithm is linear time O(n) and is, thus, asymptotically optimal – since we need to handle
at least n input intervals.
Not all combinations of possible values µs (x) with max µs (x) = 1 are possible: example.
x]
[
]
[
[
]
Let us take n = 4, S = {1, 2, 3}, µ1 , µ1 = [0.1, 0.2], µ2 , µ2 = [0.1, 0.5], µ3 , µ3 = [0.1, 0.5], and
]
[
] [ 0.1 ]
[
]
[
, 1 = [0.2, 1], q 2 , q 2 = [0.2, 1],
µ4 , µ4 = [1, 1]. Then, the above formulas lead to q 1 , q 1 =
0.5
[
]
and q 3 , q 3 = [0.2, 1].
[
]
Let us prove that some combinations of the possible values qi ∈ q 1 , q 1 are not possible. We
will prove this
q3 = 1.0. We need to prove that it is possible to have the
[ for ]q1 = 0.5, q2 = 0.2, and
µi
. Indeed, since µ2 ≥ 0.1 and max (µ1 , µ2 , µ3 ) ≤ 0.5, we
values µi ∈ µi , µi for which qi =
max µj
j=1,2,3

0.1
µ2
≤
= 0.2, and the only possibility to have q2 = 0.2 is when µ2 = 0.1
have q2 =
max (µ1 , µ2 , µ3 )
0.5
µ1
0.2
and max (µ1 , µ2 , µ3 ) = 0.5. In this case, since µ1 ≤ 0.2, we have q1 =
≤
= 0.4,
max (µ1 , µ2 , µ3 )
0.5
which contradicts to the fact that µ1 = 0.5. The statement is proven.

6. Qualitative Conditional Possibility: Interval Case
Formulation of the problem.
[
]
− we know n intervals µi , µi ; we assume that these intervals have already been narrowed (see
above);
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− we know the condition S, i.e., a set S ⊂ {1, . . . , n};
− we want to ﬁnd, for each i ∈ S, the smallest q i and the largest q i of possible values of the
]
[
qualitative conditional possibility (2) when µj ∈ µj , µj and max µj = 1.
1≤j≤n

Proposition 5.
− If the set S contains all the intervals for which µi = 1, then q j = µj and q j = µj for all j.
− Otherwise, if there is at least one interval k ∈
/ S with µi = 1, then for every i ∈ S, we have the
following:
[
]
• If µi ≥ max µj , then q i , q i = [1, 1].
j∈S, j̸=i

•

Else, if µi ≥ max µj , then q i = µi and q i = 1.

•

Otherwise, q i = µi and q i = µi .

j∈S

Proof. In the possibility tuple, one of the values µi must be equal to 1. For this value i, we have
µi = 1. Thus, if the set S contains all all indices i for which µi = 1, the value µi = 1 will always
occur for some i ∈ S. In this case, formula (2) leads to qi = µi , and thus, the smallest and largest
values of qi coincide with the smallest and largest values of µi .
If we have µk = 1 for some k ∈
/ S, then we can always satisfy the condition max µj = 1 by taking
j

µk = 1 and not aﬀecting the values µi for i ∈ S. Let us consider this case.
According to the deﬁnition (2) of qualitative conditional possibility qi , the qualitative conditional
possibility value qi is equal either to the original possibility value µi or to 1, and the only case when
this value is equal to 1 is when µi is the largest of all values µj corresponding to j ∈ S.
Let us ﬁrst consider the case when µi ≥ max µj . In this case, we have µi ≥ µj for all j ̸= i.
j∈S, j̸=i

Thus, µi ≥ µi ≥ µj ≥ µj , so for all possible tuples, we have µi ≥ µj for all j ̸= i. Thus, the i-th
possibility value is always the largest and hence, we always get qi = 1.
Let us now consider the case when µi < max µj and µi ≥ max µj and let us show that in this
j∈S, j̸=i

j∈S

case, both values qi = µi and qi = 1 are possible.
− To get the value qi = µi , we take µi = µi and µj = µj for all other j ∈ S. Since µi < max µj ,
j∈S, j̸=i

the i-th possibility value is not the largest and therefore, qi = µi = µi .
− To get the value qi = 1, we take µi = µi and µj = µj for all remaining j ∈ S. Since µi ≥ max µj ,
j∈S

the i-th possibility value is the largest and therefore, qi = 1.
Finally, let us consider the remaining case when µi < max µj and µi < max µj . In this case,
j∈S, j̸=i

j∈S

the i-th possibility value cannot be the largest – otherwise from µi ≥ µj we would conclude that
µi ≥ µj for all j ̸= i, and thus, that µi ≥ max µj – which contradicts to the second of the starting
j∈S
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inequalities. Since the i-th value is not the largest, we always have qi = µi . Thus, the largest value
of qi is µi and the smallest value of qi is µi . The proposition is proven.
How to compute qualitative conditional possibilities under interval uncertainty: analysis of the problem. The above formula provide a straightforward algorithm for computing q i
and q i . For each index i, this algorithm takes O(n) steps, to compute the corresponding maxima.
So, the overall computation time of this algorithm is n · O(n) = O(n2 ).
To make this algorithm faster, we can use the same ideas that we use for quantitative conditional
possibility.
How to compute qualitative conditional possibilities under interval uncertainty: asymptotically optimal algorithm.
− If the set S contains all indices i for which µi = 1, then we return the values q i = µi and
q i = µi for all i ∈ S.
− Otherwise, we compute the maximum M of all the values µi , i ∈ S.
− Then, we compute the largest M and the second largest S of the values µi corresponding to
i ∈ S; this can be done as in the algorithm for the quantitative case.
− After that, for each i ∈ S, we do the following:
•

if µi = M and µi ≥ S, we return q i = q i = 1;

•

if µi < M and µi ≥ M , we return q i = q i = 1;

•

otherwise, if µi ≥ M , we return q i = µi and q i = 1;

•

for all other i ∈ S, we return q i = µi and q i = µi .

This algorithm takes linear time O(n), and is, therefore, asymptotically optimal – since we need to
least c · n computational steps to process all n input intervals.
Not all intermediate values are possible. In contrast to the quantitative case when all values
qi between q i and q i are possible, here many intermediate values are not possible. For example,
[
] [
]
[
]
when n = 3, S = {1, 2}, µ1 , µ1 = µ1 , µ1 = [0, 0.5] and µ3 , µ3 = [1, 1], then we have q 1 = 0
and q 1 = 1, but it is not possible to have qi = 0.6 ∈ [0, 1], since each value qi coincides either with
1, or with one of the original values µi .

7. Mean under Interval Uncertainty
As we have mentioned, to make a decision, we need to be able to estimate
[
]the expected value
under interval uncertainty. In precise terms, we want to ﬁnd the range E, E of the mean E =
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[
]
n
∑
pi = 1. The maximum is attained when larger values have larger
pi · xi when pi ∈ pi , pi and
i=1

probability. So, if we sort xi in increasing order x1 ≤ x2 ≤ . . . ≤ xn , we get
E=

k−1
∑

pi · xi + pk · xk +

i=1

Here, pk = 1 −

k−1
∑
i=1

pi −

n
∑
i=k+1

n
∑

p i · xi .

i=k+1

pi , so pk ≤ pk ≤ pk implies that

k
∑
i=1

pi +

n
∑
i=k+1

pi ≤ 1 ≤

k−1
∑
i=1

pi +

n
∑

pi .

i=k

This inequality enables us to ﬁnd k in linear time.
Since sorting requires time O(n · log(n)) (Cormen et al., 2009), we get total time O(n · log(n)).
Comment. A similar algorithm can compute the lower bound E.
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Engineering Computations of Large Infrastructures in the Presence of
Uncertainty
Achintya Haldar
Department of Civil Engineering & Engineering Mechanics
University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721
E-mail: haldar@u.arizona.edu
Abstract: Engineering computation capability has advanced exponentially in recent years. Increased
computer power is one of the major reasons for this growth. It is now routine to incorporate sophisticated
knowledge in computational schemes, but the presence of uncertainty must also be considered. Simulationbased schemes have been developed to address uncertainty-related problems. However, they have limited
application to studying the realistic behavior of large infrastructure and the computations could be very
tedious. The first part of the paper presents the incorporation of uncertainty in a finite element-based
computational formulation to satisfy the underlying physics of large infrastructure, denoted as the stochastic
finite element method. However, it becomes very inefficient when applied to time-domain dynamic
problems. The concept is improved further by combining sensitivity analysis, model reduction techniques,
efficient response surface method-based sampling schemes, and several advanced factorial schemes
producing compounding beneficial effect to obtain efficiency without sacrificing accuracy. It is discussed in
the second part. In the third part, sophisticated computation schemes are integrated with noise-contaminated
measured response information to extract features of practical interest in the context of structural health
assessment. The uncertainty in the measured data cannot completely be eliminated, but measured response
data are needed to be integrated with advanced computational schemes for the maximum benefits. This is a
very challenging task. In the late 1970s it was erroneously concluded that such integration was not possible,
but the author and his team have proven otherwise.
Keywords: Reliability evaluation, implicit limit state function, stochastic finite element method, large
infrastructures, nonlinear behavior, structural health assessment, noise-contaminated measured responses

1. Introduction
Conferences on Reliable Engineering Computing (REC) had a long history of cross-disciplinary theme
integrating Civil/Mechanical Engineering, Computer Science, and Mathematics emphasizing basic research
and developments and innovative applications. I feel privileged to be a part of it.
At the very beginning, it is important to differentiate between reliable computing and reliability-based
computing. There may be very slight overlapping; however, in general they are different. Conceptually,
reliable computing can be deterministic in formulation ignoring the presence of uncertainties in the
problem. It is well known that the mathematical formulation itself is error prone since it is based on many
assumptions and it is difficult to satisfy the underlying physics in most cases to track load path to failure.
For large infrastructures, the mathematical formulations are extremely challenging. It is extremely difficult
if not impossible to match computational predictions with experimental observations even for relatively
© 2014 by authors. Printed in USA.
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simple structures. Even if one ignores the uncertainty in the mathematical formulations, estimation of
parameters to define the model is subject to various levels of uncertainty. If the response behavior is
measured, it adds another layer of uncertainty. Even very sophisticated smart sensors are not totally errorfree and experiments themselves are not completely reproducible.
The author initiated his research career by considering the presence of uncertainty in analytical
engineering computing. He developed the stochastic finite element method (SFEM) to address the problem.
He had to improve the concept to improve its efficiency so that it can be applied to very large systems. At
present, his research includes structural health assessment using inversed algorithms to identify a system
using noise-contaminated or uncertainty-filled measured response information. This is multi-disciplinary in
nature and more demanding and challenging than developing SFEM. These areas are important in the
context of engineering computation in the presence of uncertainty. They are briefly discussed in the paper.
2. Stochastic Finite Element Method
The applicability of reliability concept in analysis, design, and planning for infrastructures has been
accepted by the engineering profession. Risk-based design has matured to the point that the information on
risk alone is no longer sufficient; it is also necessary to know how accurately the information on uncertainty
is incorporated in the mathematical formulation and the parameters to represent it. The first-generation
design guidelines and codes have been modified or are being modified to reflect this concern.
Finite element analysis is a powerful tool commonly used by many engineering disciplines to analyze
simple or complicated structures. It has matured significantly and has become routine to study behavior of
structures as realistically as practicable considering complicated geometric arrangements, realistic
connection and support conditions, various sources of nonlinearity and load path to failure for both static
and dynamic applications of loadings. Most widely used reliability evaluation procedures failed to satisfy
the above needs in most cases. On the other hand, the deterministic finite element method (FEM) fails to
consider the presence of uncertainty in the formulations. Capturing the desirable features of both
approaches, the author and his research team proposed the stochastic FEM or SFEM concept (Haldar and
Mahadevan, 2000b). The probability of failure implies that it needs to be estimated just before failure
satisfying physics-based complicated behavior. This indicates that a FEM-based general purpose reliability
evaluation method, parallel to the deterministic analysis, is necessary and SFEM fills this vacuum.
2.1. Risk Estimation – Explicit Limit State Functions
Risk is always estimated with respect to limit state or performance functions. They are functions of all the
random variables present in the formulation and the performance requirements satisfying the
recommendation made in the design guidelines/codes or used in standard practices. Several methods with
various degrees of sophistication are available (Haldar and Mahadevan, 2000a) for risk estimation. Most
commonly used procedures are the first-order and second-order reliability methods (FORM/SORM). These
algorithms are iterative in nature and the gradients of limit state functions are required to estimate the
coordinates of the most probable failure point (MPFP), the corresponding reliability index, and the failure
probability. However, since the explicit expression for a limit state function is not available for most
structures of practical interest, their applications to estimate risk are very limited. For large infrastructures,
limit state functions are implicit and calculations of gradients become challenging and complicated. This
statement is also valid for relatively simpler nonlinear structures represented by finite elements.
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2.2. Risk Estimation – Implicit Limit State Functions
For implicit limit state functions, several computational strategies can be followed. For this discussion, they
can be broadly divided into three categories; (1) Monte Carlo simulation (MCS), (2) response surface
method (RSM)-based approaches, and (3) sensitivity-based analysis. The basic MCS scheme could be
simple to apply but could be inefficient, time-consuming, and impractical if the structure is represented with
numerous finite elements and the deterministic solution takes a lot of time. The RSM-based approaches
approximately construct the limit state function with the help of a few selected deterministic analyses.
However, its applicability could be limited if the region where the limit state function needs to be generated
is not known (Huh and Haldar, 2011). In the sensitivity-based approach, the sensitivity of the structural
response to the input variables is computed and it can be integrated with the FORM/SORM approaches to
extract the underlying reliability information. The value of the performance function is evaluated using
deterministic structural analysis and the gradient is computed using sensitivity analysis. The concept can be
implemented in three different ways: (1) through a finite difference approach, (2) through classical
perturbation methods that apply the chain rule of differentiation to finite element analysis, and (3) through
iterative perturbation analysis techniques. The sensitivity-based reliability analysis approach is more elegant
and in general more efficient than the simulation or response surface methods. Haldar and Mahadevan
(2000b) suggested the use of the iterative perturbation technique in the context of the basic nonlinear
SFEM-based algorithm. The concept can also be applied when the limit state is explicit in nature.
Without losing any generality, the limit state function can be expressed in terms of the set of basic
random variables x (e.g., loads, material properties and structural geometry), the set of displacements u and
the set of load effects s (except the displacements) such as internal forces, stresses, etc. The displacement u
= QD, where D is the global displacement vector and Q is a transformation matrix. The limit state function
can be expressed as g (x, u, s)  0 . For reliability computation, it is convenient to transform x into the
standard normal space y = y(x) such that the elements of y are statistically independent and have a standard
normal distribution. An iterative algorithm can be used to locate the MPFP on the limit state function using
the first-order approximation. During each iteration, the structural response and its gradient vectors are
calculated using FEMs. The following iteration scheme can be used for finding the coordinates of MPFP:


g  yi  
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To implement the algorithm, the gradient g  y  of the limit state function in the standard normal space
can be derived as (Haldar and Mahadevan, 2000b):
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where Ji,j’s are the Jacobians of transformation (e.g., Js,x=s/x) and yi’s are statistically independent
random variables in the standard normal space. The evaluation of the quantities in Eq. (3) will depend on
the problem under consideration (linear or nonlinear, two- or three-dimensional, etc.) and the performance
functions used. The essential numerical aspect of SFEM is the evaluation of three partial derivatives, g/s,
g/u, and g/x, and four Jacobians, Js,x, Js,D, JD,x, and Jy,x. They can be evaluated by procedures
suggested by Haldar and Mahadevan (2000b) for linear and nonlinear, two- or three-dimensional structures.
Once the coordinates of the design point y* are evaluated with a preselected convergence criterion, the
reliability index  can be evaluated as:

  ( y * )t ( y * )

(4)

The probability of failure, Pf, can be calculated as:

Pf       1.0     

(5)

where  is the standard normal cumulative distribution function. The author and his team published
numerous papers to validate the above procedure.
2.3. Reliable or Realistic Engineering Computation
Reliable or realistic deterministic engineering computations will depend on the sophistication used in the
FEM formulation to represent the structure, connections and supports conditions, the material behavior,
different sources of energy dissipation, different sources of nonlinearity that may develop before failure,
etc. The nature of sophistication used will also affect the reliability computation – a confluence of reliable
and reliability-based engineering computation. It is a very difficult area and cannot be comprehensively
addressed in this paper. However, to illustrate the challenges, the following discussions are made.
2.3.1. Realistic representation of connections and implications on the reliability estimation
In has been accepted in the profession that all connections used in frames are flexible or partially restrained
(PR) with different rigidities. However, in general they are assumed to be fully restrained (FR) in any FEM
representation. Consideration of appropriate rigidities in connections will add a major source of nonlinearity
in the formulation invalidating commonly used procedures to analyze the structure and a major source of
energy dissipation for the dynamic including dynamic loadings. In general, the relationship between the
moment M, transmitted by the connection, and the relative rotation angle  is used to represent the flexible
behavior. Among the many alternatives (Richard model, piecewise linear model, polynomial model,
exponential model, B-Spline model, etc.), the Richard four-parameter moment-rotation model is chosen
here to represent the flexible behavior of a connection. It can be expressed as (Richard and Abbott, 1975):

M
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where M and  are defined earlier, k is the initial stiffness, kp is the plastic stiffness, M0 is the reference
moment, and N is the curve shape parameter. These parameters are identified in Fig. 1.
Although an ordinary beam-column element is used to represent a PR connection element for numerical
analyses, its stiffness needs to be updated at each iteration since the stiffness representing the partial rigidity
depends on. This can be accomplished by updating the Young’s modulus as:

E C ( ) 

lC
l M( )
K C ( )  C
IC
IC 

(7)

where lC, IC, and KC() are the length, the moment of inertia, and the tangent stiffness of the connection
element, respectively. KC() is calculated using Eq. (6) and can be shown to be:
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The Richard model discussed up to now represents only the monotonically increasing loading portion
of the M- curves. However, the unloading and reloading behavior of the M- curves is also essential for
any nonlinear seismic analysis. This subject was extensively addressed in the literature (Colson 1991, ElSalti 1992). They theoretically developed the unloading and reloading parts of the M- curves using the
Masing rule. A general class of Masing models can be defined with a virgin loading curve expressed as:

f  M,   0

(9)

and its unloading and reloading curve can be described by the following equation:

 M  Ma   a
f
,
2
2



0


(10)

where (Ma, a) is the load reversal point as shown in Fig. 1.
Using the Masing rule and the Richard model represented by Eqs. (6) and (8), the unloading and
reloading behavior of a PR connection can be generated as:
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(12)

If (Mb, b) is the next load reversal point, as shown in Fig. 1, the reloading relation between M and 
can be obtained by simply replacing (Ma, a) with (Mb, b) in Eqs. (9) and (10). Thus, the proposed method
uses Eqs. (6) and (8) when the connection is loading, and Eqs. (11) and (12) when the connection is
unloading and reloading. This represents hysteretic behavior at the PR connections.
M
(Ma ,a)
k
M0

1

kp

1

1.

k N
Increasing
1


1

kp

(Mb ,b)

Figure 1. M- curve using the Richard Model, Masing rule and uncertainty (Huh & Haldar, 2002)

The basic FEM formulation of the structure remains unchanged, and thus the incorporation of the PR
connection can be successfully accomplished. However, computational effort required is expected to be
increased significantly. The consideration of appropriate connection rigidity is no longer an academic
interest. During the Northridge earthquake of 1994, several connections in steel frames fractured in a brittle
and premature manner. A typical connection, shown in Fig. 2, was fabricated with the beam flanges
attached to the column flanges by full penetration welds (field-welded) and with the beam web bolted
(field-bolted) to single plate shear tabs (Richard and Radau, 1998), denoted hereafter as the pre-NC.
In the post-Northridge design practices, the thrusts were to make the connections more flexible than the
pre-NC and to move the location of formation of any plastic hinge away from the connection and to provide
more ductility to increase the energy absorption capacity. Several improved connections can be found in
the literature including cover plated connections, spliced beam connections, side-plated connections, bottom
haunch connections, connections with vertical ribs, and connections with a reduced beam sections (RBS) or
Dog-Boned (FEMA 350-3). Seismic Structural Design Associates, Inc. (SSDA) proposed a unique
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proprietary slotted web (SSDA SlottedWebTM) moment connection (Richard et al. 1997), as shown in Fig.
3, denoted hereafter as the post-NC.

Figure 2. A typical pre-NC

Figure 3. A Typical post-NC

2.3.3. A simple illustrative example
A two-story one-bay steel frame structure shown in Fig. 4 is considered to illustrate the implication of
consideration of appropriate connection behavior.
The statistical descriptions of all nine random variables in the formulation are summarized in Table 1. It
is known to the profession that all random variables may not be equally important for the reliability
evaluation. With the help of sensitivity analysis (Haldar and Mahadevan 2000a), some of the less sensitive
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random variables can be assumed deterministic at their mean values. This will enhance the computational
efficiency. The sensitive random variables considered in this example are also shown in Table 1.
q=29.19
kN/m
q = 29.19 kN/m
b

a

3.81 mm
3.81

q=29.19
kN/m
q = 29.19 kN/m
c

Section
beams : : W2784
Section
offorbeams
W27×84
Section
offorcolumns
W14×426
Section
columns: : W14426

e

d

3.81
3.81 mm

f
7.62 mm
7.62
(N(N– -SS Direction)
Direction)
Northridge Earthquake
Earthquake Excitation
Northridge
Excitation

Figure 4. Two-story steel frame structure
Table 1. Statistical description of random variables
Mean Value

COV

Distribution

E (kN/m2)

1.9994×108

0.06

Ln

Ab (m2)

1.600×10-2

0.05

Ln

Ibx (m4)

1.186×10-3

0.05

Ln

Zbx (m3)

3.998×10-3

0.05

Ln

Ac (m2)

8.065×10-2

0.05

Ln

Icx (m4)

2.747×10-3

0.05

Ln

Zcx (m3)

1.424×10-2

0.05

Ln

Deterministic

Fy (kN/m2)

2.4822×105

0.10

Ln

Deterministic



0.05

0.15

Ln

ge

1.00

0.20

Type I

Random
Variable

Serviceability Limit
State

Strength Limit State

Deterministic

Deterministic
Deterministic

Deterministic

b = beam, c = column

All four beam-to-column connections at a, b, c, and d are considered to be partially restrained. In order
to consider the effects of different rigidities in the connections, three M- curves, denoted as Curve 1,
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Curve 2, and Curve 3, shown in Fig. 5, are considered. Curve 1 represents high rigidity, Curve 3 represents
very low rigidity, and Curve 2 represents intermediate rigidity. The probabilistic descriptions of the four
parameters of the Richard model representing the three curves are listed in Table 2. The frame is excited
for 15 seconds by the actual acceleration time history recorded at Canoga Park during the Northridge
earthquake of 1994 (North-South component) as shown in Fig. 6. To define the serviceability limit state, the
permissible lateral displacement at the top of the frame is assumed to not exceed h/400, where h is the
height of the frame. Thus, for this example, allow becomes 1.905 cm, and the corresponding limit state is:

g (X)   allow  ymax (X)  1.905  ymax (X)

(13)

in which ymax(X) is the maximum lateral displacement at the top of the frame. The reliability of the weakest
member (beam element c-d) is evaluated for the strength limit state.
800

Curve 1
Curve 2
Curve 3

M
M ((kN-m)
kN-m)

600

400

200

0
0

0.004

0.008

0.012

0.016

0.02

( r adian)
 (radian)

Figure 5. Flexibility of connections

Table 2. Statistical description of four parameters in the Richard model
Random variables
(1)

Mean Value

COV
(5)

Distribution
(6)

5.65×104

0.15

Normal

3

0.15

Normal

339.09

0.15

Normal

1.5

0.05

Normal

Curve 1
(2)

Curve 2
(3)

Curve 3
(4)

k (kN·m/rad)

1.13×106

1.47×105

kp (kN·m/rad)

1.13×10

5

4

M0 (kN·m)

508.64

452.12

N

0.50

1.00

1.13×10

1.13×10

The reliability indexes of the frame with three different PR connections are estimated and the results are
summarized in Table 3. It can be observed that the reliability indexes for the serviceability limit state
decreased significantly with the decrease in the rigidity of the PR connections. The frame became very
weak in serviceability, particularly when PR connections were represented by very flexible Curve 3. Due to
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the redistribution of moment in beam c-d, the reliability indexes for the strength limit state also changed.
However, the frame is more prone to failure in serviceability than in strength. This behavior is expected.
The consideration of appropriate connection rigidities and the uncertainty associated with modeling them
significantly affects the reliability estimation of steel frame structures and cannot be overlooked in any
deterministic formulation.
0.4

0.2

0

-0.2

-0.4
0

5

10

15

Time (sec)
Time
(sec)

Figure 6. Northridge earthquake time history for 15 seconds (N-S)

Table 3. Reliability indexes with FR and PR connections
Limit State
(1)

FR Connection
(2)

Serviceability Limit State
Strength Limit State
Element c-d

PR Connections
Curve 1
(3)

Curve 2
(4)

Curve 3
(5)

 = 1.920

1 = 1.274

2 = -0.008

3 = -0.899

 = 3.944

1 = 2.351

2 = 2.558

3 = 3.156

3. Improved SFEM using Computational Sophistication
A robust reliability evaluation technique for large structural systems incorporating all major sources of
nonlinearity and uncertainty may not be available at this time. In the presence of such vacuum, one may
decide to use simple Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) to address the presence of uncertainty. It is observed
by the author that one deterministic analysis of a large structure excited by seismic loading applied in time
domain satisfying different sources of energy dissipation and underlying physics may take over 10 hours of
computer time. If one decides only say 10,000 cycles of MCS, it will take about 100,000 hours or about
11.4 years of continuous running of a computer. Obviously, it will be impractical.
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The basic MCS and SFEM are not realistic alternatives for large structural systems with relatively
moderate probability of failure events. The author and his team explored an alternative using the response
surface method (RSM) (Box, et al., 1978). The primary purpose of applying RSM in reliability analysis is
to approximate the original complex and implicit limit state function using a simple and explicit polynomial
(Bucher and Bourgund, 1990; Yao and Wen, 1996; Khuri and Cornell, 1996). Three basic weaknesses of
RSM are: (1) it cannot incorporate distribution information of random variables even when it is available,
(2) if the response surface is not generated in the failure region, it may not be directly applicable or robust,
and (3) for large systems, it may not give the optimal sampling points. Thus, a basic RSM-based reliability
method may not be acceptable.
3.1. A novel concept
A novel reliability evaluation method is proposed by the author and his team to estimate the reliability of
for large structural systems. It is developed in two stages. In the first stage, the two weaknesses of RSM,
i.e., the consideration of distributional information of the random variables present in the formulation and
identifying the location of the failure region are eliminated by integrating it with FORM/SORM. This
approach will lead to a hybrid approach consisting of SFEM, FORM/SORM, and RSM. In the second stage,
the efficiency of the method is improved by using several advanced factorial schemes so that the response
surface can be generated with fewer sampling points.
3.1.1. Stage 1
Considering the fact that higher order polynomial may result in ill-conditional system of equations for
unknown coefficients and exhibit irregular behavior outside of the domain of samples, their utilization in
generating RSM, the research team considered second-order polynomial, without and with cross terms for
large complicated structural systems. They can be expressed as:
k

k

i 1

i 1

ĝ( X)  b 0   b i X i  b ii X i2
k

k

k 1 k

i 1

i 1

i 1 j  i

(14)

ĝ( X)  b 0   b i X i  b ii X i2   b ij X i X j

(15)

where Xi (i = 1, 2,, k) is the ith random variable, and b0, bi, bii, and bij are unknown coefficients to be
determined. The numbers of coefficient necessary to define Eqs. (14) and (15) are p = 2k+1 and p = (k+1)
(k+2)/2, respectively. The coefficients can be fully defined by estimating deterministic responses at
intelligently selected data points called experimental sampling points. The concept behind a sampling
scheme can be expressed as:
(16)
X i  X iC  hi xi xi
where X iC and  xi are the coordinates of the centre point and the standard deviation of a random variable
Xi, respectively, and hi is an arbitrary factor that defines the experimental region.
Sampling points are selected around the center point. The selection of the center point and experimental
sampling points around it are crucial factors in establishing the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed
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iterative method. The center point is selected to be the coordinates of the checking points as the iteration
continues. In the context of iterative scheme of FORM/SORM, the initial center point is selected to be the
mean values of the random variable Xi’s. Then, using the responses obtained from the deterministic FEM
evaluations for all the experimental sampling points around the center point, the response surface can be
generated explicitly in terms of the random variables X. Once a closed form expression for the limit state
function is obtained, the coordinates of the checking point can be estimated using FORM/SORM, using all
the statistical information on the Xi’s, eliminating one major deficiency of RSM. The response can be
evaluated again at the checking point and a new center point can be selected using linear interpolation from
the center point to such that g(X) = 0 (Huh and Haldar, 2011).
To select experimental sampling points around the center point, saturated design (SD) and central
composite design (CCD) are the two most promising schemes. SD is less accurate but more efficient since it
requires only as many sampling points as the total number of unknown coefficients to define the response
surface. CCD is more accurate but less efficient since a regression analysis is needed to evaluate the
unknown coefficients. Also, second-order polynomial with cross terms (Eq. 15) must be used for CCD.
To illustrate the computational effort required for the reliability evaluation of large structural system,
suppose the total number of significant random variables, after making some of them deterministic at their
mean values, present in the formulation is, k = 100. The total number of coefficients necessary to define Eq.
(14) will be 2 × 100 + 1 = 201 and to define Eq. (15) will be (100 + 1) (100 + 2) / 2 = 5151. It can also be
shown that if Eq. (14) and SD scheme are used to generate the response surface, the total number of
sampling points, essentially the total number of deterministic FEM-based time domain nonlinear response
analyses will be 201. However, if Eq. (15) and full SD scheme are used, the corresponding deterministic
analyses will be 5151. If Eq. (15) and CCD scheme are used, the corresponding deterministic analyses will
be 2100 + 2 × 100 + 1 = 1.2676506 × 1030. Obviously, some of these alternatives may not be meaningful.
Since the proposed algorithm is iterative and the basic SD and CCD require different amount of
computational effort, considering efficiency without compromising accuracy, several schemes can be
followed. Among numerous schemes considered by the research team, one basic and two promising
schemes are: Scheme 0 - SD using 2nd order polynomial without the cross terms throughout all the
iterations, Scheme 1- Implement SD using Eq. (14) for the intermediate iterations and SD using Eq. (15) for
the final iteration, Scheme 2 – Implement SD using Eq. (14) for the intermediate iterations and CCD using
Eq. (15) for the final iteration. This will be discussed in detail during the presentation.
3.1.2. Stage 2
Schemes 1 and 2 may be major improvements but still may not be able to estimate the reliability of large
structural systems. They may require fewer deterministic evaluations but still they could be in thousands.
Their efficiency can be improved significantly by reducing the deterministic evaluations in hundreds in the
following way. A conceptual description of the improvement of Scheme 1, denoted as Scheme M1, is
discussed very briefly below.
Scheme M1: To improve the efficiency of Scheme 1, the cross terms (edge points), k (k-1), are suggested to
be added only for the most important variables in the last iteration. Since the proposed algorithm is an
integral part of FORM/SORM, all the random variables in the formulation can be arranged in descending
order of their sensitivity indexes (Xi). The sensitivity of a variable X, (X) is the directional cosines of the
unit normal vector at the design point. In the last iteration, the cross terms are added only for the most
sensitive random variables, m and the corresponding reliability index is calculated. The total number of
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FEM analyses required for Scheme 1 and M1 are (k +1)(k +2)/2 and 2k +1 + m(2k-m-1)/2, respectively.
For an example, suppose for a large structural system, k = 100 and m =2, the total number of required FEM
analyses will be 5151and 398, respectively, a significant improvement in the efficiency without
compromising the accuracy. It will be demonstrated during the presentation with the help of examples.
4. Structural Health Assessment
Structural health assessment (SHA) has become one of the multi-disciplinary challenging research topics all
over the world. SHA is an age-old problem. In the past, cracks and cavities were detected in pottery by
listening to the sound generated when tapped by fingers, or by hitting structures with a hammer and
listening to the sounds they produce, or by conducting simple visual inspection. They are essentially nonmodel based Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE) of health of a structure. Several non-model instrumentbased techniques were subsequently developed. Their success depends on the knowledge in priory the
location(s) and types of defects. For the SHA of large infrastructures, the location(s), types, and severity are
expected to be unknown at the time of inspection and thus sophisticated non-model instrument-based
techniques are expected to be inapplicable. This led to the development of several model-based approaches.
Initially, because of its simplicity, responses produced by static application of loading were measured for
SHA. Although computationally more challenging, model-based approaches using dynamic response
information has attracted attention of the profession in the recent past. Structural health assessment using
dynamic response information has progressed in two fronts: modal information-based and time domain. The
general consensus is that modal-based approaches fail to evaluate the health of individual structural
elements; they indicate overall effect, i.e., whether the structure is defective or not (Ibanez, 1973; Ghanem
and Ferro, 2006). It was reported that even when a member breaks, the natural frequency may not change
more than 5%. This type of change can be caused by the noises in the measured responses. Civil
infrastructures are expected to have defects, even minor in nature, from the early stage of operation.
Identification of locations of defects at the local element level and assessment of their severity are two main
objectives of SHA. If defects are large enough to be visible by the naked eye or they change the behavior of
structures significantly, no additional effort is necessary. Perhaps it is more critical if the defects are not
visible or hidden behind obstructions like fire proofing material.
The author and his team members proposed several novel structural health assessment methods. They
are based on the system identification (SI)-based concept and used inverse transformation technique to
identify a structure. They represented the structures with the help of finite elements (FEs). The location and
severity of defects can be assessed by tracking the changes in the stiffness parameter of each element. Using
the information on the current elements' properties, it is straightforward to evaluate the amount or rate of
degradation with respect to the "as built" or expected properties, or deviation from the previous values if
periodic inspections were conducted. After a repair, it will also indicate the improvement in the structural
behavior and whether or not all the defects were repaired.
The basic SI approaches have three components: (1) the excitation, (2) the system to be identified, which
can be represented by a series of equations or represented in algorithmic form, e.g., in a FE formulation in
terms of mass, stiffness, and damping characteristics of each element, and (3) the output responses caused
by the excitation, reflecting the current state of the structure. Using input excitation and output response
information, the dynamic properties of all the elements can be evaluated using the inverse algorithm.
Simply stated, the numerical values of the dynamic properties of the elements should change to satisfy the
response information, reflecting the present physical state of the structure.
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3.1. Improved engineering computational effort to increase implementation potential
The SI-based concept appears to be simple and straightforward. However, to increase its implementation
potential, several advanced computational techniques need to be used.
The governing equation of motion for a multi-degree of freedom (MDOF) structural system with ne
number of elements and N number of dynamic degrees of freedom (DDOFs) can be written in the matrix
form as:

 (t)  CX
 (t )  KX(t)  f(t)
MX

(17)
where M, K, and C are the N × N global mass, stiffness, and damping matrices, respectively. They are
assumed to be time-invariant for linear structural systems. X(t ) , X(t ) , and X(t ) are the N × 1 vectors
containing measured information on displacement, velocity, and acceleration at all the DDOFs at time t. f(t)
is the N × 1 excitation force vector.
To identify a system, it will necessitate the information on the input excitation as well as the responses
(acceleration, velocity, and displacement time histories) at all the dynamic degrees of freedom (DDOFs)
must be available to satisfy Eq. (17). However, outside the controlled laboratory environment, the
measurement of excitation can be very difficult and thus SHA without excitation information will be very
desirable. The author’s research team initially proposed a least-squares-based estimation procedure, known
as Iterative Least-Squares with Unknown Input (ILS-UI) (Wang and Haldar, 1994). They used viscous-type
structural damping. The efficiency of the numerical algorithm was improved later by introducing Rayleightype proportional damping, known as Modified ILS-UI or MILS-UI (Ling and Haldar, 2004). Later,
Katkhuda et al. (2005) improved the concept further and called it Generalized ILS-UI or GILS-UI.
Recently, Das and Haldar (2012) extended the procedure for three dimensional (3D) large structural
systems and denoted as 3D GILS-UI.
3.2. Limitation of the ILS-UI concept to identify large structural systems
It is practically impossible and uneconomical to measure responses at all DDOFs to apply the basic ILS-UI
concept. Responses are expected to be measured only at small parts of large real structural systems for
economic reason, to address accessibility problem and without interfering with the normal operating
condition. After an extended study, the author’s research team concluded that the prediction-correctionbased recursive procedures embedded in the extended Kalman filter (EKF) with Weighted Global Iteration
(WGI) concept would be appropriate when measured responses were limited. However, to implement the
EKF-WGI concept, two additional conditions must be satisfied. First, to satisfy the governing equation of
motion, the excitation information must be known, defeating the basic objective of SHA without using
excitation information. Second, the initial value of the state vector must be known to start the local iteration.
The research team proposed a two-stage substructure approach to mitigate it (Wang and Haldar, 1997).
3.3. Structural identification using limited noise-contaminated response information
The health of a large structural system must be assessed using measured dynamic responses. Responses
measured even by smart sensors are always expected to be noise contaminated. Thus, in spite of using
sophisticated mathematical algorithm, it may not be possible to identify a structure without addressing
noise-contamination problems in the response information. In fact, Maybeck (1979) concluded that it was
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not possible. There are three basic reasons for his conclusion: (i) no mathematical model to represent a
system is perfect, (ii) dynamic systems are not only driven by control inputs, but there are always
disturbances that cannot be controlled and modeled deterministically, and (iii) responses observed by
sensors do not exhibit the actual perfect system responses, since sensors always introduce their own system
dynamics and distortion into measured data. The author and his team had to overcome several challenges of
different kinds. The team used that the Kalman filter-based algorithms to identify a system using limited
noise contaminated responses and without using excitation information. They conducted comprehensive
theoretical and experimental investigations to address them and demonstrated that Maybeck was wrong in
making the conclusion. Some of their works are discussed in the following sections.
3.4. Kalman filter-based algorithms
In a mathematical sense, the basic KF is a non-deterministic, recursive computational procedure to provide
best estimate of the states by minimizing the mean of squared error for a process governed by linear
stochastic differential equation. Kalman filter (1960) is very powerful in several ways. It incorporates (i) the
knowledge of the system and (ii) statistical information on the system noises, measurement errors and
uncertainty in the dynamic models. Since it is a prediction-correction-based procedure, it also requires
information on the initial conditions of the variables of interest. They are generally modeled as Gaussian
random variables with assigned mean values and covariances.
Since some of the measured responses can be mildly nonlinear, the team used Extended Kalman filter
(EKF) in developing the new procedures. To implement the EKF algorithm for structural health assessment
using minimum number of noise-contaminated responses without excitation information, the research team
proposed a two-stage approach. In the Stage 1, considering the location of input excitation and the available
responses, the substructure(s) are selected. Then, the ILS-UI procedure is used to identify the stiffness and
damping parameters of all the elements in the substructure(s) and the unknown input excitation. The
information obtained in Stage 1 is then used to identify the whole structures in Stage 2. In this way, the
health of the whole structure is assessed using only limited number of noise-contaminated responses.
It is not possible to present here the mathematics of the concept. The concept was initially denoted as
ILS-EKF-UI. Later, it was improved and denoted as Modified ILS-EKF-UI or MILS-EKF-UI (Ling and
Haldar, 2004) and Generalized ILS-EKF-UI or GILS-EKF-UI (Wang and Haldar, 1997). The most up-todate version of the concept is known as 3D GILS-EKF-UI (Das and Haldar, 2012), developed for general
three dimensional structures. Interested readers can obtain necessary information from these publications.
3.5. Nonlinear System Identification – Unscented Kalman Filter
The basic KF is essentially applicable for linear structural behavior. For SHA of large structures, the
behavior may not be linear. Presence of defects may also cause nonlinearity, even when the excitation is at
the low level. This led to the development of the extended Kalman filter (EKF) concept (Hoshia and Saito,
1984). The EKF estimates the state through linearization of the process and measurement equations about
the current states and covariances. For highly nonlinear systems, the linearization process in EKF may
produce significant error. This prompted the authors to develop UKF-UI (Al-Hussein and Haldar, 2013).
Responses obtained for large structures are expected to be nonlinear. The widely used EKF approach
provides only an approximation to the optimal nonlinear estimation. It introduces two major drawbacks.
First, the Jacobian matrices need to be derived for linearization. Second, the filter can be unstable if the
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sampling interval of the measured responses is not sufficiently small. The UKF method was introduced to
remove both shortcomings (Julier, et al., 1995). The main idea of UKF is to generate several sampling
points (sigma points) around the current state estimate based on its covariance. Then, these points are
explicitly propagated through the nonlinear system equations to get more accurate estimation of the mean
and covariance of the mapping results. Suppose, a nonlinear function y = ex and x is a Gaussian random
variable with a mean of 3.5 and a variance of 0.25. The true mean and variance of y can be calculated as
37.52 and 399.94, respectively. The corresponding mean and variance of y according to UKF are found to
be 37.34 and 333.50, respectfully, and according to EKF are 33.12 and 274.16, respectfully, indicating the
errors in the estimation using the two procedures.
The propagations of uncertainties using UKF and EKF are shown in Fig. 7. It can be observed that the
UKF approximates the propagation of the uncertainty in terms of the probability density function in the
presence of large nonlinearity more accurately than the EKF (Al-Hussein and Haldar, 2013).

(a) Gaussian PDF of y using UKF

(b) Gaussian (PDF) of y using EKF

Figure 7. Propagation of uncertainties using UKF and EKF

5. Data Analysis Challenges
The structural health assessment procedures discussed above required very sophisticated engineering
computations including severe level of nonlinearities. However, their implementation required measured
response information. As mentioned earlier, measured responses are always noise-contaminated. And the
SI-based algorithms will fail to assess structural health if uncertainty in the measured responses is not
mitigated appropriately. Thus, reliable computation must be conducted in the presence of uncertainty. It is a
very difficult task. Some of the major issues are very briefly discussed in the following sections.
5.1 Post-Processing of the Accelerometer Data
To implement all the structural health assessment procedures discuss above, acceleration time histories
must be measured at the substructure(s). A raw acceleration time-history may contain many sources of
errors, including noises, high frequency content, slope, and DC bias, as shown in Fig. 8. Since acceleration
time-histories are needed to be successively integrated to generate velocity and displacement time histories
in the proposed methods, post-processing of measured acceleration time histories are required to remove the
sources of error (Vo and Haldar, 2003).
The first step in post-processing the raw data was to convert from millivolts to acceleration unit (m/s 2)
by multiplying the accelerometer raw data with the calibrated scale factor supplied by the manufacturer.
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Next, an eighth order Butterworth low-pass filter was applied to the normalized data with a cutoff
frequency (120 Hz used in the study). Then, the data was normalized about the zero mean to remove the
DC bias and the integration error. The velocity and displacement time-histories were then obtained by
integrating the filtered acceleration data twice; after each integration operation, a second order low-pass
filter with a cut off frequency at 10 Hz was applied to the data. This is necessary to remove the integration
residual errors. Without the low-pass filter, the response velocity and displacement will not be symmetric.

2 ) 2)
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Figure 8. Measured acceleration time-history

5.2 Mitigation of Noise, Amplitude, and Phase-Shift Errors
It is important to note that the proposed methods failed to converge even after implementing all the postprocessing techniques discussed above. Unlike noise, amplitude and phase-shift errors generally cannot be
detected from the plotting of the acceleration time-histories in normal scales and is generally overlooked.
5.2.1. Noise
When numerically generated noise-contaminated responses were used to predict the structural health, the
algorithm successfully predicted the element stiffness properties for both noise-free and noise-contaminated
responses. This eliminates noise as the main cause of non-convergence, removing one of the myths.
5.2.2 Amplitude Error
Amplitude or cross coupling error, as shown in Fig. 9, is primarily caused by mechanical misalignments of
the sensing element mounted inside the accelerometer’s case. It is one of the major reasons of nonconvergence. The amplitude error can be mitigated by using fewer nodal responses (Vo and Haldar, 2004;
Haldar et al., 2013).
5.2.3 Phase-Shift Error
There are two separate sources of error that cause relative phase-shift in the measured responses, as shown
in Fig. 10. The primary source of phase-shift error is the integration of the measured acceleration. The
second source of phase-shift error is data latency caused by the sampling rate of the data logger. This error
occurs because there is a time delay in the sampling of two consecutive responses. The phase shift error was
mitigated by scaling the responses of all nodes in the finite element representation using the transverse
response of a single reference node (Vo and Haldar, 2004; Haldar et al., 2013).
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5.3. Modeling of Structures and Selection of Substructures
It is widely known that the measured responses do not match with analytical results. Also, a structure tested
during one inspection may not remain the same during the next inspection. Commonly used data processing
techniques discussed earlier may not be sufficient to address the related issues. Based on their extensive
experience from laboratory investigations, the team observed that one of the major reasons for the
discrepancy is that structural properties of the elements used in the mathematical formulation and in reality
are not the same (Martinez-Flores and Haldar, 2007). It will be discussed in detail during the presentation.
5.4. Size and Numbers of Substructures
The success of the proposed procedures using the substructure approach with minimum response
information will depend on the location, size and numbers of the substructure used. A substructure is a
small part of a structure that satisfies all the requirements to implement the GILS-UI procedure. Katkhuda
and Haldar (2008) suggested how to select substructure(s) based on the available measured response
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information. The size of the substructure should be kept to an absolute minimum for economic reason.
However, the defect predictability improves significantly when the defect is located within or close to the
substructure. Multiple substructures may be necessary for large structures since at least one of them will be
closer to the location of defect (Haldar et al., 2013).
6. Conclusions
Engineering computation capability has advanced exponentially in recent years. Increased computer power
is one of the major reasons for this growth. Although the simulation-based computations have increased
significantly in the recent past to address uncertainty-related problems, their applications to study realistic
behavior of large infrastructures are limited. The first part of the paper presents the incorporation of
uncertainty in a finite element-based computational formulation, denoted as the stochastic finite element
method. The concept is improved further by combining sensitivity analysis, model reduction techniques,
efficient response surface method-based sampling schemes, and several advanced factorial schemes
producing compounding beneficial effect to obtain efficiency without sacrificing accuracy. It is discussed in
the second part. In the third part, sophisticated computation schemes are integrated with noise-contaminated
measured response information to extract features of practical interest in the context of structural health
assessment. The uncertainty in the measured data cannot completely be eliminated, but measured response
data are needed to be integrated with advanced computational schemes for the maximum benefits. In the
late 1970s it was erroneously concluded that such integration was not possible.
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Abstract. In engineering, we constantly need to make decisions: which design to select, which
parameters to select for this design, etc.
The traditional approach to decision making is based on the assumption that we know all possible
consequences of each alternative, and we know the probability of each such consequence. Under
this assumption, we can describe a rational decision-making process: to each possible consequence,
we assign a numerical values called its utility, and we select the alternative for which the expected
value of the utility is the largest.
An important advantage of this approach is that it can be performed in real time: if after we
made a decision, a new alternative appears, we do not need to repeat the whole analysis again: all
we need to do is compare the new alternative with the previously selected ones.
In the past, when we used the same procedures year after year, we accumulated a lot of data
about the consequences of diﬀerent decisions – based from which we could estimate the desired
probabilities. Nowadays, with new technologies, new materials constantly emerging, we do not have
such detailed information about the consequences of these new technologies. As a result, we often
only have partial information about the corresponding probabilities. Diﬀerent possible probability
values result in diﬀerent values of expected utility. Hence, for each alternative, instead of a single
value of expected utility, we have a range (interval) of possible values. We need to make a decision
under such interval uncertainty.
In this paper, we describe when we can make decisions under interval uncertainty in linear time
and in real time – and when we cannot.
Keywords: decision making; interval uncertainty; real-time computations.

1. Decision Making under Interval Uncertainty: Formulation of the Problem
Decisions are needed in engineering. In engineering, we constantly need to make decisions:
which design to select, which parameters to select for this design, etc.
Traditional approach to decision making. The traditional approach to decision making is
based on the assumption that we know all possible consequences of each alternative i, and for each
alternative i, we know the probability pik of each such consequence k. Under this assumption, we can
describe the usual rational decision-making process (Fishburn, 1988; Luce and Raiﬀa, 1989; Nguyen
et al., 2012; Raiﬀa, 1997):
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− to each possible consequence k of an alternative i, we assign a numerical value called its utility
uik , and
def

− we select the alternative i for which the expected value ui =

∑

pik · uik of the utility is the

k

largest.

If several alternatives have the largest values of the expected utility, then we should generate the
list of all these best alternatives. In other words, we need to solve the following problem:
Traditional approach to decision making: precise formulation of the problem.
− we know the values u1 , . . . , un of expected utility corresponding to all possible alternatives;
− we need to generate the list of all alternatives i for which ui = max uj .
j

Asymptotically optimal way of solving the above problem: linear-time algorithm. The
following natural algorithm can produce the desired list:
def

− First, we ﬁnd the largest value M = max uj . This is usually done in n steps, by sequentially
1≤j≤n

def

computing the value Mi = max uj for i = 1, 2, . . . , n: we start with M1 = u1 and then
1≤j≤i

sequentially compute Mi = max(Mi−1 , ui ). The desired value is M = Mn .
− Then, we go over all the alternatives i = 1, . . . , n and select those for which ui = M .
The ﬁrst stage of this algorithm requires n elementary operations, the second stage also requires
n operations, so the total number of elementary operations is 2n. Algorithms which take ≤ C · n
computational steps are known as linear-time algorithms, so the above algorithm is linear time.
It is easy to show that this algorithm is asymptotically optimal in the sense that any algorithm
for solving the above problem must take at least linear time. Indeed, to ﬁnd all best alternatives,
we need to handle each of n alternatives at least once: otherwise, if we never process the utility
value ui of some alternative, it may be that this alternative is one of the best – or even it may
be the only best alternative. A computational complexity counts elementary arithmetic operations,
comparisons, etc. Each elementary operation handles at most two values. Thus, to be able to handle
all n values, we need to perform at least n/2 elementary operations.
Need for real-time computations. The above algorithm assumes that we know the utility
values of all the alternatives. In practice, often, new alternatives are added all the time. When a
new alternative is added, we do not want to start the process from scratch, we would like to speed
up computations as much as possible by modifying the previous list of best alternatives. In other
words, we face the following problem:
− we have a list i1 , . . . , im of all alternatives which are the best among the ﬁrst n;
− we get a new alternative, with utility un+1 ;
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− we want to produce the list of all alternatives which are the best among the ﬁrst n + 1
alternatives.
Computational situations in which we need to update the result every time new data appears are
known as real-time computations.
Asymptotically optimal way of solving the real-time computation problem. The following
natural algorithm solves the above real-time computation problem:
− If un+1 < ui1 , then we keep the original list of best alternatives.
− If un+1 = ui1 , then we add the new alternative n + 1 to the list of best alternatives.
− Finally, if un+1 > ui1 , we replace the original list of best alternatives with a list consisting of
a single new alternative n + 1.
The largest number of computational steps is needed in the last case, when we need to delete
all m alternatives from the list. Thus, in the worst-case, this algorithm requires m + 2 = O(m)
computational steps.
We cannot solve this problem faster, since if un+1 > ui1 , we do need to delete all m elements
from the original list, and this alone requires O(m) steps. Thus, this algorithm is asymptotically
optimal.
Information is often only partial: need to consider interval uncertainty. In practice,
we often have only partial information about the probabilities pik of diﬀerent consequences. For
example, we may know the lower and upper bounds pik and pik for which pik ≤ pik ≤ pik . For
]
[
each alternative i, diﬀerent possible values pik from the corresponding intervals pik , pik lead, in
∑
general, to diﬀerent values of the corresponding expected utility ui =
pik · uik . These values
k

form an interval ui = [ui , ui ] which can be computed by using the standard interval computation
techniques (Jaulin et al., 2001; Moore, Kearfott, and Cloud, 2009):
]
∑[
[ui , ui ] =
pik , pik · uik ,
k
def

where the product [p, p] · u = {p · u : p ∈ [p, p]} can be computed as follows:
− if u ≥ 0, then [p, p] · u = [p · u, p · u];
− if u < 0, then [p, p] · u = [p · u, p · u].
We therefore need to make a decision based on the intervals [ui , ui ].
Decision making under interval uncertainty: options. We want to ﬁnd the best alternatives,
i.e., the alternatives for which the expected utility ui is the largest possible. In the case of interval
uncertainty, we do not know the exact values of ui , we only know the interval of possible values of
each ui . For diﬀerent values ui from the corresponding intervals, we may get diﬀerent lists of best
alternatives. So, here, in principle, we have two choices:
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− we can produce a list of alternatives which are necessarily optimal, i.e., which are optimal no
matter which values ui from the corresponding intervals we choose;
− we can also produce a list of alternatives which are possibly optimal, i.e., which are optimal
for some values ui from the corresponding intervals,
The problem with the ﬁrst option is that often, no such alternatives exist: e.g., if u1 = u2 = [1, 2],
then for u1 = 2 and u1 = 1, the ﬁrst alternative is the only best one, while for u1 = 1 and u2 = 2,
the second alternative is the only best one. It is therefore desirable to produce both lists.
Another idea is to use Hurwicz optimism-pessimism criterion (see, e.g., (Luce and Raiﬀa, 1989)),
and produce alternatives for which, for some α ∈ [0, 1], the value ui = α · ui + (1 − α) · ui is the
largest possible. When α = 1, this means that we only consider the most optimistic outcomes ui ;
when α = 0, this means that we only consider the most pessimistic outcomes ui ; in general, we
combine the optimistic and the pessimistic outcomes – that is why this is called optimism-pessimism
criterion.
If we ﬁx α, then, from the computational viewpoint, the problem is similar to what we have
without interval uncertainty: producing the list of alternatives for which the corresponding value
ui is the largest possible. A non-trivial problem emerges if we do not know the value α beforehand,
and we want to be able to make recommendations corresponding to all possible values α.
What we do in this paper. In this paper, we analyze the computational complexity of decision
making under interval uncertainty: we analyze which problems can be solved in linear time and in
real time, and which cannot.

2. Decision making under Interval Uncertainty: Linear-Time Algorithms
Necessarily optimal alternatives: reminder. An alternative i is necessarily optimal if for every
j ̸= i, we have ui ≥ uj for all possible values ui ∈ [ui , ui ] and uj ∈ [uj , uj ]. In particular, this means
that we should have ui ≥ uj for all j ̸= i. Once this inequality is satisﬁed, one can easily check that
every value ui ≥ ui is larger than or equal to any value uj ≤ uj .
Thus, an alternative i is necessarily optimal if and only if ui ≥ uj for all j ̸= i.
Possibly optimal alternatives: reminder. An alternative i is possibly optimal if for every j ̸= i,
we have ui ≥ uj for some values ui ∈ [ui , ui ] and uj ∈ [uj , uj ]. From uj ≤ uj ≤ ui ≤ ui , we conclude
that ui ≤ uj . Vice versa, if ui ≤ uj , then some possible value ui (namely, ui ) is smaller than or
equal to some possible value uj (namely, the value uj ).
In particular, this means that we should have ui ≥ uj for all j ̸= i. Once this inequality is
satisﬁed, one can easily check that every value ui ≥ ui is larger than or equal to any value uj ≤ uj .
Thus, an alternative i is possibly optimal if and only if ui ≥ uj for all j ̸= i.
Comment. We may have several possibly optimal alternatives, but the only possibility to have
several necessarily optimal alternatives i, j, . . . , i.e., to have ui ≥ uj and uj ≥ ui is to have
ui ≥ uj ≥ uj ≥ ui ≥ ui , i.e., to have [ui , ui ] = [uj , uj ] = {ui }. In other words, for each such
alternative, the expected utility value is known exactly, with no uncertainty.
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Resulting straightforward algorithm and its limitations. Based on the above conclusions, we
can get an algorithm for generating lists of necessarily optimal and possibly optimal alternatives: for
each alternative i, to check whether this alternative belongs to the corresponding list, we compare
it with all other alternatives j ̸= i. If the corresponding inequality holds for all these j ̸= i, then
the alternative i is included in the desired list, otherwise the alternative i is not included in this
list.
The problem with this approach is that to form a list, we compare each of n alternatives with
each of n − 1 remaining ones. Thus, this algorithm performs n · (n − 1) = O(n2 ) comparisons – and
so, requires quadratic time, which for large n is much longer than linear time.
Can we produce these lists faster?
Towards a linear time algorithm for producing the list of possibly best alternatives.
For decision making without uncertainty, since ui ≥ ui , the requirement that ui ≥ uj for all j ̸= i
is equivalent to requiring that ui ≥ uj for all j and is, thus, equivalent to ui = max uj . In other
j

words, it is suﬃcient to ﬁnd the largest possible value M of all the values uj and then, instead of
comparing all alternatives with each other (which would take quadratic time), to compare each of
them with this largest value M .
Similarly, since ui ≥ ui , the requirement that ui ≥ uj for all j ̸= i is equivalent to requiring that
ui ≥ uj for all j and is, thus, equivalent to ui = max uj . In other words, it is suﬃcient to ﬁnd the
j

largest possible value M of all the values uj and then, instead of comparing all alternatives with
each other (which would take quadratic time), to compare each of them with this largest value M .
Thus, we arrive at the following algorithm.
A linear-time algorithm for producing the list of possibly optimal alternatives.
def

− First, we ﬁnd the largest value M = max uj . This can be done by sequentially computing
1≤j≤n

def

the values M i = max uj for i = 1, 2, . . . , n: we start with M 1 = u1 and then sequentially
1≤j≤i

compute M i = max(M i−1 , ui ). The desired value is M = M n .
− Then, we go over all the alternatives i = 1, . . . , n and select those for which ui ≥ M .
Both stages take linear time, so the above algorithm is also linear-time.
Towards a linear-time algorithm for producing the list of necessarily best alternatives.
In this case, it is not enough to know the largest possible value M = max uj , but we will show
j

that it is suﬃcient to know this value and the second largest S ≤ M of these values. Indeed, if we
know both the largest and the second largest values, then, for each i, we can detect whether the
alternative i is necessarily optimal as follows:
− Let us ﬁrst consider the case when ui < M . By deﬁnition, M = uj for some alternative j –
which is thus diﬀerent from i, so ui < uj . Therefore, for ui ≤ ui , we also have ui < uj and
hence, this alternative i is not necessarily optimal.
− The only remaining case is when ui = M . In this case, we have to consider two subcases: when
S < M , and when S = M .
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•

In the ﬁrst subcase, the inequality S < M means that the alternative i is the only
alternative with ui = M , and thus, max uj = S. So, checking whether uj ≥ max uj is
j̸=i

j̸=i

equivalent to checking whether ui ≥ S.
•

In the second subcase, the inequality S = M means that there are other alternatives
j ̸= i for which uj = M . In this case, max uj = M . So, checking whether uj ≥ max uj
j̸=i

j̸=i

is equivalent to checking whether ui ≥ M . Since in this subcase, M = S, this is also
equivalent to checking whether ui ≥ S.
Thus, in both subcases, we check whether ui ≥ S.
So, we arrive at the following linear-time algorithm.
A linear-time algorithm for producing the list of necessarily optimal alternatives.
def

− First, we ﬁnd the largest value M = max uj and the second largest value S. This can be
1≤j≤n

def

done by sequentially computing the largest M i = max uj and the second largest S i among the
1≤j≤i

values u1 , . . . , ui , for i = 2, 3, . . . , n. First, we compute M 2 = max(u1 , u2 ) and S 2 = min(u1 , u2 ).
Then, for i = 3, 4, . . . , n, we update these values as follows:
•

if ui ≥ M i−1 , then we take M i = ui and S i = M i−1 ;

•

if S i−1 < ui < M i−1 , then we take M i = M i−1 and S i = ui ;

•

ﬁnally, if ui ≤ S i−1 , then we keep both values unchanged: M i = M i−1 and S i = S i−1 .

Finally, we take M = M n and S = S n .
− Then, we go over all the alternatives i = 1, . . . , n and select those for which ui = M and
ui ≥ S.
The ﬁrst stage of this algorithm requires O(n) elementary operations, the second stage also requires
O(n) operations, so the above algorithm is indeed linear-time.

3. Decision making under Interval Uncertainty: Real-Time Algorithms
General idea. The possibility for real-time algorithms comes from the easy-to-see observation that
if, after adding a new alternative, one of the old alternatives remains possibly or necessarily optimal,
then this alternative was possibly (correspondingly, necessarily) optimal before as well. Thus, to
update the desired list, it is suﬃcient to analyze the previous list – and the new alternative.
Case of possibly optimal alternatives: asymptotically optimal way of solving the realtime computation problem. Suppose that:
− we have a list i1 , . . . , im of all alternatives which are possibly optimal among the ﬁrst n;
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− we know the auxiliary value M n = max(u1 , . . . , un ) which was used to ﬁnd the possibly optimal
alternatives;
− we get a new alternative, with utility interval [un+1 , un+1 ];
− we want to produce the list of all alternatives which are possibly optimal among the ﬁrst n + 1
alternatives – and to update the auxiliary value M .
The following natural algorithm solves the above real-time computation problem:
− If un+1 ≤ M n , then the auxiliary value M stays the same: M n+1 = M n . Here:
•

If un+1 < M n , then we keep the original list of possibly optimal alternatives.

•

If un+1 ≥ M n , then we add the new alternative n + 1 to the list of possibly optimal
alternatives.

− If un+1 > M n , then we update the auxiliary value: M n+1 = un+1 . Out of the original list
{i1 , . . . , im } of possibly optimal alternatives, we only keep those for which uik ≥ M n+1 . To
thus reduced list, we add a new alternative n + 1.
This algorithm requires O(m) steps and is, therefore, asymptotically optimal – since even in the
case of no uncertainty, we may need O(m) steps to delete the original list.
Case of necessarily optimal alternatives: asymptotically optimal way of solving the
real-time computation problem. Suppose that:
− we have a list i1 , . . . , im of all alternatives which are necessarily optimal among the ﬁrst n;
− we know two auxiliary values: M n is the largest of the values u1 , . . . , un , and S n is the second
largest of these values;
− we get a new alternative, with utility interval [un+1 , un+1 ];
− we want to produce the list of all alternatives which are possibly optimal among the ﬁrst n + 1
alternatives – and to update the auxiliary values M n and S n .
The updating part is straightforward:
− if un+1 ≥ M n , then we take M n+1 = un+1 and S n+1 = M n ;
− if S n < un+1 < M n , then we take M n+1 = M n and S n+1 = un+1 ;
− ﬁnally, if un+1 ≤ S n , then we keep both auxiliary values unchanged: M n+1 = M n and S n+1 =
Sn.
Then:
− out of the original list {i1 , . . . , im }, we only keep those alternatives ik for which uik = M n+1
and uik ≥ S n+1 , and
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− we add the new alternative n + 1 to the desired list if un+1 = M n+1 and un+1 ≥ S n+1 .
This algorithm requires O(m) steps and is, thus, asymptotically optimal.

4. Case of Hurwicz Optimism-Pessimism Criterion with Unknown α: No Linear
Time Algorithm Is Possible
Problem: reminder.
− We have n alternatives, about which we only know the intervals [ui , ui ] of possible values of
expected utility.
− We want to be able to ﬁnd, for each possible values α ∈ [0, 1], which alternative(s) i is the best
def

for each α, i.e., for which ui = α · ui + (1 − α) · ui ≥ uj = α · uj + (1 − α) · uj for all j ̸= i.
Analysis of the problem. The condition that for a given α, the alternative i is the best means
that ui ≥ uj for all j ̸= i, i.e., that α · ui + (1 − α) · ui ≥ α · uj + (1 − α) · uj . Each such inequality is
a linear inequality in terms of α, which can be represented as α · a ≥ b for some a and b. Depending
on the sign of a, this is equivalent to either α ≥ c or to α ≤ c for some constant c. Thus, for each i
and j, the set of all the values α which satisfy this inequality is an interval [c, 1] or [0, c]. The set of
values α for which the alternative i is optimal is the intersection of these intervals - and thus, also
an interval.
Since for every α, some alternative is optimal, intervals corresponding to optimality of diﬀerent
alternatives ﬁll the whole interval [0, 1] of possible values of α. Thus, their endpoints
def

α0 = 0 < α1 < . . . < αk < . . . < αN = 1
divide the interval [0, 1] into subintervals [αk , αk+1 ] on each of which certain alternative(s) is
optimal. (The endpoints of these intervals is where two expressions ui and uj are equal, i.e., where
α · ui + (1 − α) · ui = α · uj + (1 − α) · uj .)
We therefore arrive at the following formulation of the problem.
Precise formulation of the problem.
− We know n intervals [u1 , u1 ], . . . , [un , un ].
− We want to compute the values α0 = 0 < α1 < . . . < αk < . . . < αN = 1 and the lists
L0 , . . . , LN −1 ⊆ {1, . . . , n} such that for all α ∈ [αk , αk+1 ], alternatives from the list Lk are
optimal for this α.
In general, this problem cannot be solved in linear time: a proof. Let us prove that this
problem cannot be solved in linear time. Let us take n values x1 , . . . , xn ∈ [0, 1], and let us form n
intervals ui = [1−x2i , 2−(1−xi )2 ]. For each α, the function u(x) = α·(2−(1−x)2 )+(1−α)·(1−x2 )
attains its maximum when u′ (x) = 0, i.e., when 2α · (1 − x) − 2(1 − α) · x = 0 and x = α. Thus, for
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α = xi , the value ui is larger than all the values uj corresponding to all other alternatives j ̸= i.
So, in the interval containing α = xi , the corresponding list L consists of a single alternative i.
Thus, the sequence of lists L0 , L1 , . . . , contains the alternatives sorted in the increasing order of
xi . Hence, if we could solve the above problem in linear time, we would be able to sort any n real
numbers in linear time. It is known, however, that sorting of n numbers requires at least n · ln(n)
computational steps (Cormen et al., 2009). This proves that the above problem cannot be solved
in linear time.
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Dynamic Analysis of Uncertain Structures Using Imprecise
Probability
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Abstract: A new method for dynamic response spectrum analysis of structures with uncertainty in their
mechanical properties utilizing the notion of imprecise probability is developed. This finite-element-based
method is capable of obtaining probabilistic bounds of the dynamic response of the structure with
uncertainty defined by enveloping p-boxes. The developed method obtains probabilistic bounds on 1) the
mode shapes, 2) modal coordinates, and 3) modal participation factor, leading to the p-boxes of modal
responses. Finally maximum modal responses are combined to obtain the structure’s maximum total
response with consideration of uncertainty. Numerical examples demonstrating the developed method are
included.
Keywords: Structural Dynamics, Uncertainty, Imprecise Probability, P-boxes

1. Introduction
1.1. BACKGROUND
The design of a structure to safely resist suddenly applied loads, such as earthquake or wind loads, requires
dynamic analysis procedures. Conventional dynamic response spectrum analysis is one of the methods of
structural dynamics that obtains the structure’s total response using a combination of modal response
maxima. However, one major shortcoming of traditional dynamic analyses is that these methods require
deterministic parameters; i.e., they are unable to handle uncertainty in any parameter of the system.
Moreover, these analytical schemes need to be performed for each change in any of the input parameters
throughout the design process.
Uncertainty is categorized as either aleatoric or epistemic. Aleatoric uncertainty encompasses
uncertainties due to inherent randomness throughout a system. This type of uncertainty cannot be reduced
by additional information or higher precision, though it can be accounted for using traditional theories of
probability. Epistemic uncertainty can be caused by incorrect modeling or assumptions due to a lack of or
insufficient knowledge to properly control and accurately model the system. Epistemic uncertainty can be
reduced in a system by gathering additional data to improve modeling. Possibilistic methods, including
interval and fuzzy analyses, are typically utilized for handling epistemic uncertainties by bounding the
uncertainties. Both probabilistic and possibilistic methods have limitations; the prior requires random
variables to follow an assumed distribution while the latter is unable to consider probability distribution for
bounded parameters.
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Imprecise probability is a polymorphic approach of quantifying uncertainty that provides a framework
for addressing the shortcomings of both traditional probabilistic and possibilistic methods for modeling
uncertainty. It allows for a probabilistic modeling of possibilistic bounds. Thus, imprecise probability
provides a method for modeling uncertainty that requires fewer assumptions which may significantly
influence the results of the analysis.
Probability boxes are one method of modeling imprecise probability. This method sets probabilistic
bounds on the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) which are guaranteed to bound the true CDF of the
system. By bounding the CDF, no assumptions as to the form of the Probability Density Function (PDF) are
required, thus addressing the shortcomings of both traditional possibilistic and probabilistic methods of
modeling uncertainty, while still allowing probabilistic modeling of the CDF bounds.
In this work, a method for dynamic response analysis of structures using p-box based imprecise
probability is developed. Probabilistic bounds on mode shapes, modal coordinates, and modal participation
factors are all used to generate the probabilistic bounds on the modal responses. All modal contributions are
combined to finally obtain the maximum total response of the system to an applied dynamic load.

2. Fundamentals of Engineering Uncertainty Analysis
2.1. IMPRECISE PROBABILITY
One of the earlier methods of modeling imprecise probability is the Dempster-Shafer (DS) method. This
approach uses intervals to represent uncertainty on a deterministic CDF (Dempster 1967, Shafer 1976,
1986). Dependency bounds convolutions is a framework offered by Williamson and Downs (1990) which
allows for combining imprecise probabilities for all four basic arithmetic operations, utilizing enveloping
methods to retain robustness in calculations and avoid overestimation in results. Another method of
modeling imprecise probabilities known as Probability Bounds Analysis (PBA) was developed by Ferson
and Donald (1998). Probability boxes are another method of modeling imprecise probability by setting
bounds on the CDF for an uncertain parameter and then discretizing these bounds to create probabilistic
interval bounds (Ferson et al. 1998). While several methods exist for modeling imprecise probability, some
have shown considerable complexities when combining multiple imprecise probabilities, such as the DS
method. Ferson et al. (2003) examined several existing methods for modeling imprecise probability in order
to assess the value of these methods. During this study, the authors came to the conclusion that the DS
method was highly correlated to the p-box method of modeling imprecise probability, and offered
procedures for converting between the two methods. The authors also examined multiple existing methods
of combining imprecise probabilities, concluding that enveloping procedures were the best approach as
these methods ensure the computed bounds contain all true possible results; enveloping is used for
combining p-box based imprecise probabilities in this paper. A finite-element-based method of dynamic
analysis with interval defined imprecise probabilities was developed by Modares et al. (2006). The method
generates exact interval bounds on natural circular frequencies by utilizing the monotonic behavior of
eigenvalues of symmetric matrices subjected to non-negative definite perturbations. This work was further
expanded to include response spectrum analysis, entitled Interval Response Spectrum Analysis (IRSA),
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which obtains interval bounds on mode shapes and modal participation factors and the maximum modal
coordinate (Modares and Mullen 2013). These values are used to compute the maximum modal response
and the contribution of all modal responses are combined to compute the maximum total response.
Moreover, a framework for handling uncertainty in applied loading in static problems was developed by
Zhang et al. (2010).
2.2. P-BOX MODELING OF IMPRECISE PROBABILITY
As previously mentioned, p-boxes are a method of modeling imprecise probability by setting probabilistic
bounds on the CDF that are guaranteed to bound all possible values, thus allowing modeling of both
epistemic and aleatoric uncertainty simultaneously. Figure 1 below shows an example p-box, consisting of
various probabilistic intervals. It is noted that the left and right curves are the upper and lower bounds on
the CDF, respectively. Because the bounds are probabilistic bounds on possibility, as more information
becomes available the p-box may be updated as uncertainty within the system decreases (Figure 2).

Figure 1. P-box modeling of imprecise probability (Horizontal: information intervals, Vertical: CDF).

Figure 2. Additional information is used to sharpen bounds as uncertainty in the system is reduced (Horizontal: new information
intervals, Vertical: CDF).

2.3. P-BOX REPRESENTATION OF INPUT UNCERTAINTY
Consider a general p-box with bounds
3).

and

for an uncertain input parameter in a system (Figure
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Figure 3. A general p-box.

If a vertical line is drawn within this p-box (selecting a deterministic quantity for the random variable),
and
are the upper and lower bounds on the CDF value for that value of the random variable
(Figure 4). This notion of a probability box means that the value of the random variable is considered to be
deterministic while the value of the CDF contains all uncertainties.

Figure 4. A vertical line drawn through the general p-box represents a deterministic value of the random variable with all
uncertainty contained within the value of the CDF (vertical intervals).

If instead a horizontal line is drawn within the general p-box (selecting a deterministic quantity for the
CDF), then
and
are the lower and upper bounds on the random variable for that value of the
CDF (Figure 5). This notion of a p-box means that the value of the random variable contains all
uncertainties while the value of the CDF is considered to be deterministic.

Figure 5. A horizontal line drawn through the general p-box represents a deterministic value of the CDF with all uncertainty
contained within the value of the random variable (horizontal intervals).

In this work, all uncertainty existing within a given system is modeled within the value of the random
variable while the CDF values are assumed to be deterministic. Thus,
and
are the bounding
functions for the p-box describing the uncertainty existing in the value of the random variable.
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A p-box is discretized for calculations into a group of intervals. The discretization is performed by
considering several horizontal cuts at various CDF values. The discretization is then done by enveloping the
respective bounds by selecting the minimum value of the random variable corresponding to the minimum
within the CDF interval and likewise selecting the maximum value of the random
CDF value of
variable corresponding to the maximum CDF value of
within the CDF interval.

Figure 6. Illustration of the enveloping procedure for the discretization of a p-box.

In this work, probability boxes are discretized into z intervals, each with equal probability mass of (1/z).
[ ] representing the value of the CDF functions
For
and
, the discretization is done by
selecting values of random variable x corresponding to

and

for

and

respectively for every uncertain member i for q  1, 2, …, z . This is written using the inverse functions
and

as:
(1)
(2)

These bounds can be combined for each value of q and written in interval form for member i as:
̃
where each ̃
system.

[

]

(3)

has a probability mass of (1/z) for i = 1, 2, …, N , where N is the number of members in the
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3. Imprecise Probability Response Spectrum Analysis
3.1. REVIEW OF DETERMINISTIC RESPONSE SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
For a dynamic system without uncertainty, the following steps comprise deterministic Response Spectrum
Analysis (RSA):
1. Establish structural properties.
a) Define mass and stiffness matrices, [ ] and [ ], respectively.
b) Assume a modal damping ratio, .
2. Solve the generalized eigenvalue problem between the mass and stiffness matrices.
a) Compute natural circular frequencies,
3. Compute mode shapes, {

.

}.

4. Analyze modal responses.
a) Using the excitation response spectrum, compute the maximum modal coordinate,
computed natural circular frequencies and assumed modal damping ratio.
b) Compute the modal participation factor, .

, for

5. Calculate the maximum modal responses by multiplying each mode shape by its corresponding
maximum modal coordinate and modal participation factor.
6. Calculate the maximum total response by combining the contributions of all maximum modal responses
using appropriate combination method, such as square root sum of squares (SRSS).
3.2. FORMULATION OF IMPRECISE PROBABILITY RESPONSE SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
The general algorithm for Imprecise Probability Response Spectrum Analysis (IPRSA) is as follows:
For each realization r of the simulation:
1. Establish uncertain structural properties.
a) Randomly selected CDF values for all independent uncertainties in the system and use these CDF
values to compute interval mass and stiffness matrices, [ ̃ ] and [ ̃ ], respectively.
b) Assume a modal damping ratio, .
2. Determine interval bounds on the uncertain natural circular frequencies, ̃ .
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3. Compute interval bounds for uncertain mode shapes, { ̃ }.
4. Determine modal responses.
a) Using the excitation response spectrum, compute interval bounds on the uncertain modal
coordinate, ̃ , and use this to compute the maximum modal coordinate,
, for computed
interval natural circular frequencies and assumed modal damping ratio.
b) Compute interval bounds on the uncertain modal participation factors, ̃ .
5. Calculate the maximum uncertain maximum modal responses by multiplying each uncertain mode
shape by its corresponding maximum modal coordinate and maximum uncertain modal participation
factor.
6. Calculate the (conservative) maximum total response by combining all maximum uncertain maximum
modal responses using a combination method, such as square root sum of squares (SRSS).
For each realization, all computed interval bounds are stored. After a sufficiently large number of
realizations are completed, all upper and lower interval bounds are sorted in order to generate probability
boxes for uncertain outputs and probabilistic upper-bounds on maximum uncertain maximum modal
responses and maximum total response.

4. Quantification of Imprecise Parameters
4.1. ESTABLISH UNCERTAIN STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES (P-BOX REPRESENTATION OF UNCERTAINTY)
For uncertainties existing in the stiffness properties of a structural system, a p-box must be constructed from
either known or assumed parameters. If independent uncertainties in the material properties (e.g. in the
modulus of elasticity of member i, ) are considered, then independent probability boxes are created for
each member’s modulus of elasticity. Each p-box is then discretized following the notation previously
outlined as:
(4)
(5)
in order to generate z intervals:
̃

[

(6)

]

for each member i with uncertainty in its modulus of elasticity. This notation is slightly modified to:
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̃

[

(7)

]

where a deterministic value E is multiplied by the coefficient interval [
] containing all
and
uncertainties for member i. The lower and upper interval coefficients are collected into vectors
respectively, where
are independently defined as possibilistic discretization levels for every
[
]. Therefore, the uncertain global stiffness matrix is:
element i:
[̃ ]

([

]) [ ̅ ]

([

]) [ ̅ ]

([

]) [ ̅ ]

(8)

where the uncertain stiffness contribution of member i to the global stiffness matrix is:
[̃ ]

([

]) [ ̅ ]

(9)

where [ ̅ ] is the deterministic contribution of the element stiffness matrix to the global structural stiffness
for member i.

5. Uncertain Frequency Analysis
Two methods of polymorphic uncertainty frequency analyses have been previously developed utilizing
imprecise probability (Modares and Bergerson 2012). Both polymorphic approaches, P-box Frequency
Analysis (PFA) and Interval Monte-Carlo Frequency Analysis (IMFA), are developed from the isomorphic
uncertainty frequency analysis entitled Interval Frequency Analysis (IFA) (Modares et al. 2006).
P-box Frequency Analysis is a combinatorial polymorphic uncertainty analysis which utilized p-box
discretization of imprecise probability to generate imprecise probability bounds on all natural circular
frequencies for any combination of uncertain system parameters. Because of the combinatorial nature of
this method, this scheme is computationally feasible only for very small (limited number of members) or
simple (few parameters controlling behavior) systems.
Interval Monte-Carlo Frequency Analysis is a simulation-based polymorphic uncertainty analysis
which performs combinations of Monte-Carlo simulations for all uncertain parameters in the system in
order to approach the exact imprecise probability bounds on each natural circular frequency of the system.
For each realization of the simulation, random CDF values are independently selected for each uncertain
parameter and an Interval Frequency Analysis is completed. After a sufficiently large number of
realizations are observed, probabilistic information is generated for possibilistic bounds on each uncertain
natural circular frequency. This method is computationally feasible.
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6. Uncertain Response Spectrum Analyses Using Imprecise Probability
6.1. COMPUTATION OF UNCERTAIN MODE SHAPES
In order to compute bounds on the uncertain mode shapes for a system, the following is developed. For one
element (i), the uncertain stiffness contribution to the global stiffness matrix is redefined as:
[̃ ]

[̅ ]

[̃ ]

(10)

where [ ̅ ] is the deterministic element central stiffness matrix contribution to the global stiffness matrix
and [ ̃ ] is the element radial stiffness matrix contribution to the global stiffness matrix that contains all
uncertainty for element i. The uncertain global stiffness matrix is likewise redefined as:
[̃ ]

[̅ ]

[̃

(11)

]

where [ ̅ ] is the deterministic central global stiffness matrix and [ ̃ ] is the non-deterministic radial
global stiffness matrix, containing all uncertainty within the input parameters (stiffness matrices).
Utilizing the perturbation theory of a symmetric non-negative definite matrix, the equation of the jth
uncertain mode shape, { ̃ }, corresponding to jth uncertain natural frequency, ̃ , is (Modares & Mullen
2013):
{̃ }

{

}

([

[ ]

] (

[ ] )

[

] ) ([ ]

⁄

[̃

] [ ]

⁄

) {

}

(12)

where and
and { } are the jth deterministic natural circular frequency and mode shape computed using
the deterministic central global stiffness matrix, [ ] is the matrix containing all ordered mode shapes as
columns with the jth mode shape removed, or:
[

]

[

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

(13)

]

and [ ] is the diagonal matrix with all natural circular frequencies ordered along its main diagonal with the
jth row and column removed, or:

(14)

[ ]

[

]
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Equation 12 may be reduced to:
{̃ }

([ ]

∑

[ ]

[ ] ) {
̃

}

(15)

where [ ] is an identity matrix of size equal to the system’s active degrees of freedom, a, [ ] is the
diagonal matrix defined as:
[ ]

[ ]

] (

[

[ ] )

[

(16)

]

[ ] is the diagonal matrix defined as:
[ ]

[̅ ] [ ]

⁄

) [ ]

(

and ̃ is the radial interval of uncertainty defined as ̃

[

⁄

(17)

].

6.2. DETERMINATION OF UNCERTAIN MODAL RESPONSE
Considering a proportional excitation, {

}, defined as:
{

}

(18)

{ }

where { } is the loading (directional) vector and (
) is the (scalar) time-dependent magnitude, applied
to a system with a known (or assumed) modal damping ratio, , the deterministic maximum nodal
displacement is computed using a known response spectra as:
{

}

{

}

(19)

where
is the (scalar) maximum modal coordinate taken from the response spectra, which has a finite
value due to the existence of damping, at
and is the (scalar) time-independent modal participation
factor, computed as:
{ }

{

}

}

[ ] {

{

(20)

}

When considering uncertainty within the response spectrum analysis, the uncertain maximum nodal
displacement is:
{̃

}

̃

̃

{̃ }

(21)
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is the uncertain modal contribution factor determined by considering all possible response
where ̃
spectra values for the uncertain natural frequency bound by the interval [
] and ̃ is the uncertain
modal participation factor with interval bounds computed as:
{ }

{̃ }

̃

(22)

[ ] {̃ }

{̃ }

Because the uncertain modal participation factor is dependent on the uncertain eigenvector, functional
dependencies must be considered when evaluating the uncertain nodal displacement. Thus, Equation 21
may be expanding by substituting for ̃ and { ̃ } as:
{̃
{ }
{

}

[

] (∑

{

̃ [ ]) {

̃ [ ] ) [

(∑

{ }

{̃

}

[ ] {

}

} [ ] { }

] [ ] {

} {

} [ ] { }

{

}

[

} {

}
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[ ] [

̃ [ ] ) [

̃ [ ])

] (∑

̃ [ ]) {

] (∑

̃ [ ]) {

] (∑

(∑

} [

}

} [

] (∑

̃ [ ])

] [ ] [

] (∑

̃ [ ]) {

{

}

}}

(23)

As with the deterministic analysis, only the maximum possible value of the uncertain maximum nodal
displacement is of interest. Thus:
{̃
{ }
{

}

(∑

{

}
[

] (∑

̃ [ ]) {

̃ [ ] ) [

{ }
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} [ ] { }
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}
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} {
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] (∑
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] (∑
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}
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(24)

6.3. DETERMINATION OF UNCERTAIN GLOBAL RESPONSE
The maximum total system displacement is computed using the square root sum of squares (SRSS) as:
{̃

}

√∑

{̃

}

(25)

This final step concludes the steps of each simulation. All interval bounds and maximum values for
uncertain outputs are stored for each simulation.
6.4. UNCERTAIN BOUNDS ON RESPONSE
For uncertain outputs for which interval bounds are computed during each simulation, these bounds
generated during each simulation are ordered to generate p-boxes for these uncertain outputs. For uncertain
outputs for which only a maximum value was computed during each simulation, these upper limits are used
to create a probabilistic upper possibility bound on the output.
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7. Uncertain Response Spectrum Analyses Using Imprecise Probability
7.1. EXAMPLE 1
The first example obtains the maximum uncertain dynamic responses of a two span two story steel
(E = 200GPa & ρ = 7.85g/cm³) frame with 18 active degrees of freedom subjected to the Newmark, Blume
and Kapur (NBK) design response spectra. The system has independent uncertainty in the modulus of
elasticity of each member. Each member in the system has uncertainty represented by a p-box, with lower
and upper bounds following normal distribution. For this system, the steel self-weight is ⅓% of the total
mass of the system. Deterministic modal damping ratios of 2% are used for all modes for this system.

Figure 7. Two story, two span steel frame system.

The stiffness of each member is:
:̃

[

]

,

CDF levels of ν and 1-ν, where ν = .005, are selected for truncating the infinite tails. The p-box for
member i generated from the above uncertain modulus of elasticity is given below in Figure 8.

Figure 8. P-box for

.

7.1.1. Determination of Uncertain Natural Circular Frequencies Using PFA
The p-box above is discretized into five intervals (Eq. 4 & 5) and the results are given in the Table I.
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Table I. Coordinates
for the discretized pbox for member i
E

i

E

x iqL

x iqU

0.9000
0.9337
0.9451
0.9549
0.9663

1.0337
1.0451
1.0549
1.0663
1.1000

The discretized p-box for the modulus of elasticity for member i is given in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Discretized p-box for

.

Using PFA, upper and lower bounds on each natural circular frequency of the system are computed,
and the data is condensed to five intervals. Table II shows the results for the fundamental natural circular
frequency which is also depicted in Figure 10.
Table II. Condensed p-box
coordinates for fundamental
natural frequency using PFA

~1q
1qL

1qU

4.4197
4.4995
4.5120
4.5223
4.5335

4.7798
4.7902
4.7998
4.8114
4.8861
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from PFA.

7.1.2. Alternate Determination of Uncertain Natural Circular Frequencies Using IMFA
Alternatively, the problem is solved using 10³ simulations. Upper and lower stiffness coefficients are
generated for each member, and IMFA is used to obtain upper and lower bounds on all natural circular
frequencies for each realization of the simulation. The results for the upper and lower bounds on all natural
circular frequencies are condensed to five intervals. Table III shows the results for the uncertain bounds on
the fundamental natural circular frequency.
Table III. Condensed p-box coordinates
for fundamental natural circular
frequency using IMFA, 10³ simulations

~1q
1qL

1qU

4.4800
4.5263
4.5366
4.5449
4.5532

4.7601
4.7699
4.7776
4.7855
4.8190

The bounds on the fundamental natural circular frequency from both PFA (solid lines) and IMFA
(dashed lines) are depicted in Figure 11. It is noted that the bounds on the fundamental natural circular
frequency obtained from IMFA are inner-estimates of those from PFA. This has also been observed for
higher order natural circular frequencies.
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, with IMFA results represented by dashed lines.

7.1.3. Determination of Maximum Uncertain Modal Responses and Global Responses Using IPRSA
The results from IMFA are utilized for each uncertain natural circular frequency. For each realization of the
simulation, the maximum uncertain maximum modal responses are computed using Equation 24. The
maximum nodal responses are then computed by combining the maximum modal responses using SRSS
method, as shown in Equation 25. The results of the maximum uncertain nodal responses are stored for
each realization of the simulation. After 10³ simulations are completed, the results for the maximum
uncertain total response are organized to generate probabilistic information on the possibilistic upper bound
for the maximum uncertain global response. The values of the maximum uncertain global response for the
first and second story displacements corresponding to CDF values of 0, 0.5, and 1.0 are given in Table IV.
Table IV. Maximum uncertain and deterministic central (DC)
horizontal story displacement values for specified CDF values
Story

1
1, DC
2
2, DC

Horizontal Displacement (m)
CDF=0

CDF=0.5

CDF=1.0

0.084224
0.081941
0.16773
0.16320

0.085698
0.08334
0.16956
0.16488

0.087199
0.084763
0.17209
0.16723

Figures 12 and 13 show the upper bounds on maximum uncertain horizontal displacement for the first
story and second story, respectively.
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Figure 12. Upper bound on maximum uncertain horizontal displacement for first story from IPRSA, represented by the solid line,
and the deterministic horizontal displacement of the first story for deterministic central RSA represented by the dashed line.

Figure 13. Upper bound on maximum uncertain horizontal displacement for second story from IPRSA, represented by the solid
line, and the deterministic horizontal displacement of the second story for deterministic central RSA represented by the dashed line.

7.2. EXAMPLE 2
The second example problem obtains the maximum uncertain dynamic response of a truss system subjected
to a heavy-side step loading function, with uncertainty in the system’s damping ratios. Each member in the
truss has the same cross section and material properties.

Figure 14. Truss subjected to heavy-side step loading function as shown.
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The damping ratios for each natural frequency are independently defined as:
:̃

[

],

7.2.1. Determination of Maximum Uncertain Modal Responses and Global Responses Using IPRSA
Because the system does not have any uncertainty in either the mass or stiffness properties, deterministic
frequency analysis is completed prior to starting the simulation. Thus, deterministic natural circular
frequencies and deterministic mode shapes are computed. Likewise, deterministic modal participation
factors are also computed prior to beginning simulation (Eq. 20). The only portion of the modal response
that contains uncertainty is in the dynamic response coordinate. For a heavy-side step load function, the
deterministic dynamic response coordinate is computed as:
√

(26)

Because only the maximum nodal responses are of interest, for uncertain damping ratio, only the lower
bounds on the uncertain damping ratios control. Thus:
√

̃

(27)

For each realization of the simulation, a damping ratio is generated from the lower bound of imprecise
probability for the uncertain damping ratio. The maximum dynamic response coordinate is then computed
using Equation 27. The maximum modal responses are then computed using Equation 19. The maximum
total response is then computed by combining the maximum modal responses using SRSS method, as
shown in Equation 25. The results of the maximum uncertain nodal responses are stored for each realization
of the simulation. After 104 simulations have been completed, the results are organized. The maximum
horizontal displacements for the three top chord nodes corresponding to CDF values of 0, 0.5, and 1.0 are
given in Table V.
Table V. Maximum uncertain and deterministic central (DC) horizontal
displacement for three top chord nodes for specified CDF values
Node

Left
Left, DC
Middle
Middle, DC
Right
Right, DC

Horizontal Displacement (U/(PL/AE))
CDF=0

CDF=0.5

CDF=1.0

0.543113
0.527805
0.518790
0.504168
0.738803
0.717979

0.559792
0.543511
0.534722
0.519171
0.761491
0.739345

0.577631
0.560292
0.551762
0.535200
0.785758
0.762172
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Figure 15 shows the upper bounds on maximum uncertain horizontal displacement for the three top
chord nodes.

Figure 15. A, B, & C, upper bounds on maximum uncertain horizontal displacement and maximum pseudo-deterministic (central)
displacements, represented by dashed lines, for left, center, and right top chord nodes, respectively.

8. Summary and Conclusions
Imprecise probability is one method of polymorphic uncertainty analysis that is capable of handling
uncertainty in the data and model, as well as in their distributions. Two new methods for frequency analysis
of structures with uncertain properties defined by independent p-boxes were developed. These developed
methods allow for uncertainty in the stiffness matrix and can be extended to consider uncertainty in the
mass matrix under the same framework.
P-box Frequency Analysis provides exact bounds on all natural frequencies, but is computationally
feasible only for small systems. Interval Monte-Carlo Frequency Analysis provides a useful framework that
is computationally feasible for any sized system that is also reliable and robust.
A method for Response Spectrum Analysis capable of handling uncertainty in the stiffness matrix was
developed entitled Imprecise Probability Response Spectrum Analysis. This method utilizes simulation to
obtain a computationally feasible scheme to generate probabilistic information on the maximum uncertain
dynamic response of the system subjected to dynamic loading.
Numerical examples illustrating the application of the developed methods verified the computational
feasibility of the developed methods. The simplicity of the proposed methods makes them useful for
introducing uncertainty defined by imprecise probability into structural dynamics.
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Abstract: The failure of structural systems has significant societal and human consequences. Therefore,
there is a crucial need to assess the structural condition of in-service and aging structures which is a major
cost and management consideration, particularly in cases with unknown design validation. However,
structural condition assessment, when conducted according to state-of-the-art protocols, produces very
subjective and highly variable results. This can be attributed to the presence of uncertainty in structural
measurements as well as lack of objective condition assessment tools also capable of considering those
uncertainties in their analytical procedures.
In this work, a new method with a hybrid experimental/analytical framework for condition assessment
and life prediction of existing structures is developed. This objective hybrid framework combines
experimental structural measurements (e.g., results from non-destructive tests or routine performance and/or
inspection data for structure’s response) and theoretical structural uncertainty analyses (interval finite
element method). This method uses the structural measurements, with consideration of uncertainties, in
structural uncertainty analyses, for estimating the condition of a structure. Application of structural
measurement data, integrated with an enhanced structural analysis scheme, and with consideration of
uncertainties provides the necessary information to make decisions regarding inspections, rehabilitation and
repairs. As a case study, the method is applied for a failed sign support structure and the damage as well as
lifetime of the structure is determined.
Keywords: Structural Condition Assessment, Structural Reliability, Structural Health Monitoring, Interval
Finite Element Method

1. Introduction
The safety and mobility of the population is dependent on the integrity of existing structures. In order to
achieve this integrity, there is a need to perform structural condition assessment which is a major cost and
management issue related to safety of structures. As funding available for rehabilitation of aging structures
is limited, there is a crucial need for initiatives that can be used effectively for objective evaluation of aging
structures in order to guarantee the structural safety and integrity over the lifetime of the structure and, for
decision making on an optimum and cost-effective solution in prioritizing structures for repair,
rehabilitation and replacement. However, in many cases, the application of results obtained by field
measurements is limited.
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Moreover, the conventional deterministic structural analyses are incapable of considering uncertainties
in measurements, material properties and, applied loads; thereby resulting in errors when estimating the
condition of a structure.
In this work, a new method for condition assessment and life prediction of existing structures is
developed. This method applies the results from field measurements, for structural uncertainty analyses, in
an effort to offer a more robust process for estimating the condition of a critical structure. Having the ability
to use structural measurement data, integrated with an enhanced structural analysis scheme as well as
consideration of uncertainties, produces the necessary information to make knowledgeable decisions
regarding inspections, rehabilitation and repairs. The developed hybrid framework in this method combines
experimental structural measurements (e.g., results from non-destructive tests or routine performance and/or
inspection data for structure’s response) and theoretical structural uncertainty analyses (interval finite
element method). The procedure is employed to:
1. Obtain the existing structure’s static and/or dynamic response data, using field measurements.
2. Incorporate the presence of uncertainties or impreciseness in data (e.g. due to measurement or sensor
errors) by quantification of the experimental data as intervals of uncertainty.
3. Perform interval finite element analyses using the updated measured data for the existing structure in
order to obtain the bounds on each structural component’s internal strains and/or stresses.
4. Identify the state and extent of damage to the structural components based on their maximum induced
stresses leading to determination of safety and integrity of the entire structure.
As an illustrative example, the method is applied for a failed sign support structure. First, the structure's
response from previous health assessment procedure was used to construct uncertain interval responses.
Then, using these interval responses as input parameters, an interval finite element method was performed.
The results of the analysis verify and correlate with the failure location of the actual structure. Moreover,
the lifetime assessment of the structure obtained from this method is the lower bound of, and correlates
with, the actual failure time of the structure.
This work represents the synthesis of two historically independent fields, structural condition
assessment and interval-based structural uncertainty analysis. In order to represent the background for this
work, first, a review of development of both fields is presented. Next, the new hybrid method is introduced.
Finally, the case study using the developed method is presented that are followed by observations and
conclusions.
2. Structural Condition Assessment
The structural health and condition of in-service structures is usually assessed through visual inspections
and nondestructive testing and evaluation (NDT/NDE) methods conducted on a pre-set schedule. In
general, attempts to quantify the performance of older structures using visual inspection have resulted in
subjective and relatively unorganized protocols [1]. Objective evaluation of system level behavior of aging
structures is desirable when prioritizing the limited funding available for structural rehabilitation [2-4].
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2.1 SENSOR-BASED STRUCTURAL MEASUREMENTS
The goal of sensor-based structural measurements is to employ sensing instruments to provide information
pertaining to the condition of the structure [5]. The current practice of structural measurements involves a
host of structural parameters. For those parameters, the sensor-based data is compiled either continuously or
intermittently. The availability of compact data acquisition systems along with the wireless technology has
made the process of data compilation more affordable and convenient. It is envisioned that in the near
future, more engineers and owners will take the advantage of the wireless instrumentation and data
acquisition process in developing systems that can continuously be used to monitor the state of the
structures. However, the challenge to this process will be the efficient use of the compiled data and
development of a process via which the actual condition of a structure can be assessed accurately and the
results be used reliably. This will determine what decisions need to be made in regards to the structures’
need for repair, retrofit or reconstruction. There are several existing techniques to measure the parameters in
structures. There are contact methods that place various sensors, such as strain gauges, accelerometers and
Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors along a structure. Conversely, there exist non-contact methods such as
Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV), Global Positioning System (GPS), and Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TSL)
[6].

3. Structural Uncertainty Analysis
Engineering analysis has two main steps, simulation/analysis and optimization/design. The reliability of
these two steps depends on how effectively the system behavior is predicted and how successfully the
optimal solutions are achieved. Engineering uncertainty analysis requires that the procedures for analysis
accommodate different sources of errors. One engineering computing tool for uncertainty is interval
analysis. A key to this endeavor is the inclusion of uncertainties in engineering systems via the concept of
performing analysis using interval quantities. Interval analysis approach has previously been used for
damage identification of structures. Moreover, interval analysis has been used for FE model updating [710]. As more structures start using a monitoring system in their routine operation, there will be a need for
an efficient method to incorporate the uncertainty in the condition assessment and decision making on the
status of a structure. An efficient method to account for the effect of uncertainty will result in a more
refined and reliable process in situations when specific and critical decision will need to make in regard to
the health condition of a structure and its need for immediate repair and/or reconstruction.
3.1 INTERVAL VARIABLE
A real interval is a closed set defined by extreme values as [11]:

~
Z  [ z l , z u ]  {z   | z l  z  z u }

(1)

~
z  [a, b]
Figure 1. Shows an interval variable schematically. In this work, the symbol (~) represents an interval quantity.
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3.2. INTERVAL ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS

~
Assume X  a, b ̃
Addition:

[

~
] and Y  c, d  , the interval arithmetic operation is as follows:
~ ~
X  Y  a  c, b  d 

(2)

~ ~
X  Y  a  d , c  b

(3)

~ ~
X Y  min(ac, ad, bc, bd), max(ac, ad, bc, bd)

(4)

a b a b
a b a b 
~ ~ 
X  Y  min( , , , ), max( , , , ), (0  [c, d ])
c c d d
c c d d 


(5)

Subtraction:
Multiplication:
Division:

4. Interval Finite Element Method
An interval finite element analysis (as proposed in this work) to perform on a structure (e.g. existing) with
displacements/rotations and strains defined as interval variables:

~
~
[ K ]{U }  {F}

~

(6)

~

where, [K ] is the stiffness matrix, {U } is the interval displacement vector and {F } is the interval external
force vector. Also, the induced state of stress in each element is obtained as:

{~}  [C ][ B]{u~}

(7)

where, {~} is the element interval state of stress, [C ] is the constitutive (material) matrix as a function of

modulus of elasticity and Poisson ratio, [B] is the strain-displacement matrix, and {u~} is the vector of element
interval displacements. The results of these analyses include the upper and lower bounds on the internal forces
and stresses. The bounds on the internal stresses will then be used in the structural condition assessment.
In general, in order to attain guaranteed and nearly sharp results for a system of equations with interval
parameters (e.g. computation of structural stresses), interval global optimization techniques may be used. For
example, parameterizing and consideration of dependency of intervals tremendously decreases the
overestimation that may occur throughout the analysis. And as such, all possibilities in the intervals are
considered and gross overestimations are avoided.
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5. Methodology Framework
The framework for the developed methodology will be through five steps described as follows:
Step 1: Data Acquisition and Structural Measurements
In this step, displacement and/or other response data in several identified key performance parameters for
existing structures is compiled. Furthermore, for a specific structure, several key performance parameters
are identified. For example stress ranges will be an important parameter in investigation of cracks in steelframed structures. The information for these parameters needs to be translated from data that may only be
available for strain and acceleration at limited locations within the structure. Therefore, this step involves
extracting information for key performance parameters from what is available through structural
measurements and data acquisition processes.
Step 2: Incorporation of Errors in Input Data
In this step, the presence of any uncertainty or impreciseness in data (e.g. due to measurement or sensor
errors) is incorporated through quantification of the experimental data as intervals of uncertainty used in
finite element analyses with uncertain input (Step 3). Step 2 involves a critical review of compiled data and
use of statistical analyses to determine the various levels of uncertainties that may be inherent in the data.
The quantification of uncertainties are performed through the analysis of variation in the data, comparison
with expected norms, reported sensor errors, sampling errors, and uncertainties related to sensor locations.
The uncertainty in the method of analysis often develops when the available data needs to be translated into
information for the key performance parameters of the structure as explained earlier. In obtaining such
information, common engineering methods are employed, which are based on approximations and
modeling limitations; and as such, they cause uncertainties in the final results.
Step 3: Finite Element Analysis with Uncertainty
In this step, an interval finite element analysis is performed that utilizes the updated uncertain experimental
data for the structure (interval input), in order to obtain the bounds on the induced components’ forces and
stresses in each component of the structure (upper-bounds of interval output). Figure 2 shows the analysis
scheme in Step 3 schematically. The results of this task are used in identification of damage (Step 4).
Input
Interval
Displacements

Interval Finite
Element Analysis

Output
Bounds on Internal
Forces/Stresses

Figure 2. Interval Finite Element Scheme.

Step 4: Identification of Damaged Components
In this step, based on the induced stresses in existing structure’s components (Step 3), it is determined
whether the induced stresses in each element meet the initial design criteria or, it must be labeled as failed
and/or damaged. This identifies the status of the individual elements leading to determination of the safety
and reliability of each component locally and the entire structure globally. The results obtained in this step
are used to detect the existence and extent of the damaged components in the structure and whether the
structure has suffered enough damage in its elements that for practical purposes has reached a failure state.
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6. Numerical Example
In order to illustrate the capability of the developed method, the structural damage assessment, using
the present method is conducted on a failed sign support structure previously mounted on an interstate
highway bridge in Ohio (Figure 3). The location of the failure was adjacent to the end of the girder truss, at
the weld between the branch and chord member. The crack propagated circumferentially around the chord
member until the complete separation (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Failure location of the sign support structure.

Figure 4. Detailed view of the failure.

The sign support structure consisted of two towers 25.4ft and a girder 73ft. The towers’ horizontal and
vertical members were made of steel pipes with outer diameter of 6.18 in and a thickness of 0.239 in. The
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horizontal and vertical girder members were made of aluminum pipes with outer diameter of 4.75 in and a
thickness of 0.1875 in. The girder and towers diagonal members were aluminum pipes with outer diameter of 2
in and a thickness of 0.1875 in. The modulus of elasticity for steel and aluminum was 29000 ksi and 10900 ksi,
respectively. The Poisson’s ratio for both the metals was 0.3.
6.1. PROBLEM SOLUTION
The developed method is performed in the damage assessment of the structure by conducting the main steps
of the proposed technique.
6.1.1. Structural Measurements
Structural measurements were previously conducted on this structure by measurements on base accelerations
on the towers induced by the passage of an eighteen-wheel truck [12]. The experiments were performed
fourteen times and the induced accelerations were recorded. Figure 5 depicts the result for one of the
experiments. In order to obtain the deflections at the base of the towers, the induced acceleration due to truck
passage were double integrated. Figures 6 and 7 depict the integration results to obtain the velocity history and
the displacement history for one experiment, respectively.
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Figure 7. Displacement history of Test 13 for both towers (Left: East and Right: West).

The maximum displacements for each experiment on both towers are determined and shown in Table 1.
Table I. Displacement on towers in fourteen tests
Test
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

West Tower Deflection(in)
Minimum
Maximum
-0.269
0.4036
-0.4236
0.6631
-0.0844
0.1533
-0.6992
0.9815
-0.2273
0.1211
-0.375
1.1282
-0.9154
1.4212
-0.714
1.2547
-0.592
0.5622
-0.3729
0.2666
-0.5051
0.4234
-0.1466
0.1516
-2.1239
2.2826
-0.4408
0.4757

East Tower Deflection(in)
Minimum
Maximum
-0.1025
0.1766
-0.2468
0.1283
-0.0632
0.0649
-0.4269
0.4506
-0.5182
0.561
-0.4872
0.4811
-0.9759
2.6429
-0.9913
2.0486
-0.9831
0.7442
-0.1528
0.2645
-0.5006
0.5339
-0.1719
0.1869
-1.8241
2.1384
-0.1991
0.2389

6.1.2. Incorporation of Uncertainties in Data Results
The results for fourteen measurements are combined, as the bounding union of all possibilities, to construct
the intervals of base deflections for considering the presence of errors and uncertainties including the ones
in experiments processes. The intervals for towers’ deflections are summarized in Table 2
Table II. Interval Deflections
Tower
Interval Deflections (in.)
East
[-1.8241, 2.6429]
West
[-2.1239, 2.2826]
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6.1.3. Interval Finite Element Analysis
The interval finite element analysis is performed using MATLAB. The proposed procedure is conducted
and the structure is modeled using three-dimensional frame elements (2 nodes-6 degree-of-freedom (DOF)
per node). The structure model has 92 nodes, 197 elements and 552 DOF’s. The prescribed displacements
are the vertical nodal displacements at the bases of both towers( Figure 8).

Figure 8. Finite element model of the structure.

For this structure, the analysis is performed using the following steps:
1. Define the structure’s mechanical and geometric properties
 Element stiffness matrix [ ]
 Element rotation matrix [ ]
2. Transform element stiffness matrices from local coordinate system to global coordinate system using
the element’s rotation matrices:

K   R K   R
g i

i

l i

T

(8)

i

3. Determine the global stiffness matrix of the structure [ ] by assembling the element stiffness
matrices [ ] :
a. Define the Boolean connectivity matrices [ ] for each element:
b. Obtain the global stiffness matrix:

K G   in1 Li K g i  Li T

(9)

4. Construct the interval equilibrium equation:

 Pf   Kff
   
 Ps   Ksf

Kfs Uf 
 
Kss Us 

(10)





(11)

Uf 
 
 Us 

(12)

where,
is the vector of unknown forces,
is the vector of applied forces, ̃ is the vector of
prescribed interval displacements,
,
,
, and
are the partitioned components of global
stiffness matrix.
5. Obtain unknown interval displacement vector, ̃ :

~
~
1
U f  K ff Pf  K fsU s

6. Determine internal axial forces for each element ̃ :

~f   K   R
i

i

i

T

 Li

T
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7. Determine the interval axial stress in each element of the structure:



~
f
~
i  i
Ai

(13)

where, is area of each element. The results on this phase contain the bounds on induced stresses in
each component of the structure.
6.1.4. Identification of Damaged Member
The maximum induced interval stress in the girder is:
̃
[
]
Therefore, the upper bound of the maximum induced stress is:
(̃
)
This maximum induced stress occurs in the chord member of the girder adjacent to the tower which is
the actual failed member (Figures 3 and 4). Therefore, the results from the developed method correlate with
the actual structure’s behavior. The lifetime of the failed member is also determined based on Miner’s
damage rule for fatigue analysis as follows.
6.1.5. Sign Support Truss Lifetime Analysis
The lifetime of the structure is determined using Miner’s rule based on the analytical approximation of the
traditional S-N curve as:

Nf 

Cf

SR

(14)

3

where,
is the number of cycles to failure,
is the stress range of the critical member determined, and
is a constant dependent on the material and weld detail.
For the truss aluminum weld detail ET, =1,870,000. Then, the stress range for the critical member is:
(̃
) [
(
)]
Substituting the values to the S-N Equation:
in terms of truck passage is:

Lifetime 

. The lifetime of the failed member

Nf

365. N trucks . N cycles

(15)

is the number of truck passage per day (
) , and
where, lifetime is calculated in years,
is the number of cycles of stress deviations per truck passage (
). The lifetime of the
failed member is:
.
The determined lifetime is the conservative measure of the actual failure time (36 years) due to
consideration of uncertainties.
Moreover, in order to verify the results obtained using the developed method, a series of Monte-Carlo
using uniformly bounded random variables simulations were performed. The results of the simulation, as
expected, were the inner-bounds of the interval analysis.
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7. Conclusion
This work develops an objective condition assessment tool that integrates finite element models, structural
measurements and uncertainty analyses. The developed condition assessment framework is able to use
visual inspection reports, collected non-destructive-test measurements, and mathematical modeling with a
greater level of confidence due to the inclusion of uncertainty into the protocol. The resulting information
can be implemented into structural asset management programs to provide more accurate information to the
owners for decision making on the structure’s condition. This will improve the planning and process for
repair, and rehabilitation of critical aging structures (e.g. buildings and bridges). Furthermore, the use of
interval-based finite element modeling offers a more practical procedure than the stochastic-based finite
element methodology and an accuracy level that exceeds those in traditional probabilistic-based methods.
This is because of the set-based, bounding, non-iterative and computational efficient nature of interval
approach when it is compared to traditional those methods.
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Abstract: Temporary structures are structural systems set up for applications in relatively short time
periods for such functions as maintenance, repair or retrofit of a structure or for staged performances.
Examples include scaffolds, temporary shelters, temporary walkways, tents, temporary supports, and other
facilities used for a limited service time. Design of temporary structures to dead and live load does not
often impose any particular difficulty, however design to seismic or wind load requires a more careful
investigation. This is because the service life expected of a temporary structure is much shorter than a
“permanent structure,” and the probability of extreme load exposure to the temporary structure is
substantially less. Thus it will make sense to use a reduced load level proportional to the intended service
life of the temporary structure. Using a reduced load level may be a reasonable assumption for a structure
that is only used once. However, the decision to allow the same structure to be reused brings about certain
ambiguity as to what happens to the level of risk inherent in the structure, which is now subject to repeated
use and some reduction in its capacity due to periodic disassembling and reassembling. This paper provides
an overview of risk analysis models for temporary structures (by the lead author and his coworkers). In an
attempt to provide a decision-making strategy for repeated usage of a given temporary structure, the
performance record of a structure is used in predicting its future condition in the form of a probability of
failure. This probability of failure is demonstrated as being a key factor in the decision-making process. To
quantify the model, the special case of tube and coupler scaffolds is investigated. Considering stability
requirement for a scaffold, gross capacity values are obtained for several configuration types. These
capacity values are also important in computing the probability of failure of the systems and decisionmaking in whether to allow a system to continue with its usage, as explained in the paper.
Keywords: Reliability; Scaffolds; Seismic Forces; Temporary Structures; Wind.

1. Introduction
Temporary structures are structural systems set up for applications in relatively short time periods for such
functions as maintenance, repair or retrofit of a structure or for staged performances. Examples include
scaffolds, temporary shelters, temporary walkways, tents, temporary supports, and other facilities used for a
limited service time. In repair and retrofit applications, scaffolds (whether of the supported or suspended
types) are often attached to a host structure and will need to be designed with considerations for (1) the
design requirement of the host structure; and (2) the time period during which the scaffold is set up.

© 2014 by authors. Printed in USA.
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Design of temporary structures to dead and live load does not often impose any particular difficulty,
however design to seismic or wind load requires a more careful investigation. This is because the service
life expected of a temporary structure is much shorter than a “permanent structure;” and, as a result, the
probability of extreme load exposure to the temporary structure is substantially less. Thus, it will make
sense to use a reduced load level proportional to the intended service life of the temporary structure as has
also been suggested by Rosowsky (1998) and Mohammadi and Zamani (2008). However, the short service
life does not imply less importance. Most recently there were several catastrophic failures of temporary
structures, which were intended for outdoor performances, in August 2011 – one in Indianapolis, Indiana
and another in Belgium. Both failed as a result of severe wind effects. On May 4th, 2014, mechanical
equipment was blamed for a stage failure during a circus performance in Providence, Rhode Island. The
March 2011 earthquake in Tohoku, Japan caused substantial damage to many critical facilities. These
facilities will require using repair platforms and scaffolds in which their design for seismic activities is
important and must carefully be done. These incidences point to the importance of temporary structures
and their requirement for proper design.
To address the importance of temporary structures in design, two issues will need to be considered.
One is the design load; and the other being the decision-making to allow repeated usage. As described
earlier, the design load can be obtained based on the lower exposure risk. This often results in a lower
value than is expected in a permanent structure. Using a reduced load level may be a reasonable
assumption for a structure that is only used once. However, the decision to allow the same structure to be
reused brings about certain ambiguity as to what happens to the level of risk inherent in the structure, which
is now subject to repeated use and some reduction in its capacity due to periodic disassembling and
reassembling (Mohammadi, 2006; Mohammadi and Zamani, 2008). The decision to whether continue or
discontinue with the usage can be made by estimating the risk of failure of the temporary structure with
considerations for its geometry, its resistance to withstand load and the conditions to which the structure has
been exposed to. This is to say whether the structure has experienced any loading condition that may have
comprised its overall capacity and thus affecting its risk of failure.
The computation of the risk of failure of a temporary structure to seismic and wind load environment
has been suggested by Mohammadi (2006) and Mohammadi and Zamani (2008). In these papers, a
Bayesian updating process was adopted to use the performance record of a structure in a past usage period
in estimating the risk of failure in a subsequent period. This risk level was then suggested as a means for
decision making in whether to continue or discontinue the repeated usage of the structure. This paper
provides the underlying concept for the risk prediction and outlines the method used to adjust the risk of
failure based on past performance records. Furthermore, to quantify the model, the special case of tube and
coupler scaffolds is investigated (Zare Najafabadi, 2012). Considering stability requirement for a scaffold,
overall capacity values are obtained for several configuration types for scaffolds and with considerations for
the geometrical conditions of joints, attachment to the host structure, and load exposure. A scaffold’s
modes of failure considered include (1) potential overstress in vertical and diagonal members; and (2)
stability due to sliding (loss of friction resisting the lateral movement) or overturning. The overall capacity
values obtained are also important in computing the probability of failure of the systems and decisionmaking in whether to allow a system to continue with its usage, as explained in the paper. The details of
the analyses conducted for the quantification of the scaffold capacity are provided and discussed in the
paper along with illustrative examples.
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2. Background
Temporary structures rarely receive the attention of structural engineers unless their failures result in great
damages, injuries and loss of lives. A review of several recent failure cases that have resulted in significant
damage indicates that the cause of failure can be attributed to one or more of the following factors.
(1) Inadequate design of system components;
(2) Inadequate prediction of the type of load prevalent;
(3) Underestimation of the system capacity to withstand loads; and,
(4) Natural load effects exceeding the design criteria (this factor was specifically mentioned in at least four
major failures in recent years – two of which occurred one in Indianapolis, Indiana and another in Belgium
in 2011 as a result of collapse of stages set up for performing art. However, equally likely, seismic events
can also contribute to the failure when rare occurrences cause overstresses or instability in the system).
As indicated earlier, two important issues will need to be addressed in design of a temporary structure.
These are (1) the reduced design load; and (2) the decision-making process whether to continue or
discontinue the usage. Temporary structures are often designed for a lower load level than those used in
permanent structures. Thus, unless there is a flaw in structural components and connections of a temporary
structure, the incidences of failure, when the load exceeds the design values, are generally considered as
chance occurrences that can be predicted only through probability values. These probability values are
crucial in accepting a risk level in design and in the decision-making process in whether to continue or
discontinue the use of a temporary structure or whether additional strengthening may be required in their
design. The reduced design load levels have been rather extensively studied and also have been
implemented, to a certain extent, in recommended practices (e.g., SEI/ASCE 37-02 document, ASCE, 2002;
CALTRANS, 2004; Rosowsky, 1998; Ratay, 2004). However, the issue related to the decision making in
regard to the repeated usage has not been as well addressed. As indicated, this issue needs formulations
through probabilistic studies. In a related study, Boggs and Peterka (1992) use a reliability framework to
arrive at design wind speeds for temporary structures. The design wind speed proposed is based on the
shorter exposure time expected for temporary structures. The probability of failure from wind loads is
estimated in terms of such parameters as the wind speed probability distribution (extreme value type I
distribution), factor of safety, mean recurrence interval of the design wind speed, and the exposure period.
An illustrative example is provided to demonstrate how their method based on the reliability formulation
can work. The design wind velocity in the example cited (for a factor of safety of 2 and a 2-year exposure
time) is obtained to be a reduced value of 53 mph with a 0.5 percent probability of failure within the
exposure time. Hill (2004) provides a comprehensive discussion on loads for temporary structures and
offers a critique on the method presented by Boggs and Peterka. Hill suggests that in certain cases the use
of reduced load (derived on the basis of a shorter life expected for a temporary structure) may be justified.
An example is given for a case of temporary tent. Hill then presents examples for which the reduced load
approach may not necessarily offer a viable method. This is reported to be especially true when a structure
has already gone through its short service life. If the decision is to continue the usage for several more
years beyond the structure’s short life, then the designer would face a decision to make as to whether to
allow the continuation of usage of this structure, while in reality it has been only designed for a reduced
load effect.
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Mohammadi (2006) discusses Hill’s argument further and proposes to use the performance record of a
given system (during its first intended service life) as a basis to modify the system risk to extreme load
exposure. Mohammadi then argues that this modified risk may be used as a parameter in decision-making
process as to whether allow the structure to continue its service into a second usage cycle. On a follow up
study to further investigate the significance of the performance record of temporary structures as a means to
modify their risk of exposure to extreme events, Mohammadi and Zamani (2008) report on a method using
the Bayesian updating approach to modify the risk of a temporary structure to wind and earthquake loads.
The study was limited to basic development of an updating model and utilizing various levels of wind
velocity and earthquake ground acceleration intensities as a means to define the resisting capacity of the
structure.
An overview of the use of past performance record as means to estimate the risk is explained below. In
any given period of usage, the performance of the structure may be explained as two possible conditions:
(1) The temporary structure did not experience any major load during its usage; and (2) the temporary
structure experienced a major load during its first usage and survived.
As explained in Mohammadi and Zamani (2008), with the first situation, the structure performed well
and passed its original intended short service life. A new (modified) risk level is obtained based on the fact
that it did not experience a major load. This is considered as a performance record and can be used along
with a Bayesian approach (Ang and Tang 2007) in modifying the risk of failure of the structure. The
Bayesian approach is employed to modify the occurrence rate of the extreme event (e.g., wind load) as
described below.
As explained in Mohammadi and Zamani (2008), if  is the occurrence rate for the extreme load event,
the data on  is updated sing the following equation:

P (   i ) 
where

P( |    i ) P (   i )
n

 P( |    ) P(   )
i 1

i

(1)

i

P' (   i ) = prior probability that the occurrence rate is equal to  i based on prior statistical data.
P(   i ) = posterior probability that the occurrence rate is equal to  i based on new information.
 = outcome of any new information. In the case of a temporary structure this outcome is directly related to
the structure’s performance record in a previous usage period.
n = the number of possible values for the parameter.

Statistics of the parameter  depend directly on any occurrences of the applied load during the previous
usage period of the structure. Mohammadi and Zamani (2008) clarify this as follows. Let’s assume the
original design was for a 50-year strong wind and the first intended service life of the structure was two
years. Furthermore, let’s assume during this period no severe wind loads (in excess of the design load)
occurred. In Eq. (1), the updating information is described with: “no occurrences within two years.” Thus
considering two possible values for the occurrence rate of strong winds, one possibility is zero occurrence
(i.e. 1 = 0) for two years and this corresponds to only 2/50=0.04 probability; because it concerns only 2
years of the 50-year period.
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A second possibility for the occurrence rate is 1/50=0.02 (based on the original design value equal to
the 50-year event); and this value (i.e.  2 = 0.02) has a probability equal to 1 – 0.04 =0.96. The 0.04 and
0.96 probability values are prior probabilities. Since there was no occurrence of the extreme event in the
first two years, assuming for simplicity that these extreme events follow a Poisson distribution model in
time (Khisty, Mohammadi and Amedkudzi, 2012), the new outcome () can be defined as  = (X=0 in t=2
years); and from Poisson distribution

P( |   1 )  P( X  0 |   1 )  e 1t  e (02)  1
P( |    2 )  P( X  0 |    2 )  e 2t  e (0.022)  0.9608

Now applying the Bayesian updating equation, the following posterior probabilities are computed
and
P(  1 ) =0.0416
P(   2 ) =0.9584
The new statistics for the return period can now be used in modifying the risk in the decision making
process in allowing the structure to continue into a second usage cycle. If the temporary structure
experienced a major load application and survived, a similar formulation can be used in updating the
occurrence rate. However, in this case, it is noted that there was one occurrence during the first 2 years of
service of the structure. This means that 1 = 0.5 per year (i.e., one occurrence in two years); and again this
corresponds to only 2/50=0.04 probability. A second possibility for the occurrence rate is again 1/50=0.02
(i.e.  2 = 0.02) with a probability equal to 0.96. The new outcome () in this case can be defined as  =
(X=1 in t=2 years); and using the updating process the posterior probabilities are
P(  1 ) =0.2853 and P(   2 ) =0.7147
As explained by Mohammadi and Zamani (2008), in this case, there was a load application and the
structure survived. This piece of information can also be used in modifying the distribution model for the
resisting capacity of the structure. This would be similar to the process that is used in “proof load testing”
of structures (see for example Fujino and Lind, 1977). If the resisting capacity of the structure
corresponding to this applied load is r1, then all possible values for the resistance that are smaller than r1 no
longer exist in the resisting capacity distribution model. Considering the original probability density
function of the resisting capacity be f R (r ) and the new (updated) function as f R (r ) , then
f R ( r ) 

f R (r)
1  FR ( r1 )

(2)

r1

in which FR ( r1 )   f R ( r )dr .


The modified risk can now be obtained based on the updated information on the occurrence rate and the
resisting capacity probability model. The process can be repeated for multiple usage of the structure. After
each usage period, based on the outcome of the extreme load activities, the risk can be modified for the next
usage cycle and be used in deciding whether the risk level is still acceptable for the structure to be used
again.
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3. Specific Case of Scaffolds

As seen in the model presented above, the information on the load and resistance for the temporary
structures is needed in arriving at a risk level. The probability distributions for the wind load can be based
on established extreme value modes. For seismic loads, some type of seismic risk model (which is also
well-established) or information and hazard maps available through the United States Geological Survey
(USGS) sites can be used. However, the resistance (R) is structure-specific and will need to be determined.
More specifically, a single random variable describing an overall resistance of the temporary structure is
needed. In a realistic case, R will be written as a function g of several random variables Ri, i.e.

R  g ( R1 , R2 , )

(3)

It is noted that most temporary structures are simple systems; and as such, one may be able to arrive at an
estimate for R without dependence on complicated probabilistic formulations that require inter-correlation
data between Ri components. For example, assuming all Ri components are perfectly correlated, R can be
represented by the resistance of the component that has the highest probability of failure. To further
demonstrate the quantification of the model with specific data on the resistance, the special case of tube and
coupler scaffolds was considered (Zare Najafabadi, 2012). These systems are made up of tubular structural
elements interconnected through simple means and braced to form one, two or more story systems for
structural repair (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Schematics of a tube and coupler scaffold
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The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) of the United States Department of Labor
sets requirements on use of tube and coupler supported scaffolding systems (OSHA, 2012). According to
these requirements, the maximum height of such scaffolds is limited to 125 feet (38.1 meters) unless
designed by a registered professional engineer and constructed and loaded in accordance with that design.
Further requirements are defined based on the load category of scaffolds: namely, light duty, medium duty,
and heavy duty. These categories are defined by the maximum intended working load that the scaffold will
withstand. For light duty scaffolds, the maximum working load is limited to 25 pounds per square foot
(1,200 Newtons per square meter). For medium duty scaffolds, the maximum working load is limited to 50
pounds per square foot (2,400 Newtons per square meter); and for heavy duty ones, the maximum working
load is limited to 75 pounds per square foot (3,600 Newtons per square meter).
Per definition, the working load includes the load by workers, materials, and equipment imposed on the
working deck of the scaffold.
For light duty tube and coupler scaffolds, the size of structural members is prescribed by the diameter
and the wall thickness of the circular tubes used. Generally, about 2 inches (nominal size which is 1.9
inches in actual) is suggested for the outside diameter of the steel circular tube for applications of posts,
runners, and braces. The same size element is allowed to be used for bearers with the additional
requirement of maximum post spacing of 4 feet by 10 feet (1.2x3.0 m). OSHA also bounds the maximum
vertical spacing between runners to 6 feet and 6 inches (2 m) for light duty type of scaffolds.
For medium duty tube and coupler scaffolds, similar to the light duty type, a nominal 2 inches (1.9
inches) outside diameter (OD) steel tube or pipe for applications of posts, runners, and braces are permitted.
It provides two size options for bearers, namely a nominal 2 inches (1.9 inches) OD steel tube or pipe for a
maximum post spacing of 4 feet by 7 feet (1.2x2.1 m) or Nominal 2½ inches (2.375 inches) OD steel tube
or pipe for a maximum post spacing of 6 feet by 8 feet (1.8x2.4 m). Maximum vertical spacing between
runners is the same as those posed on the case of light duty scaffolds (OSHA, 2012).
For heavy-duty tube and coupler scaffolds, similar to the light and medium duty type, a nominal 2
inches (1.9 inches) outside diameter (OD) steel tube or pipe for applications of posts, runners, and braces
are permitted. The size for the Bearers is specified to be a nominal 2½ inches (2.375 inches) OD steel tube
or pipe for a maximum post spacing of 6 feet by 6 feet (1.8x1.8 m). Similar maximum vertical spacing
between runners to those required for light and medium duty scaffolds is required for these types also.
In addition to the aforementioned design requirements, several requirements for tube and coupler
scaffolds are also specified as described below:
(1) Transverse bracing as an X shape across the width of the scaffold will need to be installed at the
scaffold ends and at least at every third set of posts horizontally and every fourth runner vertically;
(2) Bracing will need to be extended upward diagonally to opposite sides of the scaffold;
(3) Longitudinal bracing will need to be installed at least every fifth post when length of the scaffold is
larger than its height; and,
(4) Longitudinal bracing will need to be installed from the base of the end posts upward to the opposite end
posts and continue in alternating direction until reaching the top of the scaffold when length of the scaffold
is smaller than its height [1].
Moreover, OSHA requires that scaffolds and their components shall be capable of supporting four times
of their maximum intended loads without failure. Considering the seismic effect, the scaffold has two
modes of failure. These are (1) failure due to overstress at structural components; and (2) failure because of
instability. As a result of ground shaking, the instability occurs when a horizontal sliding compromises the
resisting friction force at the base plates.
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In the study conducted by the authors, various configurations for the scaffolds (in terms of the number
of stories) were considered; and in all cases, the instability was observed as the dominant mode of failure.
Also, it is noted that the maximum spacing between tube and coupler scaffolding posts was limited to 4 feet
(1.2m) by 7 feet (2.1m) for scaffolds with 2 inches nominal OD bearer or 6 feet (1.8 m) by 8 feet (2.4 m)
for scaffolds with 2½ inches nominal OD bearer. Furthermore, the maximum vertical spacing for the
runners was limited to 6 feet and 6 inches (2.0m) as required by OSHA. The analyses include a finite
element modeling of each scaffold with appropriate boundary conditions to simulate the frictions at the base
plates and the free movement and rotations at grip joints (Figure 1 presents a typical two-bay, two-story
scaffold used in the analysis). The input motion for seismic included the 1940 El Centro Earthquake record
adjusted by using multiplies representing fractions of up to 25% of the accelerations in the record.
Columns 1 and 2 of Table 1 provide typical results indicating the earthquake acceleration level at which
the scaffold will be subject to instability. For example, for a 1-story, 1-bay (or 2-bay) system, the failure
occurs at a peak acceleration of about 0.06g, which represents the overall resistance of the scaffold (Zare
Najafabadi, 2012).
Table I. System overall resistance
Scaffold
Configuration

Acceleration
Level (R) (in g’s)

p = P( R  S), Mean
S = 0.025g

pf (for 5 years)

1-bay, 1 story
1-bay, 2-story
2-bay, 1-story
2-bay, 2-story
3-bay, 1-story
3-bay, 2-story

0.060
0.030
0.008
0.007
0.012
0.012

0.0062
0.4105
0.9994
0.9999
0.9820
0.9820

6.2E-05
0.0041
0.0099
0.0099
0.0098
0.0098

As seen in Table 1, the 3-bay system had a higher resistance than the one with two bays. This is because of
a slight increase in the dead weight of the system which resulted in a higher friction force at the base plates.
Information such as those in Table 1 can be used to establish a probability density function for the
resistance R and modify the function if the system has experienced an applied load (acceleration) of r1.

4. Computing Risk of Failure
The scaffolds analyzed in the study are typical of those used in utility companies; and as such they serve
critical structures. For a site located in Northern Illinois, the USGS data indicates a peak acceleration of
about 0.025g with 10% probability in 50 years (i.e., a 500-year return period), which can be approximately
considered as the activity rate using a Poisson distribution for the occurrence of earthquake events. If we
accept this acceleration level as the mean applied load (S), and for a 500-year period, the probability of S
exceeding R can be computed using the following equation
p   [1  FS (r )] f R (r )dr

(4)
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in which, p = P(RS), FS (s) = probability distribution function for the applied load and f R (r ) =probability
density function of the resistance. Using lognormal probability density functions for the resistance (R) and
the applied load with each random variable having a coefficient of variation of 0.25, p can be computed for
the six scaffold configurations. The results are shown in Column 3 of Table 1. In computing p, the values
of R listed in Table 1 are considered as mean values of the resistance.
Equation 4 describes the risk of failure if there is certainty that the extreme event (earthquake) occurs.
Since in reality, there is also a probability associated with these extreme events, in a time period t, the
probability of occurrence of the extreme events can be described as P(X=n), in which X=n describes
occurrence of n extreme events in time t. Incorporating this probability, the risk of failure of the structure is


p f   [1  (1  p) n ]P( X  n)
n 0

(5)

If the a Poisson distribution (Khisty, Mohammadi and Amedkudzi 2012) is used in describing the
occurrence of extreme events, Eq. 5 is written as

(t ) n t
(6)
p f   [1  (1  p) n ]
e  1  e pt
n 0

n!

For the purpose of illustration, we assume a scaffold is planned to be standing for 5 years. Using Eq. 6 and
an activity rate equal to  = 1/500, the values for the probability of failure are computed and recorded in the
fourth column of Table 1. As seen in Table 1, some structures will have relatively large probability of
failure and as such may have to be redesigned to reduce their risk of failure. This may require securing a
scaffold to the host structure.
Updating the occurrence rate – When the occurrence rate  is updated after using the structure for
one usage period, new values of  are then used to find pf. If there are only two possible values for , each
with posterior probabilities computed as P (  1 ) and P (   2 ) , then pf in Eq. 6 becomes
p f  [1  e 1 pt ]P (  1 )  [1  e 2 pt ]P (   2 )

(7)

Mohammadi and Zamani define pf as the “modified risk.” The modified risk is compared with the original
risk of failure inherent in the design of the structure and is used to decide whether one must continue with
the usage of the temporary structure into a next usage cycle. Now assume during the first usage period an
earthquake occurred and caused a small level of acceleration in a scaffold. However, initial inspection
revealed no damage to the system. This is considered as performance data and can be used in updating the
activity rate. We interpret this information as follows:
(1) There are now two possibilities for the activity rate, 1=1/5 =0.2 and 2=1/500=0.002.
(2) The probabilities associated with these activities are estimated as distribution
P(  1 ) =5/500 =0.001 and P(   2 ) =1 – 0.001=0.999
(3) The event occurred in the first 5 years is explained via the outcome  (event of an earthquake in
5years); and P( |   1 )  P( X  1 |   1 )  1te 1t  0.2  5e ( 0.25)  0.36788

P( |    2 )  P( X  1 |    2 )   2te 2t  0.002  5e ( 0.0025)  0.00990

(4) Now applying the Bayesian updating (Eq. 1), the following posterior probabilities are computed
P(  1 ) =0.0360 and P(   2 ) =0.9640.
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The new statistics for the activity rates can now be used in modifying the risk of failure of the scaffold
for the next usage period (5 years). Using Eq. 7, the risk of failure in 5 years when p = 0.0062 is computed
as pf = 0.000283. This is compared with pf = 6.2E–05. The result indicates that the risk is now increased
substantially (6.2E–05 /0.000282 = 46 times). This increase in the risk may substantiate a necessary action
on whether to discontinue the usage of the scaffold in the second period or provide some type of
strengthening to make it more stable for application in the next 5 years.

5. Conclusions
The following are the main conclusions from this study:
(1) Past performance records can be used in a Bayesian updating process to modify the risk of failure of a
temporary structure in seismic or wind load environments.
(2) The modified risk can be used as a key decision-making parameter in deciding whether to continue or
discontinue the use of a temporary structure from one usage period to the next.
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Problems Using the Concept of Composite Limit State
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Abstract: A new reliability analysis method is proposed for time-dependent problems with limit-state
functions of input random variables, input random processes and explicit in time using the total probability
theorem and the concept of composite limit state. The input random processes are assumed Gaussian. They
are expressed in terms of standard normal variables using a spectral decomposition method. The total
probability theorem is employed to calculate the time-dependent probability of failure using a timedependent conditional probability which is computed accurately and efficiently in the standard normal
space using FORM and a composite limit state of linear instantaneous limit states. If the dimensionality of
the total probability theorem integral (equal to the number of input random variables) is small, we can
easily calculate it using Gauss quadrature numerical integration. Otherwise, simple Monte Carlo simulation
or adaptive importance sampling is used based on a pre-built Kriging metamodel of the conditional
probability. An example from the literature on the design of a hydrokinetic turbine blade under timedependent river flow load demonstrates all developments.
Keywords: Time-dependent probability of failure; System Reliability; Random process quantification;
Composite limit state; Convex polyhedral safe sets

1. Introduction
The response of time-dependent systems under uncertainty is a random process. The input commonly
consists of a combination of random variables and random processes. A time-dependent reliability analysis
is thus, needed to calculate the probability that the system will perform its intended function successfully
for a specified time.
Reliability is an important engineering requirement for consistently delivering acceptable product
performance through time. As time progresses, the product may fail due to time-dependent operating
conditions and material properties, component degradation, etc. The reliability degradation with time may
increase the lifecycle cost due to potential warranty costs, repairs and loss of market share. In this article,
we use time-dependent reliability concepts associated with the first-passage of non-repairable systems.
Among its many applications, the time-dependent reliability concept can be used to reduce the lifecycle cost
(Singh, Mourelatos and Li, 2010a) or to set a schedule for preventive condition-based maintenance (Singh,
Mourelatos and Li, 2010b).
The time-dependent probability of failure, or cumulative probability of failure (Singh, Mourelatos, Li,
2010a; Andrieu-Renaud, Sudret and Lemaine, 2004), is defined as
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P

f

0, T   Pt  0, T  : g X, Yt , t   0 

(1)

where the limit state g X, Yt , t   0 depends on the vector X  X1 X 2  X n  of n input random
variables, the vector Yt   Y1t  Y2 t   Ym t  of m input random processes, and explicit time t. Failure
occurs if g   0 at any time t  0, T  where T is the planning horizon (time of interest).
The random process g X, Yt , t  can be viewed as a collection of random variables at different time
instances t. Since we consider a first excursion failure problem in Eq. (1), the failure domain is defined as





F   max g X, Yt , t   0 .
 t0,T 


(2)

The time-dependent probability of failure of Eq. (1) can be calculated exactly as





 T

P 0, T   1  1  Pi 0  exp    t dt 
f
f
 0


(3)

where Pi 0  is the instantaneous probability of failure at the initial time and
f

 (t )  lim

P (t  T  t  dt | T  t )
f
f

dt 0

(4)

dt

is the failure rate with T denoting the time to failure.
f

rate

In the commonly used out-crossing rate approach, the failure rate is approximated by the up-crossing





t  

lim
  0



P g X, Y(t ), t   0  g X, Y(t   ), t     0




(5)

under the assumptions that the probability of having two or more out-crossings in t , t  t  is negligible,





and the out-crossings in t , t  t are statistically independent of the previous out-crossings in 0, t  and
therefore, Poisson distributed.
Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) can accurately estimate the probability of failure of Eq. (1) but it is
computationally prohibitive for dynamic systems with a low failure probability. To address the
computational issue of MCS, analytical methods have been developed based on the out-crossing rate
approach which was first introduced by Rice (Rice, 1954) followed by extensive studies (Andrieu-Renaud,
Sudret and Lemaine, 2004; Rackwitz, 1998; Sudret, 2008; Zhang and Du, 2011). The PHI2 method
(Andrieu-Renaud, Sudret and Lemaine, 2004) uses two successive time-invariant analyses based on FORM,
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and the binomial cumulative distribution to calculate the probability of the joint event in Eq. (5). A MonteCarlo based set theory approach has been also proposed (Savage and Son, 2009; Son and Savage, 2007)
using a similar approach with the PHI2 method. Because analytical studies such as in (Singh and
Mourelatos, 2010; Hu and Du, 2013; Hu, Li, Du and Chandrashekhara, 2012) have shown that the PHI2based approach lacks sufficient accuracy for vibratory systems, analytical approaches have been proposed
to accurately estimate the time-dependent probability of failure considering non-monotonic behavior (Singh
and Mourelatos, 2010; Li and Mourelatos, 2009; Hu and Du, 2012).
The limited accuracy of the out-crossing rate approach has been recently improved by considering the
correlations between the limit-state function at two time instants (Hu, Li, Du and Chandrashekhara, 2012).
The method estimates the up-crossing rate   t  by solving an integral equation involving   t  and




t , t1  , the joint probability of up-crossings in times t and t1 (Madsen and Krenk, 1984).

Among the simulation-based methods, a MCS approach was proposed in (Singh and Mourelatos, 2010)
to estimate the time-dependent failure rate over the product lifecycle and its efficiency was improved using
an importance sampling method with a decorrelation length (Singh, Mourelatos and Nikolaidis, 2011) in
order to reduce the high dimensionality of the problem. Subset simulation (Au and Beck, 2001; Au and
Beck, 2003) has been recently developed as an efficient simulation method for computing small failure
probabilities for general reliability problems. Its efficiency comes from introducing appropriate
intermediate failure sub-domains to express the low probability of failure as a product of larger conditional
failure probabilities which are estimated with much less computational effort. Because it is very challenging
to generate samples in the conditional spaces, subset simulation with Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(SS/MCMC) (Beck and Au, 2002) and subset simulation with splitting (SS/S) (Ching, Beck and Au, 2005;
Wang, Mourelatos, Li, Singh and Baseski, 2013) methods have been introduced. Extreme value methods
have also been proposed (Wang and Wang, 2012; Chen and Li, 2007) using the distribution of the extreme
value of the response. The distribution estimation however, is computationally expensive requiring for
example, advanced metamodels considering the time dimension and expensive global optimization (Wang
and Wang, 2012).
In this paper, we present a time-dependent reliability analysis using the total probability theorem. For
each realization of the random variables in estimating the integral expressing the total probability theorem,
we calculate a conditional time-dependent probability of failure using the concept of composite limit state
and FORM. An advantage of our approach is that the conditional probability is very simple to calculate
especially if the instantaneous limit states for the conditional probability are linear. Also, we can easily
handle non-normal and correlated random variables without additional computational effort. The evaluation
of the integral expressing the total probability theorem determines however, the accuracy and efficiency of
the method. For that, we can use numerical integration for low dimensional problems and MCS or adaptive
importance sampling for high dimensional problems based on a metamodel of the conditional probabilities.
We present details and discuss future work.
The paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed methodology including the spectral
decomposition of the input random processes and the composite limit state approach to calculate the timedependent conditional probabilities for the total probability theorem. Section 3 uses the design of a
hydrokinetic turbine blade to demonstrate all developments. Finally, Section 4 summarizes, concludes and
highlights future research.
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2. Proposed Methodology
2.1. SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF RANDOM PROCESSES
We assume that each Y t  in Eq. (1) is a Gaussian, non-stationary random process defined by the mean
function Y t  , the standard deviation function  Y t  and the autocorrelation function Y t1,t2  . The time
interval 0, T  is discretized using N discrete times t1  0, t2 , , t N  T and the N  N covariance matrix
Σ  Covti , t j  , i  1,2,, N ; j  1,2,, N is formed where Covti , t j    Y ti  Y t j Y ti , t j  is the covariance
between times ti and t j .
Let
Σ  Φ  Λ  ΦT be the spectral decomposition of the covariance matrix Σ where
Φ  Φ1 Φ2  ΦN  is the orthonormal matrix of the eigenvectors Φi , i  1,, N and
Also, let
Λ  diag1 2  N  is the diagonal matrix of the corresponding eigenvalues.
be
a
vector
of
N
independent
standard
normal
variables.
Because
of
the
affine
Z  Z1 Z2  Z N 
transformation property of the multi-normal distribution, the following spectral representation holds
r

Y t   Y t    i  ΦTi t   Zi

(6)

i 1

where t  t1, t2 , , t N and r  N is the number of dominant eigenvalues. Eq. (6) is used to generate sample
functions (trajectories) of Y t  . The Expansion Optimal Linear Estimation method (EOLE) (Li and
Kiureghian, 1993) can also be used. Eq. (6) indicates that each random variable Yi  Y ti  , i  1,, N is
represented by a linear combination of standard normal random variables Zi , i  1,, r .
2.2. TIME-DEPENDENT RELIABILITY AND TOTAL PROBABILITY THEOREM
Let F  x, y (t ) : g X, Yt , t   0, t  0, T  be the failure event where x, y t  are realizations of X
and Yt  , respectively. According to the total probability theorem, the time-dependent probability of failure
of Eq. (1) can be expressed as

 

Pf 0, T   PF    P F
f w  dw
W W


 

(7)

is a time-dependent conditional probability of failure, f W w  is the joint PDF of the input
where P F
W
random variables W and  is the support of

W  X

f W w  . The set W is a proper subset of X Yt 

 W can be calculated accurately and

Yt  and is chosen such that the time-dependent P F

efficiently.
The integral of Eq. (7) is calculated using numerical integration schemes such as adaptive Simpson’s
rule or adaptive Gauss-Lobatto rule (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965) if the number n of random variables is
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small (e.g. less than 5). Otherwise, it is estimated using simple Monte Carlo simulation or regular (or
is calculated directly or based on a pre-built
adaptive) importance sampling methods. In all cases, P F

 W

metamodel.
Our approach is based on the efficient and accurate calculation of P F
as described in Section 2.3.
W

 

An advantage of the total probability theorem of Eq. (7) is that non-normal and correlated random variables
are handled without additional computational effort or loss of accuracy.
2.3. CALCULATION OF TIME-DEPENDENT CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY OF FAILURE

 

This section describes how to calculate the time-dependent probability of failure P F
in Eq. (7).
W

We first choose the set W so that for each realization w of W, the limit state becomes preferably (but not
necessarily) a linear combination of normal random variables at each time t. For example, let g X,Yt , t  
2
 X13  2 X1 X 22  X 3 t 2  X 42 t   X1Y2 t   3 X 5Y1 t   0 where both Y1 t  and Y2 t  are Gaussian processes, X 1
and X 3 are normal random variables, and X 2 , X 4 and X 5 are non-normal random variables. The set W
may include X 1 , X 2 , X 4 , X 5 and all standard normal variables representing the process Y2 t  ; i.e.,
W  X1 X 2 X 4 X 5 Y2 t  . For every realization of W in Eq. (7), the limit-state function for calculating

 W

PF

becomes therefore,





2
g  , t   x13  2 x1x22  X 3 t 2  x42 t  x1 y2 t   3x5Y1 t  where all lower case x

quantities are constants and y2 t  is a deterministic function of time.
The definition of W is not unique. For this hypothetical example, we may also choose
W  X1 X 2 X 3 X 4 X 5 Y2 t  . A simple way to form W is to include in it all non-normal random
variables of the limit state.
After the set W is defined, we calculate the time-dependent conditional probability P F
for each

 W

realization w of W using the concept of composite limit state (Singh, Mourelatos and Li, 2010a; Singh and
Mourelatos, 2010).
For the above hypothetical example, if W  X1 X 2 X 3 X 4 X 5 Y2 t  the limit-state function
becomes g , t   x13  2 x1 x22  x3 t 2  x42 t   x1 y2 t 2  3x5Y1 t   ca w, t  cb w Y1 (t ) where ca w, t  is a function
of time and cb w  is a constant. If we thus use a spectral decomposition (KL expansion) such as in Eq. (6)
to represent Y1 t  the limit-state function is a linear combination of standard normal variables for each time
t.
If possible, we choose W so that for each realization w, the time-dependent limit state function is of the
form
p

g Z , w, t   c0 w, t    ci w, t  Zi  c0 w, t   Cw, t Z

(8a)

i 1

where c0 w, t  and Cw, t  are functions of w (vector of constants) and time, and Z is a vector of p standard
normal random variables. In this case, each instantaneous limit state is linear in the standard normal space.
If this is not possible, Eq. (8a) can be of the following more general form
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p

g Z , w, t   c0 w, t    ci w, t  Zi  c0 w, t   Cw, t  f Z 

(8b)

i 1

where f Z  is a function of normal variables Z. In the remaining we will use Eq. (8a) for simplicity.

 

For ti  i  1t , i  1,, N , the time-dependent conditional probability P F
is given by
W

 W  Pg Z,w, t   0 .
N

PF

i  0

i

(9)



The composite limit state is defined by the boundary of the domain

N

 Ei

where the set

i 0

Ei  {z  Z, g (Z, w, ti )  0} represents the instantaneous failure region at time ti  i  1t and Ei is the
complement of Ei . This is similar to defining the boundary of the feasible domain for an optimization
problem. Fig. 1 shows a hypothetical composite limit state function defined by a set of instantaneous limit
states.
z2

z1
Composite limit state

Figure 1. Schematic of a composite limit state

Based on this definition, the composite limit state is formed by the instantaneous limit state
corresponding to the global minimum of  w, t  and a few others with  w, t  close to the global
minimum. A two-step process is provided in this section to automatically identify the composite limit state.
From Eq. (8a), the exact value of the reliability index at each time t 0, T  is
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c0 w, t 

 w, t  

Cw, t Cw, t 

T

c0 w, t 



.

(10)

p

 ci w, t 2
i 1

The corresponding MPP vectors z* w, t  are
z* w, t   αw, t  w, t 

(11)

where αw, t  is the probabilistic sensitivity vector
αw, t   

Cw, t 
Cw, t Cw, t 

T

.

(12)

In the remaining, we will drop w from  w, t  , z* w, t  and αw, t  for simplicity.
2.3.1. Identification of Composite Limit State
The process to identify the composite limit states using all instantaneous limit states consists of the
following two steps.
Step 1: Delete highly correlated instantaneous limit states
We calculate the correlation coefficient matrix    ij  among all instantaneous limit states at

ti  i  1t , i  1,, N where

ij 

z*i
z*i



z*j
z*j

, i  1,, N , j  i,, N .

(13)

 

The limit state functions g Z, t  0 and g  Z, t   0 are assumed highly positively correlated if ij  0.99 .
i
 j
th
In this case if  ti    t j , the j limit state is eliminated because the ith limit state dominates it



probabilistically; i.e., if we have failure with respect to the ith limit state we also have failure with respect to
the jth limit state with a very high probability.
Let G1 be the set of limit states after the dominated limit states have been deleted. The number of limit
states in G1 is denoted by N G1 .
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Step 2: Delete instantaneous limit states that are not part of the composite limit state

 

An instantaneous limit state g Z, t  0 among the remaining N G1 limit states from step 1 is deleted if
i
N

G
1



g  Z, t   0

the set Z : g Z, ti  0 and
j

j  1, j  i 



 



 is null; i.e., there is no point on g Z, t
i



  0

which

belongs to the safe region defined by the remaining instantaneous limit states. This can be checked by
solving a simple linear program which minimizes an arbitrary linear function such as

p

 zi

 i

with g Z, t  0

i 1

as an equality constraint and the other limit states as inequality constraints g  Z, t   0, j  1,, N , j  i . If
G
 j
1
no feasible solution exists the ith instantaneous limit state is deleted from G1. This step is repeated for all
N G1 limit states. Let the set of remaining limit states be G2. The number of limit states in G2 is denoted by
N G2 .

At the end of Step 2 the composite limit state is defined as a convex (not necessarily closed) polytope
with NG2 edges.
2.3.2. Calculation of Time-dependent Probability of Failure
The time-dependent probability of failure for the set of l  NG2 limit states, forming the composite limit

state, is given by:
(⋃
)
∑
( ) ∑
( )
( ⋂

(
⋂

)

⋂
⋂

∑

(

⋂

⋂

(

)

) ∑

(

⋂

⋂

)

(14)

)

where the set Ei  {z  Z, g (z, ti )  0} represents the failure region corresponding to the ith instantaneous
limit state of the composite.
The individual probabilities of failure PEi  in Eq. (14) are equal to  i  . The intersection
probability Pijf  PEi  E j , i , j  1,, l between the ith and jth instantaneous limit states of the composite is
also calculated exactly. If ij  1 , the two limit states are negative fully correlated and pijf  0 . If ij  0

the two limit states are uncorrelated and Pijf    ti   t j  . If ij  0 the probability pijf is given by
(Liang, Mourelatos and Nikolaidis, 2007)
Pijf

  

 ij



  

   ti    t j      ti ,   t j ; z dz

(15)

0
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where  , ;   is the PDF of a bivariate normal vector with zero means, unit variances and a correlation
coefficient  given by
  i ,   j ;   

 1 i2   2j  2 i  j 
exp

1 2
 2

2 1   2
1

(16)

Below, we propose a methodology which calculates the time-dependent probability of failure
l
PF   P i 1 Ei exactly if the instantaneous limit states in the composite are linear. The method uses only





the individual probabilities of failure PEi  and the intersection probabilities Pijf  PEi  E j , i , j  1,, l .
Using all instantaneous limit states in the composite, we identify all triangular regions (e.g., region
ABG in Fig. 2), using all combinations of three different limit states. For limit states g , g and g with
i

j

k

MPPs z *i , z *j and z *k , we test if the vector z *i is a positive linear combination of z *j and z *k . This is true if
there exist two positive constants  j and  k such that

 j z*j   k z*k  z*i ,

 j , k  0 .

In this case, the limit state g forms a triangular region with limit states g
i

j

and g . The region ABG in
k

Fig. 2 provides an example.
I

g4

z2

g6

g5

H

g3

D
E
C
F

z1

z1*
z2*

A

B
G B

z3* Composite limit state

Figure 2. Illustration of probability of failure calculation

The probability of failure corresponding to the ABG triangular region is equal to
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f
PABG
 Pg1  0, g2  0, g3  0   2  P12f  P23f  P13f

(17)

where Pijf is calculated exactly using Eq. (15). Therefore, the time-dependent probability of failure is





f
PF   1  PABCDEFA  1  PGCDEFG  PABG

(18)

where PABCDEFA is the probability of being within the ABCDEFA safe region of the composite limit state.
Eq. (18) indicates that a new composite safe region GCDEFG is formed by eliminating g .
2

The process continues so that













f
f
f
f
f
f
PF   1  PABCDEFA  1  PGCDEFG  PABG
 1  PGCHFG  PABG
 PDHE
 1  PGCI  PABG
 PDHE
 PFHI

(19)

where
1  PGCI   3   4    1   P34f  P41f  P13f

(20)

is the probability of being outside the safe region GCI.
The above process enlarges the safe region progressively by eliminating instantaneous limit states of
the composite until we get the final three-edged convex polytope. Note that because the PF  calculation
of Eq. (19) uses the exact joint probability calculation of Eq. (16), it is exact itself.
2.4. SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
The following steps summarize the description of the proposed method of Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3.
Step 1. Decompose all Gaussian random processes in the time-dependent limit state function using the
spectral decomposition (K-L expansion) of Eq. (6).
Step 2. Choose set W for the total probability theorem (Eq. 7) so that for each realization of W the limit
state becomes preferably a linear combination of normal random variables at each time t.
For a realization w of the chosen set W perform steps 3 through 6:
Step 3. Express the time-dependent limit-state function as a function (preferably linear) of normal random
variables as in Eq. (8a) or (8b). This step constitutes a function evaluation.
Step 4. For the time of interest t  0, T  calculate the reliability index and correlation coefficient matrix for
all discrete times from zero to t using Equations (10) through (13) or a FORM approach if Eq. (8b) is used.
Step 5. Identify the composite limit state using the proposed two-step composite limit state identification
process and the information from Step 4.
Step 6. Obtain the correlation coefficient matrix for the l instantaneous limit states in the composite using
Eq. (13). Calculate the conditional probability P F
using the proposed approach of Eqs (14) through
(20).

 W
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Step 7. Obtain the time-dependent probability of failure at time t by evaluating the total probability theorem
integral of Eq. (7) using numerical integration, simple MCS or importance sampling. P F
may be
calculated directly or using a pre-built metamodel as illustrated in the example below.

 W

3. Example: Design of a Hydrokinetic Turbine Blade
This example is adopted from (Hu and Du, 2013). It involves the design of a hydrokinetic turbine blade
under time-dependent river flow load. Figures 3 and 4 from (Hu and Du, 2013) show a simplified crosssection of the blade, and the blade under river flow load, respectively.

Figure 3. Cross-section of turbine blade at the root (Hu and Du, 2013)

Figure 4. River flow load on the turbine blade (Hu and Du, 2013)

The flapwise bending moment M flap at the root of the blade is given by (Hu and Du, 2013; Martin,
2008)
M flap 

1
 vt 2 Cm
2

(21)

where vt  is the random river flow velocity,   103 kg / m3 is the river flow density, and Cm  0.3422 is
the coefficient of moment provided by the blade element momentum theory.
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Based on (Hu and Du, 2013), the monthly river velocity vt  is modeled by a narrowband, nonstationary Gaussian process with mean v t  , standard deviation  v t  , and autocorrelation function
v t1,t2  given by





 

 

4

v t    im sin bim t  cim ,
i 1

4

 v t    sj exp  t  b sj / c sj
j 1

and

(22)

2

(23)

v t1, t2   cos2 t2  t1 

(24)

where the constants a, b and c for Eq. (22) are
a1  3.815,
a2  2.528,
a3  1.176,
a4  0.07856,

b1  0.2895, c1  0.2668
b2  0.5887, c2  0.9651
b3  0.7619, c3  3.116
b4  2.183, c4  3.161

and the constants for Eq. (23) are
a1  0.7382, b1  6.456,
a2  1.013, b2  4.075,
a3  1.875, b3  9.913,
a4  1.283, b4  1.035,

c1  0.9193
c2  1.561
c3  6.959
c4  2.237

The limit state function is
g    a 

M flap t1
EI

 a 

 vt 2 Cm t1

(25)

2E I

2
3





where  a is the allowable strain of the material, E = 14 GPa is the Young’s modulus, and I  l1 t13  t23 is
the area moment of inertia at the root of the blade. The dimension variables l1 , t1 and t2 are shown in Fig. 3.
Table I provides the distribution information of the random variables and velocity random process.
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Table I. Distribution information for hydrokinetic
turbine blade example
Variable Mean
Std
Distribution Auto Cor.
v (m/s)

μv(t)

σv(t)

GP

Eq. 24

l1

0.22

0.0022

Gaussian

N/A

t1

0.025

0.00025

Gaussian

N/A

t2

0.019

0.00019

Gaussian

N/A

εallow

0.025

0.00025

Gaussian

N/A

The time interval 0, 12 months was discretized uniformly using t  0.2 months. The covariance
matrix Σ was formed and its eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors were calculated. Because of the
periodicity of the autocorrelation function (Eq. 24), only the first two eigenvalues 1  110.16 and
2  107.96 were non-zero. Therefore, the spectral decomposition of Eq. (6) for vt  has only two terms
besides the mean; i.e.,
vt   v t   1  Φ1T t  Z1  2  ΦT2 t  Z 2 .

(26)

Fig. 5 shows realizations (trajectories) of vt  . We observe that many realizations of vt  exhibit
negative values for some instances in the time of interest 0, 12 months.

Figure 5. Realizations of vt 

The limit state function of Eq. (25) is re-written as
g   C  vt   0
2

(27)
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where C  2 E I  a since E, I,  , Cm and t1 are positive quantities. It can be shown that
 Cm t1

 X  PC  vt   0 2 P C  vt   0 2 Pvt  
2

PF



C 0

Considering that the reliability index of vt   C is much higher than that of
(28a) is approximated as

C  vt  at all times, Eq.

 X  PC  vt   0 2 P C  vt   0.
2

PF



(28b)

  



(28a)



We will now calculate P C  vt   0 and use it in Eq. (28b) to obtain P F  P C  vt 2  0 . The
X

reliability index at each time t is

 w, t  

C w   v t 

(29)

d1 t   d 2 t 
2

2

where d1 t   1  Φ1T t  and d2 t   2  ΦT2 t  . Fig. 6 shows  t  when all random variables in C are at
their means.
Because C is only a function of w in Eq. (29), the time-dependent curve of  has the same shape for
different values of w. It simply moves up or down as w changes. Thus, the shape and composition of the
composite limit state at each time t is the same for different w’s although it may shrink or expand. This is
also supported by the fact that the probabilistic sensitivity vector
αw, t   

1
d1 t   d 2 t 
2

2

(30)

does not depend on w.
Hence for each w, the composition of the composite limit state is the same and the correlation
coefficient matrix among its instantaneous limit states is also the same. Fig. 7 shows the composite limit
state for t = 8.2 months when all random variables are at their means. The MPP vectors are
z* w, t  

C w   v t 

d1 t   d 2 t 
2

2

.

(31)
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Figure 6. Reliability index with random variables at mean values

Figure 7. Composite limit state for t = 8.2 months with random variables at mean values

As we have mentioned, the composite limit state is formed by the instantaneous limit state
corresponding to the global minimum of  w, t  and a few others with  w, t  close to the global
minimum. According to Fig. 6, the minimum reliability index between 0 and 8.2 months is 3.4 and occurs
at 6.4 months. Therefore, the instantaneous limit state at 6.4 months is part of the composite limit state. The
remaining instantaneous limit states in the composite are identified using the two-step process of Section
2.3.
Fig. 8 shows the conditional probability of failure at t = 8.2 months for different values of the random
variables W   a t1 l1 t2  . Each line represents the change in the probability of failure when three of the
random variables are at their mean values while the random variable of interest varies between   3.5

 

and   3.5 at increments of one  . We observe that P F
is most sensitive (largest variation from
W
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also increases with decreasing t1 , l1 and  a and
  3.5 to   3.5 ) to t1 followed by t2 . P F
W

decreases with increasing t2 .

Figure 8. Sensitivity of conditional probability of failure at t = 8.2 with t1 , t2 ,  a , and l1

 

. To calculate this mean
The integral of Eq. (7) indicates that Pf 0,T  is the mean value of P F
W

 

value, we built a Kriging model of P F
and used it to obtain the average of 5,000 replications.
W

For the Kriging model, we used a rectangular domain to define the training points. Each side of the
domain corresponds to a random variable in W   a t1 l1 t2  , ranging from   3.5 to   3.5 where
 and  are the mean and standard deviation of the variable. We then used a regular grid with either three
or five points along each random variable resulting in a total of 81 or 625 training points respectively, and
at each training point. The Kriging model was based on a second order polynomial
calculated P F

 W

regression and a Gaussian correlation structure.
at t = 8.2 months for the 81 training points. The probability increases
Fig. 9 shows the value of P F

 W

if t1 , l1 and  a approach their lowest values   3.5 and t2 approaches its highest value of   3.5 . Fig.

 

through time for the training points of Table II.
10 shows the conditional probability of failure P F
W
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Figure 9. Conditional probability of failure at t = 8.2 at 81 Kriging training points

Figure 10. Conditional probability of failure at selected Kriging training points
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Table II. Definition of training points in Fig. 10
Training Point

Epsilon

t1 (m)

t2 (m)

l1 (m)

1

0.024125

0.024125

0.018335

0.2123

4

0.024125

0.024125

0.019

0.2123

5

0.024125

0.024125

0.019

0.22

34

0.025

0.024125

0.019665

0.2123

61

0.025875

0.024125

0.019665

0.2123

62

0.025875

0.024125

0.019665

0.22

63

0.025875

0.024125

0.019665

0.2277

70

0.025875

0.025

0.019665

0.2123

75

0.025875

0.025875

0.018335

0.2277

81

0.025875

0.025875

0.019665

0.2277

 

with 81
Fig. 11 compares the estimated time-dependent Pf 0, T  using the Kriging model of P F
W

and 625 training points, with that obtained by MCS with 1,000,000 replications. The accuracy with 81
training points, and therefore function evaluations (see step 3 of Section 2.4), is very good. It improves
drastically however, with 625 training points. This is strong evidence that building the Kriging model
sequentially placing points where the variance of the Kriging estimate is large, will improve the accuracy
and efficiency of our approach considerably. We plan to do so in future work. We also plan to use adaptive
importance sampling.

Figure 11. Comparison of Pf 0, T  between the proposed method and MCS
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4. Summary, Concluations and Future Work
We proposed a new reliability analysis method for time-dependent problems with limit-state functions
of input random variables, input random processes which may depend on time explicitly or implicitly, using
the total probability theorem and the concept of composite limit state. The total probability theorem
calculates the time-dependent probability of failure using a time-dependent conditional probability which is
computed accurately and efficiently in the standard normal space using FORM and a composite limit state
of linear instantaneous limit states. The integral expressing the total probability theorem can be calculated
using numerical integration such as Gauss quadrature, for low-dimensional problems with a small number
of random variables. Otherwise, we can use simple MCS or adaptive importance sampling based on a prebuilt Kriging metamodel of the conditional probability. The latter is needed for efficiency purposes. The
design of a hydrokinetic turbine blade example under time-dependent river flow load demonstrated the
advantages of the proposed approach and identified areas for improvement.
Future work will mainly concentrate on the efficient and accurate evaluation of the integral in the total
probability theorem of Eq. (7) using a simulation-based approach for high dimensional problems based on
adaptive importance sampling. Emphasis will also be placed on building an accurate metamodel of the
conditional probability of failure using an adaptive Kriging approach in conjunction with time-dependent
metamodeling as in (Wehrwein and Mourelatos, 2009).
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Abstract: This work illustrates the development of Nonlinear Interval Finite Element Method for
Euler-Bernouli Beams with large deflections under interval load. By including the von Karman strains
(Reddy 2010), the secant stiffness is a function of the load. An interval load results in interval secant
stiffness. Iterations using successively updated secant stiffness are used to obtain the large deflection
solution. In this paper, the formulation of non-linear interval secant solution strategy is presented.
Several example problems will be solved using the developed method. The behaviour of the solution is
studied in terms of convergence, computational efficiency, and sharpness of interval bounds.

Keywords: Interval; Interval Finite Elements; Uncertainty; Nonlinear Strain

1. Introduction
Structures must be designed to safely respond to extreme loadings. Extreme loadings often results in larger
deformations in structures which conflict with small strain analysis. Both analytical and numerical methods
have been developed to perform structural analysis using large strains (Bathe 1996, Reddy 2010). To the
authors knowledge, numerical methods have not been presented that will predict response of a structure,
including nonlinear strain, when subject to uncertain interval loading. Of course, one could always conduct
a Monte Carlo simulation to investigate the large strain response of a structure. However, MC simulations
cannot provide guaranteed bounds on a solution while interval based methods can. In other applications,
interval methods have been found to be computationally more efficient compared to conventional
sensitivity methods or MC simulations. This paper is complementary to the authors’ previous work on
treating non-linear material behavior using interval description of uncertainty. In the modeling of non-linear
materials, the constitutive relationships had behavior of a decreasing tangent, or secant stiffness as the
material nonlinearities progressed. In the present model of a large deflection beam, the structure becomes
stiffer as the loading increased. Thus, this paper expands nonlinear interval solutions methods to both
softening and hardening systems.
In this paper, we will first review general interval methods for linear finite element methods. We will then
formulate a large deflection beam in an interval sense. Sample calculations illustrating the application of
© 2014 by authors. Printed in USA.
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the interval method are then presented along with observations on the behavior of the developed
formulation. Finally, conclusions are given based on this work. .

2. A Review of Interval finite element method
Since the early development of Interval Finite Element Methods (IFEM) during the mid nineties of last
century, several researchers worked on various aspects of Interval Finite Element Methods. (Alefeld and
Herzberger, 1983; Neumaier, 1987; Köylüoglu, Cakmak, Ahmet, Soren, 1995; Koyluoglu, Cakmak and
Nielsen,1995; Rao and Sawyer, 1995; Muhanna and Mullen,1995; Nakagiri and Yoshikawa,1996; Mullen
and Muhanna,1996, Rao and Berke,1997;Koyluoglu, and Elishakoff, 1998; Rao and Chen, 1998,Nakagiri
and Suzuki,1999; Muhanna and Mullen,1999; Mullen and Muhanna,1999). In particular, researchers have
focused among other issues on two major problems; the first is how to obtain solutions for the resulting
linear interval system of equations with reasonable bounds on the system response that make sense from
practical point of view, or in other words with the least possible overestimation of their bounding intervals,
the second is how to obtain reasonable bounds on the derived quantities that are functions of the system
response. For example, when the system response is the displacement, the derived quantities might be
forces or stresses which are functions of the displacements. Obtaining tight bounds on the derived quantities
has been a tougher challenge due to the existing dependency of these quantities on the primary dependent
variables which are already overestimated. So far, the derived quantities are obtained with significantly
increased overestimation.
During the last decade, several significant advances have been made in the application of Interval Finite
Element Methods (IFEM) to problems of uncertainty structural mechanics. Important contributions have
been made by several researchers during the past one decade (Muhanna and Mullen, 2001;Corliss, Foley
and Kearfott ,2004; Zhang,2005; Muhanna, Zhang and Mullen,2005; Popova, Iankov, Bonev,
2006;Neumaier and Pownuk ,2007; Rama Rao, Mullen and Muhanna,2010, Rama Rao, Mullen and
Muhanna,2011). These researchers focused on the issue of computing structural response in the presence of
uncertainty load, stiffness, and element cross sectional area.
A significant effort has been made in the work of Zhang (2005) to control the additional overestimation in
the values of the derived quantities; the derived quantities have been calculated by an implicit substitution
of the primary quantities. In addition to calculating rigorous bounds on the solution of the resulting linear
interval system, a special treatment has been developed to handle the overestimation in the derived
quantities. Instead of first evaluating the primary quantities and then substituting the obtained values in the
expression for the derived quantities, the expression for the primary quantities has been substituted before
its evaluation in the derived quantities expression and both were evaluated simultaneously preventing a
large amount of overestimation in the values of derived quantities. In spite of the advancement provided by
this approach, still it is conditioned by the original IFEM formulation and the special treatment of required
transformations.
A significant improvement in the formulation of IFEM with application to truss problems has been
introduced in the work of Neumaier and Pownuk (2007). This work has presented an iterative method for
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computing rigorous bounds on the solution of linear interval systems, with a computable overestimation
factor that is frequently quite small. This approach has been demonstrated by solving truss problems with
over 5000 variables and over 10000 interval parameters, with excellent bounds for up to about 10% input
uncertainty. Although, no calculated derived quantities have been reported in this work, a formulation has
been introduced for the calculation of derived quantities by intersecting the simple enclosure z = Z(u),
where z depends linearly or nonlinearly on the solution u of the uncertain system with another enclosure
obtained from the centered form (Neumaier and Pownuk, 2007, Eq. 4.13, pp 157). In spite of the provided
improvement in this formulation, the two-step approach will result in additional overestimation when
evaluating the derived quantities.
It is quite clear that among other factors, the issue of obtaining tight enclosures for the primary variables as
well as for the derived quantities is conditioned by IFEM formulation and the methods used for the
evaluation of the derived quantities. A new mixed formulation for Interval Finite Element Methods was
developed by the authors (Rama Rao, Muhanna and Mullen, 2010, 2011) where the derived quantities of
the conventional formulation are treated as dependent variables along with the primary variables. The
formulation uses the mixed variational approach based on the Lagrange multiplier method. The system
solution provides the primary variables along with the Lagrange multipliers which represent the derived
quantities themselves.
3. Formulation
The kinematic equation of Euler-Bernoulli beam theory under the assumption that the beam is loaded in x-y
plane of symmetry, the axial strain  x ( x, y) for large deformation (Bauchau and Craig, 2009) is expressed
as follows:

U
 2V 1   U
 2V
 x ( x, y) 
 y 2   
y 2
x
x
2   x
x


2
2
 1  V  
  

 2  x  

(1)

where U and V are the axial and transverse displacements, respectively.

 U
 2V
y 2
Assuming 
x
 x

2


 to be small, the expression for  x ( x, y) is simplified as


 x ( x , y )   1 ( x , y )   2 ( x, y ) 


U
 2V
 1 ( x, y ) 
y 2

x
x

2

1  V 
 2 ( x, y )  


2  x 


(2)
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Within the context of finite element, the shape functions of the axial displacement can be approximated by a
linear function and those of the transversal displacement by a cubic one. Thus the shape functions for cubiclinear beam are defined as

( L  x)
x 
U1  U 2 
L
L 

V ( x)  N1 d 
U ( x) 



where N1  0



(2 x3  3x 2  L3 )
L3
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0

(2 x3  3x 2 L)
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( x3 L  x 2 L2 ) 

L3


2 

(4)
(5)
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The first derivative of U and first and second derivatives of V are given as
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Using Eqs. 3, 7, and 8 1 ( x, y) and  2 ( x, y) can be expressed as
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(10)

The axial strain 1 ( x,0) at the neutral axis is obtained by substituting y = 0 in Eq. (10) as

1 ( x,0)  B1mid d 

(11)
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(12)

The total potential energy Π of a beam with geometric strain effects and subjected to surface traction q on
portion L1 of the surface is given by
1
 x ( x, y ) E x ( x, y )dAdx   qdx
2 x0 A
L1
L

Π

(13)

Eq. (2) can be used in Eq. (13) to obtain

1
1 ( x, y )   2 ( x, y )  E 1 ( x, y )   2 ( x, y )  dAdx   qdx
2 x0 A
L1
L



(14)

This can be expanded as

L
L

1
    1 ( x, y )E ( x, y )1 ( x, y )dAdx    1 ( x, y )E ( x, y ) 2 ( x, y )dAdx  
2 x 0 A

x 0 A

L
1

 2 ( x, y )E ( x, y ) 2 ( x, y )dAdx   qdx



2 x 0 A
L1


(15)

or

  1   2   3   qdx
L1

The discrete structural model can be given as
Π

1 T
d K d   d T P
2

 

 

In order to obtain the stiffness matrix K for the nonlinear case, from equation (9) we obtain:

1
T
d   B1T E ( x, y )  B1 d dAdx


2 x 0 A
L

1 

1
T
 2    d   B1T E ( x, y ) d T  B2 d dAdx
2 x 0 A
L

1
T
T
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8 x 0 A
L

3 

Invoking  Π  0 and dropping the load term for simplicity, this gives
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Since  d is arbitrary, we obtain

 K d   P

Where K = K1+K2+K3 and
L
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x 0
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In the current interval formulation, the load is assumed to be given in an interval form which results in an
interval solution for displacements {d} and consequently interval strains ε. Here stiffness matrix is obtained
using numerical integration, in order to avoid membrane locking, K2 and K3 are evaluated using reduced
integration in x direction only. Now we rewrite ε1 ( x, y) and ε2 ( x, y) in Eq. (9) as interval
ε1 ( x, y )   B1 d 



ε1 ( x )   B1mid d 
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1
1
T
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'
'
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2
2

where η is a scalar interval multiplier



(16)

In light of the reduced integration of second and third terms of Eq. (16), the individual stiffness matrices
can be rewritten as
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Thus K1 matrix in the present work is computed using 2×2 integration points, K2 and K3 matrices are
evaluated using reduced integration at one point. Matrices K1 , K2 and K3 can be shown in a simplified form
as follows:



3 T
 K2    A1  η D1mid  A2   1.5  A2T  η D1mid  A1 
4

1 T

2
 K3    A2  η   D1mid  A2 

2

 K1    AT   D1  A1 
1

(18)

Using Eq. (18), the overall stiffness matrix K can be defined as follows
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T
T
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D1mid   A2
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where [D1] is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal terms are the product of weights w and E at each of m×n
integration points used for the double integral. Also [D1mid] is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal terms are
the product of weights w and E at each of the p integration points used for the single integral.
Each entry η occurring in the interval diagonal matrix contains the interval multipliers at each of the p
integration points used for the single integral.
This can be shown as
K   G1 ηDG2 
(20)
Considering the mixed finite element formulation developed earlier by the authors (Rama Rao, Muhanna
and Mullen, 2011), the following system of equations is considered:

 K C T  U   P 

    
C 0  λ   0 

(21)

Here C is the constraint matrix, λ is the vector of interval multipliers, P is the vector of external loads and
U is the vector of interval nodal displacements. Substituting Eq. (20) in Eq. (21), we obtain

G1 ηDG2  C T  U   P 

    
C
0  λ   0 


(22)
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It is observed that Eq. (22) has the structure BT DA given by Neumaier (Neumaier and Pownuk, 2007).
4. Example problems
Two example problems are chosen to illustrate the applicability of the present interval approach to handle
geometric nonlinearity in case of beam element. These examples are chosen to demonstrate the ability of
the current approach to obtain sharp bounds to the displacements and forces even in the presence of large
uncertainties and large number of interval variables. It is assumed that for each element in the structure
obeys a linear constitutive relationship. Interval uncertainty of load is considered for the two example
problems. The example problems are solved for various levels of interval widths of the loads centred at
their nominal values. All interval variables are assumed to vary independently. Two approaches are used,
namely; interval and combinatorial.
The first example chosen is a fixed-fixed beam of L=100 in. (2.54m) span as shown in Figure 1. Four
elements consecutively numbered from left to right are used. The beam is subjected to a nominal distributed
load of w=10 lb/in. (1.751 kN/m) in the vertically downward direction along the entire span. The material
properties for each element are given in Table 1, while the cross sectional dimensions are 1in.×1in.
(0.0254m×0.0254m). All elements have a modulus of elasticity of 30 ksi (206.84 GPa). Solution is obtained
by following the procedure outlines in the earlier section. For double integral, two integration points are
used along the length of the each element and two integration points across the height. For reduced
integration using single integral, one integration point is chosen at the level of the neutral axis of the beam
along the direction of span. A linear constitutive model is used to analyze this example.

w

L
Figure 1. Fixed-Fixed beam subjected to distributed loading

In order to validate the present formulation, the beam is subjected to an incremental loading from 0 to 10
lb/in. in steps 1 lb/in. Considering zero load uncertainty, the vertical displacements of the mid-span of the
beam are compared to those given by Reddy (2010) and are plotted in Figure 2 . It is clearly observed from
the Figure 2 that the vertical displacements computed by the present approach closely match the results
obtained by Reddy.
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Figure 2 Fixed-Fixed beam- vertical displacements at mid-span at various levels of loading

Figure 3. Fixed-Fixed beam- vertical displacements at mid-span at various levels of uncertainty with 10 lb/in. loading
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Figure 4. Fixed-Fixed beam- bending moment at mid-span at various levels of uncertainty with 10 lb/in. loading

Figure 3 shows the plot of vertical displacement of mid-span for a load of 10 lb/in. acting all over the span
using the present approach, combinatorial approach and Monte Carlo simulation approach (100 realization)
at various levels of uncertainty. It is observed from Figure 3, that the present solution encloses the
combinatorial solution sharply and Monte Carlo simulation provides sharp inner bounds to the
combinatorial solution at various levels of uncertainty. Figure 4 shows a plot of the mid-span bending
moment for the same case. It is also observed from Figure 4 that the combinatorial solution is enclosed
sharply from inside and outside by the Monte Carlo solution and the present interval solution respectively.
The second example chosen is a beam with pinned-pinned supports at both ends as shown in the Figure 5. It
has the same geometric and material properties and same loading as that of the fixed beam cited in the first
example.

1lb/ inch
m
100 inch
m
Figure 5. Pinned-Pinned beam subjected to distribute load
Figure 6 shows the plot of vertical displacement of mid-span for a load of 1 lb/in. acting all over the span
using the present approach, combinatorial approach and Monte Carlo simulation approach at various levels
of uncertainty. It is observed from Figure 6, that the present solution encloses the combinatorial solution
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sharply and Monte Carlo simulation provides sharp inner bounds to the combinatorial solution at various
levels of uncertainty. Figure 7 shows a plot of the mid-span bending moment for the same case. It is also
observed from Figure 7 that the combinatorial solution is enclosed sharply from inside and outside by the
Monte Carlo solution and the present interval solution respectively.
However, it is observed that the present formulation is not able to able to provide an enclosure to
combinatorial solution at higher loads in case of pinned beam. Efforts are on to investigate this issue.

Figure 6. Pinned-Pinned Beam - Vertical displacement at mid-span at various levels of uncertainty with 1 lb/inch loading

Figure 7. Pinned-Pinned beam- Bending moment at mid-span at various levels of uncertainty with 1 lb/in. loading
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5. Conclusions
A new formulation for interval analysis of geometrically nonlinear beam is presented. The present approach
is validated by comparing it with the results obtained earlier by Reddy. Solutions are computed using the
present approach, combinatorial approach and Monte Carlo simulation. It is observed that the present
solution encloses the combinatorial solution at various levels of uncertainty.
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Abstract: In this paper, an approach able to evaluate approximate explicit expressions of interval response
statistics and structural reliability of randomly excited linear structures with uncertain parameters is
addressed. The excitation is modeled as a stationary Gaussian random process. Uncertainty in structural
parameters is handled by applying the interval model. Under the assumption of independent up-crossings of
a specified threshold, a procedure for the analytical derivation of interval reliability sensitivity is presented.
The key idea is to perform stochastic analysis in the frequency domain by applying the improved interval
analysis in conjunction with the so-called Interval Rational Series Expansion (IRSE). A wind-excited truss
structure with interval stiffness properties is analyzed to show the effectiveness of the proposed procedure.
Keywords: Reliability function; Stochastic excitation; Interval uncertainties; Upper bound and lower
bound.

1. Introduction
Uncertainties affecting structural parameters, such as geometrical and mechanical properties, are commonly
described within a probabilistic framework as random variables or random fields with assigned probability
density function (PDF). However, the credibility of traditional probabilistic reliability methods relies on the
availability of sufficient data to describe accurately the probabilistic distribution of the uncertain variables,
especially in the tails. Indeed, reliability estimates are very sensitive to small variations of the assumed
probabilistic models (Ben-Haim, 1994; Elishakoff, 1995). In the last decades, several non-probabilistic
approaches (Elishakoff and Ohsaki, 2010) have been developed for handling uncertainties described by
fragmentary or incomplete data.
In the non-probabilistic formulation of reliability, the attention was focused on the definition of nonprobabilistic reliability measures alternative to the traditional ones (see e.g. Penmetsa and Grandhi, 2002;
Luo et al., 2009; Kang et al., 2011; Beer et al., 2013; Hurtado, 2013; Jiang et al., 2013).
Studies on reliability analysis of randomly excited structures with uncertain parameters (Gupta and
Manohar, 2006; Chaudhuri and Chakraborty, 2006; Taflanidis, 2010) have been carried out mainly within
the probabilistic framework focusing on the estimation of the statistics of the failure probability (or
© 2014 by authors. Printed in USA.
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reliability). Much less attention has been devoted to reliability analysis of structures under stochastic
excitation especially in presence of uncertain parameters with incomplete information.
To fill this gap, the present contribution deals with the reliability evaluation of linear structural systems
with uncertain-but-bounded parameters subjected to stationary Gaussian random excitation. Due to the
uncertainty affecting structural parameters, the reliability turns out to be an interval function and structural
performance ranges between lower and upper bounds. The main objective of this study is to develop a
procedure for deriving approximate explicit expressions of the interval reliability function.
The failure is assumed here to occur as the random process modeling the response quantity of interest
(e.g. displacement, stress or strain at a critical point) firstly exceeds a safe domain within a specified time
interval [0, T ] . The proposed procedure is developed under the assumption that consecutive crossings of a
specified threshold are statistically independent events so as to constitute approximately a Poisson process
(Lutes and Sarkani, 1997; Muscolino and Palmeri, 2005; Li and Chen, 2009). As known, in this case the
reliability evaluation involves the zero- and second-order spectral moments of a selected stationary
response process.
In this paper, the interval spectral moments of the stochastic response process and the corresponding
interval reliability function are evaluated in approximate closed-form by applying an approach recently
proposed by the authors (Muscolino and Sofi, 2013; Muscolino et al., 2014a,b, in press). Basically, this
approach relies on the use of the so-called Interval Rational Series Expansion (IRSE) (Muscolino and Sofi,
2012a, 2013) in conjunction with the improved interval analysis (Muscolino and Sofi, 2012b, 2013),
introduced to limit the overestimation due to the dependency phenomenon (Muhanna and Mullen, 2001;
Moens and Vandepitte, 2005) affecting the “ordinary” or classical interval analysis (Moore, 1966). For
small deviation amplitudes of the interval parameters the first-order interval Taylor series expansion
(Muscolino and Sofi, 2011) is adopted to obtain accurate estimates of the upper and lower bounds of the
interval reliability.
2. Improved Interval Analysis: Basic Definitions
The interval model is a widely used non-probabilistic approach to handle uncertainties occurring in
engineering problems. This model, stemming from the interval analysis (Moore, 1966), turns out to be very
useful when only the range of variability of the uncertain parameters is available. In this section, the basic
notations and definitions of the so-called improved interval analysis, recently proposed (Muscolino and
Sofi, 2012b, 2013) to overcome the main limitations of the “ordinary” or classical interval analysis in
structural engineering applications are introduced.
Denoting by IR the set of all closed real interval numbers, let α I α, α   IR r be a bounded setinterval vector of real numbers, such that α  α  α . In the following the apex I denotes interval variable
while the symbols α and α denote the lower bound (LB) and upper bound (UB) vectors. Since the real
numbers  i , collected into the vector α , are bounded by intervals, all mathematical derivations involving
 i should be performed by means of the classical interval analysis (Moore, 1966). Unfortunately, the
classical interval analysis suffers from the so-called dependency phenomenon (Muhanna and Mullen, 2001;
Moens and Vandepitte, 2005) which often leads to an overestimation of the interval solution width that
could be catastrophic from an engineering point of view.
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To limit the effects of the dependency phenomenon, the so-called generalized interval analysis
(Hansen, 1975) and the affine arithmetic (Comba and Stolfi, 1993; Stolfi and De Figueiredo, 2003) have
been introduced in the literature. In these formulations, each intermediate result is represented by a linear
function with a small remainder interval (Nedialkov et al., 2004). Following the philosophy of the affine
arithmetic, within the framework of structural analysis, the so-called improved interval analysis has been
proposed (Muscolino and Sofi, 2012b, 2013). The key feature of this approach is the introduction of the
extra symmetric unitary interval (EUI), eˆiI [1, 1] , (i  1,2,..., r ) , defined in such a way that the following
properties hold:

eˆiI  eˆiI  0; eˆiI  eˆiI   eˆiI   1,1 ; eˆiI / eˆiI  1,1
2

eˆiI  eˆ Ij   1, 1 , i  j; xi eˆiI  yi eˆiI   xi  yi  eˆiI ;

(1a-f)

xi eˆiI  yi eˆiI  xi yi  eˆiI   xi yi 1,1.
2

In these equations, [1,1]  1 is the so-called unitary thin interval. It is useful to remember that a thin interval
occurs when x  x and it is defined as x I

[ x, x ] , so that x R . Notice that the EUI is different from the

classical unitary symmetric interval e [1, 1] which does not satisfy Eqs. (1a-f) (Muscolino et al.,
2013).
Then, introducing the midpoint value (or mean),  0,i , and the deviation amplitude (or radius),  i , of
I

the i-th real interval variable  iI :

 0,i 

1
 i   i  ;
2

 i 

1
i  i  ,
2

(2a,b)

the improved interval analysis assumes the following affine form definition for the interval parameter  iI :

iI  0,i  i eˆiI ,

(i  1, 2,

, r ).

(3)

In the sequel, α 0 and α will denote the vectors listing the midpoint values (or mean values) and the
deviation amplitudes (or radii),  0,i and  i , respectively, of the interval parameters  iI , (i  1,2,..., r ) ,
collected into the vector  I . Furthermore, in the framework of interval symbolism, a generic intervalvalued function f and a generic interval-valued matrix function A of the interval vector  I will be
denoted in equivalent form, respectively, as:

f I  f (α I ) 

f (α), α  α I  α, α  ;

A I  A(α I )  A(α), α  α I  α, α .

(4a,b)

3. Equations Governing the Problem
Let us consider a quiescent n-DOF linear structure with uncertain-but-bounded parameters subjected to a
stationary multi-correlated Gaussian stochastic process f (t ) . The equations of motion can be cast in the
following form:
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M0u(α, t )  C(α)u(α, t )  K (α)u(α, t )  f (t ), α  α I  α, α 

(5)

where M 0 is the n  n mass matrix, herein assumed deterministic; C(α) and K (α) are the n  n damping
and stiffness matrices of the structure which depend on the dimensionless interval parameters collected into
the vector α  α I of order r; u(α, t ) is the stationary Gaussian vector process of displacements; and a dot
over a variable denotes differentiation with respect to time t . The Rayleigh model is herein adopted for the
interval damping matrix, i.e.:
(6)
C(α)  c0M0 + c1K(α), α  α I  α, α 
where c0 and c1 are the Rayleigh damping constants having units s 1 and s , respectively.
In structural engineering, the dimensionless fluctuations of the uncertain-but-bounded parameters
around their nominal values can be reasonably modelled as symmetric intervals, i.e. iI  i ,i  with

i  i . Under this assumption, Eq. (3) reduces to:

iI  i eˆiI

(7)

being  0,i  0 and i  i  i . Furthermore, to assure physically meaningful values of the uncertain
structural properties, the deviation amplitudes  i should satisfy the conditions  i  1 , with the symbol

 denoting absolute value.
The external load vector f (t ) in Eq.(5) is modelled here as a stationary multi-correlated Gaussian
random process. It is fully characterized, from a probabilistic point of view, by the mean-value vector,
μf =E f (t ) , and the correlation function matrix, Rf f (t2  t1 )  Rf f ( )  E f (t1 )f T (t2 )  μf μf T , with E 
denoting the stochastic average operator and the apex T transpose matrix.
As well-known, the response of a linear structural system subjected to a Gaussian random process is
Gaussian too and can be characterized in the so-called frequency domain by the mean-value vector and the
PSD function matrix (see e.g. Lutes and Sarkani, 1997; Li and Chen, 2009). In particular, the stationary
stochastic Gaussian interval response process of structures with uncertain-but-bounded parameters is
completely characterized in the frequency domain once the interval mean-value vector, μu (α) , and the
interval PSD function matrix, Guu (α,  ) , α  α I  α, α  are known.

The interval stiffness matrix K (α)  K I , α  α I  α, α  , of a linearly-elastic structure can be expressed
as a linear function of the uncertain parameters. Based on this observation and following the interval
formalism introduced above, the n  n order interval stiffness and damping matrices can be expressed as
linear functions of the uncertain properties, i.e.:
r

K I  K 0   K i  i eˆiI ;
i 1

r

C  C0  c1  K i  i eˆ
I

where

i 1

(8a,b)

I
i
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K 0  K (α ) α α ;

Ki 

0

K (α )
 i

;
α  α0

(9a-c)

C0 = c0 M 0  c1K 0 .

In the previous equations, K 0 and C0 denote the stiffness and damping matrices of the nominal structural
system, which are positive definite symmetric matrices of order n  n ; K i are positive semi-definite
symmetric matrices of order n  n ;  i is the dimensionless deviation amplitude of the i-th uncertain
parameter satisfying the condition  i  1 .
The interval mean-value of the response process governed by Eq. (5), where the input has mean-value
μf  E f (t ) , can be determined once the inverse of the interval stiffness matrix (see Eq. (8a)) is evaluated,
that is:
μ u (α)  E u(α, t )  K 1 (α)  f ,
α  α I  α, α .
(10)
On the other hand, the interval response PSD function matrix can be determined by means of the
following relationship (Li and Chen, 2009):
(11)
Guu  α,    H* (α,  ) G X X () H T (α, ), α  α I  α, α 
f

f

where the asterisk means complex conjugate; G X

Xf

f

( ) is the PSD function matrix of the zero-mean

stationary Gaussian stochastic process, Xf (t ) , describing the random fluctuation of the input process, i.e.
f (t )  μ f  Xf (t ) , such that Rf f ( )  R X X ( ) ; H(α,  ) is the interval frequency response function (FRF)
f

f

matrix (also referred to as transfer function matrix), defined as follows:
1

H(α,  )  H 01 ( )  P(α,  )   I n  H0 ( )P(α,  )  H0 ( ), α  α I  α, α .
1

(12)

In the previous equation, I n denotes the identity matrix of order n and H0 ( ) is the FRF matrix of the
nominal structural system, given by:

H0 ( )   2 M0  j C0  K 0 

1

(13)

where j  1 denotes the imaginary unit. Furthermore, according to the symbolism introduced in Eq. (4
b), the matrix P(α,  )  P I () is defined as:
r

P I ( )  p( ) K i  i eˆiI ; p( )  1  j c1  .

(14a,b)

i 1

P I ( ) is an interval complex matrix of order n  n accounting for the fluctuations of the structural
parameters affecting the stiffness and damping matrices (see Eqs. (8a,b)). Notice that for classically damped
structural systems, the nominal FRF matrix can be conveniently evaluated as:
H 0 ( )  0 H0,m ( ) 0T
(15)
where 0 is the nominal modal matrix of order n  s (s  n) collecting the first s eigenvectors
normalized with respect to the mass matrix M 0 . This matrix is obtained as solution of the eigenproblem
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pertaining to the nominal structural system, i.e. for α  α 0 . In Eq.(15), H0,m ( ) is the nominal modal
transfer function matrix that, for classically damped structural systems, is a diagonal matrix given by:

H0,m ( )   2I s  j  0  02 

1

(16)

where 02  0T K 0 0 is the spectral matrix of the nominal structure say a diagonal matrix listing the
squares of the natural circular frequencies of the structure for α  α 0 ; 0  0T C0 0 denotes the
generalised nominal damping matrix, which for the Rayleigh model of damping assumed here is a diagonal
matrix.
Once, the interval PSD function matrix, Guu  α,   , α  α I  [α, α] , is known, the matrix collecting the
interval spectral moments of order of the random response, useful for structural reliability evaluation, can
be computed as (Vanmarcke, 1972):


Λ

,uu

(α)  2  G uu (α,  ) d, α  α I  α, α  ;

 0, 1, 2.

(17)

0

As known, the generic response quantity of practical interest, Y (α, t ) , can be determined from the
displacement vector u(α, t ) by means of the following relationship:

Y (α, t )  qT u(α, t )  Y (α, )  qT U(α, )  qT H(α, )F(),

α  α I  α, α 

(18)

where q is a vector collecting the combination coefficients relating the response process Y (α, t ) to u(α, t ) ;
Y (,  ) is the Fourier Transform of Y (α, t ) ; U(α,  ) and F( ) are the Fourier Transforms of the
displacement and forcing vectors, u(α, t ) and f (t ) , respectively; H(α,  ) is the interval FRF matrix given
by Eq. (12). Depending on the selected response quantity, Y (α, t ) , the vector q may depend on the
uncertain parameters; such dependency is here not considered for the sake of simplicity.
The interval stationary Gaussian random process, Y (α, t )   Y (α)  Y (α, t ) , is completely characterized
by the interval mean-value,  Y (α) , and the interval PSD function, GY Y (α,  )  GY Y (α, ) of the zeromean random process Y (α, t ) with α  α I  α, α  .
The interval mean-value,  Y (α, t ) , can be evaluated taking the stochastic average of both sides of Eq.
(18), i.e.:

Y (α)  E Y (α, t )  qT u (α),

α  α I  α, α 

(19)

where u () is the mean-value of the displacement vector u(α, t ) given by Eq. (10).

Based on Eq. (18), the interval PSD function of the zero-mean response process Y  α, t  reads:

GY Y (α,  )  GY Y (α,  )  qT Guu  α,   q  qT H* (α,  )G Xf Xf ()HT (α, )q.

(20)

Finally, the spectral moments of order of the random process Y (α, t ) , coincident with the spectral
moments of Y (α, t ) , can be evaluated from Eq.(20) as follows:


 ,Y (α)   ,Y (α)  2  GY Y (α,  ) d  qT 

,uu

(α)q, α  α I  α, α ;

 0, 1, 2.

(21)

0
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4. Interval Stationary Stochastic Response
As outlined in the previous section, the interval stationary Gaussian random response process u(α I , t ) is
completely characterized in the frequency domain by the interval mean-value vector, μu (α I ) , and the
interval PSD function matrix, Guu (α I ,  ) , whose evaluation basically requires: i) to compute the inverse of
the parametric interval stiffness matrix, K 1 (α I ) (see Eq.(10)); ii) to evaluate the interval FRF matrix,

H( I ,  ) (see Eq. (11)) which involves the inversion of a parametric frequency-dependent matrix (see
Eq.(12)). By applying the IRSE, recently, the authors (Muscolino and Sofi, 2012a, 2013; Muscolino et al.,
2014a) proposed a procedure for evaluating these matrices and the associated statistics of the interval
stationary response in approximate explicit form. The starting point to derive the IRSE is the decomposition
of the n  n matrix K i in Eq. (9b) as sum of rank-one matrices. Without loss of generality, the particular
case in which the matrix K I of the structural system in Eq.(8a) exhibits rank-one modifications is here
examined. This circumstance occurs for truss structures, shear-type frames or discretized structures with
modifications in axial components only and so on. In these cases, the matrices K i have rank one and the
stiffness matrix of the structural system with r uncertain parameters in Eq. (8a) can be expressed as follows
(Impollonia and Muscolino, 2011):
r

r

i 1

i 1

K I  K 0   K i  i eˆiI  K 0   vi vTi  i eˆiI

(22)

where v i is a vector of order n such that the dyadic product K i  vi vTi gives a change of rank one. It
follows that the deviation with respect to the nominal value is expressed as superposition of r rank-one
matrices.
Retaining only first-order terms, the IRSE yields the following approximate explicit expression of the
inverse of the interval stiffness matrix (Impollonia and Muscolino, 2011; Muscolino and Sofi, 2013):

K 
I

where

1

r


 K 0   vi vTi  i eˆiI 
i 1



di  vTi K 01 vi ;

1

r

 K 01  
i 1

 i eˆiI
Di
1   i eˆiI di

Di  K 01 vi vTi K 01.

(23)
(24a,b)

Notice that Eq. (23) holds if and only if the conditions  i di <1 are satisfied. Obviously, the accuracy of
Eq.(23) depends on the magnitude of the fluctuations  i . Higher-order terms can be included to handle
larger uncertainties (Muscolino and Sofi, 2012a).
By applying the IRSE in Eq. (23) in conjunction with the improved interval analysis (Muscolino and
Sofi, 2012b, 2013), and adopting the formalism introduced in Eq. (4b), the approximate interval mean-value
response vector can be expressed as:

μuI  μu (α I )   K I  μf  mid μu (α I ) +dev μu (α I )
1

(25)

where
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 1 r

 r

I
mid μ   K 0   a0,i Di  μf ; dev μu     ai eˆiI Di  μf
i 1


 i 1

I
u

(26a,b)

are the midpoint and deviation vectors which are defined in explicit form. Indeed, in Eqs. (26a,b), a0,i and
 ai are functions of the deviation amplitude  i , given by (Muscolino and Impollonia, 2011):

a0,i 

 i2 di

1    i di 

;  ai 

2

 i

1    i di 

2

(27a,b)

where the argument  i is omitted for conciseness.
Based on Eq. (25), the mean-value vector,  u () , turns out to be an interval vector with midpoint given
by Eq. (26a) and width or deviation amplitude defined as follows:
r

  u ()    ai Di f

(28)

i 1

with the symbol |  | denoting absolute value component wise. Then, the LB and UB of the interval meanvalue vector,  u () , can be readily obtained as:

u ()  mid uI     u();

u ()  mid uI     u().

(29a,b)

Upon substitution of the decomposition K i  vi vTi into Eq.(14a), the interval FRF matrix, H( I ,  )
(see Eq. (12)), of the structural system with interval parameters takes the following form:
1

r


H I ( )   H 01 ( )  p( ) vi vTi  i eˆiI  .
i 1



(30)

The decomposition (22) of the stiffness matrix thus allows to express also the deviation with respect to the
inverse of the nominal FRF matrix, H01 ( ) , as sum of r modifications of rank one. Then, by applying the
IRSE (Muscolino and Sofi, 2013, 2012a; Muscolino et al., 2014a), an approximate explicit expression of the
interval FRF matrix is obtained, i.e.:
1

r
r
p( ) i eˆiI


H ( )   H 01 ( )   p( ) i eˆiI vi vTi   H 0 ( )  
B ( )
ˆiI bi ( ) i
i 1
i 1 1+p( )  i e


I

(31)

where the following complex frequency dependent quantities appear:

bi ()  vTi H0 () vi ;

Bi ()  H0 () vi viT H0 ().

(32a,b)
In the previous equations, H0 ( ) is the FRF matrix of the nominal structural system which can be
evaluated by means of Eq.(15). Equation (31) holds if and only if the conditions p( )i bi ( )  1 are
satisfied, where the symbol  means modulus of  .
Alternatively, by applying the improved interval analysis (Muscolino and Sofi, 2013; Muscolino et al.
2014a) and adopting the symbolism introduced in Eq. (4b), the approximate interval FRF matrix in Eq.(31),
H I ( ) , can be rewritten as follows:

H(α,  )  Hmid ( )+ Hdev (α, ),

α  α I  α, α 

(33)

where:
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H mid (α,  )  mid H I ( )  H 0 ( )   a0,i ( ) Bi ( );
r

i 1

(34a,b)

H ( )  dev H ( )    ai ( ) Bi ( ) eˆ
r

I
dev

I

I
i

i 1

are two complex function matrices whose elements are the midpoint and the deviation of the elements of
H I ( ) , respectively. In Eqs. (34a,b), a0,i( ) and  ai( ) denote complex functions depending on both 
and  i , given respectively, by:
2

 p( ) i  bi ( )
p( ) i
(35a,b)
a0,i ( )  
;  ai ( ) 
2
2
1   p( ) i bi ( ) 
1   p( ) i bi ( ) 
where the argument  i is omitted for the sake of conciseness.
Substituting the interval transfer function matrix, H(α,  ) , written in the form (33) into Eq.(11), the
interval PSD function matrix of the structural response can be expressed as:

I
G uu (α,  )  G uu
( )  H* (,  ) G Xf Xf ( ) H T (α,  )





ˆ (α,  ) ,
 mid G uu (α,  )  dev G
uu
where

I
mid G uu
( )  H*mid (α,  ) G Xf Xf ( ) HTmid (α,  );



(36)

α  α I  α, α 



T
*
I
I
ˆ I ( )  H* (α,  ) G
dev G
( )  H dev
( )  +  H dev
( )  G Xf Xf ( ) HTmid (α,  )
uu
mid
Xf Xf

(37a,b)

denote the midpoint and deviation matrices, respectively. The over hat in Eq. (37b) means that an
approximate expression of the deviation matrix is assumed. Specifically, in order to simplify interval
computations, terms associated with powers of i greater than one are neglected (Muscolino et al.,
2014a,b).
Finally, upon substitution of Eq. (36) into Eq. (17), approximate analytical expressions of the interval
spectral moments of order of the random response are obtained:

Λ ,uu (α)  mid Λ

where

mid Λ



,uu

(α,  )  dev Λ

I
,uu  =2   mid G uu ( ) d;
0

,uu

(α, ) , α  α I  α, α ;

dev Λ





 0,1, 2



ˆI
,uu  =2   dev G uu ( ) d.
0

(38)
(39a,b)

It is worth emphasizing that Eqs. (25), (36) and (38) provide the explicit relationships between the
interval statistics of the displacement vector u(α, t ) and the radius  i of the input parameters useful for
the analytical evaluation of the corresponding interval sensitivities. Furthermore, analogous expressions can
be derived for the statistics Y (α) , GY Y (α,  )  GY Y (α,  ) and  ,Y (α)   ,Y (α) of the generic response
process Y (α, t ) (see Eq. (18)), by substituting Eqs. (25), (36) and (38) into Eqs. (19)-(21), respectively.
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5. Explicit Interval Reliability Function
Structural systems are conceived and designed to survive natural actions, such as earthquake ground
motion, wind gusts, sea wave motion, etc. Since such excitations are commonly modeled as stochastic
processes, the structural safety needs to be evaluated within a probabilistic framework. Among the available
models of failure, the simplest one, which is also the most widely used in practical analyses, is based on the
assumption that a structure fails as soon as the response at a critical location exceeds a prescribed safe
domain for the first time. Accordingly, the probability of failure, for structural systems subjected to
stochastic excitations, coincides with the first passage probability, i.e. the probability that the extreme value
random process, Ymax (α, T ) , for the generic structural response process of interest, Y (α, t ) , (e.g.
displacement, strain or stress at a critical point), firstly exceeds the safety bounds within a specified time
interval [0, T ] .
For a structure with uncertain-but-bounded parameters, the extreme value random process, over a time
interval [0, T ] , is mathematically defined as:

Ymax (α, T )  max Y (α, t ) , α  α I  α, α 
0t T

(40)

where the symbol |  | denotes absolute value.
Since the cumulative distribution function (CDF) LY (α, b, T ) of the extreme value random process,
max

Ymax (α, T ) , also called reliability function, formally coincides with the CDF of the random process

Ymax (α, T )  max Y (α, t ) , where Y (α, T ) denotes the zero-mean stationary stochastic process describing the
0t T

random fluctuation of Y (α, t )   Y (α)  Y (α, t ) , it is very useful to evaluate the function, LYmax (α, b (α), T ) .
This function, which represents the probability that Ymax (α, T ) is equal to or less than the barrier level

b (α)  b  Y (α) within the time interval [0, T ] , is commonly expressed as (Vanmarcke, 1975):





LYmax α, b (α), T  P Ymax (α, T )  b (α)   P0,Y (α, b (α)) exp T Y (α, b(α))  , α  α I  α, α  (41)
where P0,Y (α, b (α))  P [Ymax (α,0)  b (α)] denotes the initial probability, that is the probability of not
exceeding the level b (α) at time t  0 ; Y (α, b (α)) is the so-called hazard function (or intensity function,
or limiting decay rate). The latter provides the conditional occurrence rate of up-crossings at time t of the
level b (α ) by the random process Y (α, t ) , given that this level has not been up-crossed prior to t. Since
the hazard function is not available in exact form, different approximate expressions have been proposed in
the literature (see e.g. Lutes and Sarkani, 1997; Li and Chen, 2005; Muscolino and Palmeri, 2005).
It is recognized that, if the failure level is high enough, then the classical Rice’s formula, based on the
Poisson assumption of independent up-crossings (Rice, 1950), is applicable. In this case, the interval hazard





function Y  I , b ( I ) , for Gaussian processes with sufficiently large mean-value,  Y ( I )  0 , can be
assumed, with good accuracy, as coincident with the mean up-crossing rate of a single barrier
b ( I )  b   Y ( I ) (Vanmarcke, 1975). Then, the interval CDF, LY ( I , b ( I ), T ) , can be expressed as:
max
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LYmax α, b (α), T  P Ymax (α, T )  b (α) 

 b 2 (α)  
 P0,Y α, b (α) exp   T  Y (α) exp  
 ,
 2 (α)  

0,Y





where



 Y (α)   Y (α) 

α  α I   α, α 

1 2,Y (α)
; α  α I   α, α 
2 π 0,Y (α)



(42)

(43)



is the mean up-crossing rate at level  Y (α I )  0 ; P0,Y α I , b (α I ) represents the initial interval probability,
herein assumed equal to unity; 0,Y (α )  0,Y (α ) and 2,Y (α )  2,Y (α I ) are the interval spectral moments
I

I

I

of zero- and second-order, respectively, of the generic structural response process of interest Y (α I , t ) , given
by Eq. (21).
Let X max (α I , T )  Ymax (α I , T ) / 0,Y (α I ) denote the largest dimensionless extremum process, often
referred to in the literature as peak factor process during the observation time T. Introducing the

dimensionless interval variable 0,Y (α I )   b   Y (α I )  / 0,Y (α I )  b(α I ) / 0,Y (α I ) , the interval CDF,
given in Eq.(42), for unit initial probability, can be rewritten as:

LX max  α,  0,Y (α), T   P  X max (α, T )   0,Y (α) 

  0,2 Y (α)  

I
 exp   T  Y (α) exp  
  , α  α  α, α .
2  



(44)

It is worth emphasizing that the interval CDF of the peak factor in Eq. (44) can be expressed in
approximate explicit form by substituting the analytical expressions (21) of the interval spectral moments,
0,Y (α I )  0,Y (α I ) and 2,Y (α I )  2,Y (α I ) , evaluated by applying the IRSE.
In order to derive a closed-form expression of the CDF of the peak factor, under the assumption of
slight deviation amplitudes of the uncertain parameters, i.e. i 1 , the interval CDF, LIX max  0,Y , T  can
be approximated by applying the first-order interval Taylor series expansion (Alefeld and Herzberger,
1983):









r

 0
I
LIX max  0, 0Y , T  L(0)
X max  0,Y , T   sLX
(0)
X max

L







 0

0,Y



i 1

max

,i

    , T  
0
0,Y

r

, T    s LX
i 1

max

,i



 0

0,Y



i

(45)

, T  i eˆ

I
i

 0
where L(0)
is the nominal or midpoint CDF of the peak factor, defined by:
X max  0,Y , T
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(0)
X max

L

where  Y,0   Y (α)

 0
0,Y

α  0



, T  LX max  α ,  0,Y (α ), T 
I
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I

α  0


   0
0,Y


 exp   T  Y ,0 exp  
2




2







(46)

 (1/ 2 π) 2,(0)Y / 0,(0)Y is the mean up-crossing rate pertaining to the structure with

nominal values of the uncertain parameters and 0, 0Y  0,Y (α I )
  b  Y ,0 
α  0

0, 0Y is the nominal value

of the dimensionless interval variable 0,Y (α I ) , Y ,0 being the nominal mean-value of the random process.
In Eq. (45), sLI X

max

,i

    , T  and  s
0
0,Y

LX max ,i

    , T  denote the i-th peak factor reliability sensitivity and
0
0,Y

the corresponding deviation amplitude given, respectively, by:

s

I
LX max , i



 0

0,Y

LIX max  α,  0,Y (α ), T 



,T 

 i

 α 0



 C (  0, 0Y , T ) 2  0, 0Y 0,(0)Y sI Y ,i    0, 0Y




 

and

 sLX

max

,i



2



0,Y , T  C 0,Y , T 2 0, 0Y 0,(0)Y sY ,i   0, 0Y




 

 0

In the previous equations, sI

Y

,i



 0


 1 sI0,Y ,i 



 

(0)
0,Y
(0)
2,Y

2



sI 2,Y ,i 




0,(0)Y


 1 s0,Y ,i  (0) s2,Y ,i  .

2,Y



(47)

(48)

is the i-th interval sensitivity of the mean-value Y () of the response

process Y (, t ) defined analytically by:

sI Y ,i 

 Y (α  )
  sY ,i eˆiI ;  sY ,i  qT Di  f ;
 i α 0

(49)

and sI0,Y ,i and sI 2,Y ,i are the interval sensitivities of the zero- and second-order spectral moments of the
interval stochastic response process Y (α, t ) given in explicit form by :

s ,Y ,i  s ,Y ,i 
I

with S


,uu

I


,u u ,i

I

 ,Y (α I )
 i

  s ,Y ,i eˆiI ,
 α 0

 s ,Y ,i  qT S I

,u u ,i

q;

 0, 2

(50)

denoting the interval sensitivity of the spectral moments matrix of the random response,

( I ) (Muscolino et al., in press). Furthermore, in Eqs.(47) and (48),  (0),Y ,

 0,2 , denote the spectral

moments of the nominal system, which taking into account Eqs.(20) and (21), read:
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0

Finally, the function C 0, 0Y , T is defined as follows:
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In the case of randomly excited structural systems with interval uncertain parameters, the CDF turns
out to be an interval function which can be written in the following form:

LYI max (b, T )   LYmax (b, T ), LYmax (b, T ) 

(53)

where LYmax (b , T ) and LYmax (b, T ) are the LB and UB of LYI max (b, T ) , respectively.
Based on Eq.(45) and applying the improved interval analysis (Muscolino and Sofi, 2011, 2012b), the
LB and UB of the CDF of the peak factor can be evaluated as follows:
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, T  i .

Once the interval CDF of the peak factor is known, the parameters of the response process needed to
guarantee the desired safety level can be evaluated.
As a conclusion, it has to be emphasized that, under the assumption of slight deviation amplitudes of
the uncertain parameters, i.e. i 1 , since Eq.(45) gives the explicit expression of the interval reliability
function, Eqs.(54a,b) provide the bounds of the interval reliability in explicit form too.
6. Numerical Application
The effectiveness of the proposed procedure is assessed by analyzing the 24-bar truss structure, depicted in
Fig. 1, subjected to turbulent wind loads in the x -direction.
I
I
The Young’s moduli of the diagonal bars are modeled as interval parameters Ei  E0 1  i eˆi ,





(i  16,17,...,24) with midpoint value E0  2.1108 kN m2 and deviation amplitudes i   satisfying

the condition   1 . All the bars of the nominal structure are assumed to have cross-sectional area

A0,i  A0  5 104 m2  i  1,2, ,24  while the nominal lengths of the bars L0,i (i  1,2, ,24) can be
deduced from Fig.1 where L  3m . Furthermore, each node possesses a lumped mass M  500 kg . The
Rayleigh damping constants c0 and c1 in Eq.(6) are taken as c0  3.517897 s-1 and c1  0.000547 s ,
respectively, in such a way that the modal damping ratio for the first and third modes of the nominal
structure is  0  0.05 . The horizontal and vertical displacement random processes of the j-th node are
denoted by U j (α I , t )  U j (α I )  U j (α I , t ) and V j (α I , t )  V j (α I )  V j (α I , t ) , respectively.
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 i  1,4,7  ,

are subjected to the nodal forces

Fx ,i ( zi , t ) in the along-wind direction (see Fig.1) expressed in the well-known form (Simiu and Scanlan,
1996):
1
1
2
Fx ,i ( zi , t )  CD AW
( zi , t )  Fx(,si )  Fx ,i ( zi , t )  CD Ai ws2  CD AW
( zi , t )ws , (i  1, 4, 7) (55)
i
i
2
2
where Fx(,si ) and Fx ,i ( zi , t ) denote the mean and random component of wind loads, related, respectively, to
the mean-value, ws ( z ) , and the fluctuating component, W ( z, t ) , of the wind velocity field

W ( z, t )  ws ( z)  W ( z, t ) .
L

L
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Figure 1. Truss structure under wind excitation.

The mean wind velocity is assumed to vary with the elevation z following a power law, i.e.

ws ( z )  ws ,10  z /10  , where ws ,10 is the mean wind speed measured at height z  10m above ground and


 is a coefficient depending on surface roughness, herein taken equal to ws ,10  25 m/s and   0.3 ,
respectively. The fluctuating component W ( z, t ) due to the turbulence in the flowing wind is modelled as a
zero-mean stationary Gaussian random field, fully described from a probabilistic point of view by the onesided PSD function GWW ( ) , defined here by the Davenport power spectrum (1961):

GWW ( )  4 K 0 ws2,10

2

 1   2 

4/3

(56)
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where K 0 is the non-dimensional roughness coefficient, herein set equal to K0  0.03 , and
  b1 /( ws,10 ) with b1  600 m . Moreover, in Eq. (55)  is the air density; CD is the drag coefficient;
and Ai is the tributary area of the i -th node. These parameters are herein selected as follows:

  1.25 Kg/m3 , CD  1.2 , A1  9 m2 , A4  9 m2 and A7  4.5 m2 .
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Figure 2. Comparison between the exact and proposed UB and LB of the CDF of the peak factor processes a) X max  X1max and b)

X max  X 7 max of the horizontal displacements of nodes 1 and 7 of the truss structure with interval Young’s moduli of the diagonal
bars (   0.025 , T  1000T0 ).
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Figure 3. Comparison between the exact and proposed UB and LB of the CDF of the peak factor processes a) X max  X1max and b)
X max  X 7 max of the horizontal displacements of nodes 1 and 7 of the truss structure with interval Young’s moduli of the diagonal

bars (   0.05 , T  1000T0 ).

As outlined in the previous section, the LB and UB of the CDF can be evaluated by applying the firstorder interval Taylor series expansion (see Eqs. (54a,b)). Figure 2 and 3 show the LB and UB of the
interval CDF of the peak factor processes X1max ( I , T ) and X 7 max ( I , T ) of the horizontal displacements
of nodes 1 and 7 of the truss structure (see Fig.1) for two different levels of uncertainty, namely
  0.025 and   0.05 , respectively. The estimates of the LB and UB provided by the first-order
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interval Taylor series expansion combined with the improved interval analysis are contrasted with the exact
bounds. The latter are obtained following the philosophy of the so-called vertex method (Muhanna and
Mullen, 2001; Moens and Vandepitte, 2005) consisting in evaluating the CDF of the selected peak factor
process for all the combinations of the bounds of the uncertain parameters and then taking at each abscissa
 0
, with Y  U1 , U 7 , the maximum and minimum value among all the peak factor CDFs so obtained. For
 0,Y





 0
completeness, the midpoint CDF, L(0)
X max  0,Y , T , with X max  X1max , X 7 max , of the selected displacement

peak factor processes is also plotted. It is worth noting that for   0.025 (see Fig. 2), the UB and LB of
the CDFs provided by the proposed approach are almost coincident with the exact ones. Furthermore, as
shown in Fig. 3, very accurate estimates of the bounds of the CDFs are also obtained for larger deviation
amplitudes of the interval Young’s moduli, say   0.05 .
7. Conclusions
An analytical approach to evaluate the reliability function for structures with uncertain-but-bounded
parameters subjected to stationary Gaussian random excitation has been proposed.
The procedure has been developed within the framework of the widely used failure model identifying
the probability of failure with the first passage probability, under the Poisson assumption of independent
up-crossings. The interval reliability function has been evaluated in approximate closed-form by applying
the Interval Rational Series Expansion in conjunction with the improved interval analysis, recently
developed by the authors. The Interval Rational Series Expansion provides an approximate explicit
expression of the inverse of an interval matrix with modifications. The improved interval analysis allows to
limit the overestimation of the interval solution width due to the dependency phenomenon occurring in
classical interval analysis.
Remarkable features of the proposed approach are: i) the capability of handling a large number of
uncertainties and evaluate analytically the interval reliability function; ii) the possibility of providing very
accurate explicit estimates of the bounds of the interval reliability in the framework of the first-order
interval Taylor series expansion.
The presented procedure has been validated by analyzing a wind-excited truss structure with interval
axial stiffness of the bars. Appropriate comparisons with the exact bounds obtained by the vertex method
have shown that for small deviation amplitudes of the uncertain parameters, the first-order interval Taylor
series expansion provides very accurate estimates of the region of the interval reliability.
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Abstract: One of the most common types of dams is Concrete Faced Rockfill Dams (CFRD’s). With
higher CFRD’s, some dams have experienced considerable fractures at the concrete faces, where in some
instances these cracks have led to dewatering of the reservoir to allow for the concrete slabs repairs. The
development of these fractures may be attributed to the highly deformable rockfill body. In general, the
state-of-the-art design of CFRD’s is mostly based on common practice rather than rigorous analysis
procedures. And as such, cracking problems because of deformability of the rockfill may not be properly
predicted unless a detailed analysis is performed.
In this paper, a new approach for analysis of CFRD’s is presented. A comprehensive non-linear
finite element analysis (FEA) scheme is developed to model the construction sequence, the contact
interaction between the concrete facing and the rockfill body, and the impounding of the reservoir. A case
study using the developed framework is analyzed, the results are validated by the field measurements, and
mitigation measures suggestions are provided. This methodology, based on the results of the investigation,
provides guidelines and establishes a framework for analysis of CFRD’s that can be used for design
purposes and prevent any cracking of the concrete faces.
Keywords: Dam, CFRD, Finite Element Analysis, Mitigation

1. Introduction
Concrete Faced Rockfill Dams (CFRD’s) are one type of embankment dams that are built with compacted
rockfill in layers or lifts and covered with concrete slabs at the upstream face as part of an impermeable
barrier for the water. The body of the dam is usually divided into zones designated with numbers and letters
depending on the particle size, material type and purpose. A typical CFRD zoning is shown in Figure 1
(Cooke and Sherard 1987).

© 2014 by authors.
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Figure 1. Typical cross section of a CFRD.

Zones 1A and 1B protect the upstream concrete faces. Zones 2A and 2B support the concrete faces.
Zones 3, 4, etc. are quarry rockfill zones. Zone 3A limits the void size. Zone 3B resists water pressure and
controls face deflection. Zone 3C is composed by larger rocks and settles most during construction.
Additional zoning is defined as required.
Compared with other types of dams, CFRD’s are straightforward to construct, economical, generally
adaptable to terrain geometry; and materials are usually available in close proximity. However, some high
CFRD’s, such as Campos Novos (Brazil, 202m height), Barra Grande (Brazil, 185m height), Mohale (South
Africa, 145m height), Aguamilpa (Mexico, 187m height), and Tianshengqiao (178m, China) have
experienced significant structural failures as concrete slab fractures causing considerable leakage (Ma and
Cao 2007).
The rockfill’s flexibility compared with the stiffness of the concrete membrane directly impacts the
behavior of facing slabs. As the entire dam body deforms, the concrete slabs follow this deformation
resulting in excessive stresses within the concrete slabs. Moreover, during impoundment, the pressure on
the slabs increases the shear transfer between the concrete and the rockfill below it inducing additional
stresses.
Despite the popularity of CFRD’s, designs are mostly based on common practice rather than rigorous
analysis procedures (Cooke 1984). However, due to the experienced structural failures of CFRD’s, a more
comprehensive methodology for analysis and design is needed. Furthermore, because of the site conditions
or unexpected situations, numerous design changes and mitigation measures are required while construction
is in progress. These changes and mitigation measures in design require structural analyses for estimating
and comparing their effectiveness.
As an example for the method developed in this research, the Kárahnjúkar CFRD is analyzed. This dam
is the tallest in Europe with a height of 198m, a length of about 730m and an installed capacity of 690MW
(Johannesson 2006). The analysis includes the staged construction (resulting in an updated and larger
stiffness matrix at every step of the analysis), the contact interfaces between slabs, slab/rockfill, and
upstream-backfill/slabs. In addition, the reservoir impoundment is modeled in stages and correlated with
recorded data from instrumentation. All of the interfaces include a normal and tangential behavior allowing
contact, separation and slippage between the different surfaces. The data collected during construction and
reservoir impoundment is used for calibration of the computational model. Then, mitigation measures
suggestions are provided. The method developed as well as mitigation measures can be followed in other
similar cases and establishes an analysis framework for these types of dams.
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2. Challenges on CFRD Design
2.1. CURRENT PRACTICE
Rockfill deformation modulus estimation is essential for analysis and rockfill selection. When comparing
the modulus of deformation measured during construction versus the reservoir filling modulus, some basic
relationships are commonly used. The vertical modulus of deformation, Ev, is obtained from vertical
settlements (Fitzpatrick et al. 1985). Also, some empirical approaches allow the estimation of face slab
deformations (Pinto and Marquez, 1998) by using the transverse modulus of deformation, Et. These two
moduli were defined for the two phases: during construction and for first filling (Fitzpatrick et al, 1985). In
many cases, the proposed empirical approaches relate the ratio Et/Ev with valley shape factor (A/h2), where
A is the facing area, and h is the height of the dam.
Data from several constructed dams suggests that for narrower valleys, the measured settlements tend to
decrease (Pinto and Marquez, 1998). This is observed when comparing the shape factor (A/h2) with the
measured vertical modulus. This result indicates the presence of a stress arching effect across the abutments
for narrow valleys and thus, emphasizing the importance of a three dimensional behavior.
The selection of face slab thickness is usually based on previous experience rather than analytical
procedures and improvements are made depending on the dam configuration. Contraction joints are
established where the slabs are expected to move towards or away from each other.
2.2. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
The main problem of CFRD’s is cracking of the face slabs, which causes leakage leading to further damage
to the rockfill body and loss of water. Estimation of rockfill settlements and face slabs deflections is
essential on the analysis of a CFRD as these are clearly related to stresses on the concrete facing.
The behavior of concrete face slabs is directly related to the supporting zone and rockfill deformability.
The maximum settlements are usually observed at mid-height, and the lower third portion of the concrete
facing results in a bulging deformation that induces tensile stresses on the concrete slabs (Marquez and
Pinto, 2005). The tridimensional effect of the valley permits the rockfill movements towards the center of
the dam that may induce additional tensile stresses of the rockfill and dragging the slabs at the abutments
(Figure 2). The dragging effect observed on the concrete slabs, in both slope and horizontal directions, is
caused mainly by the rockfill deformation. During impoundment, the normal pressure on the slabs increases
friction resistance at the interface with the rockfill body facilitating the concrete membrane deformations
that may lead to crack development.

Figure 2. Face Slabs Dragged by the Rockfill Deformation.
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2.3. CONCRETE SLAB CRACKING
On some already built dams, there have been incidents of concrete face cracking and have been useful for
studying CFRD mechanisms related to concrete facing cracking (Table 1).
Table I. Precedent CFRD’s with Cracking
CFRD

Issue

Cause

Aguamilpa
Tianshengqiao 1
Xingó

Concrete facing cracking
Horizontal cracking
Slabs cracking

Itá
Itapebi

Slabs cracking
Cracks parallel to the plinth

Rockfill deformability
Construction sequence
Sharp geometry of the left
abutment and zone 3c material
deformability
Rockfill deformability
Foundation geometry

Concrete slab cracking observed on several CFRD’s presented compressive failures including
reinforcement buckling, slab hiving, and considerable concrete spalling. This type of failure is produced
when the compressive demand exceeds the capacity of the concrete slab. The design efforts are then
focused on minimizing the development of these compressive stresses to mitigate the potential of cracking
on the slabs. The development of these compressive stresses and failures observed is related to the
settlements during impoundment.
2.4. METHODOLOGY
The following diagram depicts a general procedure for analysis of CFRD’s (Figure 3):
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Figure 3. A general guideline for during-construction analysis of a CFRD.
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If the dam is located on a narrow valley with a low shape factor, a three–dimensional (3D) model must
be developed to properly capture the arching effect of the stresses distributed towards the abutments. The
boundary conditions can be represented by a stiffness (spring), a rigid constraint, or a restrained boundary.
Also, the foundation can be modeled as a rigid surface (without increasing the degrees of freedom) and
provide contact interface properties to allow the elements slide over the rigid foundation.
For the design of a new CFRD, construction staging is usually assumed based on previous construction
procedures. With a proper FE model, the designer can evaluate several scenarios in order to achieve an
optimum rockfill placement in terms of deformations. Once the construction of a CFRD begins, the staging
plan can be different from that assumed on the design phase due to contractor’s procedures, contractual
constraints, material availability, etc. Therefore, for new and during-construction CFRD projects stage
construction analysis is a crucial procedure for obtaining a realistic behavior.
The initial FE analysis must be performed without considering concrete slabs to expedite the process
and shorten the computational time. Using the initial FEA, the main settlements are determined and
compared with measurements from instrumentation obtained from settlement cells for material calibration
purposes. The main parameters used for this calibration are the moduli of elasticity and shear. This process
is repeated until a reasonable match with the measurements is achieved.
Once the model is calibrated, the concrete facing is included. The analysis results may suggest changes
to the slabs thicknesses depending on the level of stresses. Concrete facing joints are located between slabs,
and can be adjusted for additional control and support. Certain forecasted deformation patterns are key for
establishing the location of horizontal joints. The contact behavior of the joints depends on the filler
material used, if any. The filler material can be made out of soft wood, EPDM fillers or other alternatives
(Pinto, 2009). Later, the analysis results may suggest changes to the joints for an improved behavior such as
an increased spacing and material behavior selection.
Once the model is ready, improvements on its behavior can be evaluated by an iterative process. First,
settlements, slab deformations, and stresses need to be within an acceptable range in order to prevent
concrete failure. If high stresses are predicted on the concrete face slabs, they must be reduced by
implementing one or several mitigation measures. The following are some of the mitigation measures:









Produce stiffer rockfill materials
Modify rockfill placement
Postpone concrete slab placement closer to the EOC phase
Delay concrete slab staging
Increase joint gaps
Improve filler material behavior
Isolate slabs from rockfill by adding a bond braker materials
Increase slab thickness at selected locations

3. Case Study
The Kárahnjúkar CFRD (Iceland) is one of the tallest dams of its type. The upstream section of the dam in
the canyon is formed by a concrete toe wall supporting the concrete facing. At the dam site, the river is
deeply incised in a canyon that is approximately 50m to 70m wide and about 50m deep.
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Above the canyon, the river valley broadens asymmetrically, with the left abutment having a flatter
slope than the right. The Kárahnjúkar CFRD impounds the Hálslón reservoir to the Full Supply Level (FSL)
at an elevation (EL.) 625m.
3.1. FEATURES
The Kárahnjúkar dam has a height of 198m and a 700m long crest. A general plan view is shown on Figure
4. The material zoning is presented on the maximum cross section through the canyon on Figure 5.

Figure 4. Plan view of the dam.

Figure 5. Kárahnjúkar material zoning.

3.2. SCHEDULE OF CONSTRUCTION
The construction sequencing for rockfill placement and concrete face slabs of the CFRD was based on the
construction scheduling and planning. The placement of the rockfill by dates is presented on Figure 6 and
the construction sequence for the slabs on Figure 7.
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SEPT 06
AUGUST 06

Figure 6. Construction Sequence for Rockfill.

Figure 7. Concrete Facing Schedule.

3.3. FEA OF KÁRAHNJÚKAR CFRD
This CFRD was analyzed with 3D solid elements using the FE software ABAQUS. The 3D analysis
captures the slight arched geometry and the pronounced canyon crossing the base. Figure 8 schematically
shows the valley with and without the dam. The analysis determines the horizontal compression stress
components identified as critical on other failed CFRD’s.

Figure 8. Valley with and without dam.
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The elements in the model were fitted to material zones and construction stages. Particular attention
was given to the concrete facing and the supporting zones where the shear stresses are transferred between
the rockfill and the concrete slabs loaded with hydrostatic pressure. This dam, similar to other CFRD’s, was
constructed in layers and it is stiffer on the horizontal plane than the vertical. Furthermore, given the
differences between the vertical and transverse moduli of elasticity, the material constitutive model chosen
for the rockfill was the transverse isotropic stress-strain model that incorporates material anisotropy and the
concrete slabs were modeled as linear-elastic. The vertical modulus of deformation is estimated based on
settlement measurements. The measured stress-strain behavior of the CFRD rockfill appears to be roughly
linear. The computed vertical modulus also exhibits a constant value as the normal stress increases.
Table 2 presents the calibrated material properties for the model. Because the foundation for this dam is
much stiffer than the rockfill, the modeling did not include the foundation and therefore, the boundary
conditions at the dam base were assumed fixed. The transferring mechanism from the rockfill to the
concrete facing was done through the rockfill/facing interface. The contact friction was modeled among the
concrete slabs, and between the slabs and the rockfill and upstream fill, using the classical Coulomb friction
formulation where the friction resistance developed during the slippage of two surfaces is proportional to
the normal pressure (hydrostatic load) on the contact surface times a friction coefficient.
Table II. Material Properties
Material

Density
(kg/m3)

Vertical
E
(MPa)

G
(MPa)

Gravel Fill
2245
78
136
Rockfill
2143
56
97
(Upstream)
Rockfill
2143
16
28
(Center)
Rockfill
2143
13
22
(Downstream)
Upstream Fill
2245
150
58
Above EL490
Upstream Fill
2245
250
96
Below EL490
E = Young’s modulus; G = shear modulus; ν = Poisson’s ratio

Horizontal
ν

E
(MPa)

G
(MPa)

Ν

0.3
0.3

425
305

170
122

0.25
0.25

0.3

87

35

0.25

0.3

70

28

0.25

0.3

150

58

0.3

0.3

250

96

0.3

These types of interfaces were also incorporated between the toe wall and the rockfill, where additional
settlement is expected due the vertical configuration of the canyon. Furthermore, these contact interfaces
allow the surfaces to open resulting in no tensile stresses at the interface. The non-linear analysis performed
involved 100 analysis steps and approximately 28000 elements. Given that the mesh is constantly changing
during the construction period, the stiffness matrix was gradually updated step-by-step as the activation
and/or deactivation of elements occurred. Initially, the analysis was performed without slabs and most
elements were deactivated and gradually reactivated (without strains) at every stage of the analysis
following the construction sequence. Concrete slab elements were also activated at their respective time
frame and coordinated with interfaces activations between slabs. This process continued to End of
Construction to obtain vertical settlements which were calibrated as described on the next section.
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3.4. CALIBRATION
The initial vertical moduli were estimated based on the geotechnical investigations and correlations with
similar dams and materials used. Subsequent modifications were required per material zoning. The initial
calibration of the material properties was performed to correlate the measured settlements with the analysis
results at the EOC focusing particularly on the settlement gauges located at the maximum section B, where
the higher dam section and canyon are located.
3.5. INSTRUMENTATION
For calibration purposes, the hydraulic settlement gauges results from construction were used for estimating
the rockfill properties and strain meter results for estimating the stresses on the concrete slabs.
Hydraulic settlement gauges were installed for monitoring settlement of the embankment fill and face
slabs.
Strain meters were installed to monitor stresses and strains in the concrete face slabs of the CFRD. For the
focus of this work, the strain meters located at the central portion aligned with the canyon are of greater
interest, since the maximum compressive stresses are located on this section (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Concrete face slabs showing central strain meters.

4. Results
4.1. SETTLEMENTS AT EOC
Figure 10 shows the relevant settlement comparisons at EOC for all three sections A, B, and C.
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Figure 10. Major settlements due to impoundment at the three cross sections.

The results for the overall trend of settlement at EOC show acceptable agreement between the
instrumentation measurements and analysis results.
4.2. SETTLEMENTS DURING IMPOUNDING
During impounding phase, settlement values from instrumentation were correlated with analysis results.
The values are presented as the difference of settlement between the current water level stage and EOC
until FSL for the three sections. These settlement values reflect the change in settlement due the reservoir
load. Figure 11 shows the comparison of settlements during impoundment. Settlement values from
instrumentation are depicted as dots and analysis results are depicted as continuous lines.
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Figure 11. Comparison of settlements during impoundment.

The results for the settlement during impounding show acceptable correlation between the
instrumentation measurements and analysis results.
4.3. SLAB STRAINS CORRELATION
Measurements from strain meters installed adjacent to the central area of the dam, where the highest strains
were recorded during impoundment, were used for validation of the analysis results. Then, stresses on the
slabs were quantified based on strain measurements. The differential strains are compared (measured vs
computed) for the slabs (Figure 12). The vertical red lines show the ultimate concrete strength.
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Figure 12. Impoundment stresses on central slabs – measured versus computed.

The results for the strains in the slabs show acceptable agreement between the instrumentation
measurements and analysis results. Also, the levels of induced stresses estimated from the analysis are
significantly lower than the concrete ultimate strength. This ascertains the integrity of the concrete face
slabs of this CFRD. It is worth noting that the low stress levels are the result of appropriate mitigation
measures during construction suggested by the developed procedure explained below.
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4.4. MITIGATION MEASURES SUGGESTIONS
In order to minimize the potential for cracks on the concrete slabs, some mitigation measures were taken
into account for construction of the rockfill and face slabs for this dam: 1) reduction of lift thickness in
order to stiffen the crest, 2) addition of a horizontal contraction joint, 3) consideration of a wider fiber
spacer between vertical slab joints, 4) addition of an asphalt layer material to partially reduce the friction
between slabs and rockfill, and 5) increase of central slab thicknesses by 10cm at the central portion of the
facing.
The benefits of these mitigation measures can be evaluated with the proposed analysis. Different
scenarios can be compared in terms of their potential effect on the concrete slabs stresses. Failure in terms
of slab cracking results when the stresses demand reach the concrete capacity. For instance, if no
mitigations measures were taken, the resulting stresses would be much higher, with the likelihood of failure.
If no mitigation measures were taken for this dam, the horizontal stresses through section 2 would show
values around 31 MPa which would exceed the compressive strength of the concrete used, 25 MPa. These
results are presented on Figure 13.

Figure 13. Comparison – Final Solution (left) vs No Mitigations (right).
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5. Conclusion
In this work, a new FEA-based framework for analysis of new and during-construction of CFRD’s is
developed. This staged-based analysis procedure has the flexibility to evaluate various alternatives on a new
dam to achieve an optimum design and to incorporate the changes that occur during construction leading to
a more refined design, which is more consistent with actual behavior. Because of versatility of the
developed procedure, the capabilities of weighing different scenarios for cost-benefit evaluations are vast.
The practicality and applicability of this framework makes it attractive for design of new and duringconstruction CFRD’s.
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Abstract: In this work, the issue of predicting structural behaviour in the present of geometric uncertainty
arising out of fabrication errors and/or thermal changes in engineering systems is addressed. Geometric
uncertainty is expressed as the deviations of actual dimensions of the system components from their
corresponding nominal dimensions (misfitting) and is expressed in interval form. Such geometric
uncertainty is converted into an equivalent nodal load uncertainty. The present work eliminates the element
force overestimation resulting in our previous formulation (Muhanna, et al, 2006). The mixed interval finite
element formulation developed by the authors (Rama Rao, Mullen and Muhanna, 2010) is utilized to obtain
sharp bounds to displacements and element forces in the presence of geometric, material and load
uncertainties. The present work also computes an exact enclosure to the final system geometry. Results are
illustrated in example problems.

Keywords: Interval; Interval Finite Elements; Uncertainty; Misfitting; Geometry.

1. Introduction
Engineering systems are usually designed with a pre-described geometry in order to meet the intended
function for which they are designed. However, due to fabrication errors and/or thermal changes, the
dimensions of system components will deviate from their nominal values creating a misfitting problem
during the manufacturing/construction process. In engineering practice, such a fabrication deviation is
defined in a form of maximum allowable tolerance for individual components or for the completed system
after the assemblage. Usually, the design and manufacturing processes of mechanical components require a
complete definition of geometry of these components, however the definition of the geometries of the
components are only considered complete if tolerances are included in the design. Thus, a proper design
methodology should be capable of incorporating the tolerances to geometric properties in design. This
means that geometries of the geometrical elements of a work-piece are completely defined and tolerances
on fabrication errors are properly accounted for (Henzold, 1995).
State of the art technologies are striving for higher performance, higher efficiency and greater reliability.
To achieve such goals, the analysis and design procedures have to account for all possible factors that could
affect the product. Tolerances represent one of the main sources of uncertainty that should be accounted for.
© 2014 by authors. Printed in USA.
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Tolerances, usually, are defined as absolute deviation from the nominal values. Thus, including the
tolerance, in the analysis and design, as a possible value within a given interval that possesses known
bounds might be a realistic or natural way of representing such type of uncertainty. More information about
the allowable values of fabrication tolerances can be found in the publications of international organizations
such as the International Standards Organization (ISO/IEC,2008).and in national organizations such as the
Bureau of Indian Standards (IS 7215 ,1974) In the present work, tolerances (geometrical uncertainty) will
be introduced as interval values i.e., the true value is known to lie between two bounding values, but the
exact value is unknown. This calls for the use of Interval Finite element methods.
An initial effort to obtain sharp bounds to structural response of plane trusses to geometric uncertainty by
interval finite element approach was made earlier by the authors and dependency problem has been
addressed by the M matrix approach (Mullen and Muhanna,1999; Muhanna, Erdolen and Mullen, 2006).
The problem of obtaining axial forces of the truss at the same level of sharpness as displacements is handled
in the present work by following an earlier mixed interval finite element formulation developed by the
authors (Rama Rao, Muhanna and Mullen, 2011). This formulation is described in section 3 and is applied
in the case of simultaneous presence of load, geometric and material uncertainties.

2. A Review of Interval finite element method
Since the early development of Interval Finite Element Methods (IFEM) during the mid nineties of last
century, several researchers worked on various aspects of Interval Finite Element Methods. (Alefeld and
Herzberger, 1983; Neumaier, 1987; Köylüoglu, Cakmak, Ahmet, Soren, 1995; Koyluoglu, Cakmak and
Nielsen,1995; Rao and Sawyer, 1995; Muhanna and Mullen,1995; Nakagiri and Yoshikawa,1996; Mullen
and Muhanna,1996, Rao and Berke,1997;Koyluoglu, and Elishakoff, 1998; Rao and Chen, 1998,Nakagiri
and Suzuki,1999; Muhanna and Mullen,1999; Mullen and Muhanna,1999). In particular, researchers have
focused among other issues on two major problems; the first is how to obtain solutions for the resulting
linear interval system of equations with reasonable bounds on the system response that make sense from
practical point of view, or in other words with the least possible overestimation of their bounding intervals,
the second is how to obtain reasonable bounds on the derived quantities that are functions of the system
response. For example, when the system response is the displacement, the derived quantities might be
forces or stresses which are functions of the displacements. Obtaining tight bounds on the derived quantities
has been a tougher challenge due to the existing dependency of these quantities on the primary dependent
variables which are already overestimated.
During the last decade, several significant advances have been made in the application of Interval Finite
Element Methods (IFEM) to problems of uncertainty structural mechanics. Important contributions have
been made by several researchers during the past decade (Muhanna and Mullen, 2001;Corliss, Foley and
Kearfott, 2004; Zhang, 2005; Muhanna, Zhang and Mullen, 2005; Popova, Iankov, Bonev, 2006;Neumaier
and Pownuk, 2007;, Rama Rao, Mullen and Muhanna, 2011). These researchers focused on the issue of
computing structural response in the presence of uncertainty load, stiffness, and element cross sectional
area. However, the uncertainty in the components’ length has not been addressed till the initial study in this
direction was made by the authors (Muhanna, Erdolen and Mullen, 2006).
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A significant effort has been made in the work of Zhang (2005) to control the additional overestimation in
the values of the derived quantities; the derived quantities have been calculated by an implicit substitution
of the primary quantities. In spite of the advancement provided by this approach, still it is conditioned by
the original IFEM formulation and the special treatment of required transformations.
A significant improvement in the formulation of IFEM with application to truss problems has been
introduced in the work of Neumaier and Pownuk (2007). This work has presented an iterative method for
computing rigorous bounds on the solution of linear interval systems, with a computable overestimation
factor that is frequently quite small. In spite of the provided improvement in this formulation, the two-step
approach will result in additional overestimation when evaluating the derived quantities.
It is quite clear that among other factors, the issue of obtaining tight enclosures for the primary variables as
well as for the derived quantities is conditioned by IFEM formulation and the methods used for the
evaluation of the derived quantities. A new mixed formulation for Interval Finite Element Methods was
developed by the authors (Rama Rao, Muhanna and Mullen,, 2011) where the derived quantities of the
conventional formulation are treated as dependent variables along with the primary variables. The
formulation uses the mixed variational approach based on the Lagrange multiplier method. The system
solution provides the primary variables along with the Lagrange multipliers which represent the derived
quantities themselves.
The objective of the present work is to utilize this mixed finite element formulation to handle the problem of
geometric uncertainty of trusses to obtain sharp bounds on displacement and axial forces. In addition, the
structural response of the truss in the simultaneous presence of geometric, load and stiffness uncertainties
is evaluated.

3. Formulation
3.1. GEOMETRIC UNCERTAINTY DUE TO MISFIT AND THERMAL EFFECTS
The present focuses on the issue of geometric uncertainty in truss structures. A truss is a structure
composed of straight bars connected at their points of intersection by means of pins or hinges (frictionless
joints that are not capable of resisting moments). All loadings are assumed to be applied only at these points
of intersection. Thus each straight bar is subjected only to axial force, not to shear forces, bending nor
twisting moments.
Due to fabrication errors and/or thermal changes certain bars can have improper length. In practice, the bar
is forced into its position between two joints by applying some initial extension or compression. Under such
a condition, some axial forces are introduced in the bars in the absence of external loads. The solution of
such a problem in the absence of uncertainty is well known in the text books of structural engineering.
However, based on the engineering practice, the length of the truss bar is introduced as a random value that
is equal to the nominal value plus/minus a tolerance. That means, the bar length can have any value
between two bounds, namely Lo  L and Lo +L, where Lo is the bar nominal length and L is the given
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tolerance. In this study we will incorporate uncertainty in the bar length as the range between the lower and
upper bounds on the nominal length of the bar.
(1)
L L, L  [ L, L ]: {L  R | L  L  L}
L = [Lo  L, Lo +L]

(2)

The formulation includes two steps and the results of the two steps are then superimposed. Since it is
required that all bars have to fit the nominal pre-described geometry, then if a bar is longer than its nominal
length it should be compressed to fit into its position between two joints. So when the bar is released it will
apply equal and opposite compressive forces on its joints, and if the bar is shorter it will apply a tensile
forces. The axial forces developed in all bars due to initial extension/compression or temperature changes
can be determined and then can be used to calculate the nodal forces within the finite element context. By
doing that, the geometric uncertainty in the bar’s length is converted into an equivalent load uncertainty.
The interval axial force Fi ( e ) for a typical bar element i along the element local axes is given by

 L  L0  EA
EA   L
L
Fi( e )  EA 
(3a)
 L0   L, L0   L  1  ,1  

L0  L0
L0 
 L0  L0
Where L = [ L, +L] = [δL,δL] is the interval deviation from the nominal value of the bar’s length, E is
the modulus of elasticity, and A is the cross sectional are of the bar. In the case of a temperature change of
the interval amount T the interval force will be given by

Fi( e )  EA T

(3b)

where T = [T +T ] = [δT ,δT ] is the interval of the temperature change, and  is the coefficient of
thermal expansion. The combination of fabrication errors and temperature changes can be analyzed using
the sum of equivalent forces.
To illustrate how the above mentioned procedure can be applied, let us consider a typical truss bar element
as shown in figure 1. According to finite element formulation (Gallagher, 1975; Bathe, 1996; Zienkiewicz
and Taylor, 2000), the nodal forces induced by a given bar due fabrication error or temperature change can
be determined as

 F1x 
 c 


 
F1y 
L s 

Fo 
=EA
 F2x 
Lo  c 


 
 s 
 F2y 

(4)

Where Fo is the interval vector of nodal forces obtained as a result of the missfitting problem, c = cos, and
s = sin.
In the absence of external loading the final interval finite element system of equations can be given by
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KU  MF

(5)

F2y, u2y

F2 , u2

2
E, A, L

F 1x, u1x

1

F2x, u2x
y
y'



x'

x
F 1 u1

F1y, u1y

Figure 1. Local (x', y') and global (x, y) coordinate systems for a truss bar element

Where K is the stiffness matrix of the system and U is the vector of interval displacements. Equation (5) is
an interval linear system, where only the right hand side is interval and an exact enclosure can be obtained.
This enclosure represents the final deformed geometry of the truss due to misfitting.
To obtain the final internal force in each bar, first we need to calculate the internal force in each bar due
to the nodal forces Po using the following equation

Si  Ki LiU

(6)

where Si is the interval force of the ith bar of the truss, Ki is ith element stiffness matrix, and Li is a Boolean
matrix with 1 and 0 entries, and secondly the obtained force should be added to that force given in equation
1 or 2, depending on the case under consideration, i.e. fabrication error or temperature change. In the next
section we will introduce some example problems.
However, the above approach followed in the earlier work of the authors (Mullen, Erdolen and Muhanna,
2006) has the following limitations:
a) It can be applied when geometric uncertainty alone is present while no external loads are applied
and modulus of elasticity is deterministic.
b) The interval displacements U obtained using Eq. (5) are sharp but the interval axial forces Si
obtained using Eq. (6) are overestimated. This is because Eq. (6) computes the derived interval
axial forces Si using interval displacements U.
c) This formulation does not handle external loads being applied at the joints.
d) This formulation does not handle uncertainties of load and stiffness.
This brings out the need for a modification of the earlier approach
a) to simultaneously handle geometric, load and stiffness uncertainties
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b) to avoid the overestimation of forces and obtain them at the same level of sharpness as the
displacements.
Thus the mixed interval finite element formulation (Rama Rao, Muhanna and Mullen, 2011) to handle load
and stiffness uncertainties is modified to handle geometric uncertainty as well. The modified formulation is
presented in the next sub-section.
3.2. DISCRETE STRUCTURAL MODELS
In steady-state analysis, the variational formulation for a discrete structural model within the context of
Finite Element Method (FEM) is given in the following form of the total potential energy functional
(Gallagher 1975, Bathe 1996)

1
  U T KU  U T P
2

(7)


0
U i

(8)

with the conditions

for all i

where , K, U, and P are total potential energy, stiffness matrix, displacement vector, and load vector
respectively. Assume that we want to impose onto the solution the m linearly independent discrete
constraints CU  V where C is a matrix of order m  n . In the Lagrange multiplier method we amend the
right-hand side of Eq. (7) to obtain

1
*  U T KU  U T P  T (CU  V )
2

(9)

where  is a vector of m Lagrange multipliers. Invoking the stationarity of *, that is *=0, we obtain

 K C T  U   P 

     
C
0

    V 

(10)

The solution of Eq. (10) will provide the values of dependent variable U and  at the same time.
The present interval formulation is based on the Element-By-Element (EBE) finite element technique
developed in the earlier work of authors (Muhanna and Mullen, 2001). In the EBE method, each element
has its own set of nodes, but the set of elements is disassembled, so that a node belongs to a single element.
A set of additional constraints is introduced to force unknowns associated with coincident nodes to have
identical values. Thus, the constraint equation CU=V takes the form

CU  0

(11)
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where C is the constraint matrix, and equation (10) takes the form:

 K C T  U   P 

     
C
0

 λ  0

(12)

3.2.1. Present Interval Formulation
The main sources of overestimation in the formulation of IFEM are the multiple occurrences of the same
interval variable (dependency problem), the width of interval quantities, the problem size, and the problem
complexity, in addition to the nature of the used interval solver of the interval linear system of equations.
While the present formulation is valid for the FEM models in solid and structural mechanics problems, the
truss model will be used here to illustrate the applicability and efficiency of the present formulation of
without any loss of generality.
To illustrate the present formulation, let us consider a typical two dimensional truss bar finite element as
shown in Figure 1. According to finite element formulation (Bathe, 1996, Gallagher, 1995, Zienkiewicz and
Taylor, 2000) the global finite element model of a truss system is given in the following form:

KU  P

(13)

where K is the assembled global stiffness matrix, P is the global load vector, and U is the unknown global
displacement vector. Using boldface non-italic font for interval quantities, the interval form of Eq. (13) will
be

KU  P

(14)
where K, U, and P are the interval global stiffness matrix, interval global displacement vector, and interval
global load vector, respectively. The interval solution of Eq. (14) results in a significant overestimation in
the system response; a comprehensive discussion can be found in (Muhanna and Mullen, 2001). In addition,
internal forces and stresses are quantities of practical interest in design. Usually interval element forces can
be obtained as:

Fe  k e Le U

(15)
where Fe, ke , Le are global interval vector of element forces, global interval element stiffness matrix, and
element Boolean matrix, respectively. Once again, an additional overestimation in the values of forces is
obtained due to the dependency between U and ke. Frequently, element forces are pursued in local
coordinate system that will require the transformation from the global coordinates to the local ones in the
form:

Fe,local  Te k e LeU

(16)
where Fe, local and Te are the local vector of interval element forces and the corresponding transformation
matrix, respectively. The transformation procedure will provide an additional overestimation.
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The present formulation seeks to reduce overestimation due to coupling in the FEM assembling process,
multiple occurrences of interval quantities, transformation, and solving the final system of interval linear
equations. In addition this formulation will introduce the derived quantities such as forces and stresses as
dependent variables which will be obtained along with displacements when the system is solved.

F2m, u2m
2

Element (m) 2
1

1
uY

2

1

1

Free node (n)
(b)

F1m, u1m
2

uX

PY

Figure 2. A typical node of a truss problem. (a) Conventional formulation. (b) Present formulation.

In the conventional formulation of FEM Figure 2 (a), after deriving the local elements’ stiffness matrices
along with the local elements’ load vectors the system will be transformed to the global system and
assembled based on compatibility requirements resulting in the equilibrium system given by Eq. (14). In the
present formulation the following steps are followed:
1. Considering a typical node of the truss system Figure 2 (a), elements and nodes are disassembled as
in Figure 2 (b). The typical node is called a free node and is given along with all pertinent variables
in the global coordinate system. Displacements are u X and uY and applied forces are PX and PY .
The free node displacements are considered as independent of those of the elements.
2. All coinciding elements at the free node along with pertinent variables are given in local coordinate
system. For example, element m has the end nodes 1 and 2, the local displacements u1m and u2m ,
and the local forces F1m and F2m . By doing that, each element is treated as having independent
degrees of freedom in its own local coordinate system.
3. The system will be assembled imposing the discrete constraints Cmi to ensure the equality between
the free node displacements and those of the elements, where i is the number of constraints per
element.
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This procedure will result in the following system of equations:

 K CT   U   P   M

     
C 0   λ 0  0

0   
 
0  0 

(17)

where k is an interval matrix consists of the individual elements’ local stiffness and zeros at the bottom
corresponding the free nodes’ degrees of freedom and have the following structure:
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(18)

and

ki 

Ei A i
Li

(19)

where Ei, Ai, and Li are the interval modulus of elasticity, the interval cross-sectional area, and the length of
each element, respectively.
Matrix C has the dimensions (k  l), where k = number of elements’ degrees of freedom (2  number of
elements in the truss bar element case), and l = total number of the system’s degrees of freedom. The entries
of the matrix are equality constraints of the following type

u1i  u jX cosi  u jY sini  0

(20)

Where u1i is the local displacement of the node 1 that belongs to ith element, ujX and ujY are the X and Y
global displacements of jth free node coinciding with the 1st node of the ith element. Elements of CT are
shown in Eq. (21).
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U is a vector of size s 1 where s is the number of elements’ local degrees of freedom + number of free
nodes’ global degrees of freedom. The entries of the vector are the interval local displacements of elements
followed by interval global displacements of the free nodes as shown in Eq. (20).Vector  has the
dimension of total number of elements’ local degrees of freedom and given in Eq. (21). The entries of the
vector are the interval Lagrange multipliers that represent minus the local element forces in this case.

0
 1

1
 0
 


0
 0
 0
0
CT  
0
 cos 1
 sin 
0
1

 


cos 1
 0
 0
sin 1


 u11 


 u 21 
  


 u1n 
u 
U   2n 
 u1 X 
u 
 1Y 
  


 u mX 
u 
 mY 









 (22)






(23)

 λ 11 


 λ 21 
λ  


 λ 1n 
λ 
 2n 

(21)

Vector P is the interval load vector corresponding to the external loads and has the dimension equal to the
sum of elements degrees of freedom and the free nodes degrees of freedom. The entries of the vector are
given in Eq. (22).

PT  0 0  0 0 P1 X

P1Y

 PmX

PmY 

(22)

The misfit forces acting along the element axes can be represented for the entire structure using M matrix
approach as
F   M  
(23)
where M matrix is deterministic and contains contributions of the nominal axial stiffness values of elements
and  contains the normalized interval multipliers due to misfit, representing geometric uncertainty.
It may be noted that the interval multiplier for the element ‘i’ can be obtained from Eq. (3a) as



L



L0

 i  1 

,1 

L

L0 

(24)

Overestimation is avoided by
a) applying the element forces are applied at the EBE nodes of the structure along local axes and
b) keeping element forces separate throughout the course of the solution
The accuracy of the system solution depends mainly on the structure of Eq. (18) and on the nature of the
used solver. The solution of the interval system (17) provides the enclosures of the values of dependent
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variables which are the interval displacements U and interval element forces . An iterative solver is
discussed in the next section.
2.5. ITERATIVE ENCLOSURES
The best known method for obtaining very sharp enclosures of interval linear system of equations that have
the structure introduced in Eq. (14) is the iterative method developed in the work of Neumaier and Pownuk,
(2007) that introduces the system of interval linear equations in the form:

 K0    B D A u  a   Fb

(26)

with interval quantities in D and b only.
Considering Eq. (26), we take K0 as a zero matrix, and express the global interval stiffness matrix K of the
structure as

 K    AT   D A

(27)

 AT   D AU    M 

(28)

and further, considering a as vector of zeros, and F as M and b as δ as given in Eq. (23), we obtain

Thus, the current formulation results in the interval linear system of equations given in (17) which can be
introduced in the same structure of Eq. (26), and the interval enclosure for U suggested by Neumaier and
Pownuk, (2007) can be obtained.
However, it is to be noted that in Neumaier’s work only excellent enclosures of the interval displacements
are obtained. However for the derived quantities such as forces he suggested an improved enclosure which
results in additional significant overestimation using the mixed finite element formulation developed earlier
by the authors (Rama Rao, Muhanna and Mullen, 2011). The current formulation allows obtaining the
interval displacement U and the accompanied interval derived quantities  with the same accuracy.
Example problems are solved in the following section to illustrate the excellent accuracy of the developed
method.
4. Example problem
Two example problems, viz. a six bar truss and a thirteen bar truss are chosen as example problems to
illustrate the present approach and also to demonstrate its ability to obtain sharp bounds to the
displacements and forces even in the presence of simultaneous presence of geometric, load and material
uncertainties.
A one-bay truss of six elements, shown in Figure 3 is chosen as the first example problem. The
deterministic value of Young’s modulus of each element is Ei=200 GPa, i=1,2,…,6, while the cross
sectional area is 0.01m2. The modulus of elasticity of each element is assumed to vary independently. The
truss is subjected to a nominal load of P=100 kN , applied at the top left joint corresponding to node 3.
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Figure 3. Six bar truss.
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Three cases are as outlined below are considered and results are computed using the present interval
approach and also combinatorial approach.
A. The displacements and forces of the truss due to fabrication error (geometric uncertainty) alone are
computed. External load is not considered in this case. The same fabrication error of 0.2 percent
(±0.1 percent variation about nominal value of length) for all members is assumed in both example
problems. This corresponds to a misfitting strain of

L
L0

=0.001. (Case A).

B. The truss is subjected to external loads. Both geometric uncertainty (due to fabrication error and
load uncertainty are considered. The load uncertainty considered is 10 percent corresponding to a
variation of ±5 percent about the nominal value of the load. Thus the interval load considered is
P=[95,105] kN. The displacements and axial forces computed correspond to the simultaneous
presence of geometric and load uncertainties (Case B).
C. The truss is subjected to external loads. Stiffness uncertainty arising out of uncertainty of modulus
of elasticity is considered along with uncertainty of geometry and loading. Thus the interval value
of modulus of elasticity is [199,201] GPa. The displacements and axial forces computed correspond
to the simultaneous presence of geometric, load and stiffness uncertainties (Case C).
Table 1 shows the computed values of selected displacements (horizontal displacement U 3, vertical
displacement V3 at node 3 and horizontal displacement U4 at node 4) using the two approaches mentioned
above for a geometric uncertainty of 0.2 percent (0.1% from the mean value of length of element) for the
first case mentioned above . Table 2 shows the corresponding values of selected axial forces N2, N3, N6
computed for members 2,3 and 6. It is observed from Tables 1 and 2 that the displacements and forces
obtained using the present approach at 1 percent uncertainty provides an exact enclosure to the
corresponding displacements and forces obtained using the combinatorial approach.
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Table 1 Six bar truss - displacements for 0.2 percent geometric uncertainty alone

U310-3

Combinatorial approach
Present approach
Error %(bounds)

Lower
-3.41421
-3.41421
0.00

Upper
3.41421
3.41421
0.00

V310-3

Lower
-1.49999
-1.50000
0.00

Upper
1.49999
1.50000
0.00

Table 2 Six bar truss – axial forces for 0.2 percent geometric uncertainty alone

N2 (kN)

Combinatorial approach
Present approach
Error %(bounds)

Lower
-200.0
-200.0
0.0

Upper
200.0
200.0
0.0

N3 (kN)

Lower
-141.42
-141.42
0.0

Upper
141.42
141.42
0.0

U410-3

Lower
-3.20710
-3.20710
0.00

Upper
3.20710
3.20710
0.00

N6 (kN)

Lower
-141.42
-141.42
0.0

Upper
141.42
141.42
0.0

Table 3 shows the computed values of selected displacements (horizontal displacement U 3, vertical
displacement V3 at node 3 and horizontal displacement U4 at node 4) using the two approaches mentioned
above for a geometric uncertainty of 0.2 percent (0.1% from the mean value of length of element) and 10
percent load uncertainty, for the second case mentioned above . Table 5 shows the corresponding values of
selected axial forces N2, N3, N6 computed for members 2,3 and 6. It is observed from Tables 3 and 4 that
the displacements and forces obtained using the present approach at 1 percent uncertainty provides an exact
enclosure to the corresponding displacements and forces obtained using the combinatorial approach.
Table 3 Six bar truss - displacements for 0.2 percent geometric uncertainty and 10 percent load uncertainty

U310-3

Combinatorial approach
Present approach
Error %(bounds)

Lower
-2.26746
-2.26746
0.00

Upper
4.68167
4.68167
0.00

V310-5

Lower
-1.26250
-1.26250
0.00

Upper
1.76249
1.76250
0.0005

U410-5

Lower
-2.29785
-2.29785
0.00

Upper
4.21206
4.21206
0.00

Table 4 Six bar truss – axial forces for 0.2 percent geometric uncertainty and 10 percent load uncertainty

N2 (kN)

Combinatorial approach
Present approach
Error %(bounds)

Lower
-274.24
-274.24
0.0

Upper
132.82
132.82
0.0

N3 (kN)

Lower
-193.92
-193.92
0.0

Upper
93.92
93.92
0.0

N6 (kN)

Lower
-93.92
-93.92
0.0

Upper
193.92
193.92
0.0

Table 5 shows the computed values of selected displacements (horizontal displacement U 3, vertical
displacement V3 at node 3 and horizontal displacement U4 at node 4) using the two approaches mentioned
above for a geometric uncertainty of 0.2 percent (0.1% from the mean value of length of element) and 10
percent load uncertainty along with a stiffness uncertainty (of modulus of elasticity) of 1 percent, for the
third case mentioned above. Table 6 shows the corresponding values of selected axial forces N2, N3, N6
computed for members 2, 3 and 6. It is observed from Tables 5 and 6 that the displacements and forces
obtained using the present approach at 1 percent uncertainty provides a very sharp enclosure to the
corresponding displacements and forces obtained using the combinatorial approach. It is also observed from
Tables 5 and 6 that forces and displacements are obtained with the same level of sharpness. Thus it is
observed that the present approach provides guaranteed bounds on the combinatorial approach in all the
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three cases in the presence of geometric, load and stiffness uncertainties. This brings out the efficiency of
the present approach.
Table 5 Six bar truss - displacements for 0.2 percent geometric uncertainty,10 percent load uncertainty and
1 percent uncertainty in modulus of Elasticity (E)

U310-3

Combinatorial approach
Present approach
Error %(bounds)

Lower
-2.28453
-2.35837
3.23

V310-5

Upper
4.69874
4.77259
1.57

Lower
-1.26999
-1.29639
2.07

Upper
1.76999
1.79639
1.49

U410-5

Lower
-2.31389
-2.38431
3.04

Upper
4.22810
4.29853
1.66

Table 6 Six bar truss – forces for 0.2 percent geometric uncertainty,10 percent load uncertainty and 1 percent
uncertainty in modulus of Elasticity (E)

N2 (kN)

Combinatorial approach
Present approach
Error %(bounds)

3
2

Lower
-275.91
-279.57
1.32

4

3

5

2

6
4.5m
m

N3 (kN)

Upper
134.45
138.15
2.74

Lower
-194.96
-197.89
1.50

9

4

N6 (kN)

Upper
94.94
97.89
3.10

Lower
-94.94
-97.68
2.88

Upper
194.96
197.68
1.39

7

10

13

7

4.5m
m

11

1

8
1
4.5m
m

Figure 4 Thirteen-bar truss
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The thirteen bar truss shown in Figure 4 is chosen as the second example problem. The truss is subjected to
a vertical point load of P=200 kN acting downwards applied at the joint 5. Cross section areas of elements
1,2,3,13,14 and 15 are 10.010-4 m2 while for the rest of the elements is the cross sectional area is
6.010-4 m2. The deterministic value of Young’s modulus of each element is Ei=200 GPa, i =1, 2 ,…15. The
following cases are considered for computation of displacements and axial forces using interval approach
and combinatorial approach.
D. Modulus of elasticity is deterministic and the geometric uncertainty for all members is 0.2 percent
while no external load is applied.
E. The interval load applied is [190,210] kN corresponding to a load uncertainty of 10 percent. All
elements have a deterministic value of stiffness of 200 GPa. Geometric uncertainty is 0.2 percent
for all members
F. The interval load applied is [190,210] kN. Stiffness uncertainty of elements 4, 7, 9 and 10 is
1 percent (corresponding to an interval modulus of elasticity of [199,201] GPa while the remaining
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elements have a deterministic value of stiffness of 200 GPa. Geometric uncertainty is 0.2 percent
for all members
Table 7 shows the computed values of selected displacements (horizontal displacement U3, vertical
displacement V5 at node 5 and vertical displacement V6 at node 6) using the two approaches mentioned
above for a geometric uncertainty of 0.2 percent and 10 percent load uncertainty, for the case D mentioned
above . It is observed from Table 7 that the displacements and forces obtained using the present approach at
1 percent uncertainty provides an exact enclosure to the corresponding displacements and forces obtained
using the combinatorial approach.
Table 7 Thirteen bar truss - displacements for 0.2 percent geometric uncertainty alone

U310-3

Combinatorial approach
Present approach
Error %(bounds)

Lower
-4.91421
-4.91421
0.0

Upper
4.91421
4.91421
0.0

V510-3

Lower
-8.82842
-8.82842
0.0

Upper
8.82842
8.82842
0.0

V610-3

Lower
-5.62132
-6.12132
0.0

Upper
5.62132
6.12132
0.0

Table 8 shows the computed values of selected displacements (horizontal displacement U 3, vertical
displacement V5 at node 5 and vertical displacement V6 at node 6) using the two approaches mentioned
above for the case E mentioned above . Table 9 shows the corresponding values of selected axial forces N2,
N5, N6 computed for members 2, 5 and 6 for case E. It is observed from Tables 8 and 9 that the
displacements and forces obtained using the present approach at 1 percent uncertainty provides a very sharp
enclosure to the corresponding displacements and forces obtained using the combinatorial approach.
Table 8 Thirteen bar truss - displacements for 0. 2 percent geometric uncertainty and
10 percent load uncertainty

U310-2

Combinatorial approach
Present approach
Error %(bounds)

Lower
0.79107
0.79107
0.0

Upper
1.90892
1.90892
0.0

V510-3

Lower
-5.89350
-5.89350
0.0

Upper
-3.65061
-3.65061
0.0

Table 9 Thirteen bar truss – axial forces for 0.2 percent geometric uncertainty and
10 percent load uncertainty

N2 (kN)

Combinatorial approach
Present approach
Error %(bounds)

Lower
-148.49
-148.49
0.0

Upper
-134.35
-134.35
0.0

N5 (kN)

Lower
-148.49
-148.49
0.0

Upper
-134.35
-134.35
0.0

V610-2

Lower
-2.93409
-2.93409
0.0

Upper
-1.48869
-1.48869
0.0

N6 (kN)

Lower
190.00
190.00
0.0

Upper
210.00
210.00
0.0

5. Conclusions
A method for the analysis of structures and mechanical components with geometric, load and stiffness
uncertainties is presented. This method is based on the use of a mixed finite element formulation that
ensures that forces have the same level of sharpness as displacements. The need for maintaining parametric
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relationships within the interval formulations is ensured by an element-by-element approach to the
formulations. Exact enclosure on the deformed geometry is obtained. In addition, the use of mixed finite
element formulation ensures that axial forces are obtained at the same level of sharpness as displacements
in the simultaneous presence of geometric, stiffness and load uncertainties. Example calculations are
presented that show the sharpness of the interval calculations.
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Abstract: Adhesive joints are being increasingly used in structural applications due to their unique
characteristics and advantages. Recently, many structural industries have considered utilizing adhesive for
joining load-bearing components as an excellent candidate for replacing the traditional joining methods
such bolting and riveting, especially for scenarios involving joining Fiber Reinforced Polymers (FRP)
composites. The attractiveness of adhesives stems from their unique combinations of properties which
include: high strength, light weight, dimensional stability, high resistance to environmental degradation and
ease of use. The traditional bolted joint methods have gone a long way in creating appropriate technologies
and gained years of design experience, which cannot be easily replaced. Accordingly switching from
traditional joining methods to adhesives bonding in civil infrastructure applications requires a large
investment to establish a level of understanding comparable to that associated with traditional joining
methods. In particular, it is crucial to characterize and fully understand bonded joint behavior, strength and
failure properties, and to be able to predict them for a given geometries and loads.
The objectives of this research are: i) investigate the behavior of structural adhesive by characterizing
their mechanical properties, and ii) establish a representative material model that can mimic their behavior
and can be used in numerical models for computational studies. Results of this work are produced by quasistatic and dynamic experiments which were performed on a structural adhesive at different loading rates.
Material model has been created and validated at coupon level and system level, under quasi-static and
dynamic loadings. In addition, comparison between experimental results and numerical results obtained
from 3D finite element analysis showed very good correlation at different loading modes and rates.
Keywords: FRP; Reinforced Polymer; Structural Adhesive; Composites; Stiffness; Infrastructure; Civil
Structure; Finite Element Analysis (FEA).
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1. Introduction
Civil infrastructure applications have been increasingly using Fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) composites
due to their advantageous material properties such as their high strength, high stiffness, light weight, high
resistance to environmental degradation and rapid installation. However, structural FRP components are
difficult to connect using bolted joints due to the brittleness of this material. The current traditional joining
methods such as bolting and riveting create stress concentrations which lead to premature failure. Many
structural industries have considered utilizing adhesives for joining load-bearing components as an
excellent candidate for replacing the traditional bolted joint methods, especially when dealing with fibrous
materials such composites. They have been attracted to use adhesives due to several reasons: high strength,
dimensional stability, and ease of use. Furthermore, using adhesive joints will lead to uniform loading
without stress concentrations as compared to the bolted joints. Holes in the bolted joints are areas for stress
concentrations and moisture ingress, which can impact the overall structure durability.
The traditional bolted joint methods have gone a long way in creating appropriate technologies and
gained years of design experience, which cannot be easily replaced. Switching from traditional joining
methods to adhesives bonding in the civil infrastructure applications requires a large investment. Currently
adhesive joints for civil infrastructure applications are in its infancy due to the lack of design guidelines and
consistent specifications. Although adhesive bonding have been studied and used widely in the fields of
aerospace and automotive, these studies cannot be directly transferred to the civil infrastructure domain.
Adhesive bonding for civil structural application have essential differences with respect to type of
materials, loadings, geometries and environmental conditions.
There are several studies on structurally adhesive joints; most of these studies follow the same two
assumptions. The first of which is that structural adhesives behave elastically linear. The second of which is
that structural adhesives always fail cohesively. Buyukozturk et al. pointed out that more realistic
assumption are needed to provide better approximations of joint strength and behavior. Reza studied the
adhesive joints which are used to bond CFRP laminates to steel substrate using experimental and numerical
approaches. He concluded that non-linear deformation of adhesive can contribute to redistribution of strain
and joint capacity.
One of the important steps towards greater use of structural adhesives in civil structural applications is to
characterize their behavior. The present study was undertaken to investigate the structural adhesive
behavior and its impact on a sandwich structure behavior. Adhesive and substrates have been characterized
under quasi-static and dynamic tensile loading. Elastic-plastic material models were created for the
substrates (Al and PC) and different material models (elastic, elastic-plastic and elastic-viscoelastic) were
considered for the adhesive in order to find out the best representative material model that can mimic the
adhesive’s behavior. Sandwich structures were constructed where the adhesive was sandwiched between
two substrates (Al and PC). Quasi-static and dynamic bending experiments and simulations were performed
on the sandwich structures, comparison between experimental results and numerical results obtained from
3D finite element analysis showed good correlation if we account the for the structural adhesive plasticity
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2. Quasi-Static and Dynamic Bend Test
Sandwich structures were constructed where the adhesive was sandwiched between two substrates (Al and
PC); two configurations were considered as shown in figure-1. These Sandwich structures were tested
under quasi-static and dynamic loadings.

Figure 1: Two different sandwich structure configurations, equal-length plate and unequal-length plate

2.1. QUASI-STATIC BEND TEST
The planar bend test (four-point bend) has been extensively used to determine the strength of brittle
materials. Similar technique was used in this study to bend the sandwiched plates in order to induce stress
and strain state to the structure. The rollers from the top and bottom spans of the 4-point bend fixture were
positioned 35mm and 60mm apart respectively. Two strain gauges were mounted on the sandwiched plates,
one at the center of the top plate and one at the center of the bottom plate. The following are the ForceDisplacement and Force-Strain test results for the two configurations:
2.1.1. Equal-length-plate sandwich structure

Figure 2: Equal-length-plate sandwich structure under quasi-static loading
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Figure 3a &3b: Force-displacement and force-strain results for the equal-length-plate sandwich structure, respectively.

2.1.2. Unequal-length-plate sandwich structure

Figure 4: Unequal-length-plate sandwich structure under quasi-static loading
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Figure 5a &5b: Force-displacement and force-strain results for the unequal-length-plate sandwich structure, respectively.
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2.2. DYNAMIC BEND TEST
The test fixture used to generate dynamic planar loading of the sandwich structure was similar to that
described by Reiff et al. The test vehicle was centered in the 4-point bend fixture, such that during testing
the bending direction was oriented along the longitudinal axis of the sandwich structure. A steel ball was
dropped on the top span in order to generate the dynamic loadings. Acceleration was monitored and used as
boundary conditions in the dynamic bend simulations.

Figure 6: Unequal-length-plate sandwich structure under dynamic loading test
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Figure 7: Acceleration test measurement of top roller during the 35cm ball drop test
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Strain vs Time
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Figure 8: Strain test measurement of the top and bottom strain gauges during the dynamic test

3. Finite Element Analysis
A full three-dimensional finite element model of the sandwiched structure (Al plate, Adhesive and PC
plate), and the supports of the four-point bend fixture were built using the modeling software ABAQUS.
The Plates and the adhesive were modeled with reduced-integration brick elements. The two strain gauges
were modeled as two membrane elements [0.8x0.8mm]. Supports of the four-point bend fixture were
modeled using analytical rigid surfaces. Appropriate contact definitions were defined between the rollers
and plates surfaces. The bottom support was constrained in all directions in order to prevent rigid body
motion. The top support was also constrained in every direction except the vertical direction.

Figure 9: Plot of the simulation mesh model
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3.1. QUASI-STATIC BEND SIMULATION
Two sandwich structure configurations were investigated in the quasi-static simulation as we showed earlier
in figure-1 .Elastic-plastic material models were used for the substrates (Al and PC), where two different
material models (elastic and elastic-plastic) were explored for the adhesive. Displacement loading was
applied at a reference node of the top roller fixture. Force, displacement and strain (at the top plate center
and at the bottom plate center) results were reported and correlated with experimental results to verify the
best material modeling approach. The following are the results:
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Figure 10: Force-displacement testing and simulation results of the unequal-length-plate sandwich structure
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Figure 11: Force-displacement testing and simulation results of the unequal-length-plate sandwich structure
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4.2. DYNAMIC BEND SIMULATION
The unequal-length-plate sandwich structure was investigated in the dynamic simulation. Elastic-plastic
material models were used for the substrates (Al and PC), where three different material models (elastic,
elastic-plastic and elastic-viscoelastic) were explored for the adhesive.
Reference node of the top roller fixture was controlled by acceleration data monitored and captured
during testing. The methodology employed here is similar to that presented by Tee et al [8]. Acceleration
was applied at a reference node of the top roller fixture. This modeling approach renders a very effective
way to model the flexural behavior of the sandwiched structure during impact accurately and
simultaneously avoids the complexity of numerical modeling of the interface material between the ball and
top roller fixture. Top and bottom strain results were reported and correlated with experimental results to
verify the best material model that can mimic the adhesive behavior under dynamic loading. The following
are the results:
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Figure 12: Strain results of the top and bottom strain gauges during dynamic testing and simulation
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4. Discussion


Quasi-Static bend simulations of the equal-length-plate sandwich structure show good correlation
between experimental and simulation results, for all adhesive material models used in the
simulations. Results show that force-displacement response is not affected by the adhesive stiffness
which is expected as the adhesive layer will not affect the overall sandwich structure since it is
much thinner and less stiff than the adherend substrates. However, for force-strain response, the
results are more interesting because they are not affected by the adhesive material modeling
approach. This is attributed to the fact that the bottom rollers forcing the PC plate to have the same
curvature as the Al plate. The equal-length-plate configuration does not seem to serve as a good
validation tool.



Quasi-Static bend simulations of the unequal-length-plate sandwich structure show that the overall
behavior of the structure is sensitive to the adhesive material modeling approach. Forcedisplacement results and force-strain results show that the linear-elastic material model will over
predict the stiffness of the sandwich structure where the elastic-plastic material model mimics the
experimental results much better. As the elastic material model does not account for plasticity, the
adhesive does not soften up in simulations; and therefore, the PC plate will follow the Al plate
curvature. The force-displacement results and the force-strain results show that simulation
correlates well with experiments when elastic-plastic material model is used.



Dynamic bend simulations with unequal-length-plate sandwich structure show that the overall
behavior of the structure is sensitive to the adhesive material modeling approach. Strain-time
simulation results at the center of top Al plate do not exhibit any dependence on the adhesive
modeling approach; this is expected as the force is applied directly on the Al plate. However, straintime simulation results at the bottom PC plate are sensitive to the adhesive material modeling
approach. The elastic-plastic material modeling approach predicts the testing results very well,
unlike the elastic and elastic-viscoelastic material modeling approaches which correlate poorly with
experimental results because they do not account for plasticity.
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5. Conclusion
A numerical and experimental study that investigates the behavior of a structural adhesive under quasistatic and dynamic loading is presented. Through the presented results which are specific to the sandwich
structure materials used in this study, the following conclusions can be drawn:


The sandwich structure with unequal-length plates is able to capture the sensitivity to the adhesive
material modeling approaches. However, the sandwich structure with equal-length plates is
insensitive to the adhesive layer and failed as a configuration for capturing or investigating
adhesive behavior and properties.



Comparison between numerical and experimental results from both the quasi-static and dynamic
simulation results show that the elastic-plastic material model mimics the adhesive material
behavior better than the elastic and elastic-viscoelastic material models, due to the ability of the
elastic-plastic model to account for adhesive plasticity.



Although both of the elastic and plastic phases of this specific adhesive are loading rate dependent,
plastic behavior of the adhesive has bigger impact than its elastic behavior on the overall sandwich
structure behavior. This is due to the fact that the adhesive will start deforming while the adhered
substrates are still in their elastic regions.
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Abstract. Monte Carlo simulation provides the benchmark for computational methods in reliability assessment in terms of both accuracy and robustness. However, Monte Carlo methods are
well-known to be computationally expensive and, in many cases, intractable. Several improvements
have been proposed to increase their computational efficiency for reliability analysis including Latin
hypercube sampling; see (Olsson et al., 2003), importance sampling; see (Scheuller and Stix, 1987),
subset sampling; see (Au and Beck, 2001), and line sampling; see (Koutsourelakis et al., 2004),
among others. The primary drawback of Monte Carlo methods is that, even using the most advanced
methods, a large proportion of the samples are of little, if any, use to the reliability assessment.
This work demonstrates a new Monte Carlo concept, referred to as Targeted Random Sampling (TRS), that is rooted in the recently developed Refined Stratified Sampling method; see the
forthcoming work (Shields et al., 2014). TRS enables the selection of random samples from specific
strata of the space (with known probability of occurrence) that are identified, based on statistical
information available from existing samples, as being particularly important to estimation of the
statistical quantity of interest (here probability of failure). In this work, the concept is developed
and it is demonstrated how the method can be used to concentrate random samples in the vicinity
of the failure surface to facilitate very rapid convergence of the probability of failure estimate.
Keywords: Monte Carlo Simulation; Variance Reduction; Stratified Sampling; Refined Stratified
Sampling; Structural Reliability

1. Introduction
Generically speaking, reliability analysis refers to the evaluation or estimation of the probability
of failure of a (deterministic or stochastic) system under specified (deterministic or stochastic)
conditions. Stated mathematically, this probability of failure, pf is evaluated as:
Z
pf =
fX (x)dx
(1)
Ωf

where Ωf denotes the failure domain defined as g(x) ≤ 0 for the limit state function g(x) with
random vector X describing the stochasticity of the system and possessing joint probability density
fX (x). The evaluation of this integral becomes exceedingly difficult for many practical applications.
The most common difficulty arises when the limit state function g(x) is not known explicitly
and takes a complex form possessing, for example, strong nonlinearities, non-monotonicity, and/or
discontinuities (resulting in disjoint failure regions).
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An expansive body of research has been developed over the past several decades across numerous
disciplines aimed specifically at developing methods to compute or estimate this integral expression
for various systems. The methods that have been employed in the field of structural reliability can
be broadly classified into two groups: approximate methods and exact methods. In general, the
approximate methods aim to approximate the function g(x) with some simpler representation.
The simplest of the approximate methods is the First Order Reliability Method (FORM) (Hasofer
and Lind, 1974), which expands the limit state function as a first-order Taylor Series around the
so-called design point - thus linearizing the limit-state function. Despite its low order, FORM
approximations have proven effective for many problems particularly when the limit state function
is smooth and not strongly curved. Numerous higher-order approximations are available beginning
with the Second Order Reliabilty Method (SORM) (Breitung, 1984) that uses the Taylor Series
expansion as in FORM while keeping the second order terms and continuing up to those utilizing a
response surface as a surrogate for the system itself (Faravelli, 1989) or for the limit state function
(Hurtado, 2004). These approximate methods will not be discussed further here.
The exact methods for reliability analysis aim to determine a solution to Eq. (1) directly. Using
these methods, the probability of failure integral is reformulated as:
Z
pf =
I(x ∈ Ωf )fX (x)dx
(2)
Rn

where I(·) denotes the indicator function. There are two general approaches to solving this integral
exactly: numerical integration and Monte Carlo simulation. Numerical integration is intractable for
most practical problems because failure probabilities are typically very small and, consequently,
a very large number of integration points (computationally expensive function evaluations) are
necessary for accurate estimation. Monte Carlo simulation is perhaps the most widely used method
and, when it can be achieved, it is the most accurate and robust means of evaluating reliability.
Monte Carlo simulation evaluates Eq. (2) as:
pf =

N
X

I(xi ∈ Ωf )p(xi )

(3)

i=1

where I(·) again denotes the indicator function at a randomly selected point xi , p(xi ) denotes the
probability weight assigned to sample xi , and N denotes the sample size. In classical MCS, the
xi are independent and identically distributed (iid ) samples of the random vector X and their
associated probability weights are given by p(xi ) = N1 with the summation converging to the true
probability of failure as N → ∞.
Monte Carlo simulation typically requires a very large number of samples xi and, therefore is
considered intractable for many problems. However, several methods have been developed with
the intention of reducing the sample size while maintaining the required accuracy of the estimate.
Several of these methods are discussed briefly in the following section. In this work, a new sampling
method referred to as Targeted Random Sampling (TRS) is developed that relies on the stratified
sampling design – and specifically the newly developed concept of Refined Stratified Sampling
(RSS) – to target samples in regions of the space that are of high consequence to the probability
of failure estimate (i.e. in the vicinity of the failure surface). The method operates by iterative
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refining a stratified design to add samples in the regions separating points identified as failure and
non-failure. A simple algorithm for this refinement is provided along with some discussion of its
effectiveness. The method is shown to perform remarkably well for a demonstration problem with
a highly complex and strongly nonlinear limit state function.

2. Monte Carlo Methods for Reliability Analysis
Computational efficiency is the paramount concern with Monte Carlo simulation for reliability
analysis. For this reason, several methods have been developed - broadly referred to as variance
reduction techniques - to produce samples of the random variables for Monte Carlo simulation that
minimize the number of calculations required to accurately estimate a given quantity of interest
(here probability of failure). Some of the most common methods employed are Latin hypercube
sampling (Olsson et al., 2003), importance sampling (Scheuller and Stix, 1987), subset sampling
(Au and Beck, 2001), and line sampling (Koutsourelakis et al., 2004). A detailed discussion of these
methods is beyond the scope of this work.
The importance sampling, subset sampling, and line sampling methods share a common objective
but rely on fundamentally different approaches to achieve this objective. Simply stated, the objective
of these methods is to produce an optimal sample set that is concentrated in the vicinity of the
failure surface to reduce the cost of Monte Carlo probability of failure estimates. Note this is the
precise objective of the Targeted Random Sampling method presented herein as well. By achieving
this objective, the methods can significantly reduce computational cost. However, they are not
without their drawbacks. Importance sampling can be highly effective for problems in relatively
low dimension where a single design point can be identified around which to center the samples. But,
it will struggle with problems possessing multiple or competing design points. The subset simulation
method is very effective in high dimension because the convergence rate does not depend on the
number of random parameters in the problem. The drawback of the subset sampling method is that
the Markov Chain used to generate samples leads to dependence among the samples that produces
biased estimates of the probability of failure. Lastly, the line sampling method reduces the stochastic
dimension by one degree and performs a line search by identifying an “important direction.” As
such, this method has been demonstrated to be effective for high dimensional problems but still
may necessitate a relatively large sample size if the important direction is difficult to identify. In
this case, a large number of samples are required simply to identify the important direction which
is followed by a significant number of samples to produce the probability of failure estimate.
The method proposed herein shares this common objective – taking an approach rooted in
stratified sampling and the newly developed Refined Stratified Sampling (RSS) method introduced
by the author. The following sections outline the concepts of stratified sampling and RSS needed
for use in developing the Targeted Random Sampling method outlined in Section 5.
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3. Stratified Sampling
Stratified sampling operates by dividing the sample space of the random variables SX into a collection of M disjoint subsets (strata) Ωk ; k = 1, 2, . . . , M with ∪M
k=1 Ωk = SX and Ωp ∩ Ωq = ∅; p 6= q.
Samples xk ; k = 1, 2, . . . , M are then drawn at random from within each of the strata according to:
xik = FX−1i (Uik ); i = 1, 2, . . . , n; k = 1, 2, . . . , M

(4)

where FXi (·) is the marginal cumulative distribution function of variable Xi , Uik are iid uniformly
l , ξ u ] with ξ l = F (ζ l ) and ξ u = F (ζ u ) and ζ l and ζ u denote the
distributed samples on [ξik
Xi ik
Xi ik
ik
ik
ik
ik
ik
lower and upper bounds respectively of the ith vector component of stratum Ωk .
Samples drawn using a stratified design according to Eq. (4) and the subsequently defined strata
bounds are drawn from a rectilinear grid of the space. Consider, for example, a two-dimensional
random vector X = [X1 , X2 ] where X1 has a lognormal distribution with marginal probability
density function (pdf) given by:


(ln x1 − µ)2
1
(5)
exp −
f (x1 ) = √
2σ 2
x1 2πσ
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with parameters µ = 0 and σ = 0.5 and X2 is uniformly distributed over the range [0, 5] (i.e. f (x2 ) =
1
5 |x2 ∈[0,5] ). Sixteen samples drawn from strata of equal probability are shown in the probability space
and the mapped sample space in Figure 2. Note that other stratified designs are possible and, in
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Figure 1. Sample realizations of a 2D random vector X = [X1 , X2 ] with X1 ∼LogN(0, 0.5) and X2 ∼Unif(0, 5)
generated using stratified sampling in the probability space (left) and sample space (right).

general, a stratified design is not required to divide the space into such a grid or even strata of
equal probability.
The, in general, unequal stratum sizes necessitates the use of probabilistic weights in statistical
calculations performed on samples drawn from a stratified design. These weights are assigned
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according to the probability of occurrence of the stratum, Ωk , being sampled as:
wk =

P [Ωk ]
Mk

(6)

where Mk is the total number of samples in stratum Ωk . For probability of failure estimation
using Eq. (3) and assuming a single sample per stratum (i.e. Mk = 1; ∀k), these stratum weights
correspond to the probability weights p(xi ). Note that for problems with non-rectilinear strata
(particularly in high dimension), the calculation of the strata weights can be a difficult task.
Stratified designs possess several nice features that make them attractive, in general, for Monte
Carlo simulation. First, stratified sampling has been demonstrated to always reduce the variance
of statistical estimators when compared to iid random sampling. Consider the class of statistical
estimators defined by:
N
1 X
g(Yi )
T (Y) =
N

(7)

i=1

where g(·) is an arbitrary function. This form of estimators can be used to estimate statistical
moments, empirical distribution functions, and other characteristics of the quantity Y . It has been
shown in(McKay et al., 1979) that the difference between the variance of such an estimator using
a stratified design (TS ) and the same estimator computed using iid random sampling (TR ) is given
as follows:
I
1 X
pi (µi − τ )2
(8)
V ar(TS ) − V ar(TR ) = −
N
i=1

where pi denotes the probability weight of stratum i computed using Eq. (6), µi denotes the mean
value of Y computed over stratum i, and τ is the overall mean value. Notice that this quantity is
always negative; hence stratified sampling produces a reduction in variance.
Next, balanced stratified designs (those with equal strata probabilities) possess greatly enhanced
space-filling properties when compared to other variance reduction techniques such as Latin hypercube sampling (McKay et al., 1979). This property is not discussed in detail here but is a
point of emphasis in a future work of the author’s (Shields et al., 2014). Space-filling is a desirable
property for many problems, but it is not necessarily desirable for others - such as probability of
failure analysis where it is beneficial to sample heavily in the vicinity of the failure surface. In this
case, unbalanced stratified designs (those with unequal strata probabilities) afford the flexibility to
define strata that concentrate samples where they are most useful and avoids oversampling in other
regions. In general, the optimal strata definitions are dependent on the nature of the operator which may be for example a function, a set of differential equations, or some numerical computer
model. That is, consider the basic transformation of the random vector X given by Y = F (X).
The optimal strata definition for X is dependent on the form of F (·) and its characteristics such
as strong nonlinearities, periodicity, discontinuities, etc. The flexibility of stratified sampling to
accommodate such varying operators provides the foundation of the Targeted Random Sampling
presented herein.
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4. Refined Stratified Sampling
The Targeted Random Sampling method relies on the ability to extend the sample size from a
stratified design. That is, given a sample of size N produced from a stratified design it is necessary
to produce a larger sample of size N + k that retains the original N samples. The classical means of
adding samples to a stratified design, originally proposed by (Tocher, 1963), simply adds samples
to preexisting strata. By doing so, the value of Mk is increased and the associated sample weights
are adjusted.
Recently, (Shields et al., 2014) have developed a new method, referred to as Refined Stratified
Sampling (RSS), wherein the strata themselves are divided and samples are added to the newly
defined (empty) strata. Upon refinement, the redefined strata weights (Eq. (6)) are computed for
use in statistical calculations. In the forthcoming work describing RSS (Shields et al., 2014), it is
proven that refinement of the strata produces a reduced variance in the statistical estimator T
when compared to a design where samples are added to existing strata. Thus, any optimal variance
reducing stratified design where samples are added should not contain more than one sample per
stratum.
The ability to refine the strata and re-evaluate sample weights is coupled with the flexibility
afforded by stratified sample designs to produce unbalanced designs that are catered to the specific
application. This is the driving concept behind the Targeted Random Sampling method outlined
in the following section.

5. Targeted Random Sampling
5.1. Basic TRS algorithm
Consider a system with random vector X (possessing uncorrelated components) describing its
stochasticity and unknown limit state function g(X). The Targeted Random Sampling method
proceeds as follows and is demonstrated schematically for a two-dimensional system with X =
[X1 , X2 ] in Figure 2:
1. Draw an initial sample set using a stratified design as shown in Figure 2(a). Notes on this initial
design are provided in Section 5.2;
2. Evaluate system response Y = F (X) for each new sample, identifying each response as a failure
or a non-failure.
3. Identify pairs of sample points existing in adjoining strata that correspond to different outcomes
(i.e. one failure and one non-failure). Denote these pairs by Xf si = [Xf i , Xsi ], i = 1, . . . , Np
where Np is the number of such pairs, Xf i denotes a sample of X in pair i corresponding to
a failure and Xsi denotes a sample of X in pair i corresponding to a “safe” outcome. Note
that any given sample Xj may be present in multiple “fail-safe” pairs. In Figure 2 the strata
corresponding to these sample pairs are hatched. This hatched region demarcates a “region of
interest” from which future samples should be drawn;
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4. Compute the separation distance for these sample pairs in the probability space as:
v
uM 
2
uX
Di = t
FX−1k (Xf ik ) − FX−1k (Xsik )

(9)

k=1

where Xf ik and Xsik corresponds to the k component of Xf i and Xsi respectively.
5. Identify the pair with the largest separation:
Xm
f s = max [Xf si ]

(10)

i

In Figure 2(b), this pair are shown by points A and B and the corresponding strata have been
identified with a box.
6. Divide one of the pair strata at the bisecting point in the direction/component of the largest
separation. In Figure 2(b), the direction of largest separation between points A and B is in the
direction of X2 . The bisecting line may fall in either of the strata. The stratum division is made
to the stratum in which the bisecting line falls. In 2(b), the stratum corresponding to sample
A is divided as denoted by the dashed line.
7. Recompute the strata probabilities (weights) and draw a sample from the newly defined stratum
as shown in Figure 2(c).
8. Return to step 2 and repeat.
The probability of failure estimate resulting from this process corresponds to the summation of the
strata probabilities for all samples corresponding to a failure occurrence.
X2

Failure

X2

A

Failure

X2

Failure

B

(a)

Safe
X1

(b)

(c)

Safe
X1

Safe
X1

Figure 2. Conceptual demonstration of the Targeted Random Sampling method.

5.2. Identification of failure domains & initial stratified design
Clearly the above procedure relies on the identification of both failure and non-failure events. In fact,
the proposed algorithm must identify at least one failure per disjoint region of the failure domain.
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As such, careful consideration should be given to the initial stratified design. A space-filling design,
such as will be achieved through a balanced stratification, is inappropriate for most reliability
applications because probability of failure is typically very low. Consequently, a very large number
of samples will be necessary just to identify a single failure occurrence - which represents a starting
point for the proposed procedure. Instead, an unbalanced design is likely necessary (and perhaps
even a highly unbalanced design) wherein knowledge of the system should be used to inform the
initial strata definitions. For example, failure of many systems will be associated with values present
in the tails (or extreme values) of the probability distributions. In this case, the strata should be
defined such that a certain number of samples are drawn from the tails (and perhaps far into the
tails) to ensure a failure event is realized. Similarly, failure may correspond to a combination of
parameter values that is rare but not necessarily in the tails of the distribution. If the region of
the space corresponding to this combination is broadly known (perhaps qualitatively), the initial
stratification should concentrate samples in this region.
5.3. Additional considerations
The basic algorithm presented above does not possess the robustness that may be necessary to
identify the more nuanced features of some failure domains. Rather, it is intended as a startingpoint from which more sophisticated and robust algorithms will be developed. These algorithms
must necessarily be able to identify subtle features in a failure domains such as the following.
− Certain seemingly disjoint regions of the failure domain may actually be connected.
− Certain seemingly connected regions of the failure domain may actually be disjoint.
− Samples near the boundary of the probability space that correspond with non-failure events
may not be close enough to the boundary. That is, samples drawn from the tails of the
distribution may not be drawn from sufficiently far into the tails.
This list is not intended to be comprehensive. In identifying these subtle features, it will be necessary
to consider the relatively probabilities of such conditions. For example, two failure domains that
appear to be disjoint but are, in fact, connected by a regime of probability that is negligibly small
can be adequately treated as two distinct failure domains for practical purposes. Instead of focusing
the samples on identifying the link between these domains, the samples will be better utilized by
resolving the domains more completely. Such considerations should be informed by the relatively
strata probabilities.

6. Example
Consider samples of a random vector X = [X1 , X2 ] drawn from a standard bivariate normal
distribution with zero mean and unit standard deviation. Failure is assumed to occur under the
condition x2 > − x41 + sin(5x1 ) + 4. For reference, the probability of failure for this problem was
determined to be pf ≈ 4.15e − 4 using Monte Carlo simulation with 100,000,000 samples.
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The proposed targeted random sampling method was applied for 1,000 samples as demonstrated
in Figure 3 producing an estimate of pf = 4.12e − 4. In Figure 3, samples corresponding to a
failure are demarcated with an ‘o’ while those corresponding to a non-failure are shown with an ‘x’.
The figure clearly shows that samples are concentrated in the vicinity of the limit state function
and, moreover the samples are concentrated near the limit state function in the regions of higher
probability. That is, the samples are more heavily concentrated near the “tips” of the finger-like
troughs of the limit state function that correspond to higher probabilities of X.
X2

5

1,000 Samples

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1

N ( 0,1)

0.5
0
−4

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

4

X1

Figure 3. Example of 1,000 samples drawn using the TRS method for a 2D problem with complex failure surface.

The initial stratified design prescribed nine strata and their associated stratum probabilities as
follows:
Ω1
Ω2
Ω3
Ω4
Ω5
Ω6
Ω7
Ω8
Ω9

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

([0.0, 1.0e − 5] ; [0.0, 1.0e − 5]) ; p1 = 1e − 10
([1.0e − 5, 0.99999] ; [0.0, 1.0e − 5]) ; p2 = 9.9998e − 6
([0.99999, 1.0] ; [0.0, 1.0e − 5]) ; p3 = 1e − 10
([0.0, 1.0e − 5] ; [1.0e − 5, 0.99999]) ; p4 = 9.9998e − 6
([1.0e − 5, 0.99999] ; [1.0e − 5, 0.99999]) ; p5 = 0.99996
([0.99999, 1.0] ; [1.0e − 5, 0.99999]) ; p6 = 9.9998e − 6
([0.0, 1.0e − 5] ; [0.99999, 1.0]) ; p7 = 1e − 10
([1.0e − 5, 0.99999] ; [0.99999, 1.0]) ; p8 = 9.9998e − 6
([0.99999, 1.0] ; [0.99999, 1.0]) ; p9 = 1e − 10

Notice that this is a highly unbalanced initial stratification with stratum Ω5 encompassing 99.996%
of the domain. This stratification clearly assumes that failures will occur in the tails of the distribution (note this is the only assumption made in the selection of the initial stratification). Therefore,
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this degree of imbalance is intentional since, under the assumption that failure occurs in the tails
of the distribution, there is very little to be gained by sampling heavily outside of those tails.
The use of only 1,000 samples in this example demonstrates the efficiency of the method. The
limit state function is strongly nonlinear with several regimes (albeit not disjoint) of the failure
domain that must be identified. Approximate methods such as FORM and SORM will not be able
to adequately resolve this failure surface and methods such as importance sampling will struggle
because multiple design points need to be identified. Furthermore, the algorithm used to generate
these samples is in its most basic form. It does not include logic that accounts for the considerations
discussed in Section 5.3 and other logic that can improve sample placement. Improved algorithms
have the potential to further reduce the number of simulations considerably (potentially as low as
200 samples or less for this example).

7. Conclusions
A new sampling method, Targeted Random Sampling, for Monte Carlo reliability estimation has
been presented. The method utilizes a stratified sampling design in which samples are added (a
process enabled by the Refined Stratified Sampling method) in targeted regions of the sample space
that are identified as simultaneously close to the limit state and possessing a known probability of
occurrence as defined by the stratum design. Progressive refinement of the strata design allows the
samples to converge toward the limit state and produce an accurate estimate of the probability of
failure in a small number of samples. A discussion of algorithmic features is provides and example
demonstrating the capabilities for two-dimensional problem possessing a highly nonlinear failure
domain is provided.
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Abstract. Life-cycle robustness is achieved when a structural member or a whole system is
designed to maintain its intended function and required safety level within its desired life-cycle.
The different characters of effects that each element will need to undergo (damage, ageing, extreme
events, changes in usage) in conjunction with the diversity in the intrinsic material properties, form
a demanding problem. Further complexity emerges when one realises that time is not simply a
variable, but a factor permeating model choices and uncertainty representation approaches. Different effects on the load side and properties on the resistance side develop differently in time, as
does the dependence structure. Spatial randomness of materials, such as concrete, requires careful
modelling, especially at a meso-scale. For a log-term analysis, where the influence of uncertainty
may dominate over predictability, robust design can prove decisive. On the computational side,
challenges often appear since the computational costs of simulations and non-linear analyses may
quickly prove infeasible. Suitable numerical techniques for small scale sampling, accounting for
arbitrary distribution types and dependence structures, are yet to be developed. The realistic
prediction of spatial randomness for now fails due to a lack of understanding regarding the physical
basis of main input parameters. Within this contribution the authors present the general concept of
life-cycle robustness and the expected prospects that arise from its application to fastening systems.
A detailed discussion of the aforementioned challenges and review of the state of the art complement
the paper.
Keywords: Life-cycle robustness, Fastenings, Uncertainty, Multi-scale modelling

1. Introduction
Life-cycle robustness aims to expand the concepts of safety, sustainability and cost-efficiency of
infrastructure to include highly uncertain and unforeseen events during installation, service life,
and demolition. In particular, it can be defined as the ability of a component or a whole system to
maintain its intended function and required safety level in spite of damage, ageing, extreme events,
or changes in usage throughout its life-cycle. Robustness in the meaning of this concept can have
several different aspects, since it needs to include installation, operation, demolition, and recycling
phases. Each of these perspectives faces different challenges, as it is subjected to different actions
and variations. A careful analysis and synthesis of those robustness aspects reveals more challenges
and uncertainties, as the level of detail increases. It also discloses the weaknesses of some currently
adopted assumptions in the context of life-cycle evaluation and robust design approaches.
Post installed fastening technology in structural concrete comprises the study of mechanical and
chemical anchors. Anchorages are important for integrating precast elements, and for strengthening
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and retrofitting. They allow the connection of new load bearing structural members with existing
elements, as well as the installation of new, not structurally relevant, elements, e.g. sunshades.
Often the applications are divided into structural—as part of the main load bearing structure
(e.g. in repairs)—and non-structural applications (e.g. handrail installations). Therefore, fastenings
are important for any adaptation of existing infrastructure, and for the life-cycle design of new
structures. The economic significance of fastenings is indicated by the fact that the potential damage
caused by failed fastening elements can be by several orders of magnitude higher than the value of
the products themselves. It is also highlighted by the use of fastenings as key-elements of critical
infrastructure, such as power plants, hospitals, and utility line systems.
In the present paper, the general concept of life-cycle robustness and the expected prospects that
arise from its application to fastening systems are presented. Section 2 contains a discussion on the
requirements of an integrated life-cycle robustness design and application framework, focusing on
fastening systems. In Section 3, the major challenges of this concept are briefly reviewed. Section
4 outlines the main expected prospects that arise from the application of this concept to fastening
systems. The closing section provides a synopsis of the present paper.
2. Requirements of life–cycle robustness
The requirements of life-cycle robustness on fastenings cover a broad range of topics, such as
design, development, testing, installation, performance, safety, sustainability, and cost-efficiency. An
integrated approach should aim to address each of these aspects, outlined in the next paragraphs.
2.1. Design
Once properly conceptualised, life-cycle robustness needs to be included in the design codes. Current international design codes do not seem to provide a consistent and rigorous framework for
performance prediction (reliability levels) and assessment of existing fastening systems. In cases
of engineering design pertaining to critical infrastructures, reaching a consensus and formulating
design codes requires extensive experimentation and thorough verification.
2.2. Development
The generic requirements for optimised development of new products, and for accelerated development processes, are firmly related to safety and reliability considerations. This cannot be
achieved without deep understanding of the long-term behaviour of the materials used in fastening
technology. Progress on this front is constantly required, owing to new developments in construction
materials (shape memory alloys, materials with negative Poisson’s ratio, nano-additives to epoxies).
The long-term behaviour of epoxy resins, vinyl esters and unsaturated polyesters, used for adhesive
anchors, needs to be investigated, since these materials exhibit strong visco-elastic deformation.
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2.3. Testing
Testing methods are required to investigate the effect of geometrical and material properties—as
well as ageing—on the load bearing capacity of fastening systems. In particular, it is important
to verify numerical computations for the different (1) failure modes (pull-out, breakout, splitting),
(2) types of systems (mechanical, chemical, plastic), (3) base materials (concrete, masonry) and,
(4) loading conditions (static, dynamic, seismic). Given the large number of these combinations,
extensive testing is required. However, the number of tests can be significantly reduced when
experiments are combined with virtual testing. In this context, Bayesian updating techniques are
frequently used (Zhang and Mahadevan, 2001).
Tests can be performed using destructive and non-destructive methods. The role of suitable
data acquisition systems in both approaches is of great importance for calibrating and verifying
the assumed failure models. Furthermore, highly accurate measuring instruments are required, due
to the very low strain of concrete at failure. Typical examples of non-destructive testing methods
are acoustic emission, thermography, electronic speckle pattern interferometry and digital image
correlation. Most of these sophisticated methods heavily depend on Information Technology, and
can be very costly. Moreover, the type and volume of acquired data stress the need for data analysis
methods that go beyond traditional statistical inference.
2.4. Installation
The role of fastenings in critical infrastructure and the increasingly tight budgetary constraints call
for faster and automatised construction. Post-installed fastening systems are of particular interest,
thanks to their flexibility and ease of installation on reinforced concrete structures. In this context,
geometrical tolerances, variations, and possible mistakes in the installation procedure need to be
taken into account.
2.5. Performance
Life-cycle robust design aims to ensure adequate prescribed performance levels for fastenings. This
process is not straightforward, due to the different character of effects that each element will need
to undergo (damage, ageing, extreme events, changes in usage) in conjunction with the diversity
in the intrinsic material properties. Performance requirements may vary from serviceability to
ultimate capacity. Since performance is mostly studied with probabilistic tools, detailed and careful
uncertainty modelling is a prerequisite.
2.6. Safety
High and transparent safety standards in fastening technology need to be imposed. In particular,
sufficient safety margins are required in order to ensure robustness throughout the whole service
life. The assessment of safety levels has to be extended from installation until the end of the
product lifetime. It also needs to include direct load and indirect environmental influences. The
role of uncertainty assessment and propagation in this process highlights the need for more careful
approaches in the computation of failure probabilities. Moreover, issues related to possible secondary
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consequences, progressive damage and disproportional failure effects should be investigated when
an integrated framework is desired.
2.7. Sustainability
A design approach should include provisions that go beyond the anchor’s life time. Sustainability
in the disassembling and disposal process can be guaranteed by properly formed (e.g. resettable,
non-monolithic) connections between elements. Given that those connection play also a critical role
in safety and performance, their design can prove highly complex and demanding.
2.8. Cost-efficiency
Life-cycle robust design is highly important in order to protect long-lasting building investments. On
the testing side, there is a need to reduce costs by limiting experimental verification to numerically
optimised systems and by virtual investigation of different possible life-cycle scenarios. Finally,
aspects such as intervention, optimised maintenance planning, rehabilitation, renovation, repair,
replacement, are of great importance with respect to cost, when viewed over the intended lifespan
(Frangopol et al., 2004).

3. Challenges of life–cycle robustness
The current state of fastening technology reflects only 25 years of systematic research. So far,
practice has been limited to simple solutions, to naı̈ve methods for estimating lifetimes, to the
assumption of unreinforced concrete, and to mere addition—as opposed to realistic combination—
of safety factors. The load carrying capacity has been mostly studied under static short term but
not under dynamic loads. Deeper understanding regarding the load carrying mechanisms faces a
number of challenges. More accurate prognostic models will allow for an optimised design of new
fastening systems, and for a reliable assessment of existing systems. Therefore, such models will
facilitate efficient maintenance management over the full product lifetime.
As discussed in the preceding section, life-cycle robustness has several aspects and related requirements. In each of these perspectives, different challenges may arise. As the level of detail in
the investigation increases, more challenges and uncertainties can be disclosed. These challenges
are related to temporal effects, system diversity, computation of failure probabilities, involved
uncertainties, dependencies among the input variables, multi-scale modelling, cost, and organisation
of a multidisciplinary approach. An overview of these challenges is given in the next paragraphs.
3.1. Temporal effects
As mentioned earlier, it is required to realistically assess and predict the life-time performance
of anchors, including the material properties. When attempting to formulate models for life-cycle
robustness, it quickly becomes evident that time is not simply a variable, but rather a factor
permeating fundamental model choices and uncertainty representation approaches. In fact, the
life-cycle performance and robustness of fastening systems is influenced by several time-dependent
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processes, which alter the initially assumed mechanical characteristics. Some of those effects develop
monotonically in time—albeit not in a linear fashion—whereas others have a periodical nature.
Environmental influences may occur due to concrete carbonation, chloride effects, steel corrosion,
UV radiation, and freeze-thaw cycles. Concrete creep may have significant influence on the long
term performance of fastening systems; therefore, models that accurately describe this phenomenon
are needed (Bažant, 2001). Actions can be imposed by fatigue, fire, earthquakes, explosions, traffic
accidents, etc. These loads cannot be foreseen and modelled akin to the typically encountered
loading scenarios. Monitoring and updating of prediction models can be challenging, since concrete
fracture initiates at a very low scale. Stochastic degradation prognosis approaches need also to
include appropriate monitoring concepts for steel corrosion. Finally, possible consequences of ageing
need to be investigated, not simply in the narrowed view of the fastenings themselves, but rather
with respect to the broader system which they operate in.
3.2. System diversity
The lifetime performance of traditional fastening systems, as well as new future products, is
determined by the performance of every single component and their interaction. The different
lifetimes of components call for a modular framework for lifetime simulation. A unified approach
for estimating lifetimes is hindered by the existence of many different failure modes. Further system
diversity emerges from variations in geometry, cracking of concrete, reinforcement type, loading
type, different base materials and different intended applications.
3.3. Low failure probabilities
A structure’s performance is assessed in the regimes of small probabilities, where the influence of
uncertainties can be large. The tails of the input distributions are not known with accuracy; furthermore, sample size, model uncertainty, and possible dependence structure can seriously affect the
computation of low probabilities. Small failure probabilities demand large samples for simulation.
On the other hand, small sample size is of great importance when very intensive computations are
required, e.g. in a nonlinear analysis (Bergmeister et al., 2009). Variance reduction techniques in
sampling are still relevant today, since model complexity grows with the rise of computer power.
3.4. Uncertainties
Life-cycle robustness design faces a multitude of aleatory and epistemic uncertainties. The amount
of deviation that has to be expected depends both on the scatter in the applied loads as well as
on the amount of uncertainty in the mechanical properties of the used materials, due to inherent
heterogeneities. In fact, a significant part of uncertainty can be attributed to the heterogeneity of
concrete at lower scale, which is linked to a variety of macroscopic effects during failure. However,
the mechanical properties of materials and members after many years of operation are largely
unknown. Further uncertainties arise from geometrical tolerances and variations in the installation
procedure. Tolerance against installation inaccuracies (installation robustness) constitutes a major
challenge. Furthermore, resistance against extreme events or environmental influences faces the
problems of unpredictability and intangibles in the account of consequences.
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If the time dimension is added to the problem (as required for any life time prediction) the
uncertainty associated with the predicted mean response increases significantly with the time span
of extrapolation, in particular if degradation processes and extreme events are to be considered.
3.5. Dependencies among the input variables
The simulation of stochastic response of fastening systems is a challenging task. The influence parameters of resistance and load are uncertain, to some degree, and typically expressed as probabilistic, possibilistic or fuzzy quantities. Moreover, the identification and determination of deterioration
mechanisms is greatly influenced by the interaction between components in time. Not accounting
for statistical dependence may lead to overestimations—adding safety factors reflects an assumption
of perfect positive correlations, which is greatly conservative. It can also lead to underestimations,
when the dependence among the input parameters is not properly modelled.
Generating correlated inputs required for the simulation of resistance, failure probabilities or
lifetimes has long been studied. Especially where the model is computationally intensive, small yet
representative samples are necessary. The significant effect of dependence, an often overlooked issue,
has been recently highlighted, in particular in the area of low target failure probabilities (Dutfoy and
Lebrun, 2009). As the number of the variables increases, this observed effect can become dominant.
Two main approaches for tackling the problem of generating correlated variables can be employed, aiming to induce the set of given linear or rank pairwise correlation coefficients. The first, due
to Iman and Conover, is based on sample reordering, aiming to match the desired correlation matrix
(Iman and Conover, 1982). This method was further refined by implementing stratified sampling
(e.g. latin hypercube sampling) and optimization (simulated annealing) techniques (Vořechovský
and Novák, 2009). The second approach involves the use of copula functions, a tool that has seen
a widespread adoption over the last 20 years (Embrechts et al., 2003). Copulas have been used
also in lifetime reliability studies, e.g. (Pellerey, 2008). Copulas are able to represent any type of
dependence structure, and remain invariant under monotone transformations of the variables.
3.6. Multi-scale modelling
The macroscopic behaviour of fastening systems is linked to the micro-scale properties of base
materials, e.g. concrete. A multi-scale modelling approach aims to connect these two different
perspectives of the system of concern. This problem can be numerically tackled by modelling
concepts such as coarse graining or homogenization (Vorel et al., 2012).
Several continuum and discrete damage models for concrete have been developed over the last
years, using finite element or finite difference formulation. The Lattice Discrete Particle Model
(LDPM) is such a discrete meso-scale model (10−2 − 10−3 m), able to capture the macroscopic
behaviour of concrete in elastic, fracturing, softening, and hardening regimes (Cusatis et al., 2011).
LDPM reproduces with great accuracy the concrete response under uniaxial and multiaxial stress
states in compression and tension, and under both quasi-static and dynamic loading conditions.
Still, the performance of such models under more complex conditions is yet to be verified.
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3.7. Cost
The cost of developing accurate models of fastenings performance in time is far from negligible.
There are significant experimental verification costs, since interactions, correlations, and uncertainties are hard to capture. Moreover, different theoretical models need to be investigated. The
costs resulting from the sheer volume of required tests and from the equipment for performing nondestructive testing comprise a major challenge. As previously stated, these costs can be reduced
when experiments are combined with virtual testing. Stratified sampling techniques can contribute
to reducing computational cost.
3.8. Multidisciplinary approach
In view of the main requirements and challenges outlined throughout the present paper, it becomes
evident that a multidisciplinary approach is needed in order to develop an efficient life-cycle
robustness framework for fastenings. The large volume of multi-dimensional data acquired by
sophisticated measurements and meso-scale simulations need to be studied with advanced data
analysis techniques. The collection and calibration of available testing databases require long laboratory experience and deep understanding of mechanics. Physics and material science knowledge is
important when dealing with base materials. Reliability analysis tools are necessary for effectively
studying ageing and time dependence. Since the design model is driven by the type of anchor and
the load bearing mechanism, the role of statics and dynamics is critical.

4. Prospects of life-cycle robustness
There are several theoretical prospects of developing an integrated multidisciplinary approach of
life-cycle robustness of fastenings. Firstly, incorporating state-of-the-art in research on concrete
behaviour (creep, shrinkage, etc.) and on other base materials will allow for developing much
more refined prediction models (Wendner et al., 2014) and their uncertainty quantification. In
this context, existing research on physics and material science can be utilised.
The quest for performance-based design concepts, transparent safety levels, and durability can
lead to processes that realistically simulate the behaviour of fastening systems. Stochastic models
for input variables in space and time are constantly being developed (Eliáš and Vořechovský, 2012).
Uncertainty importance analyses focusing on the intended applications will indicate the parameters
that mostly influence the performance of fastenings in time. Thus, research efforts can be efficiently
allocated to base material properties, time effects, loading scenarios, fracture development, testing
procedures, and representation of spatial or other variations.
Practical prospects include the study of installation, maintenance, repair, and replacement
within a unified framework. Construction planning can take great advantage of realistic evaluations
of system performance and cost efficiency. Fast and automated construction techniques can be
developed, and future market demands can be captured. The assessment of existing fastening
systems can significantly reduce cost and increase the reliability of complex systems. Currently
used reliability indices reflect only the failure frequency and not the consequences of failure. On
this front, utility-based performance and safety evaluation can facilitate fastening applications.
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In the next years, a more effective use of new laboratory technology is expected. Accurate
testing procedures can be formulated, following the technological developments in data acquisitions
equipment and the related analysis methods.

5. Synopsis
In recent years, steadily increasing budgetary constraints have led to a strengthened awareness
regarding the importance of life-cycle performance and cost considerations. The tight dependency
of society with the proper functioning of infrastructure, leads to higher exposure and economic
significance of structural systems. Life time design of infrastructure and extension of existing
structures has become increasingly important (Bergmeister, 2012). Numerically and experimentally
based reliability assessment methods with respect to different actions have been developed (Strauss
et al., 2013). However, up to now maintenance aspects hardly enter the decision process regarding
the construction of new buildings or structures. Moreover, most of the research progress in material
science, in sophisticated testing procedures, or in uncertainty analysis remain confined to simple
theoretical conceptions. In the present paper, the requirements of a desired framework for life-cycle
robustness of fastening systems were outlined. Addressing the emerging challenges in this venture
can pave the way to new prospects and theoretical advancements as well as to novel construction
approaches.
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Abstract: Patient health records possess a great deal of information that would be useful in medical
research, but access to these data is impossible or severely limited because of the private nature of most
personal health records. Anonymization strategies, to be effective, must usually go much further than
simply omitting explicit identifiers because even statistics computed from groups of records can often be
leveraged by hackers to re-identify individuals. Methods of balancing the informativeness of data for
research with the information loss required to minimize disclosure risk are needed before these private data
can be widely released to researchers who can use them to improve medical knowledge and public health.
We are developing an integrated software system that provides solutions for anonymizing data based on
interval generalization, controlling data utility, and performing statistical analyses and making inferences
using interval statistics.
Keywords: intervals; patient privacy; data informativeness; anonymization; k-anonymity.

1. Introduction
Although data collected during health care delivery and public health surveys possess a great deal of
information that could be used in biomedical and epidemiological research, access to these data is usually
restricted because of the private nature of most personal health records. Simple strategies to anonymize data
do not protect privacy. For example, dropping explicit identifiers such as name, social security number and
address makes the data appear anonymous, but the remaining attributes can often be used to re-identify
individuals. For instance, Golle (2006) showed that 63% of the US population can be uniquely identified by
gender, ZIP code, and date of birth, and those three attributes often exist in health data put in open archives
(Sweeney 2002). This information is widely distributed, so it can easily be obtained and used for reidentification.
The difficulty in balancing privacy with scientific utility of released health care data has been a
substantial barrier to progress in medical research. Enormous bodies of scientifically valuable health care
data, often collected at considerable public and private expense, are held by a wide variety of organizations
such as NIH, CDC, FDA, EPA, hospitals, universities, and insurance companies. Even organizations such
as prison systems, cruise lines, etc., are also custodians of significant information resources that would be
useful in furthering medical and scientific research that could be used to improve public health. But these
data sets generally contain private and sensitive information about patients. When releasing data, an
organization must guarantee that individuals cannot be identified from the data, otherwise their sensitive
information could be disclosed, which would subject the data custodian to legal liability under health
© 2014 by authors.
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privacy laws such as HIPAA. This very often means that there is little after-use of the extensive data
originally collected in medical claims, clinical studies, Medicaid administration, public surveys, and even
medical research at universities and hospitals.
Techniques for statistical disclosure control and methods for data anonymization based on attribute
generalization have been developed to ensure privacy but information truthfulness is often not well
preserved by the former so that unreliable results may be released, and information loss in the latter do not
provide sufficient control for maintaining data utility. To be useful in medical research, any released data
must be accurate and as precise as possible, which entails preserving the statistical information present in
those data, including importantly the dependencies among variables. Management tools are needed for
electronic health records that can help balance privacy concerns with scientific informativeness needed to
improve medical knowledge by providing the technical capability to find relationships in the large bodies of
data that have been collected but are currently inaccessible. Such tools require strategies that somehow
protect both the privacy of individuals as well as the integrity of the statistical relationships in the data. The
problem is that there is an inherent tradeoff between these. Protecting privacy always loses information.
However, for a given anonymization strategy, there are often several ways of masking the data that all meet
the given disclosure risk criteria. This multiplicity can be exploited to choose the solution that best
preserves statistical information while still meeting the disclosure risk criteria. We describe efforts to
develop an integrated software system that provides solutions for managers of data sets so they can
minimize disclosure risks while maximizing data informativeness.

2. Anonymization Strategies
Maintaining privacy in released data is universally acknowledged as important and it is not a new problem,
but current anonymization methods have severe limitations. The most basic approach is to release data after
removing explicit identifiers like name, social security number and full address, so that the data appear
anonymous. However, this approach is inadequate for privacy protection because the residual data are not
actually anonymous; the remaining attributes in the released data may be used to re-identify individuals.
Golle (2006) showed that more than half of people in the United States can be uniquely indentified by
gender five-digit ZIP code and birthday. Sweeney (2002) notes that three attributes often exist in health data
put in open archives (Sweeney 2002). This information is seemingly non-sensitive and is widely distributed,
so it can easily be obtained and used for re-identification. Common health care data sets can be much
smaller than the census data, so re-identification will often be even easier.
The failure of simple remove-explicit-identifiers approaches has spawned research on statistical
disclosure control techniques (Willenborg and De Waal 1996). Statistical databases are sometimes equipped
with a limited querying interface that only allows the release of aggregate statistical information. However,
such limited querying interfaces alone are insufficient to protect privacy. Even though statistical results
themselves might appear insensitive because they are at the population level, an adversary may still be able
to craft a series of queries and combine multiple statistical results to re-identify an individual and disclose
sensitive information. For instance, if statistical results show that the average systolic blood pressure of 10
patients aged from 40 to 50 in a study group is 110 mmHg and the average systolic pressure of 11 patients
aged from 40 to 51 in the group is 115 mmHg, the adversary can get the individual systolic blood pressure
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of the patient aged 51 as 1151111010 = 165 mmHg, and this patient is easy to identify since s/he can be
recognized as the only 51-year old in the group.
Many sophisticated methods exist for such re-identification attacks on statistical data. For this reason,
various statistical disclosure control techniques such as cell suppression, data perturbation, data swapping,
and generation of synthetic data are used to maintain privacy in statistical databases. These techniques have
been widely used in releasing statistical information by federal data holders like CDC and US Census.
Unfortunately, traditional statistical disclosure control techniques are inadequate in today’s data rich
settings. These methods can protect privacy with varying degrees of success, but they often have substantial
costs to the utility of the data because information truthfulness is not well preserved and these methods may
release unreliable results (Sweeney 2002a) when they alter the statistical information in the data.
In response to the limitations of traditional statistical disclosure control techniques, generalization-based
anonymization approaches have been developed, in which explicit identifiers are removed and nonsensitive attributes are then used to re-identify individuals using quasi-identifiers (Sweeney 2002a). The
data set is then modified so that this re-identification becomes harder. Re-identification can be avoided by
attribute generalization on quasi-identifiers (Samarati 2001; Sweeney 2002b). Numerical attributes are
replaced by intervals that contain the original exact value (e.g., [10, 20] in place of 12), and categorical
attributes are usually replaced by wider classifications (e.g., “student” in place of “high school student”).
The more records that share the same values of their quasi-identifiers, the more difficult re-identifying
individuals becomes.
There are several different methods of applying generalization-based anonymization approaches.
Sweeney (2002a) introduced a privacy protection model called k-anonymity, in which every record in the
released data is indistinguishable from at least k  1 other records with respect to every set of quasiidentifier attributes. A set of such indistinguishable records is called an equivalence class (Li et al. 2007).
The use of k-anonymity is popular due to its conceptual simplicity and the fact that there are many efficient
algorithms for creating a k-anonymity data set (Bayardo and Agrawal 2005; LeFevre et al. 2005; Meyerson
and Williams 2004; Sweeney 2002a; Zhong et al. 2005).
During recent years, various enhancements on k-anonymity have also been proposed to overcome its
shortcomings. One of the limitations of k-anonymity is that sensitive information can be disclosed due to
lack of diversity in the attribute among records in an equivalence class (Machanavajjhala et al. 2006; Truta
and Vinay 2006; Xiao and Tao 2006). For example, if all patients in one equivalence class have the same
disease, the sensitive information of disease specific to any individual in this equivalence class will be
disclosed even though they are indistinguishable. In response to this limitation, Machanavajjhala et al.
(2006) described an enhanced model, l-diversity, in which an equivalence class contains at least l “wellrepresented” values for the sensitive attribute, and an algorithm for k-anonymity was extended for creating
l-diversity data sets (LeFevre et al. 2005). Compared to k-anonymity, l-diversity usually replaces values of
quasi-identifiers with more general values, so the equivalence class is larger to ensure diversity in the
sensitive attribute. Further extensions of the k-anonymity model include t-closeness (Li et al. 2007), psensitive k-anonymity (Truta and Vinay 2006), (α, k)-anonymity (Wong et al. 2006), (k, e)-anonymity
(Zhang et al. 2007), (c, k)-safety (Martin et al. 2007), m-confidentiality (Wong et al. 2007), personalized
privacy (Xiao and Tao 2006), etc.
It also worth mentioning that even though the common definition of quasi-identifiers only refers to nonsensitive attributes whose values are easily accessible (Machanavajjhala et al. 2006), sensitive attributes can
also be used for re-identification (Gal et al. 2008; Li and Ye 2007). Sensitive attributes are not widely
distributed but are frequently attainable. If multiple sensitive attributes are linked to one record, knowledge
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of one sensitive attribute specific to an individual can be used to reveal other sensitive attributes. For
example, knowing a patient’s salary might help disclose a medical condition. For this possibility, Li and Ye
(2007) introduced an improved generalization-based privacy protection procedure which also generalizes
sensitive attributes.
Compared to traditional statistical disclosure control techniques, generalization-based approaches
preserve information truthfulness and the resulting anonymized data are guaranteed to be reliable in the
sense that they do not contain misrepresentations or fabrications of the information in the original data, just
less precision about it. However, because attribute generalization adds uncertainty there is unavoidable
information loss, thus the utility of the released data is decreased. For example, from an interval [10, 20] in
the released data we cannot determine the original exact value, and we only know it is between 10 and 20.
This situation is called interval uncertainty. It is important to have proper control on utility during
anonymization, so that the released data continue to have inferential power.
All generalization-based anonymization algorithms aim to gain privacy protection with control on utility.
Otherwise, maximum privacy protection could always be obtained by replacing quasi-identifiers with the
most general values possible (e.g. [0%, 100%]). Generalization-based algorithms optimize anonymization
solutions using one of two approaches: privacy-constrained (Ghinita et al. 2009) anonymization maximizes
utility while meeting the requirements for privacy (such as a given value of k for k-anonymity or l for ldiversity), while utility-constrained or accuracy-constrained (Ghinita et al. 2009) anonymization
maximizes degree of privacy (e.g., the value of k or l) while meeting the requirements for utility. In both
approaches, data utility must be quantified, but directly quantifying utility is generally viewed as difficult
(Machanavajjhala et al. 2006), so it is of interest to develop cost metrics measuring information loss.
Common information loss metrics include Generalization Height (LeFevre et al. 2005, Samarati 2001),
average size of the equivalence classes, and Discernibility Metric (Bayardo and Agrawal 2005).
Generalization Height, intuitively, is the number of generalization steps that were performed. The second
metric is the average number of records in the equivalence classes generated by the anonymization
algorithm. The Discernibility Metric measures the number of tuples that are indistinguishable from each
other. It is equivalent to the sum of the squares of the sizes of the equivalence classes. Other information
loss metrics developed recently include Classification Metric (Iyengar 2002), Ambiguity Metric (Nergiz
and Clifton 2006), and Loss Metric (Iyengar 2002, Nergiz and Clifton 2006).
Efficient anonymization algorithms are available with control of information loss based on various cost
metrics (Bayardo and Agrawal 2005; Ghinita et al. 2007; Ghinita et al. 2009; Gionis and Tassa 2009;
LeFevre et al. 2005; Meyerson and Williams 2004; Miller et al. 2008; Sweeney 2002a). However, current
cost metrics are insufficient to control utility of anonymized data, because they only measure information
loss, or degrees of anonymization, but not utility of the data for statistical inference. Although more
information loss/higher degree of anonymization implies less utility, the maps from information loss to
utility are unclear. Given an anonymized data set with some degree of information loss/anonymization in
term of such a cost metric, it is still unclear how useful the data would be.

3. Optimizing Anonymization to Improve Utility
We can use cost metrics to control anonymization procedures. These cost metrics should directly reflect
data utility and should be understandable to data consumers, so that data holders could release anonymized
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data to meet both privacy protection requirements and data consumers’ expectations of utility. To find
appropriate cost metrics, we need to look at how data are actually used in practical situations. In fact, using
data in health care research usually involves statistical analysis, i.e., computing statistics on numerical
attributes. For example, researchers might want to know the average and variance of the ages of patients
who have a certain disease. In a generalization-based anonymization procedure, original values of many
numerical attributes are replaced by intervals for the purpose of privacy protection. Storing intervals
[𝑥1 , 𝑥1 ], … , [𝑥𝑛 , 𝑥𝑛 ] instead of exact numerical values leads to difficulty in computing statistics. In principle
we can only get the range of the statistic {𝐶(𝑥1 , … , 𝑥𝑛 ): 𝑥1 ∈ [𝑥1 , 𝑥1 ], … , 𝑥𝑛 ∈ [𝑥𝑛 , 𝑥𝑛 ]}, which is the set of
all values of some statistic C that could arise from any combination of input values from their respective
intervals (Kreinovich et al. 2006, Kreinovich et al. 2007). For example, based on some intervalized age data
[20, 25], [25, 30], …, the average and variance of ages might be computed as ranges [32, 37] and [2, 5],
respectively. Problems of computing statistics on interval data have been studied by computer scientists and
mathematicians during recent years, and efficient algorithms have been developed (Kreinovich and Xiang
2008; Ferson et al. 2007).
A computed range of a statistic on interval data is reliable, in the sense that it is guaranteed to contain the
exact (but unknown) value of the statistic. However, its inferential power varies depending on the width of
the range. An average of ages like [30, 35] is useful in research, but one like [0, 99] barely provides any
beneficial information. Basically, more useful anonymized data have narrower computed ranges of
statistics, which implies that values of numerical attributes should not be generalized into intervals too
wide. Therefore, one natural idea is to use widths of computed ranges of statistics to measure utility of
anonymized data, and to use these cost metrics to control generalizations of numerical attributes. For
example, for research about the relation between age and a certain disease, it might be required that after
anonymization the width of ranges be kept less than 5 for the average of ages and be kept less than 10 for
the variance of ages. In this case, utility cost metrics are width of computed range of age average and width
of computed range of age variance. The generalizations for categorical attributes is somewhat more
complex but has the same motivations.
The above statistics-related utility cost metrics have simple mathematical formulas, and they are quite
understandable to data consumers. Data consumers could easily exploit these utility cost metrics to clearly
define their specific expectations of utility of released data and pass the expectations to data holders. On the
other side, data holders could use data-consumer-specified utility cost metrics to control the anonymization
procedure, so that the released anonymized data are guaranteed to meet data consumers’ expectations of
utility (and to meet privacy protection requirements as well). However, it is possible that such a balanced
point of disclosure risk with inferential power cannot be reached by running an anonymization procedure.
This can often happen in situations when the number of records in the original data set is not big enough. In
this case, data holders could reach the conclusion that the original data set is not suitable for releasing yet.
Further adjustments are suggested for the original data set, e.g., adding more records, before it can be
released.
It is also worth mentioning some issues that arise when computing statistics on interval data. As
described above, special methods to compute interval statistics are necessary to provide data consumers
with reliable statistical results on intervalized data generated from anonymization procedures. However,
computing statistics on interval data is, in general, computationally difficult. For example, it is known that
the problem of computing the exact range [𝑉, 𝑉] for the variance V over interval data [𝑥1 , 𝑥1 ], … , [𝑥𝑛 , 𝑥𝑛 ] is,
in general, NP-hard (Ferson et al. 2002; Kreinovich et al. 2006; Kreinovich et al. 2007), [which means the
problem becomes prohibitively expensive when n gets large]. However, efficient statistical algorithms exist
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for several practically important situations of interval uncertainty. For example, when no interval is a proper
subset of another, such as [0,10], [5,15], [10,20], …, a linear-time algorithm exists for computing variance
and an algorithm exists for computing skewness on the order of n2 (Kreinovich et al. 2007, Xiang et al.
2007).
More computationally efficient results for several situations and the corresponding efficient statistical
algorithms are described in recent reviews (Kreinovich and Xiang 2008; Ferson et al. 2007). However, even
though these algorithms have been found to be computationally efficient, software exploiting them for the
practical use has not been implemented yet. Our proposed software will also implement efficient algorithms
for computing statistics on interval data as tools for data consumers to conduct statistical analysis on
anonymized data. Most of these algorithms are results of our previous research, while new algorithms will
be developed for conducting more complicated analyses in health care research.

4. Approach
Anonymization can be based on a privacy-constrained generalization-based approach (i.e., the approach
which maximizes utility while meeting the requirements for privacy). This procedure is illustrated in
Figure 1.
Data custodian chooses
privacy requirements,
e.g., in term of values
of k or l
Data consumer chooses
the statistic and the
desired utility of
released data in term of
statistics-related cost
metrics

Execute the new
anonymization
algorithm
respecting privacy
constraints to
generate a data set
that maximizes
utility in term of
data-consumerspecified utility
cost metrics

Does utility meet
data consumer’s
expectation?

Yes

Release
generated
data set to
consumer

No
Show message indicating the released data cannot
meet the utility expectation due to privacy constraints

Figure 1. Privacy-constrained generalization-based approach.

The critical component of this procedure is a set of new privacy-constrained anonymization algorithms
(highlighted in the flowchart) which maximize utility with respect to the proposed statistics-related cost
metrics. The algorithms are described in the next section.
Statistical analysis with intervals is generally computationally difficult (Ferson et al. 2002). To minimize
the computational challenges associated with subsequent statistical analyses, it is also possible to select the
shapes of the intervals used in the anonymization to exploit reduced-complexity algorithms available for
those analyses. While computing the range of the average E under interval uncertainty is straightforward in
any situation, computing the range for variance V, skewness S = ((𝑥1 − 𝐸)3 + ⋯ + (𝑥𝑛 − 𝐸)3 )/𝑛, or the
lower and upper endpoints of a confidence interval L = 𝐸 − 𝑘0 ∙ √𝑉 and U = 𝐸 + 𝑘0 ∙ √𝑉 (where k0 is
specified by the confidence level) over interval data has been proven to be NP-hard in general, or its
difficulty is still unknown (Kreinovich et al. 2006; Kreinovich et al. 2007; Kreinovich and Xiang 2008,
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Xiang 2006). But we have developed efficient algorithms in several practical situations. In particular, in the
case of “no-nesting”, for which no interval is a proper subset of another, we have developed an efficient
polynomial-time algorithm for computing ranges for V, S, L and U (Kreinovich et al. 2006; Kreinovich et
al. 2007; Kreinovich and Xiang 2008, Xiang 2006). We can generate non-nested intervals when we use
attribute-generalization approaches for protecting privacy. This allows us to exploit these efficient
algorithms within the new utility cost control functions.

5. Algorithm
Xiang (2012) showed that the optimal subdivision for maintaining k-anonymity, where there are at least k
points within a box, while maximizing the utility for computing a statistical characteristic C, is achieved by
selecting a box around each point x = (x1, …, xn) with half-widths
n
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i   n

2 ρ( x )

n

a
j 1

ai

j

,

where ai = |C/xi|, and (x) is the data density around point x. However, Xiang (2012) did not provide
algorithmic details to flesh out how this formula can be implemented. Here, we describe an easy-toimplement algorithm, which is based on this result with algorithmic enhancements.
The data density (x) can be estimated by using kernel methods. However, kernel methods usually lead
to approximate values of (x), in which case we cannot guarantee that the derived box with half-widths i
contains at least k points. Of course, we might attempt to get around this by trying gradually larger values of
i, but this would increase complexity and make the algorithm more difficult to implement.
In principle, we do not necessarily need to calculate (x) to specify the box. For instance, when n = 1, we
don’t need to consider any of the details in the equation for i. We can simply select the k – 1 points closest
to the point x and use the minimum and maximum of these k one-dimensional points (including the point x
itself) as the lower and upper bounds of the one-dimensional anonymization box. In the multi-dimensional
case when n >1, if we use L to denote the term
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n
n
2  ( x)

n
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j 1
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then the half widths of the box are i = L/ai, for each i from 1 to n. This means that the box keeps fixed
ratios between any two different half widths when we define the box by changing the value of L. Because
we need to select the smallest possible box to contain the point x and k – 1 points around x, this implies
finding the smallest possible value of L.
We need to define the distance from a point x(p) to x(q), where both points are from the N given points
(1)
x , …, x(N). Naturally, the distance from x(p) to x(q) should be shorter than the distance from x(p) to x(r) if
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1. the point x(q) lies in the box around the point x(p) with half widths L1/ai, and
2. the point x(r) lies in the box around the point x(p) with half widths L2/ai, but not in the box
around x(p) with half widths L1/ai as x(q), where L1 < L2.
From this natural interpretation, we can define distance from a point x ( p )  ( x1( p ) ,..., x n( p ) ) to another point
x(q) = (x1(q), …, xn(q)) as

d (x

( p)

,x

(q)

)  max
1 i  n

xi( p )  xi( q )
1
ai



 max a i  xi( p )  xi( q )
1 i  n



where ai = |C/xi|. Note that under this definition, d ( x( p ), x( q ) )  d ( x( q ), x( p ) ) , so d is not a true
mathematical metric. The point as defined in the first parameter is the point around which the
anonymization box is constructed.
Having defined this distance d(x(p), x(q)), we now can construct an anonymization box in the multidimensional case. We select k – 1 points around the point x(p) closest to it under the distance d. Then the
anonymization box is the one with smallest possible half widths i = L/ai that contains these k points
(including the point x(p) itself).
There is another possible enhancement to the algorithm that lets the anonymization box be even smaller.
Let us denote these k points in the box including x(p) as x(p,1),…, x(p,k). Then in each dimension i, we can
compute

min x ( p ,q ) , max x ( p ,q ) 
i
1 q  k i

1 q  k
as the lower and upper bounds of the anonymization box in this dimension. Let us denote the
anonymization box around the point x(p) as B(x(p)). After selecting k – 1 closest points around point x(p) and
determining B(x(p)), we can anonymize these k points including x(p) by assigning B(x(p)) as their common
value. However, we do not construct an anonymization box for every point, i.e., we do not calculate
anonymization boxes B(x(1)),…, B(x(N)) for all points x(1),…, x(N). Instead, we anonymize a point x(p) only if
neither it nor any of the k – 1 closest points around it have been anonymized yet, that is, they are not
contained in a previously calculated anonymization box B(x(q)) around some other point x(q).
After completing this anonymization process, there are likely to be some points that have not yet been
anonymized in any calculated box. Such points can be merged with existing anonymization boxes. For
example, an unanonymized point x(q) can be merged with the calculated anonymization box B(x(p)) with the
smallest distance d(x(p), x(q)). When merging x(q) with a B(x(p)), in each dimension i, we can select









[ min xi( q ) , B( x ( p ) )i , max xi( q ) , B( x ( p ) )i ]
as the lower and upper bounds of the merged anonymization box, which can be denoted as Bnew(x(p)), where
p
B( x ( p ) ) and B( x ( p ) ) i as the lower and upper bounds of the original anonymization box B(x( )) in this
i

dimension. We then assign Bnew(x(p)) as the common value of x(q) and all points which have previously
assigned the value B(x(p)). At this point, B(x(p)) merges with x(q), and the box is updated to Bnew(x(p)). This
process is continued until all unanonymized points have been merged with existing anonymization boxes.
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The time complexity of this algorithm is O( N ) where N is the number of point, which suggests that it
should be practically applicable to moderately large data sets.

6. Software Implementation
All privacy-constrained generalization-based algorithms try to find optimal anonymization solutions which
maximize utility with respect to some cost metric while meeting the requirements for privacy, but they vary
widely in complexity. We developed new anonymization algorithms with improved control on data utility
based on the privacy-constrained approach by using our new statistics-related utility cost control. The new
privacy-constrained anonymization algorithms were developed according to statistics-related utility cost
metrics as widths of computed ranges of the statistics mean, variance, covariance, and correlation.. These
algorithms were theoretically proven to generate datasets meeting both the privacy requirement (as
constrained by a k-anonymity model) and user-specified expectation of statistical usefulness (Xiang and
Kreinovich 2013; Xiang et al. 2013). Work is underway to explore the scalability of the algorithms for large
and very large data sets which are common in health care.
The anonymization software is associated with ancillary software tools for computing basic statistics for
interval(ized) data sets (see reviews in Manski 2003; Ferson et al. 2007; Billard and Diday 2007,
Kreinovich and Xiang 2008; Nguyen et al. 2012). The software implements algorithms for computing
several location statistics such as the median and arithmetic, geometric and harmonic means and endpoints
of confidence intervals on the mean. It also supports various dispersion statistics such as variance, standard
deviation, coefficient of variation, and interquartile range, as well as other descriptive statistics such as
skewness, quantiles, exceedance risks, and the empirical distribution function. These statistics have the
form of intervals (or of a p-box in the case of the empirical distribution function). When the interval data
exhibit no nesting, as is the case when they are produced by a one-dimensional anonymization, these
algorithms are especially efficient, but they can also be applied to other interval data configurations (see
Ferson et al. 2007), including the general case in which the interval data have no particular structure. These
algorithms allow researchers who receive the anonymized data sets to extract the statistical information still
present after individual privacy has been protected.
Figure 2 shows the results of applying the software to an example synthetic data set. The circles indicate
the actual magnitudes of 60 data values of the continuous variable systolic blood pressure along the
horizontal axis. The line segments are the corresponding anonymization intervals produced by the software
using different strengths of k-anonymity. For graphical clarity, the circle-interval pairs are displaced
vertically. Note that, for small k, not all of the data values have been changed. This is because they already
satisfy the constraint of having the same value as at least k1 other records. The output intervals have the
no-nesting property so none is totally inside another. This makes the calculation of various statistical
characteristics of the intervalized data much simpler computationally.
The true mean of the systolic blood pressure is 139.3. When k = 3, the anonymized data reveals it is in
the interval [138.1 140.3]. When k = 4, this interval for the mean widens to [135.9, 142.2]. When k = 9, we
would only be able to say the mean is somewhere in the range [130.5, 150.1]. A similar loss of information
accompanies the calculation of the variance. The keeper of the original data knows that the true variance is
1085 to four digits. When k is 3, 4, and 9, the anonymization yields intervals for the variance that expand to
[1011, 1160], [890, 1318] and [544, 1595] respectively.
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Figure 2. Example anonymization intervals (line segments) compared to original data (circles) for different k-anonymities.

7. Conclusions and Future Directions
Controlling disclosure risk and maintaining inferential power are two critical prerequisites to the free
distribution of electronic health records among researchers, but more privacy protection usually means less
information is released. Previously available data-release techniques do not sufficiently meet the need for
balancing disclosure risk with inferential power, but focus almost exclusively on disclosure risk. In
statistical disclosure control techniques, information truthfulness is not well preserved so that these methods
may release unreliable results. In generalization-based anonymization approaches, the released data are
guaranteed to be reliable, but there is still information loss due to attribute generalization and data utility is
negatively affected. There have been few attempts to develop enhanced generalization-based anonymization
techniques with sufficient and practical control on inferential power during the anonymization procedures.
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We are developing a software tool that meets this need for balancing disclosure risk with inferential
power in the release of health care data by implementing new generalization-based anonymization
procedures with improved control of data utility. Statistics-related utility cost metrics have been adapted in
the control processes. These utility cost metrics directly reflect data utility and are quite understandable to
data consumers, therefore, researchers will be able to easily specify their expectations of the inferential
power of the released data. Data holders will be able to use the software to release anonymized data to meet
both disclosure protection requirements and data consumers’ expectations of inferential power. The
software includes efficient algorithms for computing interval statistics, which health care researchers can
use to conduct statistical analyses on released intervalized data generated by the anonymization procedures.
For some generalization-based disclosure protection models, finding optimal solutions with respect to
some other cost metrics is in general NP-hard, and the same situation would be expected for statisticsrelated utility cost metrics. Advanced algorithm design techniques are used to develop practically useful
algorithms with reasonable computational complexities—even if theoretically they might not be practical
for all cases in general.
The algorithms developed can be extended to more complex generalization-based disclosure protection
models and a wider range of statistics-related utility cost metrics. In future efforts, we plan to implement
methods for other statistical calculations not yet available, including various types of bivariate regressions
and other correlation formulations, and two-sample comparisons. Most of these analyses have been
considered by Billard and Diday (2007), but their equidistribution hypothesis, which assumes each interval
can be modeled by a uniform distribution, is incompatible with our approach so further algorithm
development for the set-theoretic version of interval statistics (Manski 2003; Ferson et al. 2007) will be
required. We also plan to develop anonymization procedures based on utility constraints. The goal is to
create a software library of novel and pre-existing anonymization methods to empower keepers of medical
data with multiple methods by which they can release informatively optimal anonymized data in a way that
protects patient privacy.
The methods described here are focused on anonymizing continuous data, but categorical patient
information also contains information that can be used for re-identification. An extreme example of patient
re-identification was recently demonstrated by Gymrek et. al. (2013) using genetic information to uniquely
identify research participants in genome-scale human sequencing studies. Methods for mitigation and reidentification have been reviewed by Erlich and Narayanan (2014), though their treatment of k-anonymity
in this context is admittedly incomplete. The anonymization methods should be generalized for categorical
data.
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Random Number simulation for the Correlation between the
Allowable stress design and the Reliability Analysis
Osamu Yoshida
Yoshida Engineering Laboratory, Representative, GFD03112@nifty.ne.jp, Chiba City 262-0019, Japan
Abstract: This paper visualizes the probability distributions which are in the background of the allowable
stress design code of the bridges. Random vehicle weight samples are generated as for several Traffic Flow
Models, and they comprise random arrayed motorcades. Various traffic loads for a lane are calculated, and
their variances are obtained. Thus the girder stress dispersion is identified as the action side distribution.
Reliability Assessment of the Bridge Girder can be carried out through the convolution of this action stress
distribution and the yield stress distribution. Accordingly, the allowable stress design method can be
converted to the Reliability analysis design. This Reliability Assessment for the Bridge Girder which is
designed according to the allowable stress method derives Reliability Index about 6.0. The fragility of this
assessment does not include the uncertainties such an aged damage or the error. Then the deterioration
probability is assumed and the random samples of defects are generated. The Reliability Probability is
calculated using those samples. The correlation between the allowable stress design method and the
Reliability Analysis is clarified.
Keywords: Performance-based Design, Probability density distribution, Reliability Index
1. Introduction
Probability distribution of action is necessary for the reliability analysis design. Before all, the live-load
probability distribution is the most important issue for designing a bridge structure based on the reliability
theory. Some sort of assumption must be introduced in a present situation.
In allowable stress design method, nominal load values and allowable stress values should be decided based
on some actual data. Even if it was done upon experimental judgment and has no specific derivation
process, that includes probabilistic consideration. In Reliability Analysis, the load action and the material
strength are treated as probability density distributions. This paper discusses the conversion way to the
Reliability Analysis.
2. Concept of Conversion to Reliability Analysis
In allowable stress design method, the acting stress caused by the nominal load must be restricted within the
allowable range. The allowable stress is decided by dividing the yield stress or the ultimate strength by the
given safety factor, depending on the steel classification.
In order to convert this way into Reliability Analysis, probability distribution of the acting stress and the
yield stress are characterized as in Figure-1, on the stress domain. This figure shows an example for steel
girder stress which is built with SM400(JIS). The position relationship between the nominal allowable
stress and the variability of yield stress, and the relation between acting stress by nominal loads and its
expected variability, are shown.
© 2014 by authors. Printed in USA.
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The allowable stress for the usual steel material is decided considering the safety factor of about 1.7 against
yielding stress. This is a substance commentary concept of Japanese "Specification of Highway
Bridges1)"(SHB). Figure-1 is characterized based on this concept.
At this point, the variability is described as a normal distribution. Simplification is emphasized.
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Figure-1 Concept of probability distributions
3. Probability Density Distribution of Traffic Load
3.1 Random Number Generation for Traffic Load
This paper makes a proposal method for setting the live-load probability distribution using random vehicle
weights. Traffic Flow Models are adopted which are propounded in Japanese "Fatigue design Guide Line
for Road Bridges2)" as the reference for examining the fatigue of the bridge.
In the Traffic Flow Models, vehicles are classified into eight categories which have hierarchal component
percentages. Each category has the separate weight probability distribution. The component percentages of
classified vehicles are shown in Table-1, in accordance with Traffic Flow Models which are classified into
five classes A to E. And each vehicle category has their weight probability distribution shown in Table-2.
Traffic Flow

Table-1 Component of Traffic Flow Classes

Passenger car
Small truck
Medium truck
Large truck
Large dump truck
Tank truck
Semi-trailer
Large Bus

A
0.776
0.174
0.020
0.016
0.005
0.003
0.005
0.001

B
0.653
0.147
0.081
0.068
0.018
0.011
0.021
0.006

C
0.551
0.124
0.131
0.103
0.030
0.017
0.034
0.010

D
0.490
0.110
0.161
0.127
0.037
0.021
0.042
0.012

E
0.327
0.073
0.242
0.190
0.056
0.032
0.063
0.017
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Table-2 Probability of Vehicle Weight
(Ton)
Categories
Max.
μ
σ
Passenger car
Small truck
Medium truck
Large truck
Large dump truck
Tank truck
Semi-trailer
Large Bus

1.30
3.62
6.19
16.75
19.62
13.82
24.78
13.84

0.36
1.31
2.50
6.29
9.54
6.31
12.92
2.41

3.10
12.60
18.30
45.20
61.90
33.70
86.70
18.70

Min.

(All Log-Normal Probability Distribution)

0.20
1.00
1.60
3.80
5.40
3.90
5.10
6.80

In order to simulate the sequential vehicles on the bridge, Random Numbers are generated for each category
in accordance with the probability distributions and the component percentage. (It is to be noted that these
distributions have the maximum and minimum limit, so they are not Log-Normal distribution in their tail
region.)
Generated samples are merged and shuffled. Thus a random arrayed motorcade is built for each Traffic
Flow Model. An assumption is herein introduced that the generated motorcade samples have the similar
probability distribution to that of traffic loads in the whole bridge life.
Figure-2 shows the histogram of all samples in case of Traffic Flow class-E, as the example of the heaviest
traffic.
3
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Figure-2 Histogram of All samples
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The nominal load code of the Japanese "Specification of Highway Bridges" is regulated as the uniform
distributed load and the concentrated load. Above samples are converted into the uniform distributed loads,
and are compared to the nominal loads.
Distributed load is calculated as follows;
Serial vehicle weight of the random arrayed motorcade is counted until its summed length reaches the
loading length. Repeating this from the head to the next sequentially, the summed weights are divided by
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the loading length. Thus the distributed load intensities are derived. Therefore its probability distribution
characteristics are obtained, and listed in Table-3 in accordance with loading length.
Table-3 Characteristics of Distributed Load (t/m/lane)
Traffic Flow
Mean
Median
σ
V
Mean
B
Median
σ
V
Mean
C
Median
σ
V
Mean
D
Median
σ
V
Mean
E
Median
σ
V

L=30
0.416
0.342
0.234
0.563
0.654
0.565
0.363
0.555
0.841
0.769
0.428
0.509
0.932
0.863
0.435
0.467
1.148
1.092
0.436
0.380

A

3
7.31510

L=40
0.417
0.360
0.185
0.444
0.655
0.598
0.297
0.453
0.846
0.801
0.343
0.405
0.939
0.895
0.350
0.373
1.151
1.113
0.347
0.301

L=50
0.416
0.385
0.132
0.317
0.657
0.628
0.219
0.333
0.833
0.818
0.234
0.281
0.940
0.920
0.251
0.267
1.159
1.143
0.258
0.223

L=60
0.417
0.403
0.093
0.223
0.658
0.644
0.158
0.240
0.847
0.834
0.177
0.209
0.940
0.928
0.178
0.189
1.154
1.145
0.179
0.155
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FF2 ( intL2 )
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Figure-3 Histogram of distributed load （tonf/m/lane）
intL2

Figure-3 shows the histograms of distributed load intensities of Traffic flow C. The dotted line is the
Normal distribution fit line which has the mean value and the standard deviation of Traffic flow C.
The mean values of the distributed load shown in Table-3 are larger than the median values. And the shape
of the histogram is almost similar to the Log-Normal distribution.
Probability distribution characteristics of the merged samples are not strictly the Log-Normal distribution
because the tails of the individual distributions were cut off. In this paper, it was ruled that the
approximation by Normal-Distribution should be the best solution for the purpose of simplification.
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Several fractile values of the distributed loads are calculated and compared with the nominal load value of
the Japanese design code "Specification of Highway Bridges" (SHB). Through those simulations,
regulations of uniform load reduction for the span length and that of transverse direction can be explained
theoretically.
3.2 Variation by Loading Length
As shown in Table-3, mean values of distributed load intensity are mainly correspondent to traffic flow
class and not so effected by loading length. The coefficients of variance(V=σ/μ) reduce with loading length.
The longer the loading length, the more various weights of vehicles are included in the loading length, then
the coefficient of variance of distributed load decreases. That obeys the Law of Large Numbers. If the
loading length becomes infinity, variance becomes zero.
Using these characteristics, the expectations on several fractile percentages are calculated. They are shown
in Figure-4, together with the nominal uniform load value of the Japanese design code. This Figure-4 shows
the relative position between simulated expectation and the nominal load value.
Higher the fractile percentage, the reduction slope of expectation becomes larger. Among these results, we
can know that the nominal load value corresponds to which percentages expectation value. For example,
traffic flow C line of 90% fractile is the nearest to the nominal load line. And it may not sound strange to
our empirical recognition that nominal load may be 90% fractile or so.
6
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Figure-4 Distributed load on loading length

3.3 Variation by Number of Loading Lanes
The reduction effect of the fractile according to the loading width exists on the same reason as loading
length. Figure-5 shows the transverse reduction regulation ruled by Japanese design code "SHB".
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Figure-5 Transverse Reduction of L-Load (SHB)
The load reduction regulation according to loading width is based on the same reason as to loading length.
Then, the problem can be analyzed such as the loading length is multiplied by the lane number. The same
simulations as previous section for the loading length of from 30m to 180m were carried out. The results
are shown in Table-4.
Table-4 Characteristics of Distributed Load by increase of number of lanes (ton/m/lane)
L=

A

B

C

D

E

Mean
Median
σ
V
Mean
Median
σ
V
Mean
Median
σ
V
Mean
Median
σ
V
Mean
Median
σ
V

30
0.416
0.342
0.234
0.563
0.654
0.565
0.363
0.555
0.841
0.769
0.428
0.509
0.932
0.863
0.435
0.467
1.148
1.092
0.436
0.380

60
0.417
0.367
0.169
0.405
0.667
0.622
0.282
0.423
0.847
0.809
0.314
0.371
0.939
0.901
0.321
0.342
1.156
1.126
0.324
0.280

90
0.416
0.381
0.138
0.332
0.668
0.631
0.232
0.347
0.848
0.819
0.259
0.305
0.939
0.917
0.265
0.282
1.158
1.134
0.270
0.233

120
0.416
0.389
0.121
0.291
0.668
0.640
0.201
0.301
0.847
0.825
0.226
0.267
0.939
0.924
0.230
0.245
1.158
1.143
0.235
0.203

150
0.416
0.395
0.108
0.260
0.668
0.651
0.181
0.271
0.847
0.825
0.203
0.240
0.939
0.929
0.205
0.218
1.158
1.148
0.211
0182

180
0.417
0.401
0.093
0.235
0.668
0.651
0.167
0.250
0.847
0.831
0.186
0.220
0.940
0.926
0.188
0.200
1.159
1.148
0.193
0167
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Focusing on the coefficients of variance in Table-4, those decrease in accordance with loading length
almost independently of Traffic Flow class. And the reduction tendency of coefficient of variance can be
approximated as it is inverse proportion to square of loading length. (Table-5)
Table-5

L=
Traffic Flow A
Traffic Flow B
Traffic Flow C
Traffic Flow D
Traffic Flow E
Mean
30 / L Applox.

Reduction Rate of coefficients of variance by loading length
30
60
90
120
150
180
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.72
0.76
0.72
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.71

0.59
0.62
0.60
0.60
0.61
0.61
0.58

0.52
0.54
0.52
0.52
0.52
0.53
0.50

0.46
0.48
0.47
0.46
0.47
0.47
0.44

0.42
0.45
0.43
0.42
0.43
0.43
0.41

Nevertheless those results may be seen which are inductively derived, they obey the Law of Large
Numbers; "Variance of the sample which are picked out from the infinite population is inverse proportion
to its number"
In accordance to this law, the increase of number of the lane can be treated same as the loading length is
multiplied. The fractile value is derived as follows;
… (1)
S   1  k V / n





S



: Fractile value
: mean

k : Coefficient of shift
V : Coefficient of variance
n : Number of lanes
It means the coefficient of variance decreases, accordingly the fractile value decreases by it. And, the mean
uniform value of all lanes is described as follows:

1
pm  p1 

Vp
n

k
…

1Vp  k
V p : Coefficient of variance when single lane
p1 : Fractile load value when single lane

(2)

Consequently, the fractile load value of the first lane is defined same as when single lane, and that of
second or later lane is derived as follows;
pn  n  pa  ( p1    pn1 )
… (3)

p n ：Fractile load value of nth lane
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Figure-6 shows the reduction coefficients of the fractile value by number of lanes, when 90% fractile of
traffic flow C is selected.

1

0.769

0.731

0.711

0.699

0.690

１車線
５車線
６車線
1st lane ２車線
2nd lane３車線
3rd lane４車線
4th lane
5th lane
6th lane

Figure-6図-10
Reduction
of fractile value by Number of lanes
車線数による分布荷重の低減
4. Example Model Bridge
4.1 Dimension of the Model Bridge
In attempt to realize the tangible analysis example, several example model bridges are taken. The object
bridge is described in Figure-7. At first, the allowable stress design method is applied in this section. Main
structure of the bridge is as follow;
Bridge Type
Road Width
Span Length
Number of Girders
Steel material

: Simple Steel Girder with RC deck
: 10.5 (m)
: 30.0 ~ 60.0 (m)
:5
: SM400 (JIS), f ta ; 140 (N/mm2)

The change of the steel girder section is focused to simplifying the problem. The girder section is decided
by the dominant load case "Dead Load +Live Load".
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Road Width

10500

4 @ 2400 = 9600

Figure-7 Cross section of the object Bridge
4.2 Design by Allowable Stress Method
The dimension of the girder section is decided by the bending moment. The nominal Load condition is
applied in the allowable stress design. According to the regulation of the Japanese design code, Live Load
intensities are set corresponding to the span length. Dead load is set based on the existing similar cases, as
shown in Table-6.
Table-6 Nominal Load condition (kN/m2)
L=30
L=60
Deck
7.7
Dead Load
Girder
1.8
3.6
10.0
Live Load
p1
(uniform)
p2
3.5
Two kinds of uniform load are applied with the Loading Pattern for the girder such as shown in Figure-8.
load is overlapped at the maximum point of the influence line.
The design results are shown in Table-7.
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Figure-8 Loading Pattern of L load (SHB)
Table-7
Span (m)
Bending Moment (kN*m)
Depth of Girder (mm)
Thickness of Web (mm)
Width of Flange (mm)
Thickness of Flange (mm)
Stress （N/mm2）
Steel weight (ton)

Results of Allowable Stress Design
30
23,600
1,960
10
500
30
137
57.7

40
40,300
2,640
10
520
36
137
99.1

50
62,200
3,540
12
540
36
136
158.1

60
90,000
4,260
14
600
36
138
239.7

5. Structural Performance and the Reliability Analysis
5.1 Traffic-load resistant Performance
Traffic-load resistant performance of the girder and its examination code are marshaled as shown in Table-8.
Table-8 Definition of Structural Performance
Traffic load resistant Structural material must be within elastic range and its characteristics
performance
are not changed, in the usual state.
Examination code
Possibility of yielding of the material must be small enough. (equal or
smaller than the allowable stress design)
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5.2 Probability Distribution of yielding stress of Steel material
The allowable stress of SM400 steel is regulated, based on the yielding stress divided by about 1,7. The
variance of the yield stress of actually supplied steel material in Japan is researched and reported in the
reference 3). The probability distribution characteristics can be set using this data.
Table-9 Probability Characteristics SM400 (N/mm2)
Measured 1967
266.6
17.54
0.066

Mean (μ)
SD (σ)
V（σ/μ）

Measured 2002
296.3
22.77
0.077

Figure-9 was described as Normal distributions by these reported yield stress data.

0

100

JIS Standard fys=235

Allowable fta=140

Yield Stress of SM400A

Measured
in1967
Measured
in2002
k=1.7

200

300

400

500

Figure-9 Distribution of Yield Stress (N/mm2)
The relational expression between nominal standard value and the probability characteristics is described as
below.
f ys
… (4)
fy 
1  k  V Ry
fy : Mean value of yield stress
f ys : JIS standard value of yield point

k
V Ry

: Coefficient for shifting
: Coefficient of variance

Circle points of Figure-9 are on the fitting line of the coefficient of value is 1.7, and value is 7%. It means
that these coefficients are applicable for the reliability analysis based on the yield stress data measured in
1967.
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5.3 Reliability Index
In order to examine the Traffic-load resistant performance, Reliability Index based on second moment
equation is introduced.



fy  ( fd  fp1  fp2)

…

( fy  VRy )  ( fd  Vd ) 2   fp1  Vp1   fp2  Vp 2
2

2

2

(5)

 : Reliability Index
fd : Mean value of fiber stress by Dead Load
fp1 : Mean value of fiber stress by Live Load p1

fp2

: Mean value of fiber stress by Live Load p2

: Coefficient of variance of Dead Load
Vp1 : Coefficient of variance of Live Load p1
Vp 2 : Coefficient of variance of Live Load p2

Vd

Mp1
（ Mp1  p1  I p1 ）
Zg
p1 : Mean value of Live Load p1
Mp1 : Bending Moment by p1

fp1 

…

(6)

…

(7)

Z g : Section modulus of the Girder
I p1
fp2 

: Volume of influence plane corresponding to p1

Mp2
Zg

（ Mp2  p2  I p 2 ）

p2 : Mean value of Live Load p2
Mp2 : Bending Moment by p2
I p2

: Volume of influence plane corresponding to p2

The addition rule is herein utilized to above calculations, and reliability index of the girder's stress is
calculated by adding the dead load case and live load case.
〔Addition Rule for Discrete value〕
When the discrete variables x and y have their mean value [ x , y ] and standard deviations
[  x ,  y ],

x y

has its mean value x  y and standard deviation

 x2   y2 .
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To know the possibility of yielding, the relational expression between the failure possibility and the
reliability index can be applied.
The probability of Failure, the next equation;

1

Pf (  )  1 

2



 e


t 2
2

dt

… (8)

can be applied. And the numeric values are derived and shown in Table-10.



Table-10

3.0
1.4 10

Pf

4.0
3

3.2  10

5

5.0
2.9  10

6.0
7

9.9  10 10

Reliability assessment for the same Bridge as designed in section 4.2 is carried out, using the equation-5.
The characteristics of the distribution and the calculated reliability Indexes are shown in Table-11. The
variance of the dead load was set to zero in this assessment, and the traffic load characteristics (, etc.) were
selected from the Traffic Flow C.
Table-11 Reliability Assessment (N/mm2)
30
40
50

Span (m)

Dead Load
Live Load
p1
Live Load
p2
Yield Stress
(SM400A)

fd
fp1
Vp1
fp2
Vp 2

84.9

89.7

95.2

22.0

17.6

14.3

12.0

0.486

0.486

0.486

0.486

16.9

17.4

17.5

17.5

0.509

0.441

0.394

0.360

6.9

6.9

fy

267
0.07

Vy

Reliability Index 

60

78.1

6.4

6.7

In this Table-11, the reliability index gradually increases along the increase of span length. That is due to
the reduction of the live-load share.
In the case of 30m span, the probability distributions of each load share and the yield stress are shown in
Figure-10.
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0.03

Dead+Live Load

(Dead Load)

0.02

0.01

Nominal Yield Stress
（SM400）

0.04

Nominal Allowable Stress

0.05

Yield stress

0
0

50

100

150
200
Stress（N/mm2）

250

300

350

Figure-10 Probability distributions of Reliability Assessment (Traffic Flow C)
On the other hand, with respect to the Reliability Analysis, a design principal is introduced that the
Reliability Index must be greater than 6.0.
The results are shown in Table-12.
Table-12 Reliability Assessment of Redesigned Girder (N/mm2)
Bridge Span (m)
30
40
50
60
81.5
91.8
98.9
104.2
Dead Load
fd
22.9
19.0
15.8
13.2
fp1
Live Load
p1
0.486
0.486
0.486
0.486
Vp1
17.6
18.9
19.3
19.1
fp2
Live Load
p2
0.509
0.441
0.394
0.360
Vp 2
267
Yield Stress
fy
(SM400A)
0.07
V
y

Reliability Index 

6.1

6.1

6.2

6.2

In this Table-12, the reliability indexes are all nearly equal to 6.0.
Because the dimension of the girder is redesigned as shown in Table-13. The steel weight of the girder is
reduced about 3% compared with Table-7.
Table-13 Dimension of Redesigned Girder
30
40
50
Bridge Span (m)
1,960
2,630
3,540
Depth of Girder (mm)
10
10
12
Thickness of Web (mm)
460
500
500
Width of Flange (mm)
31
34
34
Thick of Flange (mm)
56.0
93.7
148.5
Steel Weight (ton)

60
4,260
14
540
35
227.0
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6. Aspect of Uncertainty
As described above, allowable stress design method can be converted to the Reliability Analysis. This is a
comprehensive conversion using the usual information. This analysis is based on the premise that the bridge
girder was designed without mistake and has no defects in the structure material. The probability
distribution of the acting stress and that of the yielding strength which is inherent in the base metal are used
for the calculation of Reliability Index.
In the actual bridge structure, aged damage or the defects of welding probably exist, and the error of design
or the difference from the designed dimension is underlying. At this time, these uncertainty factors are not
verified numerically. Then a simplified assumption is introduced, and numerical simulation is carried out
through the Random Number Generation. The span length 30m is adopted for the below simulation
example.
6.1 Deterioration Factor
The deterioration of the material is assumed as follows;

fr  fy  Cr
fr
fy
Cr

…

(9)

: deteriorated strength of the material
: yield strength of the sound material
: coefficient of deterioration

These variables have their individual probability distribution. The deteriorated strength fr is defined as a
reduced value of the sound material strength, and has the probability distribution of the product of sound
strength and coefficient of deterioration. The distribution property of the sound material is defined as the
mean fy and variance V y . They are same as equation-4.
Coefficient of deterioration Cr is greater than zero and smaller than 1.0, and its frequency gradually
decreases with closing to zero. This is based on an assumption that the healthiness in the immediate state
must be greater than the aged stage.
7
6
5
y1
y2
y3

4
3
2
1
0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Figure-11 Probability Distribution Image of Cr
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The probability distribution examples of Cr are shown in Figure-11. Every area of these triangles equals to
1, and intersection points to horizontal axis mean the minimum value of Cr . Arbitrary gradient can be
adopted depending on the deterioration degree.
If Cr smaller than 0.5 is frequent, many a bridge may collapse. Such an accident is not so frequent. As a
realistic presumption, the red triangle was chosen and the random samples of Cr are generated for
simulating the fragility distribution. Then the deteriorated strength fr is derived by equation-9.
Figure-12 shows the histogram of the calculated fr and the yield strength distribution of the sound base
metal fy (blue line).
4
1.06429610

4
1.5 10

fy
4
1 10
f
FF ( int )

fr

5000

0

0
100
111.34

150

200

int

250

300

350
345.34

Figure-12 Histogram of fr and sound Yield Stress Distribution fy
ヒストグラム
Table-14 正規分布
Distribution Properties of

fy
(sound yield strength)

fr
(deteriorated strength)

μ
σ
μ
σ

fy and fr

(mean)
(standard deviation)
(mean)
(standard deviation)

(N/mm2)

(N/mm2)
267
17.5
220.2
36.0

Deteriorated strength fr has the properties of reduced mean value (18%) and diffused standard deviation
value (200%).
Reliability assessment using this fragility curve and the acting stress distribution is carried out. Figure-13
shows the histogram of acting stress and deteriorated strength.
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3
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S
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fxr

fr
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0

0

0
47.906236
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150
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200

250

300

350
340.981654

Figure-13 Histogram of acting stress S and deteriorated strength fr

(N/mm2)

Using these histogram ordinates, numerical convolution can be derived as follows;
n
Ys Yr
… (10)
Pfx   ( i  i )
N N
i 1
Pfx : probability of failure for deteriorated stress
Ys : ordinates of acting stress
Yr : ordinates of deteriorated strength
N : number of generated samples
Reliability index and probability of failure cane also be calculated by the second moment method suing
equation-5 and equation-8.
Calculated probability and Reliability Index corresponding to that probability are shown in Table-15.
Table-15 Probability and Reliability Index
Probability of Failure Pfx
Reliability Index β

convolution
7.3×10-4
3.2

2nd moment method
5.6×10-3
2.5

The second moment method gives the larger probability than the convolution, because the distribution
shape of the deteriorated strength is deformed from the symmetrical normal distribution. The convolution
results are reasonable.
6.2 Error Factor
The acting stress of the bridge girder is calculated through the load setting and the cross section calculation.
If a mistake exists in those procedures, the result of the design is error. This is the uncertainty factor. For
example, if the thickness of the flange is thicker than the correct one the acting stress becomes small. And
in the reverse case, it becomes opposite result. When the wrong construction was done, the acting stress
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becomes wrong, even though the design was correct. Such an uncertainty does not always increase the
acting stress.
The diffusion of the acting stress caused by the error factor is assumed as follows;
… (11)
Se  S  Ce
Se : acting stress diffused by error
S : correct acting stress
Ce : coefficient of diffusion caused by error (normal distribution μ=1.0 , σ=0.2)
Coefficient Ce is assumed to be the normal distribution which has 1.0 mean and 0.2 standard deviation.
Normal distribution is the most commonly used distribution. And the standard deviation is adopted because
it is unbelievable that Ce exceeds 2.0. Moreover this is the trial simulation to know the numerical effect
where we have no evidence-based data. The diffused acting stress Se is calculated, and its histogram is
shown in the Figure-14 with the histogram of the correct acting stress (green line).
3
4.64410

6000

S
fxse r

4000

fxr

Se

fxsr
2000

0

fr

0

0
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
(N/mm2)
15.664421
intxx
340.820444
Figure-14 Calculated Histogram of Diffused acting stress Se and deteriorated strength fr

The convolution of these histograms Se and fr is carried out in the same as Equation-10, and its results
are shown in Table-16. The probability of failure becomes 2.5 times larger than the case without error effect.
Table-16 Probability and Reliability Index for diffused acting stress by error
convolution
1.7×10-3
Probability of Failure Pfx
2.9
Reliability Index β
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7. Conclusion
Reliability analysis as an examination method for traffic load resistant performance of a bridge is described
above. The characteristics of the variance of the Live Load are focused, from the view point that the
dominant load case is "Dead Load + Live Load " for bridge girders. And the acting stress distribution of the
girder is derived based on linear addition Rule. The probability distribution of the yield point stress is set
based on the reported value. Then the Reliability Index is derived using second moment formula. Two
peaks and their variances are comprehensively overviewed, because of convenience and usefulness. That is
for engineers who are unfamiliar with the reliability theory but skilled in the allowable stress design.
The reliability assessment without uncertainties for a bridge which is designed in accordance with the
allowable stress method showed the reliability index about 6.0. It can be recognized that the allowable
stress method provides a sufficiently safe solution. Then the uncertainties such as the deterioration of the
steel material and the error factor are assumed and the reliability assessment for those is carried out.
In the case where the uncertainties are considered, the results draw the following points of assessment;
1) When only the deterioration factor is introduced, the Reliability Index becomes 3.2 and it is barely
safe.
2) When the error factor is added to above, the Reliability Index becomes 2.9 and it is slightly
dangerous.
3) The background of the allowable stress design method implicitly contains some uncertainties.
The actual degree of deterioration depends on the quality control of the construction and the environment
condition, or its history. The error factor is influenced by the checking framework in the construction stage.
There may be some differences in national culture on these factors. The deterioration factor and the error
factor described in this paper are the trial simulation and have no evidence-based data. But we can get a
numerical and practical reason for helping the engineering judgment. The measured data is indispensable
for ensuring the foundation of the Reliability. But the Reliability Assessment without the uncertainty factor
can be accepted, until the evidence-based data is clarified.
The role of the infrastructure responds to the social demands. From that standpoint, traffic flow is the most
important factor for Bridge designing. Social role of a bridge is to meet the traffic demand. The width and
the geometric alignment of the bridge are decided based on the traffic grade. Therefore, traffic load should
be decided considering the traffic grade in the same sense. When the heavier traffic grade is expected than
the standard one, the bridge must be strengthened in accordance with that. And, if the percentage of the
heavy vehicle is expected smaller than the standard, the bridge must economically be designed.
The allowable stress design method is widely rooted as a de-facto standard. That is the comparison gauge
for the new reliability analysis. Many a engineer shall be able to address the reliability design by an
accessible method. Then the reliability technology shall develop higher being used by many engineers, and
make a social contribution greatly.
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Abstract: Water reclamation plants (WRP) face the challenging task of simultaneously managing
fluctuating influent conditions and satisfying effluent discharge requirements. To better prepare WRP
operators for this task, we combined k-means cluster analysis with cross-tabulation analysis to develop an
influent classification system for the Calumet WRP in Chicago, IL. We considered weather and influent
composition characteristics to identify 25 clusters, nine of which were significant (99% confidence level).
For example, dry weather with mid-range temperature characteristics are common after wet weather days,
and these conditions typically present low influent concentrations. In addition, compared to cold-weather
characteristics, warm-weather flows are more likely to have large precipitation events and more variation in
influent quality. The duration of storm events is also important for planning. Large storms during warm
weather feature relatively low influent concentrations and have a high probability of lasting only one day,
whereas warm and dry-weather conditions that bring relatively high influent concentrations have a high
probability of lasting more than one day. We believe the approach used in this study can be replicated and
will provide useful risk management information at other WRPs.
Keywords: k-means cluster analysis, cross-tabulation analysis, water reclamation plant, influent scenario.

1. Introduction
This study is part of a collaborative project between the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater
Chicago (MWRDGC) and the Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT) on applications of cyber-physical
systems (CPS) to the Chicago Area Waterway System (CAWS). Ultimately we hope to develop an agentbased intelligent sensor network system that integrates data from on-line sensors with predictions developed
from historical data. The overall objective is to minimize energy demands and improve control of nutrient
loading (CPS 2010). In this study, cluster analysis and cross-tabulation analysis were applied to data from
the MWRDGC Calumet WRP to characterize its historical influent scenarios. Results from this study are
part of the information required for intelligent real-time process control.
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2. Background Information
2.1. THE CALUMET WRP
The Calumet WRP, which began operations in 1922, now serves more than one million people in the
Chicago area. Wastewater influent to the plant comes from municipal sources and tunnel and reservoir plan
(TARP) flow (TARP is the system for managing combined sewer overflows in Chicago). Based on
historical data from 2002-2011 (MWRDGC, 2013), average influent conditions include 262 MGD flow, 11
mg NH3-N/L, 74 mg CBOD5/L, and 136 mg SS /L. Precipitation events and patterns of industrial water use
can lead to influent characteristics that are substantially different from these average conditions. For
example, the standard deviation for the influent flowrate is 90 MGD; the ammonia concentration can be as
large as 26 mg/L, and the CBOD5 can be lower than 15 mg/L. The purpose of the cluster analysis is to
better understand the types of perturbations that affect the influent.
2.1. COMMON CLUSTERING METHODS
The most common clustering methods are hierarchical and k-means (Mooi and Sarstedt 2011). Hierarchical
clustering typically applies algorithms to measure the Euclidean distances among different observations, kmeans methods use a centroid-based approach to minimize within-cluster variation, and each method has
advantages and disadvantages. Hierarchical methods provide higher quality on likelihood classification with
small datasets, whereas the k-means method is less sensitive to outliers and typically more efficient at
processing large (> 500) sample sizes (Abbas 2008; Mooi and Sarstedt 2011).
The literature suggests that the hierarchical method has been used more frequently to classify water quality
data. For example, Astel et al. (2007) applied the hierarchical method to classify 14 common chemical
indicators at 24 on the Struma River in Bulgaria, and identified three groups of indicators and four clusters
of sites. Kamble and Vijay (2011) used the hierarchical method to classify 17 coastal locations near
Mumbai, India, and identified three clusters based on water quality. Mukhopadhay et al. (2011) also
employed the hierarchical method to investigate groundwater contamination in 29 wells, and identified five
clusters based on microbiological and chemical parameters. Similarly, Nnane et al. (2011) used the
hierarchical method to classify 14 sites on the Ouse River, England, and identified six clusters based on
microbial water quality.
Examples where k-means methods were used typically involve larger sample sizes. For example, Albazzaz
et al. (2005) used the k-means method as one of several statistical tools to identify unusual operations at a
WRP, and identified 17 abnormal cases out of 527 operating days. Brena et al. (2005) analyzed 23
groundwater wells in the Aquifer Punta Espinillo (Uruguay) based on either α-naphthol concentrations (18
wells) or hydrogeological data (22 wells) and identified three clusters. Akbar et al. (2011) combined
principal component analysis and the k-means method to analyze water quality for 18 lakes in Alberta based
on 11 years of historical data. De la Vega et al. (2012) applied a k-means method to divide historical data
(sample size = 2000) on wet- or dry-weather conditions, to investigate oxidation–reduction potential (ORP)
and D.O. profiles along aeration basins in a biological treatment process. They reported that nitrification
and denitrification processes were inhibited during wet weather due to lower ammonia and higher nitrate
and D.O. concentrations.
The historical data for our study involved a relatively large sample size (> 3000), so we used the k-means
method to identify influent scenarios. One challenge of k-means cluster analysis is that the number of
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clusters has to be specified in advance. Typically, several different values of k are considered and the
domain expert selects the partition that appears most meaningful (Jain 2010). Because we wanted to
identify important clusters from a process control perspective, we adopted two criteria:


Each cluster should represent distinctive characteristics.



Data included in a cluster should cover more than 5% of the records. (Low population (< 5%) clusters
represent exceptional scenarios that will be the subject of future work.)

3. Research Methods
3.1. K-MEANS CLUSTER ANALYSIS
We defined scenarios based on weather and influent composition. The four factors that make up the weather
scenarios are the raw influent flowrate, the flowrate associated with TARP, the amount of precipitation, and
the water temperature. The composition scenarios were defined based on five water quality parameters: SS,
CBOD5, TKN, VSS/SS, and NH3-N/TKN. These parameters were selected based on the available data for
representing influent characteristics, and because these parameters are important in the WRP simulation
model.
Before clustering, we screened the data to identify missing elements, remove outliers, and normalize the
values. Where part of a data element was missing, the entire day’s data was removed from the assessment.
Extreme outliers were removed by following a simplified distance-based outlier detection method described
by Angiulli et al. (2006). In that approach, the steps are to calculate parameter mean value, arrange data in
an ordered list from lowest to highest values, and calculate differences between adjacent values in the list. If
a difference value exceeds the mean value, values from that point to the end of the list are outliers and
excluded from further study. This simple heuristic detects a gap in the tails of the continuum of values,
which could be due to error or the gap could identify extreme values that we consider as out of scope of this
study.
The final step before clustering was value normalization. Influent parameters were converted to Z-scores ()
so that different parameters could be treated equally for cluster analysis. Specifically, the average value ( ̅ )
and standard deviation (s) of influent variable were calculated, then the original data (x) were normalized
using ̅ and s as shown in .
( )

̅

-

( )

-̅

(1)

3.2. CROSS-TABULATION ANALYSIS
Clusters were subjected to cross-tabulation analysis to identify associations between weather and
composition conditions using independence and homogeneity tests. For example, if there are “I” clusters
classified from weather scenarios and “J” clusters classified from composition scenarios, there will be a
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total of “IJ” possible combinations. The Pearson chi-square score (χ ) was used as the criterion to test the
independence at the 99% confidence level (α = 0.01) with (I-1)(J-1) degrees of freedom.
2

∑

∑

(

)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

The test statistic depends on observed days (Oij) and expected days (Eij) for a joint cluster (a day
simultaneously classified as weather cluster Wi and composition cluster Cj identified here as WiCj, where 1
≤ i ≤ I and 1 ≤ j ≤ J). Specifically, Oij is the number of observed days in a joint cluster; Ed is the number of
). In that
expected days in this joint cluster considering that Wi and Cj are independent (
case the number of expected days for a joint cluster is the number of records, N, multiplied by Pw the
probability of weather cluster Wi occurring (

), and by Pc the probability

).
of composition cluster Cj occurring (
The test of homogeneity identifies homogeneous distributions for weather and composition clusters.
Significant scenarios were identified from possible combinations based on the criterion of adjusted
standardized residual (ASR)

√

(

) (

)

(6)

The ASR value depends on observed days (Oij), expected days (Eij), row proportion (Pw), and column
proportion (Pc) (Haberman 1973; Agresti 2007). ASR measures the association between variables. For
example, at the 99% confidence level (α = 0.01) the critical value is Zα/2 = ± 2.58, and the level of
association between weather and composition clusters can be described as follows:


ASR ≥ 2.58 identifies a statistically significant association between weather and composition clusters.
If the ASR for influent scenario WiCj falls in this range, we reject the hypothesis that clusters Wi and Cj
are independent. They occur together more frequently than by chance, the observed days are
significantly more than the expected days, and therefore Wi and Cj are associated. The higher the value
of ASR, the stronger the association.



-2.58 < ASR < 2.58 means that we cannot reject the hypothesis that the influent scenario happens by
chance.
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ASR ≤ -2.58 identifies a significant negative association between Wi and Cj; it is unusual for clusters Wi
and Cj to occur simultaneously.

In this study, significant scenarios (ASR ≥ 2.58) were emphasized because they represented strong patterns
of influent scenarios at the Calumet WRP.

4. Quality Assurance and Quality Control (QA/QC)
Historical data for the Calumet WRP (MWRDGC 2013) were provided by MWRDGC. Because these data
must satisfy the QA/QC requirements of the USEPA, there was no additional QA/QC assessment before the
analysis in this study.

5. Results
5.1. PRELIMINARY TREATMENT
Twenty-three outliers (0.7% of the data) were identified; no outliers were detected in the temperature, flow,
or NH3-N/TKN data; the precipitation data had the largest number of outliers (Table 1). There were 453
days with missing data and 23 days with outliers, leaving 3176 days for the cluster analysis.
Table I. Average Values of influent conditions, number and critical values of outliers.
Treated data

Precipitation
Water temperature
Raw flow
TARP flow
SS
TKN
CBOD5
VSS/SS
NH3-N/TKN

Outliers

Unit

Mean

Standard
deviation

Number

Critical value

in
Fo
MGD
MGD
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
-

0.10
58.1
206.8
54.9
135.6
20.1
74.3
0.69
0.55

0.24
10.5
56.8
51.6
92.5
7.2
30.5
0.09
0.09

12
0
0
0
4
2
2
3
0

>2

> 1200
> 320
> 390
>1

5.2. HISTORICAL CLUSTERS
5.2.1. Weather clusters
We explored k-means models using a range of three to seven clusters. The model with three clusters
included two clusters representing relatively dry weather (average precipitation ≈ 0) and one very large
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storm cluster (average ≈ 0.83 in). The major difference between these two dry-weather clusters was TARP
flow; one had relatively high flows (≈ 121 MGD) and the other had low flows (≈ 27 MGD). The model
with four clusters resulted from the division of dry weather days with low TARP flows into two clusters:
relatively low temperatures (≈ 48 oF) and relatively high temperatures (≈ 66 oF). The model with five
clusters provided one more cluster, representative of small storms (≈ 0.16 in). This additional cluster was
valuable because it provided information for common storm events between the two extreme conditions
(dry weather and very large storms). The models with six or more clusters were rejected because the
additional clusters either had similar characteristics or accounted for less than 4% of the data.

The final classification for this study is based on five weather clusters
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1 and Table 2). Cluster 1 includes relatively low values for all the weather parameters. Cluster 2
includes days with little precipitation, high raw and TARP flows, and relatively low temperatures. Cluster 3
represents dry weather in the median range of temperatures, but the TARP flow is very high, indicating that
most days in cluster 3 are dry-weather days following wet-weather days. Cluster 4 includes the largest
sample size, representing dry weather and relatively high temperatures. Cluster 5 is the smallest cluster; it
includes days with very large storms and high temperatures.
Figure
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Figure 1. Radar charts for five weather clusters (average values); the table shows scales of four weather parameters in the radar
charts. Cluster 1 is presented larger so the axes can be labeled.

Table II. Average conditions in five weather clusters and their observed counts.
Cluster

Precipitation
in

1
2
3
4
5

0.04
0.16
0.03
0.04
0.90

Water temperature

Raw flow

TARP flow

Observed counts

F

MGD

MGD

day

48
50
57
66
60

188
322
232
179
284

34
84
145
27
63

822
227
538
1398
191

o

5.2.2. Composition clusters
A similar trail-and-error approach was used to define composition clusters. Three or four clusters may not
provide enough detail and six or more clusters begin to yield clusters with very small sample sizes (cluster 6
included 1.5% of the data). Therefore, five clusters were classified.
Among these five composition clusters, cluster 1, which includes the most cases, represents relatively
medium-to-low influent concentrations but high concentration ratios (
Figure 2 and Table 3). Cluster 2 includes days with average influent quality. Most days in cluster 3 have
very low influent concentrations and medium-to-high concentration ratios. Clusters 4 and 5 include days
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with extreme conditions, but they are different types of extremes. The smallest cluster is number 4, which
has very high concentrations (high concentrations can result in average (VSS/SS) or low (NH 3-N/TKN)
ratios). The extreme conditions in cluster 5 represent relatively low concentrations.

Figure 2. Radar charts of five composition clusters (average values). The table shows scales of five composition parameters in the
radar charts.
Table III. Average conditions in five composition clusters and their observed counts.
Cluster

1
2
3
4
5

SS

TKN

CBOD5

VSS/SS

NH3-N/TKN

Observed counts

mg/L

mg N/L

mg O2/L

-

-

day

98
162
67
368
133

20
25
12
33
15

73
100
42
118
53

0.77
0.70
0.67
0.68
0.58

0.60
0.54
0.58
0.41
0.47

919
851
626
241
539

5.3. SIGNIFICANT INFLUENT SCENARIOS
The Pearson chi-square test was used to verify independence between weather clusters and composition
clusters. A calculated test statistic, χ2 = 1787 with a P-value substantially smaller than the critical value
0.01, indicates that the null hypothesis can be rejected and we can conclude that there is a significant
association between weather and composition scenarios.
With five weather clusters and five composition clusters, there are 25 possible scenarios. In that group
there is significant positive association with nine influent scenarios (red rectangles), three scenarios that
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lack significant association (orange rectangles), and 13 scenarios (dark blue rectangles) that exhibit a
significant negative association (Figure 3). The nine significant influent scenarios cover 2403 days (about
76%), the three scenarios without significant association cover 295 days (9%), and the 13 scenarios with
significant negative association cover 478 days (15%). Among these last 13 scenarios, the combination
between weather cluster 4 and composition cluster 3 (W4C3) has the lowest ASR value (-18.3). For dry
weather days with relatively high temperature (weather cluster 4), it is very unlikely that the Calumet WRP
will experience low influent concentrations (composition cluster 3).

Figure 3. Adjusted standardized residual (ASR) of 25 possible influent scenarios, which combine five weather clusters and five
composition clusters, based on the chi-square test.

Among the nine significant influent scenarios, scenario W3C3 has the highest ASR value (25.0),
indicating that influent concentrations are usually low (composition cluster 3) for dry-weather days with
median temperature and just after (a) wet-weather day(s) (weather cluster 3). Scenario W4C1 has the
smallest ASR value; the observed number of days (487) is slightly more than expected (407). Scenario
W4C2 includes the most observed days (566), which represents dry, warm weather with relatively medium
influent quality. The smallest number of expected days is in scenario W5C5 (33), which applies to large
storms in warm weather with low concentrations.
Influent conditions are composed of nine variables, so we used a parallel coordinates plot to exhibit
characteristics of significant scenarios. An advantage of such a plot is that the distribution of each
parameter and the relationships between two parameters can be read clearly (Inselberg 1997). Three
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scenarios (W1C1, W2C3, and W4C4) were selected to show distributions of daily data for all influent
parameters (Figure 4). The W1C1 scenario, which includes days in dry and cold weather with low
concentrations and high concentration ratios, has relatively small coefficients of variation for all
parameters. For example, water temperature ranges from 41 to 57 oF with the smallest SD of 4 oF in all nine
scenarios; SS concentration ranges from about 36 to 219 mg/L with a SD of 28 mg/L. When most of the
lines between the axes are parallel, it’s an indication of a strong linear relationship between two parameters
(Inselberg 1997). With the exception of water temperature, neighbor parameters in the W1C1 scenario
follow a roughly linear relationship. The W2C3 scenario represents days with small storms and cold
weather with very low concentrations and medium-to-high concentration ratios, but water temperature and
TARP flow have large variations in this scenario. For example, although on most days (72%) the water
temperature is below average (48 oF), the maximum value could reach 70 oF with a SD of 8 oF. Moreover,
the TARP flow ranges from 17 to 170 MGD with a SD of 33 MGD. The W4C4 scenario, which represents
dry, warm weather with high concentrations, exhibits clear, linear relationships among neighbor parameters,
especially water temperature, precipitation, and raw flow. Compared to other scenarios, influent
concentrations in this scenario cover wider ranges. For example, the SS concentration ranges from 126 to
863 mg/L with the biggest SD (115 mg/L) among the nine scenarios, the TKN concentration ranges from 19
to 65 mg/L also with the biggest SD (7 mg/L), and the CBOD5 concentration also has the biggest SD (26
mg/L). The other six scenarios (not shown inFigure ) all have distinct characteristics. For example, raw (SD
≈ 59 MGD) and TARP (≈ 39 MGD) flows both have the biggest variations in scenario W2C5; precipitation
(≈ 0.34 in) and water temperature (≈ 11 oF) have the biggest deviation in scenario W5C5.

Figure 4. Parallel coordinates plot of selected significant influent scenarios. The ranges of each influent variable are determined
based on their minimum and maximum values.
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6. Discussion and Conclusion
Results of the analysis identify specific important scenarios that can be consulted for corresponding control
strategies in the plant. For example, based on observed or predicted weather conditions, the corresponding
range in composition conditions can be predicted from the associations between weather and composition
clusters. Weather cluster 1 (W1) has a significant association only with composition cluster 1 (C1). As a
result, on days with dry weather and cold temperatures the expected influent characteristics include
relatively medium-to-low SS, TKN, and CBOD5 concentrations and relatively high VSS/SS and NH3N/TKN ratios (medium VSS and high NH3-N concentrations). Similarly, W5 is only significantly
associated with C5, which means that low TKN and CBOD5 concentrations, medium SS concentration, and
low concentration ratios should be expected on days with large storms. In contrast with the unique weathercomposition clusters of scenarios W1C1 and W5C5, other weather clusters can have more than two possible
composition clusters. For example, W2 and W3 both have significant associations with either C3 or C5; and
W4 can be associated with C1, C2, or C4. ASR values can be used to evaluate the probabilities of these
scenarios. Probabilities for conditions represented by C3 and C5 are similar when weather conditions
represented by scenario W2 exist because they have close ASR values (8.3 and 11.2). However, when
weather conditions represented by scenario W3 occur, scenario C3 is more likely to happen because relative
to scenario C5 it has a much larger ASR value (25 versus 12.8).
For planning WRP operations, it is also worthwhile to examine the duration times of the scenarios.
Among the nine significant scenarios, W5C5 has the highest probability (85%) of lasting only one day
(Figure 5). Alternatively, when there is a large storm with low concentrations (a scenario with 85%
probability of lasting only one day), the probability of that storm continuing into the second day but ending
before the third day is only about 12%. In contrast, scenarios that include W4 (W4C1, W4C2, and W4C4)
last only one day and have relatively low probabilities, perhaps because dry, warm weather (W4) is the
most common weather condition (44%). For example, scenario W4C4 has a low probability (34%) of oneday duration, but it has the longest duration (24 days), which is more than twice the maximum of any other
scenarios (11 days for scenario W4C1). One-day duration scenarios that include C1 (W1C1 and W4C1)
also have relatively low probabilities, but those involving C5 (W2C5, W3C5, and W5C5) are much more
likely. The highest probability of a two-day duration event occurs with scenario W3C5 (30%), and the
lowest probability is for W4C4 (12%). Because W1C1 has relatively lower probabilities for one- or two-day
duration events, it has the highest probability of lasting longer than two-days (57%). The most unlikely
scenarios with long duration times (> 2 days) are W5C5 (3%) and W2C5 (6%).
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Figure 5. Nine influent scenarios and their probabilities of lasting one day, two days, and more than two days.

Information about influent scenarios can provide useful information for WRP operations; this study
provides an assessment of significant scenarios at the Calumet WRP that we will use in future CPS
applications. Cluster analysis and cross-tabulation were applied to characterize the influent based on ten
years of historical data. Results from this study can be summarized as follows:


Five weather clusters and five composition clusters were classified; nine significant combined influent
scenarios were identified, accounting for 76% of the types of influent conditions.



Two scenarios, W3C3 and W4C2, deserve special note. Scenario W3C3 (dry weather, median
temperature conditions with low influent concentrations that immediately follow a wet weather day) has
the highest ASR value. Scenario W4C2 (dry, warm weather with relatively medium influent quality) is
the most frequent scenario and it has the second highest ASR value. Therefore, in planning for efficient
WRP operations, these scenarios should be emphasized.



Warm weather conditions mean more variation in influent quality. Relative to cold weather storms,
warm weather storms are more likely to be large storms.



For dry, cold-weather conditions (W1), the composition of the influent is more likely to be low TKN,
CBOD5, and SS concentrations and high NH3-N/TKN and VSS/SS ratios (C1). For warm weather
conditions with a large storm (W5), the composition of the influent is more likely to be low
concentrations and concentration ratios (C5). The other scenarios exhibit a greater variety of
composition conditions.
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Scenario W5C5 (warm weather with large storms and low influent concentrations) has a high
probability (85%) of lasting only one day; scenario W1C1 (dry cold weather with low concentrations
and high concentration ratios) has the highest probability (57%) of lasting more than two day.

7. Future Work
We expect there will be two directions for future work:


A WRP process model will be developed to simulate the effects of the important scenarios identified in
this study. Results from those simulations could improve our understanding of how to balance process
resilience and possible energy savings.



Although the other 16 scenarios identified in this study were not statistically significant, they did occur.
Further study of those scenarios could help to understand their potential risks.
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